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ABSTRACT 
 Proprioception is an ability to perceive the position and speed of body parts that is 
important for construction of the body schema in the brain. Proper updating of the body 
schema is necessary for appropriate voluntary movement. However, the mechanisms 
mediating such an updating are not well understood. To study these mechanisms when 
the body part was at rest, electroencephalography (EEG) and evoked potentials studies 
were employed, and when the body was in motion, kinematic studies were performed. An 
experimental approach to elicit proprioceptive P300 evoked potentials was developed 
providing evidence that processing of novel passive movements is similar to processing 
of novel visual and auditory stimuli. The latencies of the proprioceptive P300 potentials 
were found to be greater than those elicited by auditory, but not different from those 
elicited by the visual stimuli. The features of the functional networks that generated the 
P300s were analyzed for each modality. Cross-correlation networks showed both 
common features, e.g. connections between frontal and parietal areas, and the stimulus-
specific features, e.g. increases of the connectivity for temporal electrodes in the visual 
		 vii
and auditory networks, but not in the proprioceptive ones. The magnitude of coherency 
networks showed a reduction in alpha band connectivity for most of the electrodes 
groupings for all stimuli modalities, but did not demonstrate modality-specific features. 
Kinematic study compared performances of 19 models previously proposed in the 
literature for movements at the shoulder and elbow joints in terms of their ability to 
reconstruct the speed profiles of the wrist pointing movements. It was found that 
lognormal and beta function models are most suitable for wrist speed profile modeling. In 
addition, an investigation of the blinking rates during the P300 potentials recordings 
revealed significantly lower rates in left-handed participants, compared to the right-
handed ones. Future work will include expanding the experimental and analytical 
methodologies to different kinds of proprioceptive stimuli (displacements and speeds) 
and experimental paradigms (error-related negativity potentials), and comparing the 
models of the speed profiles produced by the feet to those of the wrists, as well as 
replicating the observations made on the blinking rates in a larger scale study.  
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 
Proprioception and Body Schema 
Movement is a necessary component for many human activities, for example, 
reaching for food, avoiding danger, and manipulating various tools. In order to be able to 
plan the movements successfully, a person has to know the positions and velocities of all 
his/her body parts in space, i.e. there should be an internal representation of the body in 
the brain, or a “body schema” (Head and Holmes, 1911). Such a representation can be 
constructed using sensory contributions from vision, touch and proprioception. Although 
all of these modalities are necessary for the creation of functional multisensory body 
schema, proprioception plays one of the most important roles. 
Proprioception is the ability to perceive the position and movement of body parts 
in the absence of visual input (Gilman, 2002). Proprioceptive stimuli primarily include 
the change in position of and in forces acting on the body parts. Proprioception is needed 
for both complex motor control and postural maintenance (Johnson et al., 2008). 
Proprioceptive information is collected via the specialized receptors in muscles (muscle 
spindles and Golgi tendon organs), joints and deep skin. It is then transmitted together 
with touch and vibration information from the limbs and body via dorsal columns of the 
spinal cord, medial lemnisci of the brainstem and ventroposterolateral thalamus to the 
cerebral hemispheres. From the thalamus, the proprioceptive information arrives at the 
primary somatosensory cortex (SI), mainly Brodmann areas 3a and 2 (Kaas et al., 1979). 
SI projects to superior parietal lobule (Brodmann area 5) with most of the inputs coming 
from area 2, and secondary somatosensory cortex (SII), located in the superior bank of 
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the lateral sulcus. Based on neurophysiology and lesion studies, it was found that area 5 
was involved in accurate detection and guidance of the position of the arm, while SII was 
involved in advanced processing of touch stimuli, such as detecting the texture and shape 
of objects (Ruben et al., 2001; Hsiao and Yau, 2008). By analogy with visual processing, 
the processing stream from SI to SII  (mainly touch and vibration), was named the “what” 
stream, as it mainly focused on characterization of stimulus, while the stream from SI to 
area 5 (mainly proprioceptive information) was called the “where” stream, as it was 
mainly concerned with the body parts locations in space (Murray and Mishkin, 1984). 
Further processing likely involved integration of the body schema with the representation 
of the surrounding space obtained from vision, hearing, and touch, and performed in the 
multimodal association area (Brodmann area 7). The drawing of the brain with the 
highlighted Brodmann areas involved in proprioceptive processing is shown in Figure 
1-1. 
Several studies emphasized the likely role of area 5 in the maintenance of body 
schema. Mountcastle showed the dual sensory and motor role of neurons in area 5, by 
demonstrating that some of its neurons responded both to voluntary and passive 
movements of the arm, but the response to voluntary movement was stronger in a 
subpopulation of these neurons (Mountcastle et al., 1975). Also it was shown that some 
of the area 5 neurons were task specific, e.g. they responded only during the reaching 
tasks (Snyder et al., 1997). In order to determine where on the sensory-motor spectrum 
area 5 was, an experiment was designed in which monkeys were trained to move a handle 
along some trajectories, while the neuronal activity from area 5 and primary motor cortex 
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(Brodmann area 4) were recorded. External forces were applied on the handle, such that 
the force used by the monkey could be dissociated from the direction of movement. It 
was found that the neurons in area 5 were more selective for the position and trajectory of 
the hand (kinematics), and those in the motor cortex were more selective for the forces 
used by the monkey (dynamics) (Kalaska et al., 1990). Besides that, area 5 is the part of 
the brain where the initial integration of visual and somatosensory information about the 
limb position occurred for the first time in its processing (Graziano et al., 2000). In 
addition to neurophysiology studies, recent functional magnetic resonance imaging 
(fMRI) study also supported the role of area 5 in encoding and maintenance of the spatial 
representation of the body. For example, it was found that area 5 was the only part of the 
brain, where a significant activation in BOLD (blood oxygenation level dependent) signal 
occurred following a change in the posture of the upper-limb, thus, area 5 might be 
involved in updating of the limb position (Pellijeff et al., 2006). 
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Figure 1-1: Brodmann areas of the brain with the areas involved in proprioception 
information processing highlighted with red outlines. Drawing modified from 
http://thebrain.mcgill.ca/flash/capsules/outil_jaune05.html 
In the neurology literature a number of clinical scenarios were described when the 
body schema is not constructed or updated properly. In some cases, this occurs because 
the sense of proprioception is lost, i.e. there is no input based on which to update the 
map. For example, this happens in case of deafferentation, a loss of peripheral 
somatosensory input from the body parts, e.g. due to tertiary syphilis or some viral 
diseases. Other conditions affecting proprioceptive input would include strokes (e.g. 
thalamus or SI), trauma, neuropathies (Simon et al., 2009), and vitamin B12 deficiency 
(Gates, 2010). Patients, who lose the proprioceptive input, need to see the body parts that 
they intend to move, and thus, cannot perform motor tasks while paying attention to 
something else (Haggard and Wolpert, 2005). 
Ventral	
Somatosensory	
Stream	
Dorsal	
Somatosensory	
Stream
SII
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In other cases, it is the construction or updating of the body schema that is 
impaired, even though the proprioceptive inputs from the body parts are normal. One 
example is autotopagnosia, when a person cannot point correctly to their body parts, and 
a specific case of this is finger agnosia, when a person cannot name their fingers. The 
latter is often part of Gerstmann’s syndrome together with agraphia, dyscalculia and left-
right confusion, and it is associated with left parietal lobe lesions, especially those of the 
angular gyrus. Besides that, phantom limb (sensation in the amputated limb), 
supernumerary limbs (sensation that an extra limb was present in place where the real 
limb was shortly before it was moved) and fading limb (inability to tell the position of the 
limb at rest) sensations have been described in patients (Haggard and Wolpert, 2005). In 
addition, there are descriptions of people, who cannot recognize their body parts as their 
own. This is known as neglect phenomenon, and is usually associated with right parietal 
lobe damage, often due to strokes in middle cerebral artery. There frequently is 
accompanying visual space neglect on the left side as well, and left hemiparesis (half of 
the body weakness) but these do not have to be present (Gates, 2010). Understanding 
how the attention is paid to the body schema and its updating mechanism is, therefore, 
important as the disturbance of such an updating can lead to pathology. 
It is necessary to pay attention to the position of the body part in both static and 
dynamic situations. In the static situation, a body part was at rest, and it was passively 
moved by some external force. In the dynamic case, a body part was actively moved by a 
person. In order to study the static case, it is necessary to identify a brain signal produced 
by the change in the position of the body part. Such a signal may be related to the body 
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schema updating. To obtain such a signal, an experimental and clinical technique called 
electroencephalography (EEG) becomes useful. This technique allows recording 
electrical activity (voltage) sourced from the brain. EEG signals produced by specific 
stimuli are known as evoked potentials (EPs). EPs related to change or novelty detection 
produced by auditory and visual stimuli were identified and named P300 potentials 
(Sutton et al., 1965; Donchin, 1981). However, such signals have not been previously 
demonstrated for passive movement stimuli. An experimental approach to produce these 
potentials by a sequence of passive movement stimuli, and the comparison of 
proprioceptive P300 potentials’ parameters to those evoked by auditory and visual stimuli 
will be presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis.  
Once the proprioceptive P300 potentials are obtained, the next step of 
investigation would be to identify which brain areas act together during the P300 task. 
One of the approaches that can accomplish that is a mathematical treatment of EEG data 
called network analysis, because it identifies the network of interactions between the 
signals recorded at different locations of the scalp. The network analysis of 
proprioceptive P300 potentials and comparison of their networks to those observed with 
the visual and auditory P300 potentials will be presented in Chapter 3 of the thesis. 
In a dynamic situation of movement, proprioception also plays an important role. 
For example, in reaching movements it provides feedback from the arm. Patients without 
proprioception, e.g. as a result of sensory neuropathy, make large errors in the extent of 
movement trajectories when reaching in different directions, if they cannot see their arm. 
This happens because they cannot sense the limb inertia and incorporate it into their 
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motor planning (Gordon et al., 1995). Also patients with the loss of proprioception cannot 
make accurate movements that require rapid direction reversal (Sainburg et al., 1995). 
Therefore, one can investigate proprioception in dynamic situations through the study of 
motor control and planning. In such studies the observable quantities are kinematics of 
movement, namely trajectories and speeds. In order to understand pathology, 
mathematical models of normal speed profiles are needed. Such models allow 
understanding aspects of motor control, in which there are deficiencies, e.g. inadequate 
peak speed of movement, or inadequate acceleration. In addition, having such models 
could be useful for the development of control algorithms in the design of robots for 
movement rehabilitation, which use realistic trajectories and speed profiles to retrain 
mobility.  
Historically, the studies had focused on the kinematics of two-jointed (shoulder 
and elbow) reaching movements. Rapid reaching movements had been found to have 
almost straight trajectories with bell-shaped symmetric speed profiles (Morasso, 1981; 
Abend et al., 1982). A mathematical model of the speed profile (“minimum jerk” model, 
a fourth degree polynomial) had been proposed and experimentally validated (Flash and 
Hogan, 1985). Numerous other symmetric and asymmetric mathematical models also had 
been proposed (Plamondon et al., 1993). However, reaching performed by movement of 
the hand at the wrist had been largely ignored. An exception was Charles et al. who 
showed that the trajectories of the reaching movements at the wrist were more curved 
compared to those at the shoulder and elbow (Charles et al., 2006). It thus became of 
interest whether the models of speed profiles proposed for shoulder and elbow 
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movements could adequately describe the speed profiles of the wrist movements. Having 
this information would allow delivery of motor rehabilitation for the wrist in such a way 
that the delivered movements are as close to physiological ones as possible. Also such an 
investigation might deliver important insights on similarities of the motor control at the 
wrist and at the shoulder / elbow. In Chapter 4, a comparative analysis will be presented, 
in which a number of mathematical models previously proposed for the speed profiles for 
shoulder and elbow movements were evaluated on their ability to reconstruct 
experimentally recorded wrist movement speed profiles.  
During the research for this thesis some technical issues were encountered related 
to the EPs recordings and network analysis, and Chapters 5 and 6 are dedicated to such 
issues. Chapter 5 contains the analysis of eye blinking rates during the P300 recordings. 
Blinking introduces artifact into the EEG recordings, which reduces the amount of data 
available for analysis, therefore, factors that affect blinking rate must be considered 
during the experimental design. The dependence of the blinking rate on subjects’ 
characteristics and experimental conditions, and the impact of experimental fatigue on 
blinking rates will be addressed in this chapter.  
Chapter 6 addresses a technical issue related to our experimental conditions and 
their implications for network analysis. It was thought necessary to determine whether 
the kind of background auditory noise during the recording of the EEG baseline affects 
the properties of the functional network computed relative to this baseline. This is an 
important issue because in some experimental situations a quiet auditory environment 
cannot be achieved. For example, when fMRI experiments are performed, the substantial 
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noise made by the magnet is always present. In the proprioceptive EP experiments 
described in this thesis, auditory white noise was used to mask the mechanical noise of 
the stimulation device, and the baseline for network computations were always recorded 
with white noise. In Chapter 6 the networks of the P300 potentials in auditory, visual and 
proprioceptive modalities are computed based on three auditory baselines: “no noise” 
(regular quiet room), white noise, and fMRI magnet noise, and connectivity densities of 
these networks are compared. 
The remaining subsections of this chapter will introduce the terminology, and 
review the literature related to proprioceptive evoked potentials, and network analysis. 
 
Electroencephalography and P300 Evoked Potentials 
Electroencephalography (EEG) is a commonly used technique in cognitive 
neuroscience. EEG involves recording the electrical fields sourced from the brain in a 
non-invasive manner using electrodes placed on scalp surface. The activity is typically 
oscillatory with a frequency range from 0 to 100 Hz, and amplitudes under 100uV. The 
electrical fields detected by the electrodes are largely the resultant of the synchronized 
excitatory and inhibitory post-synaptic potentials developed by cell bodies and dendrites 
of pyramidal neurons in cerebral cortex and thalamus (Creutzfeldt et al., 1966; Cooper et 
al., 2005).  
A standard system used for the electrodes placement and nomenclature is the 
International 10-20 system (Jasper, 1958). Its name refers to the fact, that it establishes 
the positions of the electrodes relative to four reference points: nasion, inion, and left and 
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right pre-auricular areas, with the electrodes being placed at the 10%, and 20% 
increments of a distance from nasion to inion, and between the pre-auricular points. The 
positions of the electrodes are shown in Figure 1-2. The electrode names include a capital 
letter (or sometimes two letters) to designate the electrodes anatomical position. 
Specifically, Fp stands for frontal pole, F for frontal, C for central (around central sulcus), 
P for parietal, O for occipital, and T for temporal. If the electrode is in the sagittal plane, 
the capital letter is followed by small ‘z’, if the electrode is to the left of the sagittal 
plane, the letter is followed by an odd digit, and if it is to the right of this plane, then an 
even digit is used. A large digit indicates that the electrode is further away from the 
sagittal plane. The standard 10-20 system layout includes 19 scalp electrodes, excluding 
reference electrodes and ground. 
To allow for larger electrode arrays, an extended version of 10-20 system was 
formalized by the American Electroencephalographic Society (Sharbrough et al., 1991). 
The electrode positions of the extended 10-20 system are shown in Figure 1-3. The 
difference from standard 10-20 system nomenclature is the introduction of intermediate 
electrode rows along the coronal planes identified by two capital letters designations. 
Typically two letters used for dual letter rows are those used for the row anterior and row 
posterior to it (FC, CP,PO,FT, TP), the only exception being row AF (between Fp and F 
row electrodes).  
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Figure 1-2: International 10-20 system of electrodes placement. A. Left side view of the 
head, B. Top view of the head. (Sharbrough et al., 1991) 
 
Figure 1-3: Extended version of International 10-20 system. (Sharbrough et al., 1991) 
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The EEG signal varies on the millisecond time scale. Temporal resolution of an 
experiment depends on the sampling frequency of the recording equipment. For a typical 
recording, modern amplifiers allow sampling frequencies of 1000Hz, which allows 
discerning the frequency components of up to 500Hz by Nyquist criterion. However, in 
practical terms such a sampling rate is only adequate for distinguishing components up to 
100Hz, because usually 10 points are desirable to define a component (Cooper et al., 
2005).  
Spatial resolution of EEG is dependent on the number of electrodes used for the 
recording. The average inter-electrode distance (a measure of spatial resolution) is 
approximately negatively correlated with the logarithm of the number of electrodes, i.e. 
for 19 electrodes (standard 10-20 system array) average inter-electrode distance is about 
7cm, for 32 electrodes – 5cm, for 64 electrodes – 4cm, for 128 electrodes – 3cm, etc. 
(Srinivasan et al., 1998). For the higher level EEG analysis, such as dipole source 
localization, requiring good spatial resolution, based on several modeling and clinical 
studies, 64-128 electrodes may be adequate (Spitzer et al., 1989; Lantz et al., 2003; 
Slotnick, 2004). 
Several frequency bands of physiological interest within EEG activity have been 
defined: delta or slow waves (1-4Hz), theta (4-7Hz), alpha (8-12Hz), beta (12-30Hz), and 
gamma (30-80Hz), and fast frequency components (>80Hz) (Steriade et al., 1990; 
Buzsaki and Draguhn, 2004). Alpha pattern activity is defined as predominant activity 
occurring during wakefulness mainly over the occipital cortex, and is most accentuated 
when a person closes his/her eyes. Decrease in alpha band power is related to the increase 
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in attentional demands of a task (Klimesch, 1999). Increase in theta activity is associated 
with the increase of the memory demands of a task (Klimesch, 1999; Pare et al., 2002). 
Also alpha and theta band oscillations were found to be related to central executive in 
working memory, namely decrease of alpha coherence in the frontal areas, and increase 
in the theta coherence between frontal and parietal areas were observed in visuospatial 
working memory tasks (Sauseng et al., 2005). Delta waves are a defining feature during 
the non-rapid eye movements sleep stage 3, also known as slow wave sleep (Silber et al., 
2007). In addition, the cognitive evoked potentials, such as P300 potentials, are the delta 
frequency band phenomena. A large portion of the gamma activity is not detected by the 
scalp EEG electrodes because of non-conductive skull, and some is often lost to digital 
filtering in order to reduce the 60Hz noise from power line. However, in spite of these 
challenges, gamma activity has been proposed to have a function in short-term memory 
(gamma band modulation at theta rate) (Lisman and Idiart, 1995), and visual awareness 
(Rodriguez et al., 1999). Beta activity may be affected by the emotional component of the 
task (Ray and Cole, 1985b), and in cognitive processing of hemispheric-specific tasks 
(verbal and spatial) (Ray and Cole, 1985a). The proposed roles of different EEG 
frequency bands in different cognitive processes are summarized in Table 1-1.  
Table 1-1: Summary of the proposed cognitive roles of EEG oscillations at different 
frequency bands 
Frequency Band Proposed Cognitive Roles 
Delta (1-4Hz) Slow-wave sleep, cognitive evoked potentials 
Theta (4-7Hz) Memory loading, central executive in working memory 
Alpha (8-12Hz) Attention, central executive in working memory 
Beta (12-30Hz) Verbal and spatial cognitive processing, emotional processing 
Gamma (30-80Hz) Short-term memory, visual awareness 
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Evoked potentials (EPs) are signals in the EEG recording that are associated with 
particular type of stimuli or task. Usually they have much lower amplitude than the raw 
EEG recording, therefore, to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and to make EPs 
prominent and analyzable, averaging of EEG segments (epochs) time-locked to the 
stimulus onset is used. See Figure 1-4 for illustration of the effect of averaging.  
 
Figure 1-4: Averaging of stimulus onset-aligned epochs improves the signal-to-noise ratio 
allowing to observe and quantify the evoked potentials. Modified from 
http://research.baycrest.org/eeg  
The standards for EP recording, processing and presentation have been 
established, e.g. (Picton et al., 2000). In order to be able to record the EPs, equipment 
must be able to detect and amplify signals of around 0.1uV. Typical clinical raw EEG is 
filtered at 0.5 to 70Hz during acquisition (Cooper et al., 2005). High-pass at 0.5Hz is 
used to remove the DC component of the signal. Low-pass cutoff at 70Hz corresponds to 
the boundary of frequencies that are commonly measured in EEG. However, because of 
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the presence of 60Hz noise cycle in the recordings, it is usually practical to low-pass filter 
the data further at a cutoff less than 60Hz. In addition to the 60Hz noise, some 
physiological activity often presents as the artifact on EEG, this includes muscle activity 
(EMG), eye blinking activity (EOG), and heart activity (EKG). 
The choice of reference electrodes historically has been important for the EPs 
recording, because the choice of reference determines the EEG waveforms, and thus 
influences waveform-based analyses (Pizzagalli, 2007). The reference electrode is the 
one relative to which all the potential differences are measured; ideally such an electrode 
is the least active. Some reasonable choices of reference electrode(s) include: single 
electrode in Cz position, single electrode on mastoid process or ear (left or right), average 
mastoid reference (average of two electrodes on mastoid processes). Luckily for various 
analysis purposes, in the era of digital EEG, data can be re-referenced after the 
acquisition algorithmically (Dien, 1998; Picton et al., 2000). Some reference-free 
transformations were proposed, e.g. common average reference, for which an average of 
all connected electrodes is subtracted from every electrode. In some situations, no single 
physical or virtual reference electrode is used, and the potential differences between 
neighbouring electrodes are computed, which is known as bipolar montage (essentially, a 
first derivative / difference of spatial voltage map). Another approach is the current 
source density, which is computed by taking the second derivative of the voltage field. 
However, this latter approach emphasizes focal phenomena and is not suitable for EPs 
coming from distributed sources (Perrin et al., 1989; Dien, 1998). For many EP studies, 
the average mastoid reference works well. The common average reference might work 
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well when the number of electrodes is large (32 or more) (Picton et al., 2000; Pizzagalli, 
2007). 
Evoked potentials are typically named using the letter P for positive or N for 
negative potentials, followed by the latency in milliseconds relative to stimulus onset. 
Some EPs reflect the arrival of the information to the sensory areas of the cortex, e.g. 
standard P200 visual EP (positive potential at 200ms post-stimulus) or somatosensory 
evoked potentials at 20ms post-stimulus. These are often referred to as perceptive EPs. 
Another variety of EPs reflect more advanced processing, for example, recognition of 
some property of the perceived information. These are referred to as cognitive EPs. The 
examples of these include P300 (positive potential at 300 ms post-stimulus) involved in 
change detection, or N400 (negative potential at 400ms post-stimulus) involved in 
semantic processing of language. An alternative naming approach, if there are more than 
one positive or negative peaks in the EP to refer to them as P1, P2, or N1, N2, etc., 
Several studies investigated the perceptive (early) EPs for proprioception. One of 
the first studies that investigated proprioception using EEG was one by Abruzzese et al., 
in which experimenters recorded the somatosensory EP in response to electrical 
stimulation of the median nerve, while either delivering passive movements of the thumb, 
or asking subjects to move the thumb voluntarily, or at rest (Abbruzzese et al., 1981). 
They found that the primary somatosensory response (N20-P25 complex) was 
significantly reduced during movement, and explained it by the induction of gating effect 
on the cortex and thalamus when the proprioceptive receptors, e.g. muscle spindles, were 
activated. No investigation of EPs produced by the finger movements themselves was 
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performed. Mima et al. were the first study to show that passive movements of the finger 
produces EPs (Mima et al., 1996). They constructed an apparatus delivering passive 
movement flexions of the index finger at the proximal interphalangeal joint and 
eliminated the sensation of touch by ischemic anesthesia. They showed that the 
proprioceptive EPs had a different distribution compared to other somatosensory EPs 
(due to pressure stimuli without movement of the body parts and electrical stimulation). 
In addition, by studying the movement parameters on the EPs, they found that the 
amplitude of P2 (in their case at 48.0ms post-stimulus) was related to velocity but not the 
magnitude of movement. Alary et al. performed the EEG and fMRI studies (separate) of 
the proprioceptive EPs in healthy individuals and in patients with stroke, who had 
complete and partial sensory loss (Alary et al., 1998). For their EEG recordings, the 
passive movements of the finger were delivered by the examiner, and in the fMRI 
experiments the wrist movements were used. Similar to Mima et al, the researchers 
observed the P1/N1/P2 pattern of perceptive potential. They also performed source 
localization (and compared EEG to fMRI), and reported sources of P1/N1 potentials in 
contralateral SI, inferior parietal lobe and supplementary motor area, and the sources of 
P2 potential in ipsilateral parietal lobe and contralateral insula. FMRI confirmed 
activations in contralateral SI, bilateral parietal lobes, and supplementary motor area, and 
also showed the involvement of the ipsilateral cerebellum, not picked up by EEG. The 
studies in stroke patients either did not show the EPs at all with complete sensory loss, or 
showed very different spatial distribution in a partial sensory loss case. Arnfred et al. 
performed EEG experiments with proprioceptive stimuli for the purposes of studying 
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proprioceptive deficits in schizophrenia patients (Arnfred et al., 2001a; Arnfred et al., 
2001b; Arnfred et al., 2006). Instead of passive movements, they used the force 
transmission stimuli, specifically, the change of the handheld load (a machine pulling on 
a rope with extra 80g force every 2 seconds). They found activations in a double positive 
contralateral component (P70, P190) and a single frontal negative component (N70). 
When they compared these potentials in normal subjects, and in schizophrenic patients, 
they found delayed contralateral parietal activity and increased amplitude of the central 
activity. Seiss et al. performed their EEG recording with proprioceptive stimuli for the 
purpose of studying proprioception in movement disorders, specifically, Huntington’s 
and Parkinson’s diseases (Seiss et al., 2002; Seiss et al., 2003). They used the finger 
movement stimuli delivered using a mechanical device, but unlike the device of Mima et 
al, they used a robotic arm to deliver flexions and extensions at metacarpophalangeal 
(MCP) joint. These researchers focused on the N90 proprioceptive potential. When 
comparing this potential to N20/P20 somatosensory potential produced by median nerve 
stimulation, they found that the sources of N90 were 1cm anterior to those of N20/P20, 
which was interpreted as the involvement of motor cortex in the generation of 
proprioceptive EEG potentials. In addition they found that the duration of N90 correlated 
with the movement duration, but was not affected by movement direction. In their 
clinical studies Seiss et al. found that N90 component had normal latency in both 
Parkinson’s and Huntington’s disease patients, as compared to control. However, they 
found difference in distribution of the N170 component in Parkinson’s disease patients, 
and lack of this component on the ipsilateral side of the brain in Huntington’s disease 
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patients, which was interpreted as deficiency in advanced, but not the initial processing of 
the proprioceptive stimuli in these disorders.  
P300-type EEG potentials are positive, large-amplitude potentials with typical 
peak latencies of 300-400ms post-stimulus. These are cognitive potentials and are 
suggested to represent some initial processing after information arrival to the cortex, e.g. 
change detection, categorization, decision on relevance to the task (Arnfred, 2010). The 
P300 EEG potentials were originally demonstrated for audition and vision (Sutton et al., 
1965), and later on for some somatosensory stimuli, e.g. touch (Yamaguchi and Knight, 
1991), electrical shocks (Bruyant et al., 1993), and applied force (Arnfred, 2005). One of 
the main theories for the mechanism of P300 potentials generation postulated that they 
arose due to the updating of the mental representation of the stimulus. For auditory and 
visual stimuli this updating was proposed to occur in working memory (Polich, 2007).  
Dr. S. Arnfred demonstrated that force transmission proprioceptive stimuli, 
namely pulls on a hand-help rope with 40 gram or 100 gram forces, can elicit P300 
potentials. She found positive cognitive EPs with latencies around 360ms (Arnfred, 
2005). Dr. Arnfred also investigated the proprioceptive P300 in persons with 
schizophrenia, and found no differences from normal individuals, although such 
differences were found for perceptive proprioceptive potentials (Arnfred et al., 2006). 
Such force transmission P300 potentials, when no displacement of the body part occurs, 
may be arising when it is necessary to maintain a particular posture. However, the 
proprioceptive P300 potentials, on which passive movements of the body part are used as 
stimuli, have not been demonstrated in the literature to date. 
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Proprioceptive P300s based on the passive displacement stimuli may be useful for 
a number of reasons. Firstly, such potentials may arise, when the body part’s position 
changes due to an external perturbation, and thus, they can be biosignal markers of 
detection of such a change. Secondly, based on the updating theory of P300 potentials 
generation, these EEG potentials may be related to the updating of the body schema. 
Thus, they may become useful tools to study such an updating in both normal and 
pathological situations, e.g. neglect. Thirdly, because passive movements are an 
important part of movement rehabilitation regimens (Lephart et al., 1997), proprioceptive 
P300 based on passive movements stimuli may be useful as an objective measure to 
monitor recovery of proprioceptive function, e.g. after strokes or injuries. In addition, 
proprioceptive P300 can be a measure of cognitive decline (as a test of ability to 
construct valid representation of self), if validated properly, which could find applications 
in diagnosis and / or medical follow-up for patients with dementias. 
 
Network Analysis  
Spatially distinct brain regions can be involved in a particular task, thereby 
forming a network. Mathematically, a network is a description of a system as a set of 
nodes and a set of edges connecting pairs of nodes (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010). Nodes in 
a brain network typically represent brain areas, and edges represent anatomical or 
functional connections between them. Anatomical connections are based on physical 
connectivity between two brain areas. A functional connection between two areas is 
based on linear or nonlinear measures of association between the signals observed in 
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these areas. In this context, network analysis consists in part of a set of mathematical 
techniques used to quantify the interactions between different brain areas during various 
tasks (i.e. define the edges between pairs of nodes), and characterize the resultant 
networks by a set of parameters. For computational purposes, networks are typically 
represented by the adjacency matrices with rows and columns corresponding to nodes, 
and the entries contain information related to connections. 
Several types of networks are defined, based on the nature of edges. For example, 
there are either binary or weighted networks. Binary networks have edges that represent 
either presence or absence of connections. Weighted networks have edges that represent 
the strengths of connections between the nodes. Binary networks can be obtained from 
the weighted network by defining a threshold on the strength of connection above which 
the binary edge is defined (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010). Also networks can be directed or 
undirected. In the directed networks, allowing causal inference, the activity at one node 
drives the activity at the other node. In the undirected networks, it is only known that the 
activity at two nodes is associated, but no causal relationship can be inferred. A typical 
example of the directed network is an anatomical connectivity map based on tract tracing 
study, in which the direction of the tract can be reduced. Some functional measures of 
association can estimate the likelihood of a causal relationship between signals from 
different brain areas, e.g. partial directed coherence (Baccala and Sameshima, 2001) or 
directed transfer function (Kaminski and Blinowska, 1991). In order to convert from a 
directed to an undirected network, a symmetrizing transformation on the network 
adjacency matrix can be performed. 
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A common process for performing network analysis based on the recorded EEG 
EPs is as follows. 1) a set of electrodes, with which EEG is recorded, represents the 
nodes in the network; 2) a mathematical measure of association between EEG signals at 
different nodes is computed, to determine the edges in the network. There are many 
suitable measures of association depending on the network relationship sought, for 
example, cross-correlation (Pereda et al., 2005), coherency (Nolte et al., 2004; Pereda et 
al., 2005), synchronization likelihood (Stam and van Dijk, 2002), phase coherence 
(Mormann et al., 2000), wavelet-based coherence (Lachaux et al., 2002), Granger 
causality (Granger, 1969), partial directed coherence (Baccala and Sameshima, 2001), 
directed transfer function (Kaminski and Blinowska, 1991). A threshold value for the 
selected measure of association is chosen. If the measure of association between two 
nodes exceeds the threshold, these nodes are said to be connected, i.e. an edge is defined 
between these nodes. An alternative to a strict threshold definition is to quantify the 
significance of the measure of association value by comparing it to a distribution of 
values for the same measure of association obtained from the surrogate data by 
bootstrapping. If the observed value is significantly larger than the mean of the 
bootstrapped distribution, then the edge can be defined (Kramer et al., 2009). 
Once all the edges are defined, parameters characterizing the network topology 
can be computed. Some typical parameters are: connectivity density (total number of 
edges in the network), node degree (number of edges a node has going to it), path length 
(minimum number of connections to be traversed to travel between nodes) and clustering 
coefficient (number of connections between the nearest neighbours of the node, as a 
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proportion of maximum possible number of such connections) (Bullmore and Sporns, 
2009). Functional networks that arise due to different mental activities can be compared 
based on these summary measures.  
Functional networks summary measures can be used as diagnostic markers, e.g. in 
Alzheimer’s disease and schizophrenia (Liu et al., 2008; Supekar et al., 2008), to model 
lesion studies (Honey and Sporns, 2008)and to quantify the effects of medications 
(Honey et al., 2003). 
Network analysis has an important advantage over source localization in that it 
avoids the need to solve the inverse problem, and can operate directly on the recorded 
data at the electrodes. Inverse problems are a type of mathematical problem, in which the 
model parameters are determined based on the measured data; this is an opposite of the 
forward problem, when the model predicts the output based on the choice of parameters. 
Specifically for EEG, the inverse problem is finding the locations of sources of electric 
fields that produce the potentials observed on scalp surface. The inverse problem is ill-
defined, meaning that even with a large number of electrodes, there can be an infinite 
number of solutions (Slotnick, 2004), and in addition to large computational costs, it may 
not be possible to select the best solution, if the imaging or some additional data is not 
available. 
There are several important challenges related to network analysis. One is related 
to the fact that the waveform at different electrodes is affected by the choice of reference 
electrode, therefore the measures of association will also depend on the choice of 
reference (Dien, 1998). Another is the need to ensure that the mathematically detected 
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interactions are not the artifact of volume conduction. Volume conduction is an erroneous 
high coherence which results from the fact that a single source of electrical activity can 
be detected by multiple electrodes on scalp surface (Nunez et al., 1997). Therefore, two 
signals showing mathematical association may be produced by the same source, and 
erroneous conclusions about functional connectivity may be generated. One can attempt 
reducing this problem by using measures of association that are less affected by the 
interactions at the short time lags. 
 
Thesis Chapters Contents Overview 
The following is the overview of the thesis chapters’ content. In Chapter 2, the 
experimental procedure for eliciting and recording the P300 potentials using passive 
movements of the body part (finger) will be explained, and these potentials parameters 
(amplitude, latency) will be compared to those evoked by auditory and visual stimuli. In 
Chapter 3, the network analysis methods applied to P300 potentials will be demonstrated, 
and the networks due to different stimuli will be compared. In Chapter 4, the results of 
mathematical modeling of wrist movement speed profiles will be described. In Chapter 5, 
the dependence of blinking rates during the P300 potentials’ recordings on subjects’ 
characteristics and experimental factors will be explored. In Chapter 6, the effect of 
auditory noise during the EEG baseline recording on network computation will be 
investigated. 
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CHAPTER 2 : PROPRIOCEPTIVE P300 EVOKED POTENTIALS 
Introduction 
The purpose of the experiments described in this chapter was to establish the 
existence of the proprioceptive P300 potentials evoked by passive movements, and to 
compare parameters of proprioceptive P300 potentials to those evoked by visual and 
auditory stimuli. The parameters of the evoked potentials that were investigated were 
latencies and amplitudes. It can be expected that the latency of P300 potentials will 
depend on the processing path for a particular stimuli modality (Polich, 2007). Therefore, 
one can expect the latency of the auditory P300s will be the shortest around 300ms, 
directly from primary auditory cortex to the inferior parietal cortex (comparison center). 
The latency of the visual P300s was expected to be the longest around 400ms because of 
multiple processing stages from primary visual cortex to the “what” pathway 
(inferotemporal cortex), and then to the comparison center. The proprioceptive P300s 
might have some intermediate latency values based on the force transmission P300s 
latencies demonstrated by (Arnfred, 2005) and an expected processing path from the SI to 
superior parietal lobule, and then to the comparison center. Amplitude values for all 
modalities were expected to be similar. 
In addition to the effect of stimuli modality, the effects of gender and age of the 
study participants on the proprioceptive P300 potentials’ latencies and amplitudes were 
studied. No effects of gender were expected on either latencies or amplitudes. There 
might be an effect of age on amplitudes of the evoked potentials, because with age the 
distance between the brain and the scalp increases, therefore the amplitudes might be 
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smaller in older individuals.  
The effects of posture of the body part on the P300 potentials parameters were 
also investigated. Studying the effects of posture was important for two reasons. Firstly, 
if the body part ended up hyperextended or hyperflexed at rest or after the stimuli, i.e. out 
of its neutral anatomical position, this could introduce additional sensations, such as pain, 
in addition to the proprioceptive sensation, which could confound the results. Secondly, if 
in a particular posture one movement stimulus was easier to distinguish from the other, 
this could affect P300 parameters. If this was the case, the latencies will be shorter, and 
amplitudes larger, when a more easily distinguishable movement is rare in the oddball 
sequence.  
In order to conduct proprioceptive P300 potentials recordings, a device is needed 
that can deliver the appropriate stimuli in a repeatable manner. In addition, a continuous 
performance task needs to be designed using such stimuli so that the expected EPs were 
generated.  
Several approaches to delivery of proprioceptive stimuli were described in 
literature: pulling on held string without causing movement (Arnfred et al., 2000), 
manually moving the subject’s finger (Alary et al., 1998), and using automated 
mechanical devices to move the finger (Mima et al., 1996; Seiss et al., 2002). None of 
these methods completely eliminates the cutaneous (touch) stimuli, as they all involve 
some contact with the skin, but the main stimulus is proprioceptive. Using mechanical 
devices allows delivering measured and repeatable passive movements, but also requires 
using white noise to suppress the mechanical sounds, e.g. clicks, made by the device, to 
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avoid providing non-proprioceptive cues about the stimuli. 
In the literature at least two methods have been described to produce P300 EPs. 
The first one involves using multiple presentations of a single target stimulus (e.g. an 
image), in absence of other stimuli, repeated at varying large interstimuli intervals 
(Mertens and Polich, 1997). The second method involves the so-called oddball sequences 
of stimuli. In its simplest form, an oddball sequence is a mix of multiple presentations of 
two easily distinguishable stimuli, so that one stimulus occurs several times more 
frequently than the other. A more frequent stimulus is referred to as standard or common, 
while the rare stimulus is referred to as target or rare. When the epochs (EEG segments) 
corresponding to the common and rare stimuli are averaged separately, there is a positive 
potential difference between the average voltage evoked by rare stimuli and that by the 
common ones. There also exist more complex versions of oddball sequences, for example 
those containing one or several rare non-target stimuli, in addition to common and rare 
target ones. (Polich, 2007) Such sequences allow distinguishing the processing of novelty 
vs cognitive salience, i.e. recognition of the targeted stimuli. In the present study only the 
oddball sequences with two stimuli will be used. 
There are several considerations important for the design of experiments with 
oddball stimuli sequences. Stimuli in the oddball sequence should be easily 
distinguishable from each other, otherwise, the resultant EPs will have reduced 
amplitudes and prolonged latencies (Polich, 1987c). Stimulus presentation time of 100-
200ms is adequate to elicit P300s (Polich, 2004). The ratio of common to rare stimuli 
greater than 4 to 1 was found to produce detectable P300 potentials (Gonsalvez and 
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Polich, 2002). Study participants should be given active tasks, i.e. asked to respond to 
stimuli, to make sure that they pay attention, thus, avoiding a reduction in the EP 
amplitude, which may be observed without such tasks (Polich, 1987a). Typical examples 
of tasks are pressing a button every time the rare stimulus is presented, or counting the 
rare stimuli in one’s head during an oddball sequence presentation. Some studies found 
that the button-pressing task affects P300 amplitudes and/or peak latencies compared to 
the counting task (Polich, 1987b; Salisbury et al., 2001; Brazdil et al., 2003). In addition, 
button-pressing task will lead to additional activation of premotor, motor and 
somatosensory cortices, which may be a confounding factor when studying 
proprioceptive stimulation. For these reasons the counting rare stimuli task was used in 
the experiments.  
 
Methods 
Proprioceptive Stimulation Device 
A proprioceptive stimulation device was constructed, consisting of a standard 
finger splint, available in the pharmacy store, and two solenoids (Model F0491A, from 
Pontiac Coil, Inc., AR, available at Digi-Key Corporation online store 
http://www.digikey.com/?curr=USD). Solenoids were wire coils with iron core inside. 
When current went through the coils, the magnetic field was generated, which pulled the 
core into the coil, and when there was no current, the core was free to come out. One 
solenoid was positioned above, and the other below a finger splint, both held in place 
relative to a lattice stand frame by standard chemical clamps. Both solenoids’ cores were 
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connected to the splint using 3 ½ by ¼-inch elastic bands and to the immobile parts of the 
lattice using springs. When the “ON” signals (positive 5V voltage pulse) were sent to a 
solenoid, it became activated and pulled on the core, together with the finger splint. After 
the movement, the upper solenoid’s core was restored to the neutral position by gravity 
and spring, and a spring alone helped restoring the lower solenoid’s core position. The 
maximal extent of the core movements was limited by the inelastic strings. The elastics 
were regularly replaced (about once a month) to maintain the device in working order. 
The photos of the device are shown in Figure 2-1. 
A.  B.  
Figure 2-1: Proprioceptive stimulation device. A. View without the enclosure. B. View inside 
the enclosure 
Both solenoids were controlled by a custom-designed circuit powered by a 12V 
DC adapter, and driven by the computer (PC, Windows XP  operating system, Microsoft, 
Redmond, WA) running the STIM2 software GENTASK module (Compumedics, 
Charlotte, NC). The circuit was connected to the computer using the RS232 breakout 
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box. The computer was isolated from the possible current spikes from the solenoids, 
which required up to 1.25A current to operate, by the optocoupler chips 4N25 powered 
from a 9V battery. The circuit used to control the device is shown in the Appendix 2-A.  
In principle, the described device could be used to extend or flex any finger at the 
metacarpophalangeal joint from a pronated forearm position (the finger was moved up or 
down, when palm was facing downwards); however, during the experiments only the 
right index finger was moved. Movements of 2cm amplitude (in both flexion and 
extension) were delivered. The delivery of the movements took about 50ms. 
For the experiments, the device was enclosed in a plastic box with two openings: 
for the subject’s hand, from the front, and for the experimenter’s access to the device 
from the right. The box was positioned to the right of the subject as shown in Figure 2-2. 
The right hand was positioned in the device with the palm facing downwards, with the 
index finger in the finger splint, and the other fingers and thumb resting on the rim of the 
opening for the hand.  
While the subject’s right hand was in the device, their right arm was supported by 
either the flat surface, referred to as the “box” support, or by the inclined plane surface at 
30 degrees elevation, referred to as “ramp” support. The schematics for these modes of 
arm support are shown in Figure 2-3. The transition from a box to a ramp support was 
made out of concern that when the box support was used, the finger would be 
hyperextended during the upward movement of the solenoid, which might be causing 
mild discomfort to the subjects, and thus making the extensions (finger moving upwards) 
stimuli easier to distinguish than the flexions (finger moving downwards). For this 
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reason, the use of the box support could lead to greater proprioceptive P300 amplitudes 
compared to when the ramp was used, and the finger remained in the neutral position. 
The enclosure box was lined inside by the grounded thin wire mesh to form a 
Faraday cage. The top of the enclosure, and its left side, facing the subject were covered 
with grounded aluminum foil. The breadboard containing the circuit was enclosed in the 
cardboard box, which was covered with the grounded aluminum foil from the outside, 
and the wires leading from the device to the circuit were also wrapped in the grounded 
aluminum foil. The opening for the hand was covered with wire mesh, one layer of 
aluminum foil, and the gray cloth. The right side opening was covered with a wire mesh 
and a plastic door. The subject could not contact either circuit or solenoids, and only the 
finger splint was touched along with the front edge of the enclosure box and the covering 
mesh and cloth. The purpose of the enclosure was to prevent the subject from seeing their 
hand and the inner workings of the device during the experiment, as well as to prevent 
the solenoids’ magnetic fields from inducing the current into the electrodes used for 
recording of the brain activity.  
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Figure 2-2: Experimental setup 
A.  B.  
Figure 2-3: Two kinds of arm support used during the experiments A. Box, B. Ramp 
The described design of proprioceptive stimulation device allowed minimizing 
the cues about finger positions from the sensory modalities other than proprioception. 
The finger splint provided uniform pressure along the finger. In addition, the elastics 
were applied to the splint without touching the finger. This minimized the cutaneous 
input. Clicking sounds produced by the solenoids, when the core hit the rim of the casing, 
were attenuated using the callus pads fitted on the tip of the cores, and further masked 
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using auditory white noise played through the earphones. The intensity of white noise 
needed to suppress the clicks made by the device was determined for every subject on an 
individual basis. These determinations were done by first turning on the device without 
white noise, to inform the subjects of how the clicks sounded, then turning the device on 
with high noise intensity, and gradually lowering it, until subjects started hearing the 
clicks again. The lowest white noise level at which clicks could not be heard was used to 
prevent subjects from getting auditory cues related to their finger movements. 
 
Oddball Sequence Design 
In order to elicit auditory, visual and proprioceptive P300 potentials, oddball 
sequences using these stimuli modalities were designed. Oddball sequences consisted of 
85 non-targets (common) and 15 targets (rare). Auditory stimuli were 500Hz and 
1,000Hz sounds, with 1000Hz sound used as the rare stimulus. Visual stimuli were a 
yellow circle (of 500 pixels diameter) and square (of 500 pixels side length), with the 
square being used as rare stimulus. Proprioceptive stimuli were right index finger 
flexions and extensions at metacarpophalangeal joint. For different proprioceptive 
oddball sequences, both flexions and extensions were used as rare stimuli. Flexions and 
extensions stimuli will be further referred to as movements up (extension) and down 
(flexion); these directional designations are relative to the position of the hand with the 
palm facing downwards, which is the position of the hand in the proprioceptive 
stimulation device.  
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For all oddball sequences, interstimuli intervals were 1500±300ms. Stimuli 
durations were: 200ms for sounds and images, and 250ms for finger movements.  Longer 
duration for finger movement stimuli was used because the finger movement delivery 
unlike the image or sound stimuli was not instantaneous, and took about 50ms. 
Oddball sequences were delivered using STIM2 software (Compumedics, 
Charlotte, NC). Auditory oddball sequences were delivered using the Attention module / 
Auditory CPT. Visual and proprioceptive oddball sequences were delivered using 
GENTASK module, for which the scripts were generated using a MATLAB (Mathworks, 
Natick,, MA) script. An example script is attached at Appendix 2-B. 
 
Experimental Session Structure 
Recordings of EEG during the auditory, visual and proprioceptive oddball 
sequences presentations to subjects were performed. Table 2-1 summarizes the sequences 
recorded.  
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Table 2-1: Experimental structure 
 Auditory Visual Proprioceptive Presence of 
White Noise 
Expected 
P300 
Generating 
Sequences 
 
Oddball sequence + 
counting rare 
stimuli task 
Oddball sequence + 
counting rare 
stimuli task 
 No White 
Noise 
 Oddball sequence + 
counting rare 
stimuli task 
Oddball sequence + 
counting rare stimuli 
task 
With White 
Noise 
  Oddball sequence + 
NO explicit counting 
task 
Sequences 
NOT 
Expected 
to 
Generate 
P300s 
 
  Oddball sequence + 
distraction task 
(arithmetic or word 
search) 
  Counting Control (50-
50 mix, or all stimuli in 
the same direction) 
 
The counting rare stimuli task was a request to a study participant to count the 
number of stimuli that the experimenter knew would end up rare in the upcoming 
sequence. For example, for visual stimuli it was phrased as follows: “You will see a 
sequence of circles and squares of the screen. Please, count the number of squares”. It 
was used to make sure that a person paid attention to the task (behavioural control). Study 
participants were asked to count in their head, and not to use fingers for counting, 
because voluntary finger movements following rare stimuli would produce a movement-
related evoked potential potentially overlapping or interfering with the proprioceptive 
P300. Oddball sequences with the explicit rare stimuli counting task were expected to 
elicit proprioceptive P300 potentials. 
The negative control sequence was recorded, during which subjects sat with their 
finger in the proprioceptive stimulation device, but no stimuli were delivered to them, 
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except for auditory white noise. Subjects were informed that there would be white noise 
sound, and no finger movements, and were asked to look at the yellow cross in the center 
of the screen in front of them. The same cross was also shown during the oddball 
sequences for all modalities, and during the counting control task, however, subjects were 
not specifically asked to look at it. During this sequence it was expected to see no evoked 
potentials. 
Proprioceptive oddball sequences had to be presented with the auditory white 
noise played through the earphones, in order to block the auditory cues about the 
proprioceptive stimuli. Therefore, there was a concern that noise could affect the evoked 
potentials amplitudes and/ or latencies. Therefore, to investigate these effects on the 
evoked potentials, visual oddball sequences were recorded with and without auditory 
white noise. Continuous white noise was not expected to affect the evoked potentials 
parameters. 
Two controls were developed to investigate the effect of a counting task on 
proprioceptive evoked potentials. Firstly, proprioceptive oddball sequences were 
recorded without an explicit counting task. Such oddball sequences were expected to 
produce the P300 potential, but potentially of lesser amplitude, than those with the 
explicit task to count rare stimuli, according to (Polich, 1987a). Secondly, to explore the 
evoked potentials that the counting task would produce without the oddball task, 
sequences of proprioceptive stimuli were recorded, during which subjects had to count all 
the finger movement stimuli delivered to them. In these sequences, all finger movement 
stimuli were in the same direction (once), or there were equal numbers of finger 
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movement in both directions present (50 movements in upward and downward 
directions). For these “counting control” sequences it was expected that they produce 
perceptive evoked potentials, but not the P300 ones, because of no effect of novelty of 
the stimuli or categorization need. 
To investigate the effect of taking attention away from the oddball sequence, the 
recordings of oddball sequences of proprioceptive stimuli were performed, while the 
subjects had to attend to a distraction task. Two kinds of distraction tasks were used: 
arithmetic problems, or wordsearch puzzles. For the arithmetic problem task, ten addition 
or subtraction problems with two, three or four-digit numbers were shown on the screen. 
Subjects were asked to do the problems in any order, and to say the final answers out 
loud. Wordsearch puzzles task involved a grid of letters shown on the screen, and a list of 
words to be found in the grid was shown on the right side of the screen. Subjects had to 
find the words from the list, and say them out loud. Letter grids for wordsearch puzzles 
for the experiment were found at the website: http://www.puzzles.ca/wordsearch.html, 
while arithmetic puzzles were composed using random integers. Both kinds of distraction 
tasks were expected to occupy subjects’ attention, and distract them from categorizing the 
movement stimuli, thus, produce no P300 potentials. Sample arithmetic and wordsearch 
puzzle tasks are attached in the Appendix 2-C. 
The arithmetic task was the planned distraction task. However, it proved difficult 
for the first several subjects, who exhibited an inability or great difficulty to do the 
problems. Therefore, wordsearch puzzles were used instead as the distraction task, 
because most of the subjects were comfortable with them. In rare cases, when the 
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subjects were not familiar with the wordsearches, or could not find any words in the letter 
grids, the arithmetic task was used during the recordings, otherwise wordsearches 
remained the distraction task of choice. First, a practice distraction task was recorded 
during which only the distraction task was presented. Then both the distraction ask and 
the proprioceptive oddball sequence were delivered twice, once with the rare stimuli 
downwards, and the second time with the rare stimuli upwards, while the subject was 
asked to do the distraction task.  
A regular recording session was two hours long. During the first 50-60 minutes, 
the setting up of the recording equipment was performed, and 60-70 minutes were spent 
on recording. Typically, twelve sequences were recorded. An auditory and visual oddball 
sequences with rare stimuli counting tasks were recorded first. Then, an intensity of white 
noise needed to mask the sounds from the proprioceptive device was determined for each 
subject. After that, visual oddball sequence with rare stimuli tasks was repeated, but this 
time with white noise. This followed by the sequences using the proprioceptive device, 
all of them with white noise. Typically, a “no stimuli” control, two oddball sequences 
with the counting task, two oddball sequences with no counting task, and counting 
control sequences were recorded. Three distraction task sequences were recorded near the 
end of the session as long as there was time remaining (this would usually be the case, 
unless some repeat recordings of previous sequences needed to be performed for any 
reason, such as subject’s inability to follow instruction, or difficulties with the 
equipment). 
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Subjects 
Forty subjects were recruited to participate in the experiment. Subjects’ age, 
gender and handedness were recorded and this information was summarized in Table 2-2. 
The supplementary Table 0-1 showing the demographics per subject is available in the 
Appendix 2-F. Handedness information self-reported by subjects was used; no 
questionnaires or tests of handedness were administered. For a number of subjects, the 
handedness information was recorded after their participation in an experiment took 
place, due to an omission in the data collection form, and five subjects were lost to follow 
up. 
Table 2-2: Demographics of subjects that participated in the P300 potentials recordings 
Condition Groups within Condition Number of Subjects 
Age Young (18-45 y. o.) / Old (45-65 y. o.) 29 / 11 
Gender Male / Female 23 / 17 
Handedness Right / Left / Not Reported 30 / 5 / 5 
 
The experimental protocol was approved by BUMC IRB (IRB #: H-27247). 
Subjects were recruited using flyer announcements posted on BU medical and Charles 
River campuses. Screening survey about neurological problems was performed before 
subjects were enrolled in the study. Informed consent was obtained from all enrolled 
subjects. Modified neurologic exam, including visual and hearing acuity testing, pupils 
activity, colour vision, gait, sensory exam (touch, pain, vibration, fast and slow 
proprioception) and reflexes testing, was performed on each enrolled subject prior to 
recording to make sure that they were neurologically healthy. A small monetary award 
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(USD $25 in cash or check) was provided to most subjects at the end of a 2-hour 
recording session1.  
 
EEG Data Acquisition 
The first six subjects’ EEG data were recorded using individual electrode leads. 
Seven electrodes were placed in positions Fz, C3, Cz, C4, P3, Pz, P4 according to the 
International 10-20 system for EEG (Jasper, 1958), with the reference electrodes on the 
mastoid processes, and the ground electrode on the bridge of the nose. For the other 34 
subjects, the recordings were performed using an EEG cap (Compumedics, Charlotte, 
NC). This allowed recording from a total of 41 silver-to-silver chloride (Ag – AgCl) 
electrodes. Thirty-five electrodes, including one for the ground, were built into the cap. 
Six more (2 reference and 4 extraocular (EOG)) could be attached to the cap. The ground 
electrode in the cap was built-in to be 2cm anterior to Fz electrode. Both for the cap and 
individual electrodes recordings the average mastoid reference was used. The positions of 
the electrodes in the cap are shown in Figure 2-4 (diagram modified from (Pal et al., 
2008)). 
																																																								
1 First 11 subjects were enrolled, while the clearance to compensate the subjects for participation 
was still being obtained from IRB, and thus, they were not paid for participation. 
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Figure 2-4: Electrodes layout in the EEG cap according to the extended International 10-20 
System 
Before recording, Quik-cell foamy receptacles (Compumedics, Charlotte, NC) 
were inserted into the electrodes built into the cap. When the cap was placed on subject’s 
head, the electrolyte solution was added to the electrodes using a blunt needle syringe 
through the opening in the electrode outer surface. This made the foamy inserts expand 
and established contact between electrodes and scalp. For other electrodes, attachable to 
the cap, namely, reference electrodes on subjects’ mastoid processes, and EOG 
electrodes, the skin surface under the electrode was cleaned with NuPrep abrasive 
solution, and Ten20 conductive paste was applied between the electrode surface and the 
scalp; then these electrodes were secured in place using gauze and tape. In the case of the 
recording with individual electrodes, skin surface cleaning and conductive paste were 
applied to all the electrodes, although only references, ground, and EOG electrodes were 
secured with tape. The purpose of these steps was to ensure the best possible contact 
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between electrode and skin, such that the impedances between the skin and the electrodes 
were less than 5 kOhms.  
Three arrangements of the EOG electrodes, needed to monitor and reduce or 
reject the blink artifacts in the EEG, were used during the recordings for the purposes of 
investigating the effect of these arrangements on blink rates, which will be discussed in 
Chapter 5. Six subjects, for whom individual leads were used for EEG acquisition, were 
recorded with two EOG electrodes, one above the right eye, and the other below the left 
eye. Out of the other 34 subjects, 12 were recorded with a single EOG electrode above 
the left eye, and 22 were recorded with four EOG electrodes, three of which were above, 
below and laterally of the left eye, and one laterally of the right eye. These arrangements 
are shown in Figure 2-5 (face template was found at (Berube, 2013)). 
	
Figure 2-5: Three kinds of EOG electrodes arrangements used for EEG recordings. A. 1 
EOG electrode, B. 2 EOG electrodes, C. 4 EOG electrodes 
The cap and individual electrodes were plugged into the NuAmps acquisition 
board (Compumedics, Charlotte, NC), which was connected to a PC running Windows 
XP operating system (Microsoft, Redmond, WA). The data acquisition was performed 
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using Scan4.3 software (Compumedics, Charlotte, NC). Recordings were made with 
respect to average mastoid reference. The signal at the electrodes was sampled at 1kHz. 
During the acquisition, the signal was automatically bandpass-filtered at 0.5 to 70Hz. 
 
Signal Processing Approach 
Signal processing of the raw EEG has been performed using MATLAB 2011 
software (Mathworks, Natick, MA). The recorded EEG sequences were filtered, and 
epochs (EEG segments) of interest were extracted and baseline corrected.  The blink 
artefacts were reduced, and epochs containing the artifacts were rejected, where reduction 
failed. Then the averaging of epochs corresponding to common or to rare stimuli were 
performed. The resultant EPs were tested for statistical significance. The signal 
processing approach is shown in Figure 2-6. The MATLAB script used for the EPs signal 
processing is attached in Appendix 2-D. 
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Figure 2-6: Signal processing approach schematic 
Wavelet-based Filtering 
The first step in data processing was filtering, with its main purpose to remove the 
60Hz noise contamination from the power line. The data was low-pass filtered at 
31.25Hz, and the filter was based on biorthogonal wavelets (Quiroga and Garcia, 2003; 
Markazi et al., 2006). This selection of threshold preserves delta, theta, alpha, and beta 
frequency components of the EEG signal. Although the gamma component ends up being 
filtered out with such a cut-off, this was not regarded as crucial, because generally the 
human skull and scalp act to reduce high frequency activity, and only a small part of such 
activity is detected by the EEG electrodes.  
Filtering using wavelets has advantages over conventional FIR filtering in 
situations, in which accurate extraction of different components of a signal, especially 
low-frequency bands, is desirable. This is possible because wavelet transforms use longer 
time windows to estimate low frequency components, and shorter ones to estimate high 
frequency ones (Quiroga and Garcia, 2003; Markazi et al., 2006). Wavelet-based filtering 
might be slightly more time-efficient, as the FIR filter had to be applied twice to prevent 
phase-shifting due to filtering, while wavelet filtering is shift-invariant (Markazi et al., 
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2006). However, when it is used only as a low-pass rather than a band-pass filter, the 
performances of both filtering approaches are essentially equivalent. A sample filtering of 
the raw EEG signal by both FIR and wavelet-based lowpass filters at 31.25Hz is shown 
in Figure 2-7.  
Biorthogonal wavelets were chosen as the basis wavelet for the filter, because 
they are similar in shape to the EPs (Quiroga and Garcia, 2003). Because the signal was 
sampled at 1000Hz frequency, seven-level wavelet decomposition was found to be 
sufficient. In this case, four lowest levels of such a decomposition correspond to 0-
3.91Hz, 3.91-7.81Hz, 7.81-15.63Hz, and 15.63-31.25Hz, which are in close agreement to 
delta (1-4Hz), theta (4-8Hz), alpha (8-12Hz), and beta (12-30Hz) EEG frequency bands. 
Therefore, by zeroing out the components for 5th-7th levels of wavelet decomposition, and 
reconstructing the signal by inverse wavelet transform, the result equivalent to lowpass 
filtering at 31.25 Hz was obtained. 
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Figure 2-7: Raw EEG signal, and the results of low-pass filtering by FIR equiripple filter 
(zero-phase-shift) and wavelet-based filter at 31.25Hz cutoff. 
Artifact Reduction 
Eye blink artifacts occur frequently in the EEG recordings. Because they may 
affect the epochs extracted for EPs analysis, it is important to apply mathematical 
techniques to reduce them. Several such methods have been proposed, including those 
based on principal component analysis (Berg and Scherg, 1994) or independent 
component analysis (Hyvarinen and Oja, 2000; Jung et al., 2000). Although these 
methods were shown to be very accurate, their implementation is rather complex. For the 
current study, an alternative method of artifact reduction based on the procedure 
described by Croft and Barry (Croft and Barry, 2000) was implemented. Its advantages 
are that it uses a simpler mathematical function of covariance to reduce the artifact, 
compared to component analysis methods, and is reasonably accurate; assuming that the 
channel containing the blink artifacts recording has good signal quality. 
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First step in the reduction process was to identify blink artifacts, extract them, and 
compute an average EOG artifact (voltage vs. time). The signal at the EOG electrode 
positioned above the eye was used for this step. To identify the blink artifacts, a 
peakfinder MATLAB function, written by N. Yoder, was used (Yoder, 2011). The 
detection threshold was typically set to 100uV, because most blink artifacts had larger 
amplitudes (around 120-150uV) than regular background signal. In some cases, the 
threshold was reduced to 75uV. The artifacts were extracted for a period extending from 
400ms before the peak of the artifact to 800ms after its peak. These bounds allow a 
representative estimate of a mean artifact to be obtained. A typical blink artifact 
extraction and mean blink artifact are shown in Figure 2-8. 
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A. 
B.	 	
Figure 2-8: First step of the artifact reduction process: Identify the blink artifacts (A), 
exceeding a threshold (usually 100uV), extract them (from 400ms before to 800ms after the 
peak of the artifact), and compute the mean artifact (B) 
The next step is to compute a coefficient b for every EEG electrode signal 
affected by the artifact (i.e. occurring at the same time points as the extracted blink 
artifacts), according to the Equation 2-1.  
Equation 2-1: Coefficient of similarity between the mean EOG artifact and scalp EEG 
electrode signal 
b=cov(mean_EOG_artifact, EEG_electrode_signal) / var(mean_EOG_artifact)  
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In the Equation 2-1, cov stands for covariance between the mean EOG artifact and 
scalp EEG electrode signal, and var stands for variance of the mean EOG artifact. The 
covariance and variance are defined in Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference..  
Equation 2-2: Covariance and variance definitions 
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means of x and y respectively, and N is the number of points used for calculation, here 
N=1201). 
The signal with the reduced artifact was computed according to the Equation 2-3. 
Equation 2-3: Artifact reduction calculation 
Reduced_artifact = EEG_electrode_signal – b* mean_EOG_artifact 
As can be seen from Figure 2-8 and Figure 2-9, this artifact reduction method was 
not perfect. Firstly, it did not detect, and thus did not correct blink artifacts that were 
below the detection threshold. Also in some cases, when a particular blink artifact had a 
form very different from the mean artifact, e.g. a more forceful blink, like the right-most 
artifact in Figure 2-9, its reduction might be incomplete. Similarly, if a non-blink artifact, 
e.g. EMG, exceeded the threshold, it would not be completely reduced. As a result, the 
epochs containing the blink artifact exceeding 50uV after reduction still had to be 
rejected, i.e. taken out from further analysis. 
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A. 
B. 
Figure 2-9: Second step of artifact reduction process: compute a coefficient of similarity 
between EEG data segment affected by artifact, and the mean artifact (based on the 
covariance between them), and subtract the mean artifact scaled by this coefficient from the 
data. Example of artifact reduction in EOG electrode (A) and the Fz electrode (B) 
 
Epoching, Baseline Correcting and Averaging 
After artifact reduction, the epochs, i.e. EEG segments recorded simultaneously at 
all electrodes, were extracted for the period from 149ms before the onset of the stimulus 
to 750ms after the stimulus onset (total epoch length of 900ms) for the EPs analysis. This 
range is defined to include the P300 potential, which is expected to be observed in the 
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range from 250 to 450ms. In addition, this interval has enough data for network analyses, 
as discussed in Chapter 3.  
Epochs were baseline corrected by subtracting the mean of the pre-stimulus 
interval (-149ms to 0ms relative to stimulus onset) from every time point of the epoch. 
Baseline correction is performed because baseline voltage levels differ between 
electrodes, and for proper comparison it is desirable to have all the channel voltages at 
the same level.  
The epochs’ peak voltage amplitudes were verified not to exceed ±50uV, because 
EPs usually have the amplitudes between 6-20uV. Electrical activity exceeding ±50uV is 
likely an artifact. Epochs with voltages peaks exceeding ±50uV were rejected and 
excluded from the EPs calculation. 
After excluding the artifact-laden epochs, the remaining epochs were sorted into 
those corresponding to common and rare stimuli and averaged separately to obtain 
common and rare EPs. 
 
Statistical Analyses 
Statistical testing was employed in order to make sure that the evoked potentials 
findings were robust. Two statistical test approaches were used. For the first approach, t-
tests of individual EP voltage values were performed at every time point from 250 to 450 
ms post-stimulus for common and rare stimuli. The significance level of the test was set 
to 0.025% based on the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (5% divided by 
200). One-sided tests were used, i.e. it was tested that average rare stimuli voltage was 
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strictly greater than average common stimuli voltage. For the second approach, a 
technique based on bootstrapping was used. The idea behind bootstrapping is to generate 
a surrogate data distribution of a test statistic of interest, and compare the test statistic 
based on actual data with this distribution. This method, as applied to EPs, involved 
several steps: 
1. A single mixed pool of epochs was formed from the collection of the common 
and rare stimuli epochs that were used for calculating averaged EPs.  
2. From this mixed epochs pool, 1000 sets were sampled with replacement to 
form surrogate common data sets. The size of each such set was equal to the 
number of common epochs used to form a mixed pool. Similarly, 1000 
surrogate rare sets were sampled with replacement from the mixed pool, with 
the size of each of those sets equal to the number of rare epochs in the mixed 
pool.  
3. For every surrogate common and surrogate rare data sets, all the epochs in 
each data set were averaged, thus, resulting in 1000 surrogate common EPs, 
and 1000 surrogate rare EPs.  
4. A test statistic was defined as the largest positive difference between rare and 
common EPs in the 250-450ms post-stimulus range. This statistic was 
computed for every electrode both for the observed data, i.e. for the observed 
common and rare EPs, and for the 1000 surrogate EPs. This resulted in 1000 
values of test statistic based on surrogate data. 
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5. For every electrode, if no more than 50 out of 1000 values of test statistic 
from the surrogate data were larger than the test statistic from the observed 
data, i.e. the observed test statistic was outside of the 95% confidence interval 
of the test statistic distribution, then the EP was declared to be statistically 
significant for that electrode. This is essentially a one-sided test, i.e. testing 
that the actual statistic is strictly greater than the mean of bootstrapped 
distribution. 
Generally, the t-test with Bonferroni correction was more rigorous, meaning that 
it was less likely to detect significance than the bootstrapping test. Although usually both 
tests were in good agreement, i.e. for a significant EP, significance was detected for at 
least some electrodes by both tests, generally bootstrapping tests detected statistical 
significance in more leads. Therefore, an EP at a particular electrode was declared 
significant when either one of the two tests detected significance. 
After the testing for significance, EPs were visually inspected, and when the 
distribution of the electrodes, in which statistical significance was observed, included at 
least 6-7 electrodes and was biologically meaningful, i.e. there was significance in the 
parietal leads (Pz, P3, P4), and at least in some frontal leads (Fz, F3, F4), then the EP was 
declared significant overall. The data from the overall significant EPs was used for the 
comparison of P300 potentials across modalities, and for the network analysis 
computations described in Chapter 3.  
 Latencies were measured at the Pz electrode, as the time from the stimulus onset 
to the peak of P300 potential. Amplitudes were measured as the voltage at this same 
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peak. Whenever possible, care was taken to extract the peak corresponding to P300b 
component of the P300 potential. The P300b corresponds to the recognition of the target 
in contrast to the P300a component, which corresponds to the effect of target’s novelty. 
Generally, the P300b peak is more dominant in the parietal leads, and P300a is more 
dominant in the frontal leads (Polich, 2007). However, when the differentiation by this 
method was not possible, e.g. multiple peaks in the P300 waveform, the largest peak’s 
amplitude and latency in the P300 range at the Pz electrode were extracted. This was 
reasonable because P300b peak should be dominant parietally, and because 2-stimuli 
targeted oddball paradigm should not produce the P300a component consistently. 
Because not all EPs were significant for all subjects, the latencies and amplitudes values 
for all groups belonged to different, although partially overlapping, subsets of subjects. 
Distributions of latencies and amplitudes intended for comparisons were tested for 
normality using the Lilliefors test at 5% significance level. When such a test 
demonstrated normality for all involved groups, parametric statistical tests (e.g. ANOVA 
or t-test) could be used to compare parameters of significant P300 potentials. When one 
or more groups involved were not normally distributed based on Lilliefors test, the 
parametric test was still performed, but its results were verified using a corresponding 
non-parametric test (e.g. Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA to verify regular 1-way ANOVA). In 
case of a discrepancy between parametric and non-parametric test, the non-parametric 
test results were considered to carry more weight. 
In order to compare the latencies and amplitudes of significant P300 potentials 
across stimuli modalities, 1-way ANOVAs were performed followed by multiple 
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comparisons analyses using Dunn-Sidak critical values at 5% significance. In addition to 
that, the Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric ANOVAs were performed (also at 5% 
significance) to ensure that the presence of not-normally distributed groups in each 
ANOVA did not affect the results obtained from the parametric tests. Furthermore, it was 
verified using ANOVA that the same observations held when only the significant EPs 
from young subjects’ subgroup were compared. 
In order to compare the EPs by gender, it was necessary to take into consideration 
that out of 11 older individuals enrolled in the study, 10 were males, and only 1 was 
female (and there were no significant potentials from the older female subject). 
Therefore, the comparison by gender was only meaningful among young individuals. The 
overall comparison (across all oddball sequences with rare stimuli counting tasks) was 
performed using 1-way ANOVA, and a series of t-tests comparing one stimulus modality 
against the other. All tests were at 5% significance level. Only the EPs from the oddball 
sequences with rare stimuli counting tasks were compared in this way, because for other 
oddball sequences, and counting control, in some groups there were only 1-4 data values. 
Nonparametric tests were used instead of parametric ones where the data were not 
normally distributed. 
To compare the EPs by age, similarly to gender, the overall comparison across 
stimuli modalities was performed using 1-way ANOVA, and unpaired t-tests were 
performed within individual modalities. Comparisons within modalities had to be done 
between young male and older male individual data, because there were no significant 
EPs from older females. Also these comparisons were performed for visual oddball with 
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auditory white noise, and for proprioceptive oddballs with rare stimuli counting task 
because for other oddball sequences (auditory, and visual oddball without auditory noise) 
there was not enough data for meaningful comparison in the older subjects’ subgroup (2 
data values each). All tests were at 5% significance level.  
 In order to compare the EPs based on the type of arm support, amplitudes and 
latencies data from proprioceptive oddball sequences with rare stimuli counting task were 
used. Comparisons were performed using 2-tailed unpaired t-tests at 5% significance 
level. When the data were not normally distributed, the nonparametric Wilcoxon rank 
sum tests were used instead (also at 5% significance). This analysis was not performed 
with auditory and visual oddball sequences, because they did not require arm support. 
 
Results:  
Overall Observations 
Subjects were generally very comfortable with the rare stimuli counting tasks, 
achieving an average accuracy of 97.0% or higher for all stimuli modalities. For the 
counting control tasks the average accuracy was 98.5%. 
Using the proprioceptive oddball sequence with passive finger displacements as 
stimuli, it was possible to elicit EPs with latencies in the range of 250-450ms post-
stimulus. The numbers of statistically significant evoked potentials, and a probability of 
finding such a potential per sequence type are shown in Table 2-3.  Judging from this 
table, the oddball sequences of different modalities with rare stimuli counting task were 
equally likely to elicit the statistically significant P300 potentials (with probabilities 
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around 0.43-0.60). Also, although the differences in probabilities did not reach statistical 
significance at 5% level), the sequences that did not have an explicit rare stimuli counting 
task were less likely (with probabilities around 0.21-0.24) to evoke P300 potentials 
compared to those with a counting task. This latter finding is in agreement with literature 
(Polich, 1987a). 
It should be noted that in a few cases, the distraction tasks of arithmetic and 
wordsearches produced statistically significant evoked potential in the P300 latency 
range. It is possible that this happened because subjects experienced difficulty with a 
distraction task, e.g. it took them long to find any words or to do an arithmetic problem 
and during that time, they ended up paying attention to the oddball sequence. The 
probability of a significant EP from the distraction task was 0.25, but because of the 
small numbers of sessions, there was no significant difference from oddball sequences 
with rare counting task. However, because there were only a few significant EPs 
generated, these EPs were not included in the ANOVA. 
It was also of interest that the counting control task unexpectedly produced the 
significant evoked potentials in the P300 range with probability of 0.6. For these 
potentials, there was no oddball task, so the potentials evoked by movement stimuli in 
both directions were averaged together and tested for significance relative to the negative 
control recording with no stimuli. Because the number of significant EPs was high, the 
counting control potentials latencies and amplitudes were compared to those produced by 
oddball sequences. 
A sample proprioceptive P300 potential is shown in Figure 2-10 (multiple 
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electrodes) and Figure 2-11 (zoomed-in view of Pz electrode). Significant evoked 
potentials can be noticed in most leads of the Figure 2-10. The zoomed-in view of evoked 
potential shows the statistically significant positive difference in voltage between 
averaged rare and common stimuli signals in the range between 340 and 400ms post-
stimulus. 
When the evoked potentials are subdivided by age, gender, and the type of arm 
support used in the experiments, the numbers of significant evoked potentials in each 
category are shown in Table 2-4. 
The tables (from Table 0-2 to Table 0-13) showing the testing of evoked 
potentials for significance are shown in Appendix 2-F for all types of sequences recorded, 
and include the number of common and rare epochs used to compute the EP, and the 
number of channels in which the significance was observed using t-tests and 
bootstrapping tests. Latency and amplitude of the observed EP at the Pz electrode are also 
included in these tables. 
The plots of ensemble averages for all types of sequences recorded are shown in 
the Appendix 2-E (from Figure 0-4 to Figure 0-49). To obtain these plots, averages of 
mean common and mean rare signals recorded from different individuals were computed 
and plotted on the same axis. The ensemble averages were separately computed based on 
all available sequences, and based on sequences that contained only statistically 
significant potentials, in accordance with Table 2-3 and the tables from the Appendix 2-
F. Plots showing the data for all scalp electrodes, and zoomed-in views of Pz electrodes 
are provided. 
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Table 2-3: Proportions of statistically significant evoked potentials out of the total number 
of recorded sequences per sequence type 
 
# of Significant 
Evoked 
Potentials 
# of 
Recorded 
Sequences 
Probability of Eliciting an EP 
(with 95% Confidence Intervals)
Probability 
95% CI 
lower 
bound 
95% CI 
upper 
bound 
Auditory with Rare Stimuli 
Counting Task 24 40 0.60 0.45 0.75 
Visual no Auditory White Noise 
with Rare Stimuli Counting 
Task 
17 40 0.43 0.27 0.58 
Visual with Auditory White 
Noise with Rare Stimuli 
Counting Task 
21 38 0.55 0.39 0.71 
Proprioceptive Rare Movement 
Down with Rare Stimuli 
Counting Task 
17 38 0.47 0.31 0.63 
Proprioceptive Rare Movement 
Up with Rare Stimuli Counting 
Task 
23 38 0.61 0.45 0.76 
Proprioceptive Rare Movement 
Down, No Counting Task 8 39 0.21 0.08 0.33 
Proprioceptive Rare Movement 
Up No Counting Task 6 25 0.24 0.07 0.41 
Proprioceptive Counting 
Control 15 25 0.60 0.41 0.79 
Mental Arithmetic Rare 
Movement Down 0 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Mental Arithmetic Rare 
Movement Up 1 8 0.13 -0.10 0.35 
Wordsearch Rare Movement 
Down 4 16 0.25 0.04 0.46 
Wordsearch Rare Movement Up 3 14 0.21 0.00 0.43 
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Table 2-4: Numbers of significant evoked potentials grouped by age, gender and type of 
arm support 
 
# of 
Significant 
Evoked 
Potentials 
Young 
Male 
Young 
Female 
Older 
Male 
Box 
Support 
Ramp 
Support 
Auditory with Rare Stimuli 
Counting Task 24 10 12 2 N/A N/A 
Visual no Auditory White Noise 
with Rare Stimuli Counting Task 17 8 7 2 N/A N/A 
Visual with Auditory White Noise 
with Rare Stimuli Counting Task 21 10 7 4 N/A N/A 
Proprioceptive Rare Movement 
Down with Rare Stimuli Counting 
Task 
18 6 8 4 9 9 
Proprioceptive Rare Movement 
Up with Rare Stimuli Counting 
Task 
23 7 11 5 11 12 
Proprioceptive Rare Movement 
Down, No Counting Task 8 5 2 1 7 1 
Proprioceptive Rare Movement 
Up No Counting Task 6 0 4 2 2 4 
Proprioceptive Counting Control 15 1 12 2 2 13 
Mental Arithmetic Rare 
Movement Down 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mental Arithmetic Rare 
Movement Up 1 0 1 0 1 0 
Wordsearch Rare Movement 
Down 4 1 1 2 2 2 
Wordsearch Rare Movement Up 3 0 2 1 1 2 
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Figure 2-10: Sample proprioceptive P300 potential with rare stimuli in downward direction. Plots of all channels are shown. 
Statistically significant evoked potentials are visible in most of the plots (title of axis in blue). Common stimuli signal in blue, rare 
stimuli signal in red. Dotted lines represent 95% confidence intervals. When black lines had positive values, the t-test showed 
statistically significant differences between common and rare stimuli signals. 
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Figure 2-11: Sample proprioceptive P300 potential with rare stimuli in downward direction. 
Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode. Common stimuli signal in blue, rare stimuli signal in red. 
Dotted lines represent 95% confidence intervals. Positive black trace indicates a region, 
where the t-test shows statistically significant difference between common and rare signals. 
 
Comparison of P300 Potentials from Different Stimuli Modalities 
Latencies and amplitudes grouped by stimulus modality were tested for normality 
using the Lilliefors test. For most groups, the values were normally distributed (p-values 
range from 0.055 to 0.50), except for latencies of P300 potentials elicited by oddball 
sequences with rare upward movement stimuli and no explicit rare stimuli counting task 
(p-value = 0.032), and amplitudes of P300 potentials evoked by oddball sequences with 
rare downward movement stimuli with an explicit rare stimuli counting task (p-value = 
1.0e-3). Therefore, the tests results using parametric ANOVA had to be verified using 
non-parametric tests. 
Multiple comparisons plots based on parametric 1-way ANOVAs for latencies 
and amplitudes of P300 potentials for different modalities are shown in Figure 2-12. The 
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corresponding plots based on Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA are shown in the Appendix 2-F. In 
Figure 2-12A, the latencies of auditory P300s are shown to be significantly smaller than 
those of visual and proprioceptive modalities (p-value = 9.0e-21). Proprioceptive P300s 
latencies were not significantly different from the visual ones. The latencies of the 
potentials observed in the counting control experiments were significantly smaller than 
those from oddball sequences. As shown in Figure 2-12B, the amplitudes for evoked 
potentials from the oddball sequences of different modalities were not significantly 
different from each other , but the amplitudes of evoked potentials from the counting 
control sequences were significantly smaller than those from the oddball sequences with 
the rare stimuli counting task (p-value = 8.0e-4).  
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A.  
B.  
Figure 2-12: Latencies (A) and amplitudes (B) of P300 evoked potentials of different stimuli 
modalities. Note: FM (finger movement) stands for proprioceptive tasks. 
Also Figure 2-12 shows that the presence of auditory white noise affected neither 
the latencies nor the amplitudes of the visual P300 potentials. Similarly, the lack of 
explicit rare stimuli counting task did not make the latencies or amplitudes of the 
proprioceptive P300 potentials different from corresponding oddball sequences with such 
a task. 
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The same observations were mostly upheld when only the significant P300 
potentials recorded from the younger individuals’ subgroup were compared across stimuli 
modalities. The corresponding ANOVA plots are shown in Figure 2-13. The amplitudes 
results for younger individuals (Figure 2-13B) are essentially same as those for the entire 
group (Figure 2-12B), with amplitudes of the counting control experiment significantly 
lower than those of the oddball sequences, and no difference among oddball sequences 
themselves (p-value = 1.2e-3). The latencies comparison for younger individuals (Figure 
2-13A) showed significant differences between those for auditory P300 and other 
modalities (p-value = 2.1e-16), and no difference between proprioceptive and visual 
modalities, similarly to the entire group (Figure 2-12A), however, the younger 
individuals analysis showed no difference in latencies between auditory P300 and 
proprioceptive counting control EPs. The lack of statistically significant differences in 
amplitudes between the proprioceptive P300 with no counting task, and counting control 
can be likely attributed to much larger confidence intervals for the sequences with no 
counting task, because only a few of them produced significant EPs.  
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A.  
B.  
Figure 2-13: Latencies (A) and amplitudes (B) of P300 evoked potentials of different stimuli 
modalities in younger individuals. Note: FM (finger movement) stands for proprioceptive 
tasks. 
The analysis of amplitudes using Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA was consistent with 
that of the parametric test. The analysis of latency using the nonparametric test showed 
no statistical significance between auditory P300s and the potentials observed in the 
counting control experiment. The differences between visual / proprioceptive and 
auditory P300s remained significant. The plots for the Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA for the 
entire group and younger subgroup are shown in the Appendix 2-E. 
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Comparison of P300 Potentials based on Gender, Age and Type of Arm Support 
For the comparison of P300 potentials by gender, the latencies and amplitudes 
pooled from the significant EPs from the oddball sequences with rare stimuli counting 
tasks in younger individuals were grouped by gender and tested for normality using 
Lilliefors test. The latencies were normally distributed for both genders (p-values were 
0.36 for males, 0.22 for females). The amplitudes were normally distributed for males (p-
value =0.50), but not for females (p-value =0.019). Therefore, the latencies could be 
appropriately compared by the parametric ANOVA, while amplitudes had to be 
compared by Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA. Also the testing for normality was performed for 
amplitudes and latencies grouped by individual stimuli modalities. Most of the subgroups 
were normally distributed (p-values > 0.05), except the amplitudes for females during the 
proprioceptive oddball with rare movement downwards (p-value = 2.2e-3). Therefore, for 
all P300 parameters and stimuli modalities, except amplitudes of the proprioceptive 
P300s with rare movement downwards, 2-tailed t-tests with equal variance assumption 
were used to compare parameters by gender. For the above-mentioned amplitudes of the 
proprioceptive P300, the Wilcoxon rank sum test was used. 
The comparison plots for latencies and amplitudes of the P300s by gender are 
shown in Figure 2-14. The results of the t-tests / rank sum tests for individual stimuli 
modalities comparisons are shown in Table 2-5. There were no significant differences in 
latencies between male and female individuals, both when all the stimuli modalities were 
pooled together (p-value = 0.55), and for individual stimuli modalities (p-values range: 
0.18-0.94). As with the amplitudes, when all stimuli modalities were pooled together, 
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males had significantly larger amplitude of P300 potentials than females (p-value = 
0.029). Within each individual stimulus modality, there were no significant differences 
(p-values range: 0.14-0.63). 
A.  
B. 	
Figure 2-14: Comparison of latencies (A) and amplitudes (B) of P300 evoked potentials by 
gender within younger individuals across stimuli modalities with rare stimuli counting task. 
Latencies (A) were compared by parametric 1-way ANOVA. Amplitudes (B) were 
compared by Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA. 
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Table 2-5: P-values from comparisons of latencies and amplitudes of P300 potentials by 
gender within each stimulus modality.  
 P-value for Comparison of 
Latencies of P300 potentials 
by Gender 
P-value for Comparison of 
Amplitudes of P300 potentials 
by Gender 
Auditory P300 0.18 0.50 
Visual P300 No Auditory 
White Noise 0.84 0.63 
Visual P300 with Auditory 
White Noise 0.46 0.46 
Proprioceptive P300 Rare 
Movement Downwards 0.94 0.14 
Proprioceptive P300 Rare 
Movement Upwards 0.89 0.20 
 
For the comparison of P300 potentials by age, the latencies and amplitudes pooled 
from the significant EPs from the visual (with auditory white noise) and proprioceptive 
oddball sequences with rare stimuli counting tasks in male individuals were grouped by 
age and tested for normality using the Lilliefors test. Both latencies and amplitudes were 
normally distributed (p-values range 0.47-0.5) and could be compared by parametric 1-
way ANOVA. In addition, the testing of normality per modality was performed. Also the 
testing for normality was performed for amplitudes and latencies grouped by individual 
stimuli modalities. All subgroups were normally distributed; therefore, 2-tailed t-tests 
with equal variance assumption were used to compare P300 potentials parameters by age. 
The comparison plots for latencies and amplitudes of the P300s by age are shown 
in Figure 2-15. The results of the t-tests for individual stimuli modalities comparisons are 
shown in Table 2-6. There were no significant differences in latencies between young and 
old individuals, both when all the stimuli modalities were pooled together (p-value = 
0.63), and for individual stimuli modalities (p-values range: 0.71-0.84). For the 
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amplitudes, when all stimuli modalities were pooled together, younger persons had 
significantly larger amplitude of P300 potentials than older ones (p-value = 5.2e-3). Also 
for individual stimuli modalities, younger subjects had significantly larger amplitudes of 
P300 potentials than older ones (p-value = 0.023). For other modalities there were no 
significant differences (p-values were 0.058 and 0.51). 
A.  
B.  
Figure 2-15: Comparison of latencies (A) and amplitudes (B) of P300 evoked potentials by 
age within male individuals across stimuli modalities with rare stimuli counting task. 
Latencies (A) and Amplitudes (B) were compared by parametric 1-way ANOVA. 
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Table 2-6: P-values from comparisons of latencies and amplitudes of P300 potentials by age 
within each stimulus modality. 
 P-value for Comparison of 
Latencies of P300 potentials 
by Age 
P-value for Comparison of 
Amplitudes of P300 potentials 
by Age 
Visual P300 with Auditory 
White Noise 0.80 0.058 
Proprioceptive P300 Rare 
Movement Downwards 0.84 0.023 
Proprioceptive P300 Rare 
Movement Upwards 0.71 0.51 
 
To investigate whether there was an effect of arm posture during the delivery of 
proprioceptive stimuli, the latencies and amplitudes of the P300 potentials from the 
proprioceptive oddball sequences with rare stimuli counting tasks were tested for 
normality using the Lilliefors tests. The latencies and amplitudes were normally 
distributed for the P300s recorded with both arm supports from the oddball sequences 
with rare movements in upwards direction (p-values > 0.05). However, for the oddball 
sequences with rare movements in the downward direction, the latencies and amplitudes 
were only normally distributed in the subgroup of subjects recorded with the box arm 
support (p-values > 0.05), while the ones recorded with the ramp arm support were not 
normally distributed (p-values were 1.7e-2 for latencies and 3.8e-3 for amplitudes). 
Therefore, the parameters of the P300 potentials had to be compared using 2-tailed 
unpaired t-tests with equal variance assumption for oddball sequences with rare 
movement upwards, and using Wilcoxon rank sum tests for oddball sequences with rare 
movement downwards.  
The results of comparisons of P300 potentials parameters based on type of arm 
support are shown in Table 2-7. No statistically significant differences in amplitudes or 
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latencies were detected between two kinds of arm support (p-values range 0.36-0.86). 
Table 2-7: P-values from comparisons of latencies and amplitudes of P300 potentials by 
type of arm support during the proprioceptive oddball sequences 
 P-values by type of arm support for 
Oddball Sequences with Rare 
Movements Downwards (rank sum 
tests) 
P-values by type of arm support for 
Oddball Sequences with Rare 
Movements Upwards (t-tests) 
Latencies Amplitudes Latencies Amplitudes 
All Significant 
P300 Potentials 0.65 0.86 0.50 0.85 
P300 Potentials 
from Young 
Subjects only  
0.68 0.36 0.53 0.78 
 
Discussion 
The experiments described in this chapter establish that passive movements as 
stimuli in oddball sequence produce P300 potentials. This is different from the 
demonstration of the proprioceptive P300 potentials by S. Arnfred. Arnfred (2005) used a 
paradigm in which movements were eliminated, and the force transmission stimuli (pulls 
of different intensity on a held rope) were used. The experiments in this chapter show that 
the processing of passive movements is similar to processing of auditory and visual 
stimuli.  
The updating model of P300 potentials generation (Polich, 2007) suggests that 
during the oddball sequence the brain builds a model of the common stimulus, and 
compares the incoming stimuli to this model, and produces a P300 potentials when there 
is a discrepancy (i.e. a rare stimulus was presented). The production of P300 potentials by 
the proprioceptive movement stimuli might, therefore, support a presence of the 
proprioceptive model of the body (or at least of the part of the body involved in the task) 
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in the brain, which can be accessed, when attention is directed to it, and updated by the 
change detection network involved in P300 potentials generation.  
The proprioceptive stimulation device used in the experiment allowed delivering 
repeatable stimuli at programmable instances and durations. It allowed effectively 
eliminating visual and auditory cues about proprioceptive stimuli, and minimizing the 
touch cues, by delivering the pulling force on the finger splint, not the finger itself. The 
need to use white auditory noise in the background to suppress the mechanical noises of 
the device was an important experimental concern, because it was reported that when 
auditory oddball sequences were delivered with auditory white masking noise, the 
increases of latency of evoked P300 potentials were observed (Polich et al., 1985b; 
Salisbury et al., 2002). In the present experiment, no effect of auditory white noise was 
found on the P300 potentials evoked by visual oddball sequences recorded with or 
without such noise, as can be seen in Figure 2-12A. It is therefore, likely that previously 
described effects of white noise on the auditory P300 potential parameters were observed 
because the oddball stimuli were in the same modality as the noise, and the noise 
interfered with their perception, or made it harder to detect the rare stimuli. In the present 
experiment the auditory white noise did not interfere with the perception of the visual 
stimuli, and would not be likely to interfere with the proprioceptive ones. 
For the proprioceptive P300 potential, the latency was not significantly different 
from the visual P300, but were significantly larger than those from the auditory P300 
(Figure 2-12A). In S. Arnfred’s experiments, the reported latency for the proprioceptive 
P300 with force transmission stimuli was approximately 360ms (95% confidence interval 
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at Pz electrode 350-378ms) (Arnfred, 2005). As shown in the Figure 2-12A, the passive-
movement proprioceptive P300 had a latency around 397ms (95% confidence interval 
379-415ms) for rare stimuli downwards, and 417ms (400-433ms) for rare stimuli 
upwards. There are several possibilities for this discrepancy. One is that the force 
transmission paradigm used the stimuli that were more difficult to classify than the 
movement directions. As a result, the P300 peak observed could be more often the effect 
of novelty (or the stimulus being different from the previous one), i.e. P300a component 
rather than P300b, associated with the target recognition. Although S. Arnfred reports 
giving subjects a practice task in classifying the forces as light, intermediate, or heavy 
prior to experiment, there still remains a possibility that subjects were not counting 
explicitly heavy pulls in the P300 recordings themselves, but rather the pulls that felt 
different from the common ones. In that case, P300 potentials would be mostly P300a, 
which have slightly shorter latencies. Another explanation of this discrepancy in latency 
may be in the nature of the proprioceptive stimuli. In the case of force transmission 
stimuli, the sensation is essentially via the Golgi tendon organs, while for the passive 
movements, it is mostly through muscle spindles and joint receptors. It is possible that the 
incorporation of these stimuli into the proprioceptive map is occurring differently, e.g. 
there may be more parameters calculated from the muscle spindles signals than from 
those of Golgi tendon organs. 
The differences in latencies for different stimuli modalities in the present 
experiment may be related to the length of the processing paths from the primary sensory 
cortex to multimodal association area (Brodmann area 7). In the specific proprioceptive 
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oddball experiments, passive movements would be processed by the proprioceptive areas 
3a and 2 in somatosensory cortex, then in the superior parietal lobule, area 5, and then the 
multimodal association area. For the visual oddball sequences with geometric shape 
stimuli, the visual areas of the “what” pathway would be activated from primary visual 
cortex to inferotemporal cortex, and from there to the multimodal association area, while 
for the auditory processing of the pure tones, information would travel from the primary 
auditory cortex to the multimodal area directly. This may explain shorter latencies for the 
auditory P300s.  
There were no significant differences in the amplitudes of the P300 for different 
sensory modalities in these experiments. The amplitudes of the P300 potentials are 
related to how difficult it is to detect the change between the common and the rare stimuli 
in the oddball sequence (Polich, 1987c). It may therefore be concluded that for all stimuli 
modalities, the rare and common stimuli could be relatively easily distinguished, and the 
oddball tasks with different stimuli modalities had the same level of difficulty. 
The absence of the explicit rare stimuli counting task did not affect the P300 
potential latency or amplitude significantly in the present study, although in the literature 
reductions in amplitude have been described (Bennington and Polich, 1999). However, 
fewer statistically significant P300 potentials were produced without the counting task, 
although the difference in proportions did not end up being significant either. This is 
likely in agreement with the conclusion of Bennington and Polich that with passive tasks, 
the elicited P300s are “less robust”. 
The comparisons of proprioceptive P300s and those of other modalities by gender 
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were performed. When the P300 potentials of all stimuli modalities collected from 
younger subjects were grouped together, male subjects exhibited larger amplitudes (p-
value = 0.029), and there were no latency differences. However, when the testing was 
done per stimulus modality and gender grouping, no significant differences in either 
amplitudes or latencies were found. Review of the literature did not reveal gender-
specific differences in the P300 potential parameters for auditory or visual oddball 
sequences (Polich, 1986). Because there were no differences between genders detected in 
the present study for individual oddball sequence stimuli modalities, it is difficult to 
explain where the difference in the grouped potentials is coming from. There is a 
possibility that the individual modality differences were not detected because the 
numbers of significant potentials in each group were low, but when they were all 
grouped, the number of data values became large enough to detect some subtle 
differences. It thus may be beneficial to verify whether some differences per stimulus 
modality would emerge with the increase of the number of significant evoked potentials. 
The comparison by age of the proprioceptive P300 potentials as well as visual 
P300s recorded with auditory white noise was also performed (there were too few 
significant auditory potentials recorded from older subjects). Significant potentials from 
male subjects were pooled together, and compared by age. Also the comparisons per 
stimuli modality were performed. In the literature, it was reported that older people 
demonstrate lower amplitudes and longer latencies of the P300 potentials (Polich et al., 
1985a; Walhovd et al., 2008; Juckel et al., 2012). The current experiment found no 
latency differences, but did find the reduction of amplitude as described in literature both 
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in the pooled dataset (p-value = 5.2e-3), and also for the proprioceptive oddball 
sequences with rare movements downwards (p-value =0.023). Also there was a strong 
trend towards significant amplitude decrease for older individuals in visual oddball 
sequences (p-value = 0.058). The finding of no significant latency differences may be 
related to the fact that in the present study there was not as much of the age difference 
between younger and older subjects in (Polich et al., 1985a), in which the older subjects 
age was around 70, while in the present study it was between 45 and 65. Significant 
difference in amplitude with age may be related to reduction in overall brain volume with 
normal aging (Gur et al., 1991; Coffey et al., 1992; Blatter et al., 1995; Scahill et al., 
2003; Takao et al., 2012). Therefore, the electrodes in older subjects end up farther from 
the signal producing neurons than in younger people. Some evidence also suggests that 
there could be reduction in neural responses with age, as evidenced by reduction of 
BOLD response in fMRI experiments during an fMRI version of an auditory oddball task 
(Juckel et al., 2012). 
There was no effect of arm position on proprioceptive P300 potentials parameters 
both within young subjects, and within the entire study population. This likely meant that 
the shape of the arm support did not affect the perception of flexions and extensions of 
the index finger. Both when the arm was supported by a flat surface (box) or an inclined 
plane (ramp) the stimuli in the oddball sequence remained easily distinguishable from 
one another, and the change in the arm position did not make stimuli in a particular 
direction more prominent, and likely did not contribute with additional conflicting 
somatosensory sensations, such as pain. 
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The proprioceptive counting control evoked potentials were obtained by testing 
the movement stimuli from the counting control experiment relative to the baseline of no 
stimuli from the negative control white noise file. The counting control potentials, 
although present in the 250 to 450ms range expected for the P300 potentials, had 
significantly smaller amplitudes and latencies than the proper P300 potentials obtained by 
oddball paradigm. Therefore, they could be differentiated from the P300 potentials 
produced by oddball paradigm. One could hypothesize that the counting control task 
potentials were in fact perceptive evoked potentials, but they ended up in the 250-450ms 
range because of the 250ms stimuli durations used for proprioceptive stimuli. 
The summary of the findings in this chapter, and propositions of future research 
based on these findings will be provided in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 3 : NETWORKS ANALYSIS OF P300 POTENTIALS DATA 
Introduction 
Purpose and Hypotheses 
As described in Chapter 2, proprioceptive oddball tasks were implemented and 
were shown to produce statistically significant P300 evoked potentials. These potentials 
were compared to P300 potentials evoked by auditory and visual oddball sequences of 
stimuli in terms of the latencies and amplitudes. In this chapter, the experiments 
exploring the functional networks of brain regions producing the proprioceptive P300 
potentials will be described. The experiment used the techniques of network analysis, 
which quantify interactions between brain areas during a task of interest, and assessing 
their statistical significance. Computing the functional network explores which brain 
areas are involved in the task. The analysis may allow comparison of the underlying 
processing mechanisms for P300s of different modalities. 
It was expected that when the oddball sequences using the stimuli of different 
modalities are presented that some brain areas should be involved in all the oddball 
sequence tasks and others will be stimulus-modality specific. Bledowski et al. found that 
the supramarginal gyri of the inferior parietal lobes, and prefrontal cortices were involved 
in both auditory and visual P300 potentials, while the sensory areas involvement was 
modality specific, i.e. temporal cortex for auditory, occipital cortex for visual (Bledowski 
et al., 2004). They postulated that the supramarginal gyri may be comparison centres, 
where incoming stimuli can be compared to the previous ones. For the proprioceptive 
P300, it can be thus predicted, that the supramarginal gyri and prefrontal areas also 
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should be involved as well as unilateral somatosensory cortex, contralateral to the side of 
proprioceptive stimulation (left, because in all cases right finger was being displaced) 
In order to visualize these predictions, the following procedure was used. 
Correspondence between EEG electrodes positions and brain areas was determined based 
on (Koessler et al., 2009). Then the nodes, which are expected to be involved based on 
Bledowsky et al., are tabulated in Table 3-1. These nodes can now be connected in the 
prediction matrix.  
Table 3-1: Correspondence between the EEG electrode and brain areas hypothesized to be 
involved in the generation of the proprioceptive P300 
Modality Electrodes (Brain Areas) 
All F3, F4 (prefrontal cortex)  
CP3, CP4 (inferior parietal lobule), 
Auditory T3, T4 (primary and association auditory cortices) 
Visual O1, O2, Oz, PO1, PO2 (primary and secondary visual cortex),  
T5, T6 (inferior temporal cortex, “what?” pathway),  
Proprioceptive C3 (somatosensory cortex on the left only),  
CPz (superior parietal lobule) 
 
However, because without using imaging, e.g. MRI, it is difficult to ensure that 
the electrodes on different subjects end up over the same brain areas (people have 
different head sizes, and possibly slight differences in sizes of brain areas, and their 
positioning relative to skull landmarks). Therefore, it is possible that the neighbour 
electrodes might end up over the brain areas of interest, and their signals could show 
association. Therefore, in the predicted models of the network, the neighbour electrodes 
to the ones listed in Table 3-1 were also considered as connected, e.g. in addition to CP3 
electrode, C3 and P3 electrodes (directly anterior and posterior to CP3). The resulting 
connectivity maps expected for each modality are shown in Figure 3-1. On these plots the 
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unconnected electrodes are shown in blue, and the connected ones are shown in red. The 
images showing the superimposition of the electrodes on the brain surface, and the 
predicted connectivity are included in the Appendix 3-E. Brain surface images used to 
generate these plots were located at http://atlassnc.uniurb.it/telenf.html.  
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A. Proprioceptive P300 Network Prediction 
B. Auditory P300 Network Prediction
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C. Visual P300 Network Prediction
Figure 3-1: Predictions of P300 networks for different stimuli modalities. A. Proprioceptive 
P300 network, B. Auditory P300 network, C. Visual P300 network 
 
Network Measures of Association  
In the network analysis based on EEG the electrodes are defined to be nodes, so 
the node set is fixed. In order to quantify the interaction between nodes, different 
mathematical quantities, referred to as measures of association, are used. These measures 
should be sensitive to detecting relationship between signals, and be computationally 
tractable, i.e. should take reasonable amount of time to evaluate. In the present project 
two of the most common measures were used, cross-correlation and coherence, with the 
first one applicable in the time domain, and the second one in the frequency domain. 
Cross-correlation measures the linear correlation between two signals as a 
function of their delay time or lag and is one of the oldest measures used in network 
analysis (Pereda et al., 2005). Cross-correlation essentially shows how similar these 
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signals are in time domain, namely whether, when shifted by a time lag τ, they would end 
up matching one another. The value of cross-correlation would be high at the lag 
corresponding to a time shift producing the closest match between two signals. Cross-
correlation varies between -1 (complete inverse correlation) and 1 (complete direct 
correlation), while the value of zero shows no correlation. Cross-correlation is computed 
according to the Equation 3-1: 
Equation 3-1: Cross-correlation 
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 , where ci,j = cross-correlation, xi, xj = signal 
at ith and jth electrodes, T = epoch length, τ = lag (Ziburkus et al., 2006).  
To determine at which lags the cross-correlation is statistically significant, the 
Bartlett estimate of cross-correlation standard error can be computed for every lag 
according to the Equation 3-2. 
Equation 3-2: Bartlett estimate of cross-correlation standard error 
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where σi,j = Bartlett estimate of cross-correlation standard error, ci,i, cj,j = 
autocorrelations, T = epoch length, τ = lag (Ziburkus et al., 2006). 
All cross-correlations greater than two standard errors at their respective lags 
were defined as statistically significant. More formally it should be 1.96 times the 
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standard error, which is the z-score for 0.975 in the normal distribution, but the value of 2 
was used in the original article (Ziburkus et al., 2006). To convert cross-correlation 
values at multiple lags into a single number, which characterized how high the cross-
correlations between signals were, the sum of absolute values of statistically significant 
cross-correlations was computed for lags from -100 to 100 according to the Equation 3-3. 
This sum is large when the cross-correlations between two signals across multiple lags 
are large. This makes it convenient to use as a statistic for network computation. 
Equation 3-3: Sum of significant cross-correlations 
 )(*2)()( ,,100
100
, 

jijiji ccS  

, where S = sum of absolute values of 
significant cross-correlations, ci,j = cross-correlations, σi,j = Bartlett estimate of cross-
correlation standard error, θ = Heaviside function (returns 0 for negative values, and 1 for 
positive values), τ = lag (Ziburkus et al., 2006). 
 Coherency is a measure of linear association between two signals as a function of 
frequency (Pereda et al., 2005). It shows how similar are two signals in frequency 
domain, i.e. whether they have the common frequency components with constant phase 
shift (Srinivasan et al., 2007). Coherency is intrinsically a complex number, with real and 
imaginary parts, with values for each part between -1 and 1. It is usually assessed for 
different frequency bands. Typically EEG frequencies of interest include delta (1-4Hz), 
theta (4-7Hz), alpha (8-12Hz), beta (12-30Hz) and gamma (30-80Hz) (Steriade et al., 
1990; Buzsaki and Draguhn, 2004). The coherency is computed according to Equation 
3-4. Autospectra and cross-spectra used in the Equation 3-4 are computed using Fast 
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Fourier Transform (FFT) (Cooley and Tukey, 1965), according to Equation 3-5. 
Equation 3-4: Coherency 
)()(
)(
)(


yyxx
xy
xy
SS
S
k  ,  
where kxy = coherency between signals at the electrodes x and y, Sxy = cross-spectrum 
between these signals, Sxx, Syy = autospectra for two electrodes’ signals, and <…> 
represent averaging across multiple EEG trials (epochs), ω = frequencies from 0 Hz to 
half of sampling rate (Nolte et al., 2004).  
Equation 3-5: Autospectra and cross-spectra 
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where x(t), y(t) are signals measured at the electrodes, FFT is Fast Fourier Transform 
operation, Sxx, Syy = autospectra, Sxy = cross-spectrum, ω = frequencies from 0 Hz to half 
of sampling rate, and biabia   is a complex conjugate operation. 
Usually, in the literature the squared magnitude of coherency is used in network 
analysis (Pereda et al., 2005). However, it was proposed by Nolte et al. that the imaginary 
part of coherency might be less sensitive to volume conduction effect, i.e. that the same 
signal source of EEG is picked up by multiple electrodes, and thus the potentials at 
neighbouring electrodes are similar (Nolte et al., 2004). Therefore, both squared 
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magnitude of coherency and imaginary part of coherency were investigated as measures 
of association. 
In order to use the imaginary part of coherency in the network analysis, its values 
had to be transformed using the Fisher transformation, shown in the Equation 3-6. The 
purpose of this transformation is to make the values of imaginary part of coherency 
normally distributed, otherwise they end up in the interval 0 to 1, not falling under any 
particular probability distribution, which makes it harder to analyze statistically. The 
effect of this transformation is shown in the Figure 3-2. In this figure, the 1000 points in 
the unit circle were simulated (Figure 3-2A), and the y-coordinate values of these points, 
simulating the imaginary part of the complex numbers, were plotted without (Figure 
3-2B), and with the Fisher transformation (Figure 3-2C). The transformed y-coordinates 
follow a typical Gaussian distribution, while the non-transformed ones do not. The 
transformed normally distributed values of imaginary part of coherency are the ones used 
for network computation. 
Equation 3-6: Fisher transformation for imaginary coherency 
      )(/)(tanh*)(Im)(_Im 1  xyxyxyxy kkktransk  , 
where Im(kxy_trans(ω)) = transformed imaginary part of coherency, Im(kxy(ω)) = the 
imaginary part of coherency, as obtained from the Equation 3-4, and ω = frequencies 
from 0 Hz to half of sampling rate. 
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A.  
B.  
C.  
Figure 3-2: Demonstration of Fisher Transformation. A. 1000 simulated points within the 
unit circle, B. Y-coordinates of these points before the transformation, C. Y-coordinates of 
these points after the transformation 
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In order to define an edge in the network, a threshold that the measure of 
association should exceed must be established. In some cases, theoretical thresholds have 
been proposed, for example, for the squared magnitude of coherency networks, the 
threshold depending on the number of EEG epochs used to compute the coherency was 
proposed and is given by Equation 3-7. The edge was then defined if the calculated 
squared magnitude of coherency in a particular band exceeded the threshold.  
Equation 3-7: Significance threshold for squared magnitude of coherency 
)1/(11  Lp ,  
where φ = significance threshold for squared magnitude of coherency, p = desired 
significance level, e.g. 0.05, and L = number of epochs (Thompson, 1979; Halliday et al., 
1995). 
 In the other cases, when the theoretically founded thresholds have not been 
proposed, assigning an arbitrary number as such a threshold might be a too stringent or an 
insufficient constraint to assess the existence of an edge. Instead, surrogate data sets are 
generated in order to obtain a distribution of values for a statistic of interest. If the 
distribution of these values has particular statistical properties, e.g. is Gaussian, then one 
can use the techniques worked out for the distribution of interest to judge where the 
actual statistic would fall in the distribution based on surrogate data, e.g. z-score. In many 
cases, such a determination can be also made when the distribution is non-Gaussian. Such 
an approach is called bootstrapping. Usually, the baseline EEG data, in which there were 
no stimuli, is used to make the surrogate datasets.  
In the present project, for the networks using the squared magnitude of coherency, 
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the theoretical threshold for the existence of an edge will be used. For the networks based 
on the sum of significant cross-correlations, and the imaginary part of coherency for 
which the theoretical thresholds were not defined, the bootstrapping approach will be 
used. 
 
Methods 
EEG Data Used for Network Analysis 
The data used for the network analysis was part of the dataset acquired for the 
proprioceptive P300 experiments, described in Chapter 2. Only the recordings made 
using the electrode cap were used for this analysis and the original six subjects whose 
data were recorded using seven individual scalp electrodes leads were excluded. Also the 
recordings, which did not contain a statistically significant P300 potential based on the 
statistical methods described in Chapter 2, were excluded as well. In addition, several 
other sequences for different task types were excluded if one or more electrodes 
malfunctioned during the recording. This ensured that all the included datasets contained 
statistically significant P300 potentials for auditory, visual and proprioceptive modalities 
with valid epochs for 36 electrodes (34 scalp, and 2 mastoid references). The 
proprioceptive counting control datasets were also included when they had significant 
potentials in the P300 range, although as these had two stimuli presented with equal 
frequency (neither was common, nor rare), only the networks for the common stimuli 
could be computed. Table 3-2 shows the numbers of datasets for each task type included 
in the network analysis.  
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Table 3-2: Number of evoked potentials datasets used for network analysis for different 
task types 
Type of Task # of Evoked Potentials 
Datasets used for 
Network Analysis 
Auditory with Rare Stimuli Counting 
Task 
16 
Visual with Auditory White Noise with 
Rare Stimuli Counting Task 
16 
Proprioceptive Rare Movement Down 
with Rare Stimuli Counting Task 
15 
	
Computing Measures of Associations 
For cross-correlations and coherency calculations, the data points from 251 to 
750ms post-stimulus were used, which were extracted from the epochs used for P300 
potential waveform averaging. This time interval of 500ms (and N=500 points at 1kHz 
sampling rate) contained a P300 wave of interest, and was also long enough to allow 
reasonable estimation of the measures of association.  
The networks were stored in the adjacency matrix format. This matrix is 
symmetric with a row and column corresponding to each electrode. The entries on the 
main diagonal of this matrix were set to zero, and were not computed, because they 
essentially correspond to functional connection of electrode to itself. For each task type, 
for every included dataset, the networks were computed based on the common and rare 
stimuli (except for proprioceptive counting control, when there were only common 
stimuli available). Then the common and rare stimuli networks for each task type were 
computed by averaging corresponding networks based on individual datasets. 
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For practical computation of cross-correlation, the following procedure described 
in (Kramer et al., 2009) was used. Firstly, both signals x(t) and y(t), representing different 
electrodes in the same EEG epoch, were made zero mean and unit standard deviation. 
This was achieved by subtracting their mean values from themselves, and then dividing 
by the standard deviation values. After that, FFT was applied to both signals x0(t) and 
y0(t) (subscript 0 stands for zero-mean version of x(t) and y(t)), obtaining X0(ω), and 
Y0(ω) respectively. Then the inverse fast Fourier transform of )()( 00  YX  was 
calculated to yield the desired cross-correlation of x(t) and y(t) (as in previous equations, 
e.g. Equation 3-5, )(0 Y stands for complex conjugate of Y0(ω)). Standard MATLAB 
software (Natick, MA) fft and ifft functions were used. In order to obtain the cross-
correlation values at the lags from –N+1 to N-1 (total of 2N-1 points, 999 points for 
N=500), the signals x0(t) and y0(t) were zero-padded (trailing zeroes added to the signal) 
to have the length equal to the next power of 2 from the expected length of cross-
correlation (in this case 1024 points), and then the resultant cross-correlation length was 
adjusted to be 2N-1. The purpose of this zero-padding was to avoid the circular shift, 
which could lead to comparing the beginning of x(t) signal to the end of y(t) signal and 
vice versa. The results obtained through this procedure were found to be identical to 
cross-correlation function xcorr also available in MATLAB, while the computation was 
about 50-70% faster. Auto-correlations for x(t) and y(t) were obtained in a similar fashion 
from the inverse Fourier transform of )()( 00  XX and )()( 00  YY respectively. 
After the cross-correlation and auto-correlations for x(t) and y(t) were obtained, 
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the Bartlett estimate of cross-correlation standard error was calculated, and the 
statistically significant cross-correlations and sum of significant cross-correlations for 
lags from -100 to 100 were determined according to Equation 3-2 and Equation 3-3 
respectively. Then the average value of the sum of significant cross-correlations across 
EEG epochs was computed, and was used as the statistic for the bootstrapping-based 
determination of significance of the functional connection between the electrodes. The 
MATLAB script for computing cross-correlations is shown in the Appendix 3-A. 
Just like for cross-correlation calculation, the epoched data from 251 to 750 ms 
relative to stimulus onset was used for the coherency calculations. The signals were zero-
padded to 1024 points to improve the frequency resolution. The spectra for coherency 
calculations were obtained using the multi-taper methods. Tapering is essentially 
multiplying the data by a set of window functions, computing spectra for each taper using 
FFT, then averaging between these spectra estimates. This allows a more accurate 
estimate of the spectra values, while sacrificing some frequency resolution. The 
computations were performed using the coherencyc function from the Chronux multi-
taper toolbox for MATLAB (available at http://chronux.org/), which has a capacity to 
return magnitude and phase, and/or real and imaginary parts of coherency. The spectra 
were computed at delta, theta, alpha, beta and overall (1-30Hz) frequency bands. The 
coherency for the gamma band was not computed because the lowpass filter cutoff of 
31.25Hz was used on the EEG data for 60Hz cycle removal, and thus most of the gamma 
activity (typically small in scalp EEG in any case) was removed by filtering.  
The number of tapers for each frequency band was determined as 2*T*W-1 where 
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T was the length of the signal (0.5s), and W was the desired half-bandwidth. Numbers of 
tapers for each frequency band were shown in the Table 3-3. For each frequency band, 
the relevant measure of coherency was defined as the value approximately at the mid-
point of the band. The frequencies, at which band-defining coherency values were 
recorded, were also shown in Table 3-3. For the coherence networks computed with 
simple thresholding, the magnitudes of coherency at the mid-point of frequency bands 
were extracted, squared, and compared to the theoretical threshold (Equation 3-7). It 
should be noted that the variable L, or the number of epochs in the Equation 3-7 because 
of the use of tapering essentially becomes # epochs * # tapers, as the spectra are 
computed for each taper, and then averaged across both tapers and epochs. This increase 
of the effective number of epochs makes it easier to declare statistical significance of the 
magnitude of coherency values. When the squared magnitude of coherency exceeded the 
threshold, the entry in the network adjacency matrix was set to be 1, otherwise it 
remained at zero. The script for computing magnitude of coherency and applying the 
simple thresholds is shown in the Appendix 3-B. 
Table 3-3: Number of tapers used for coherency calculations, and mid-point frequency 
values for all frequency bands 
Frequency Band 2*T*W # of tapers Band Mid-point 
Frequency (Hz) 
Overall (1-30Hz) 7.25 13 15.63 
Delta (1-4Hz) 1 1 2.93 
Theta (4-7Hz) 1 1 5.86 
Alpha (8-12Hz) 1 1 9.77 
Beta (12-30Hz) 4.5 8 21.48 
 
For the imaginary part of coherency, the corresponding values were also extracted 
at the mid-point of the frequency band, but instead of being compared to a threshold, 
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their significance was assessed by bootstrapping.  
 
Bootstrapping Procedure 
For cross-correlation and imaginary part of coherency networks, the bootstrapping 
procedure was used to determine which edges in the network were significant. The 
schematic for the computational process is shown in Figure 3-3. It essentially consists of 
5 steps: computing the actual values of statistic from the evoked potentials data (as 
described earlier in the chapter), forming bootstrapping sets, computing statistic values 
from the bootstrapped sets, assessing the significance of the actual statistic using the 
distribution of bootstrapped values, and correcting for multiple comparisons. 
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Figure 3-3: Network computation schematic. The approach is based on (Kramer et al., 
2009) 
To form the bootstrapping sets, the baseline recording with no stimuli, except for 
auditory white noise, was used as the source of data. Because all the proprioceptive P300 
recordings had to be made with white noise, as there was a need to mask the clicking 
noises made by the stimulation device, it was natural to record the baseline with white 
noise present. Auditory white noise did not affect the visual evoked potentials 
parameters, as was shown in Chapter 2, and was not likely to affect the proprioceptive 
ones. However, because the baseline recordings in an ambient “no-noise” environment 
were not made, it remained to be seen whether the presence of an auditory baseline noise 
would affect the resultant networks. The separate data collection was performed to 
address this issue, and the results will be described in Chapter 6 of this thesis. 
Each baseline recording was subjected to the same pre-processing as for the 
evoked potential data: it was filtered, epoched (hundred 900-ms epochs), and baseline-
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corrected. Extraocular artifacts were reduced, or artifact-affected epochs were rejected. 
Random samples of the epochs from the baseline recordings were drawn with 
replacement (i.e. same epoch can be drawn a number of times) to form 1000 bootstrapped 
common and rare datasets. The bootstrapped sets had the same number of epochs as did 
the actual common and rare datasets. From each of these datasets, the measures of 
association were computed in the same way as for the actual epochs, to obtain a statistical 
distribution of 1000 bootstrapped values of this measure based on the baseline recording. 
The choice of the number of bootstrapped datasets, i.e. 1000, was made because it 
was a reasonably large number expected to give a good distribution of the statistic values. 
In a brief computational experiment, using a single dataset (evoked potentials epochs, and 
baseline epochs) it was found that when 1000 or 100,000 bootstrapped samples were 
drawn, the difference in the number of statistically significant edges observed did not 
exceed 2% (12 or less out of 630), which is a reasonably small error for considerable 
savings in computational time (10 minutes or so for 1000 bootstrapped samples, and 
around 17 hours for 100,000 samples). 
To compute p-values, the normality of bootstrapped statistic distribution was 
tested using Lilliefors test at 5% significance. If the distribution was normal, a z-score 
was computed, and the p-value was obtained for the actual statistic based on normal 
distribution using Equation 3-8. 
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Equation 3-8: P-value calculation based on the z-score 
Z-score = (actual statistic – mean of bootstrap statistics) / standard deviation of bootstrap 
statistics (Wackerly et al., 2002).  
p-value = normcdf (-|Z-score|), where normcdf is a MATLAB function performing 
lookup of the area under the cumulative normal distribution curve.  
If the bootstrapped distribution was not normal, then the number of bootstrapped 
statistic values greater than the actual value was counted, and p-value was calculated 
based on Equation 3-9. 
Equation 3-9: P-value calculation when bootstrapping distribution is non-gaussian 
p-value = [1 + # of (bootstrap statistics >= actual statistic)]/(N+1),  
where N is the number of bootstrapped samples, here N=1000 (Davison and Hinkley, 
1997). 
The false discovery rate (FDR) procedure was used to address the multiple 
comparisons problem in the network computation, and to eliminate edges likely to be 
false (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). This calculation included three steps: 1) to sort p-
values in the ascending order, 2) to compute “sorted p-values” - q*i/N, where i was an 
index variable from 1 to N, q = 0.05 (false discovery rate), and N was the number of p-
values (for 36 by 36 adjacency matrix, N = 630),  and 3) to find the largest index I, at 
which “sorted p-values” - q*i/N is negative, and declare p-values smaller than the one at 
this index to be significant. If “sorted p-values” - q*i/N is always positive, then for the 
particular network, no p-values will be declared significant. 
MATLAB scripts used to perform the network calculations based on 
bootstrapping are attached in Appendix 3-C (for the sum of significant cross-correlations 
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as a measure of association), and Appendix 3-D (for the imaginary part of coherency as a 
measure of association). The script for cross-correlation uses the custom-written function 
sigcor_fft shown in the Appendix 3-A to compute cross-correlations in the bootstrapped 
sets. The script for imaginary part of coherency uses coherencyc function from Chronux 
toolbox to compute the actual values of the statistic, and the custom-written function 
coherence_bootstrap_tapers_mod which computes all possible combinations of cross-
spectra based on the baseline epoch set. 
 
 Network Diagrams, and Simple Network Measures 
Once the networks for individual subjects were obtained, the average networks 
across subjects for P300 potentials of different modalities were computed. The average 
network matrix entries have the scale from 0 to 1, and the values represent the probability 
of finding an edge, i.e. a functional connection, between a particular pair of electrodes. 
To show these results graphically two approaches were used. The first one is a heat map, 
a 2D plot, with electrodes names along horizontal and vertical axis, and at the 
intersection, the rectangle with the colour corresponding to the probability of finding an 
edge at a particular intersection. The second approach is to draw the actual network, with 
the electrodes in their proper biological positions superimposed over a brain image, and 
the lines connecting them colour-coded by the probability of finding the edge between 
the electrodes. The latter approach is more visual, but also coarser, as the number of 
available colours in such a plot is more limited, so only broader categories of edges, e.g. 
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those that are 90%, or more likely can be drawn. Both approaches will be used 
throughout the chapter. 
Once the networks are computed, some quantitative measures allowing their 
comparison can be obtained. One such measure is a nodal degree, which is the number of 
connections that a node has (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010). Higher nodal degree may mean 
that the node is highly involved in the particular task. To compute this from the adjacency 
matrix of a network, all entries along a column (or row in a symmetric network) 
corresponding to the electrode of interest are summed. Then average nodal degree can be 
computed for the entire network, or alternatively particular node degrees can be 
compared for different individuals. 
Another network measure is the connectivity density, which provides information 
on how many statistically significant edges are there in a network (Rubinov and Sporns, 
2010). This can also be expressed as a fraction or percentage out of maximum possible 
number of connections. This is computed by summing all the entries in the adjacency 
matrix of a network, and dividing the sum by two for the symmetric matrix, as the edges 
do not have directions, and by the maximum possible number of edges (630 for 36 
electrodes). In the correlation and coherence networks there is no directionality to the 
edge, i.e. if there is an edge between A and B, it also serves as an edge between B and A, 
while this may not be the case when causality measures are used. Connectivity density 
allows comparison of the number of interactions between nodes, and thus the amount of 
functional connectivity between nodes in the network.  
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The adjacency matrices for the networks can be compared using Jaccard 
similarity coefficients (Jaccard, 1912). These are defined as: 
Equation 3-10: Jaccard similarity coefficient 
BA
BA
J 
 ,  
where A and B are adjacency matrices for the networks being compared,  is all entries 
when both networks have a value of 1 (logical AND or intersection),  is when either or 
both networks have a value of 1 (logical OR or union) and |…| means number of entries. 
Jaccard similarity coefficients have values between 0 and 1. If the measure of 
discrepancy between matrices is needed instead, 1-Jaccard coefficient can be used as 
such a metric. 
 
Results:  
Magnitude of Coherency Networks with Simple Thresholding  
Heat maps for the proprioceptive networks averaged across subjects and using 
magnitude of coherency as a measure of association are shown in Figure 3-4. On these 
heat maps, colours on the red side of the spectrum represent higher likelihood of an edge 
between a pair of electrodes, and those on the blue side of the spectrum - lower likelihood 
of an edge. Corresponding plots for other modalities (auditory and visual) look very 
similar to each other, and are shown in the Appendix 3-E. This similarity is important as 
it increases the likelihood that the mechanisms behind proprioceptive P300 and those 
from other modalities are similar. 
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A. Common Stimuli Networks 
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Beta Band 
Overall (1-30Hz) Band 
 
B. Rare Stimuli Networks 
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Overall (1-30Hz) Band 
Figure 3-4: Proprioceptive P300 networks (rare stimuli in downwards direction) based on 
thresholded magnitude of coherency averaged across subjects. A – Common stimuli 
networks, B – Rare stimuli networks. 
 
The networks shown in Figure 3-4 are very different from those in the predicted 
model (Figure 3-1A), because the connectivity density for both common and rare stimuli 
networks is much higher than in the predicted model. One of the reasons for this may be 
that the theoretical threshold defined by Equation 3-7 is too low, and when the values of 
the magnitude of coherency are overall high, they exceed this threshold easily. The 
average values of the Jaccard coefficients between magnitude of coherency networks and 
predicted networks are shown in Table 3-4. Similar tables for auditory and visual P300 
networks are shown in Appendix 3-F (Table 0-49 and Table 0-50). Although the overall 
values of Jaccard coefficients of similarity between the predicted model and computed 
networks are relatively low (0.127-0.164), these coefficients appear to be significantly 
higher for the rare stimuli networks than for the common stimuli ones in all frequency 
bands for proprioceptive P300s. For auditory and visual P300s Jaccard coefficients were 
slightly higher than for proprioceptive ones (0.189-0.204 and 0.274-0.325 respectively), 
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however, the significant differences between Jaccard coefficients for common and rare 
networks were only present for the selected frequency bands. 
Table 3-4: Comparison of the predicted model network based on magnitude of coherency 
for proprioceptive P300s (recorded with rare stimuli in downwards direction) to the 
experimental data. 
Frequency Band Jaccard Coefficient 
(STD) for Common 
Stimuli Networks 
Jaccard Coefficient 
(STD) for Rare 
Stimuli Networks 
p-value for t-test 
(Wilcoxon rank sum test) 
Delta Band 0.138 (8e-3) 0.150 (0.016) 4.0e-3 (0.011)* 
Theta Band 0.142 (0.010) 0.163 (0.025) 6.0e-4 (6.2e-3)* 
Alpha Band 0.136 (8e-3) 0.164 (0.030) 8.8e-4 (3.7e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.127 (3e-3) 0.133 (6e-3) 1.9e-4 (3.2e-3)* 
Overall (1-30Hz) Band 0.127 (2e-3) 0.131 (5e-3) 5.6e-4 (3.0e-3)* 
* denotes statistically significant differences in Jaccard coefficients for similarity with the 
predicted model networks for common and rare stimuli computed networks 
 
The connectivity densities at different frequency bands for common and rare 
stimuli networks for proprioceptive recordings with rare stimuli in downwards direction 
are shown in Table 3-5. These densities were compared using unpaired t-tests and 
Wilcoxon rank sum tests at 5% significance (both tests were performed, because some 
sets of densities are not normally distributed). P-values obtained in these tests are also 
shown in Table 3-5. The similar tables of connectivity densities for other stimuli 
modalities are shown in the Appendix 3-F (Table 0-14 and Table 0-15). 
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Table 3-5: Connectivity density for different frequency bands common and rare stimuli 
networks based on the magnitude of coherency for proprioceptive P300 recordings with 
rare stimuli in downwards direction. Connectivity density is normalized by the maximum 
possible number of edges. 
Frequency  Mean (STD) of 
Connectivity Density 
Common Stimuli 
Networks 
Mean (STD) 
Connectivity Density 
Rare Stimuli Networks 
P-values 
Parametric 
(Nonparametric) 
for the t-test 
(Wilcoxon Rank 
Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.900 (0.053) 0.831 (0.083) 0.012 (0.011)* 
Theta Band 0.876 (0.059) 0.766 (0.125) 4.6e-3 (6.2e-3)* 
Alpha Band 0.912 (0.052) 0.729 (0.152) 1.3e-4 (3.6e-4)* 
Beta Band 0.975 (0.021) 0.936 (0.041) 2.2e-3 (3.2e-3)* 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.979 (0.016) 0.945 (0.033) 1.2e-3 (3.0e-3)* 
* denotes statistically significant differences in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
 
Networks averaged across subjects show a significant reduction in connectivity 
density between common and rare magnitude of coherency networks in all considered 
frequency bands for proprioceptive P300s with rare stimuli directed downwards. For 
other modalities (tables are shown in Appendix 3-F: from Table 0-14 to Table 0-45), a 
similar situation is observed, although for some individual frequency bands no 
significance was observed (e.g. delta band for auditory p300 networks). One possibility 
for this observation is that the reduction in connectivity density in rare stimuli networks is 
due to a larger significance threshold, which depends on the number of epochs (in an 
inverse way – fewer epochs, higher threshold), and thus fewer edges’ squared 
coherencies exceed it. Another possibility is that this reduction is brain-region specific, 
and not uniform, but rather follows a particular pattern. To test this latter possibility, the 
average nodal degrees is calculated for the electrodes in the mid-sagittal row, left and 
right middle rows, and lateral rows, and compared between the common and rare 
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networks. The same test can be conducted for the frontal, central, parietal, temporal, and 
occipital electrodes (only the electrodes in a single region are used for this analysis to 
avoid ambiguity, e.g. Fz, but not FCz, because the latter is in both frontal and central 
areas). Nodal degree is calculated as the sum of the row in the adjacency matrix 
normalized by 35 (maximum possible number of edges for a node). Mean value of the 
degree for the group of nodes is computed, and then the mean value and standard 
deviation across subjects are obtained (of the mean nodal degree values). The groups of 
the electrodes used in this analysis are listed in Table 3-6. A1, A2 electrodes are not 
included in this analysis. The comparisons between common and rare networks are 
performed using t-tests and Wilcoxon rank sum tests. All comparisons are performed at 
5% significance level. The results of nonparametric tests are judged more important if the 
tests disagree on the statistical significance of the comparison. Figure 3-6 shows the 
results of these comparisons graphically for proprioceptive evoked potentials networks 
(with rare stimuli in downwards direction). The corresponding diagrams for other 
modalities are shown in the Appendix 3-E (Figure 0-57 and Figure 0-58). The tables 
showing the results of these comparisons are present in the Appendix 3-F (from Table 
0-16 to Table 0-45). 
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Table 3-6: Table of electrode groupings for mean nodal degree analyses 
Grouping by 
anterior-to-
posterior rows of 
electrodes 
Electrodes List Grouping by 
Brain Lobes / 
Regions 
Electrodes List 
Mid-Sagittal Fz, FCz, Cz, CPz, Pz, Oz. Frontal F3, Fz, F4 
Left Middle Row Fp1, F3, FC3, C3, CP3, P3, PO1, O1 Central C3, Cz, C4 
Right Middle Row Fp2, F4, FC4, C4, CP4, P4, PO2, O2 Parietal P3, Pz, P4 
Left Lateral Row FT9, F7,FT7, T3, TP7, T5 Occipital O1, Oz, O2 
Right-Lateral Row FT10, F8, FT8, T4, TP8, T6 Temporal T3, T4, T5, T6 
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Delta (1-4Hz) Band 
 
Theta (4-7Hz) Band 
 
Alpha (8-12Hz) Band 
 
Beta (12-30Hz) Band 
 
Overall (1-30Hz) Band 
 
Figure 3-5: Distribution of the decrease of connectivity density from common to rare stimuli 
magnitude of coherency networks for proprioceptive P300s (with rare stimuli in downwards 
directions). Left column: anterior-to-posterior electrode groupings, right column: brain 
lobe electrode groupings. 
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For almost all electrode groupings for all stimuli modalities, there were 
statistically significant reductions in the mean nodal degree in alpha band between 
common and rare stimuli networks. This can be associated with increased attention to the 
rare stimuli, and thus the reduction of alpha band activity during their presentation. For 
the beta band, there consistently was a reduction of mean nodal degree between common 
and rare stimuli networks in the central electrodes (C3, Cz, C4). In addition the decreases 
in the lower frequency bands (delta and theta) when present tend to be in the fronto-
central distribution (they are not present for auditory P300s). 
 
Cross-correlation networks with bootstrapping 
The cross-correlation networks are similar to the hypothesized models for visual 
and proprioceptive stimuli, while the auditory network was more densely connected than 
was predicted (see Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7). As with the magnitude of coherency 
networks, the Jaccard coefficients comparing cross-correlation networks to the predicted 
model ones were computed, and the coefficients for common and rare stimuli networks 
were compared. The values of the Jaccard coefficients and the comparison results are 
shown in Table 3-7. Although the Jaccard coefficients were low for the cross-correlation 
networks as they were for magnitude of coherency ones (0.074-0.290), there is a 
consistently significant increase in the Jaccard coefficients for the rare stimuli networks 
when compared to the common ones. This shows that the rare stimuli networks are closer 
to the predicted model networks than the common stimuli ones. 
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Table 3-7: Comparison of the predicted model network based on cross-correlations for 
P300 potentials of different stimuli modalities to the experimental data. 
Stimulus Modality Jaccard Coefficient 
(STD) for Common 
Stimuli Networks 
Jaccard Coefficient 
(STD) for Rare 
Stimuli Networks 
p-value for t-test 
(Wilcoxon rank sum test) 
Auditory 0.151 (0.072) 0.204 (0.049) 0.011 (0.013)* 
Visual (with white 
auditory noise) 
0.134 (0.113) 0.290 (0.115) 1.2e-3 (1.5e-3)* 
Proprioceptive (with 
rare stimuli in 
downwards direction) 
0.074 (0.046) 0.146 (0.083) 5.2e-3 (0.010)* 
* denotes statistically significant differences in Jaccard coefficients for similarity with the 
predicted model networks for common and rare stimuli computed networks 
 
For all modalities, there was higher midline electrodes connectivity not predicted 
by the model networks, which only included the biologically expected regions of activity. 
This likely resulted in the relatively low Jaccard coefficients observed. The detected 
midline activity and connectivity were likely the consequence of the bilateral 
involvement of the brain regions. The electrical fields from these regions induced the 
voltage signal that was picked up by the midline electrodes. 
Auditory and visual P300s averaged networks show a higher probability of 
finding an edge for more laterally located electrodes (e.g. those over the temporal lobes 
of the brain) compared to proprioceptive ones. This may indicate stimulus specificity, as 
proprioceptive processing does not involve temporal areas, while auditory processing, 
and the visual “what” pathway for object recognition involves them. There is a 
statistically significant increase in the connectivity density of the cross-correlation 
networks between common and rare stimuli for auditory and visual P300 networks, but 
not for proprioceptive networks. Proprioceptive P300 networks have similar connectivity 
density compared to the networks of other modalities. The values of the overall 
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connectivity densities for all modalities are shown in the Appendix 3-F (see Table 0-46 to 
Table 0-48). 
A diagram showing the increases in mean nodal degree per subgroup of electrodes 
for proprioceptive P300s is shown in Figure 3-8. Similar diagrams for auditory and visual 
P300s are shown in the Appendix 3-E, Figure 0-59 and Figure 0-60. Compared to the 
magnitude of coherency networks, which showed the decreases in connectivity density 
between the networks for common and rare stimuli, the cross-correlation networks 
showed increased in connectivity density. Increases in connectivity density / mean nodal 
degree between common and rare stimuli networks for proprioceptive stimuli were 
present for central, parietal, right middle and mid-sagittal electrodes groupings. For 
auditory and visual modalities, the increases in connectivity density were present for 
almost all considered electrode groupings. Overall, because the central and parietal 
electrodes show increased mean nodal degrees for all modalities, this may be consistent 
with the centro-parietal distribution of P300b. The absence of increased connectivity for 
the left middle row of electrodes, including C3, the left somatosensory cortex for 
proprioceptive stimuli, might not be consistent with the expectation (especially in light 
with the corresponding activation of the right middle row of electrodes). This is because 
most of proprioceptive sensation from the right index finger, which was stimulated in the 
proprioceptive experiments, should be coming to the left somatosensory cortex. 
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A.  
B.  
Figure 3-6: Increase in connectivity density of averaged cross-correlation networks between 
common (A) and rare (B) stimuli for proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare stimuli in 
downwards direction (not statistically significant). On the plots probability of finding an 
edge between a pair of nodes (electrodes) at the scale from 0 to 1 is shown. Colours at the 
red end of colour bar mean higher probability of finding an edge. FDR is 0.05. 
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A.  
B.  
Figure 3-7: Cross-correlation networks for auditory (A) and visual (B) rare stimuli are 
shown to compare against the proprioceptive networks shown in Figure 3-6. Overall, there 
is higher connectivity density and more involvement of temporal lobe electrodes in the 
networks for auditory and visual stimuli compared to proprioceptive ones. 
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A.  B.  
Figure 3-8: Distribution of the increase of the mean nodal degree from common to rare 
stimuli cross-correlation networks for proprioceptive P300s (with rare stimuli in 
downwards direction). A. Anterior-to-posterior electrode groupings, B. Brain lobe electrode 
groupings. 
 
Imaginary Part of coherency networks with bootstrapping 
For the most part, the imaginary part of coherency based on P300 data had values 
in the range from -0.25 to 0.25. A plot of imaginary part of coherency values averaged 
across subjects for proprioceptive stimuli with rare stimuli in downward direction is 
shown for alpha band in Figure 3-9. 
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A. 
B.  
Figure 3-9: Values of imaginary part of coherency in alpha band based on proprioceptive 
P300s (with rare stimuli in downwards direction) for common (A) and rare (B) stimuli. Note 
that the values do not exceed ±0.25. Same holds for other frequency bands and other stimuli 
modalities. 
Imaginary coherency networks are sparser than those based on magnitudes of 
coherency or cross-correlations, i.e., the probability of finding an edge between a pair of 
electrodes is lower than for the other computational approaches. Like for the magnitude 
of coherency, for the common stimuli the connectivity density was higher than for the 
rare stimuli in the overall (1-30Hz), alpha (8-12Hz) and beta (12-30Hz) frequency bands. 
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In the delta and theta bands, differences were not very pronounced, and probabilities of 
finding significant edges were low for both common and rare stimuli compared to other 
measures of association. In fact, for the rare stimuli, upon averaging the networks across 
individuals, probabilities of finding an edge between a pair of nodes never exceeded 0.5 
in all frequency bands. Because of the difficulty in detecting statistically significant edges 
for the rare stimuli, the comparison between common and rare stimuli could not be 
performed. Possible reasons for this are described in the Discussion section of this 
chapter. 
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A.  
B.  
Figure 3-10: Imaginary part of coherency networks averaged across subjects based on 
proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare movements in downwards direction shown at 
overall (1-30Hz) frequency band for common (A) and for rare (B) stimuli. 
 
Discussion 
The network analysis of P300 potentials of auditory, visual and proprioceptive 
modalities was performed using coherency and cross-correlation as measures of 
association. It allowed investigating whether the observed P300 potentials have common 
and also some stimulus-specific brain areas involved in their generation. The appearance 
of the network was found to depend on the type of measure of association. The networks 
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based on the magnitude of coherency with a theoretical significance threshold for edge 
detection had higher connectivity densities than the networks based on cross-correlations, 
in which the significance for edge detection was determined using a bootstrapping 
procedure. This suggests that theoretical thresholding approach is less conservative, i.e. 
allows more edges, than the bootstrapped distribution of statistic based on the baseline 
data. The latter approach is therefore more appropriate for the EP data and less likely to 
introduce spurious functional connections. 
Averaged cross-correlation networks visually appeared more similar to the 
predicted model than averaged magnitude of coherency networks. Cross-correlation 
networks depicted in Figure 3-6B and Figure 3-7 show interconnected clusters of 
electrodes corresponding to the interaction between the sensory areas, inferior parietal 
lobe (comparison center) and prefrontal cortex (decision center). Magnitude of coherency 
networks (Figure 3-4) have higher connectivity than the cross-correlation ones, but the 
structure is less clearly defined (almost all brain regions appear connected). It is notable 
that these clusters of mid-sagittal, frontal, central and parietal electrodes connectivity are 
present for all stimuli modalities, which supports the potential finding from Chapter 2 
that the proprioceptive change is processed similarly to the auditory or visual ones. 
Cross-correlation networks also show modality specificity demonstrating involvement of 
temporal areas for auditory and visual P300s (auditory cortex, and inferior temporal 
cortex involved in visual processing), while showing minimal involvement of these areas 
for proprioceptive P300s. This can be seen both in Figure 3-6B and Figure 3-7, and also 
in the distribution diagrams of mean nodal degree increase presented in Figure 3-8, and 
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Appendix 3-E. These figures show the significant mean nodal degree increases in the 
areas including the temporal (and other lateral electrodes) for auditory and visual P300s, 
but only show increases in the central and parietal lobe electrodes for the proprioceptive 
P300s. The corresponding diagrams (showing the mean nodal degree decreases) Figure 
3-5 and figures in the Appendix 3-E for the magnitudes of coherency do not show an 
easily identifiable stimulus-modality specific pattern. 
Jaccard coefficients analysis was performed to compare the similarity of cross-
correlation and magnitude of coherency networks to the predicted model. This analysis 
did not confirm the observation that cross-correlation networks conform better to the 
predicted model, showing similar values of Jaccard coefficients for both measures of 
association for different stimuli modalities (and in fact lower coefficients for cross-
correlation networks for common stimuli than for corresponding magnitude of coherency 
networks). A possible explanation of this is the disproportional increase of the Jaccard 
coefficients for a more highly connected network, when the number of connections in 
both the computed and modeled network matrices (intersection) increases faster than the 
number of connections present in either matrix (union).  
Another possibility is that the deficiencies of the model make the comparison 
difficult. The predicted model for all stimuli modalities does not preview the interactions 
between the midline electrodes to the same extent as they occur based on the 
experimental data. One explanation for this observation was that the model only included 
the anatomical regions involved in oddball task processing based on the studies in 
(Bledowski et al., 2004). The connectivity observed between the midline electrodes was 
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likely an artifact due to the bilateral involvement of brain areas in the task, i.e. when there 
are brain areas involved in the task bilaterally, the signal from them will be picked up not 
only locally, but also due to volume conduction at the midline. In addition, the model 
assigned clear-cut connections between areas likely to be involved, and no connection for 
less likely areas. This might have resulted in much lower connectivity density in the 
model than in the experimental matrices, leading to relatively low Jaccard coefficients 
(intersection of the adjacency matrices could only be rather small). This issue could be 
investigated further by producing model simulations allowing for higher probabilities for 
likely connected regions and lower probabilities for less likely connected regions, and 
computing an average model network from these simulations. This could likely match the 
networks based on experimental data more closely. 
Although the magnitude of coherency networks did not show the modality-
specificity, they did show the reduction of mean nodal degree between common and rare 
stimuli networks in the alpha (8-12Hz) frequency band. This was present for all the 
stimuli modalities, and for almost all considered electrode groupings. Such a reduction of 
the alpha band connectivity may be physiologic and may be related to the increased 
attention to the rare stimuli compared to the common ones. According to (Klimesch, 
1999), the decrease in alpha band power in the EEG can be is related to the increase in 
attention to a task. Besides that, EEG alpha activity is associated with the alert watchful 
waiting for the stimulus, and thus, the presentation of the common stimuli may help in its 
maintenance, while the presentation of the rare stimuli may lead to its reduction. 
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Network analysis based on the imaginary part of coherency produced very 
different results. The purpose of the use of this measure of association was to reduce the 
effects of volume conduction (i.e. when the same source of electrical activity is detected 
instantaneously by different EEG electrodes) on determination of the significance of the 
functional connection, because volume conduction does not affect the imaginary part of 
coherency (Nolte et al., 2004). This is equivalent to reducing the impact of interactions at 
short lags on the measure of association. There can be several reasons for the failure to 
construct networks based on this measure. Firstly, the values of the imaginary part of 
coherency tend to be intrinsically small and can be reduced further by noisy signal, which 
could lead to missing at least some functional interactions (Nolte et al., 2004). Secondly, 
the evoked potentials signals in different electrode leads, has relatively small lags relative 
to each other, and because imaginary coherency measure reduces short lag effects, it is 
possible that it loses the interactions related to evoked potentials. This can also be 
consistent with the loss of cross-correlation network connectivity, when the evoked 
potentials were re-referenced to common average reference instead of average mastoid 
reference (data not shown in the thesis). This happened because similarly shaped evoked 
potentials features were present in the multiple leads, and common average referencing 
removed or reduced these features for all electrodes that had them, making it harder to 
detect functional connectivity. It is possible that the failure of the imaginary part of 
coherency measure of association can be also explained by the overlook of short lag 
evoked potentials signals. It is important to note though, that the failure to construct the 
network based on the evoked potentials data using imaginary part of coherency does not 
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mean that this measure of association is not a useful one in general. It may work much 
better when voltage signals are not time-locked, or when in addition to the evoked 
potentials, there would be non-zero-lag interactions present in the data. 
It is also possible that having less than 15 epochs over which the imaginary part 
of coherency is estimated for the rare stimuli is not sufficient for an accurate estimate. 
This might mean that the values forming the bootstrapped statistic distribution are highly 
variable, as they are computed from the baseline recording using the same number of 
epochs, as was used for the rare stimuli. In order to investigate whether this can be the 
case, the evoked potentials data collection could be performed either using longer 
sequences, or repeating the sequences as presently set up 2-3 times, and then combining 
the epochs, and repeating the calculations. If the number of epochs was indeed too small 
for the accurate computation of the imaginary part of coherency this approach would 
remedy it, although the data collection would be more difficult for the subject and the 
experimenter.  
An additional consideration is that false discovery rate of 0.05 may be too 
stringent for the imaginary part of coherency; therefore, it may be worthwhile verifying, 
whether a more relaxed criterion, e.g. 0.1 would allow observing the network structure in 
a consistent manner. 
Several conclusions can be drawn on the overall network construction approach. 
Firstly, cross-correlation (a time-domain measure) appeared to be a better measure of 
association for computing networks based on time-locked signals, such as evoked 
potentials, than coherency (a frequency-domain measure). The networks computed based 
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on cross-correlation measure were more consistent with the expected anatomical areas 
involvement than those based on the magnitude of coherency, which showed diffuse 
connectivity. Secondly, constructing the network based on the EEG electrodes measures 
interactions between the signals at the electrodes, but not the interaction between brain 
areas themselves, because when the electrodes are rather sparse, as in the described 
experiment with 41-electrode cap, some brain areas might not be adequately covered, and 
there might not be enough electrodes to account for the small individual differences in 
brain anatomy. In order to improve an ability to study the interactions between brain 
areas, one needs to improve spatial resolution of the EEG by increasing the number of 
electrodes, perhaps to have several electrodes per brain area of interest, such that the 
small variation in anatomy between subjects does not strongly affect the coverage. 
The summary of the findings from this chapter and the suggestions of the future 
work will be provided in Chapter 7 of the thesis. 
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CHAPTER 4 : WRIST SPEED PROFILE MODELING 
The text of this chapter is based on the article: L. Vaisman, L. Dipietro, H.I. 
Krebs. A Comparative Analysis of Speed Profile Models for Wrist Pointing Movements. 
IEEE Transactions on Neural Systems and Rehabilitation Engineering vol. 21, No. 5 
(2013), pp. 756-766.  
 
Introduction 
Movement of the upper extremity can be decomposed into transport of the arm 
largely performed by the muscles acting at the shoulder and elbow joints and 
manipulation of objects performed by the muscles acting at the wrist and finger / thumb 
joints.  
Early kinematics studies aimed at characterizing and modeling movements at the 
shoulder and elbow. Rapid target-directed reaching movements were found to be virtually 
straight with a bell-shaped, nearly symmetric speed profile (Bizzi et al., 1976; Kelso et 
al., 1979; Abend et al., 1982; Flash and Hogan, 1985). More complex movements, such 
as drawing and handwriting, displayed less smooth speed profiles, which were modeled 
as a combination of elementary movements (submovements) whose shape was identified 
via optimization techniques (Morasso and Mussa Ivaldi, 1982; Plamondon et al., 1993; 
Doeringer and Hogan, 1998). Such results prompted a number of subsequent 
investigations, which led to models of how the central nervous system (CNS) controls 
and learns reaching movements, for example, (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994; 
Flanagan and Rao, 1995; Bhushan and Shadmehr, 1999). Several studies investigated the 
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changes in reaching trajectories and their speed profiles and submovement 
decompositions in patients recovering after stroke, which provided insights into 
mechanisms of recovery of motor function (Krebs et al., 1999; Rohrer et al., 2002) as 
well as the basis for the design of quantitative metrics of patients’ motor performance 
(Bosecker et al., 2010) and controllers for robot-assisted therapy (Krebs et al., 2003; 
Krebs et al., 2008).. 
Compared to shoulder and elbow movements, only a few studies have focused on 
the wrist joint. Most reported on measured data for surgical applications, such as 
individual carpal bone motions and wrist range of motion (de Lange et al., 1985; 
Patterson et al., 1997; Patterson et al., 1998). It was only recently that Charles et al. 
(Charles et al., 2006; Charles, 2008; Charles and Hogan, 2010) showed that human wrist 
movement trajectories were more variable and curved, exhibiting roughly twice as much 
curvature, than reaching trajectories. This finding confirmed Hoffman and Strick’s prior 
results in primates (Hoffman and Strick, 1999). Using mechanical perturbations, it was 
found that the motor adaptation in the wrist movement is more difficult to detect than in 
reaching ones, presumably due to the higher variability of wrist movements compared to 
reaching (Dipietro et al., 2007). Recently, the group started designing performance-based 
adaptive controllers for the wrist rehabilitation robots (Krebs et al., 2007). However, the 
descriptive models for wrist movement speed profiles kinematics are lacking. Such lack 
of descriptive models able to characterize wrist kinematics makes performance-based 
designs challenging. 
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The goal of this study was to determine whether the models of speed profiles 
proposed for shoulder and elbow joints movement in reaching and handwriting literature 
might be suitable to adequately model the wrist movement speed profiles. This study 
compared the ability of nineteen models to describe accurately the speed profiles of fast, 
visually-evoked, visually-targeted wrist pointing movements.  
Speed profiles models for human upper limb movements with different 
complexity, including reaching, drawing, and handwriting were selected from literature. 
In particular, the comparative studies by Plamondon et al. (Plamondon et al., 1993) and 
Stein et al. (Stein et al., 1988) were used as sources of models. From their lists, the 
models that had many more parameters than others and were found to have very low 
performance were excluded. 
 The selected models differ for several technical features, including number of 
parameters and differentiability properties. Historically, starting from the ‘70s, such 
models were developed by investigators interested in different components of the motor 
system and reflected different views on upper limb motor control and mechanisms of 
trajectory formation. Kinematics-oriented models assume that such mechanisms are 
independent of the actual joint and muscle patterns and depend only on the CNS 
capability to control the trajectory of the hand in space. Conversely, dynamics-based 
models assume that trajectory formation mechanisms are directly related to the geometry 
and mechanical properties of muscles, which can be seen as generators of force, 
oscillation, or speed (Plamondon et al., 1993).  
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Kinematic-oriented models include the Morasso model (Morasso and Mussa 
Ivaldi, 1982) and its modified versions (Maarse, 1987), minimum jerk (Flash and Hogan, 
1985), minimum snap (Edelman and Flash, 1987), Gutman and Gottlieb (GG) (Gutman 
and Gottlieb, 1991), Gaussian, LGN and LGNB (Plamondon, 1992; Plamondon and 
Alimi, 1997; Plamondon et al., 2003), and beta, gamma, and Weibull  models 
(Plamondon et al., 1993; Plamondon et al., 2003). In the Morasso model (Morasso and 
Mussa Ivaldi, 1982), movement is described as a sequence of basic strokes of given 
length, tilt angle and angular change; each basic stroke is described as a symmetric 
continuous bell-shape (cubic spline function). The Morasso, Mussa-Ivaldi and Maarse 
models (Maarse, 1987) represent bell-shaped profiles with cosine functions instead of 
splines. The minimum jerk (Flash and Hogan, 1985) and minimum snap (Edelman and 
Flash, 1987) models consider trajectories of movement to be obtained by minimizing the 
jerk and the snap, i.e., the third- and fourth-time derivative of displacement which can be 
described by fifth- and seventh- order polynomials respectively. The GG model (Gutman 
and Gottlieb, 1991) describes trajectories with an exponential function, whose specific 
shape depends on two parameters, distance and a movement time constant. Plamondon 
and colleagues’ models mostly aimed at investigating the role of shape symmetry. They 
include: Gaussian models, which use Gaussian functions and can produce symmetric 
continuous as well as asymmetric discontinuous profiles (Plamondon, 1989; Plamondon 
et al., 1993); LGN and LGNB models, which are derived as converging behavior of a 
system of a sequentially acting cascade of velocity generators (Plamondon, 1992; 
Plamondon et al., 1993; Mitnitski, 1997; Plamondon et al., 2003) and can produce 
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asymmetric and continuous profiles; generalized Gutman&Gotlieb model (GGgen) 
(asymmetric continuous); sigmoidal models (asymmetric continuous and discontinuous); 
gamma model (asymmetric continuous); beta model (asymmetric continuous); and 
Weibull model (asymmetric continuous). The discontinuous models were originally 
proposed for handwriting, and handwriting velocity consists of curvilinear and angular 
components, where angular component can be discontinuous (Plamondon, 1989).  
Dynamic-oriented models include Eden-Hollerbach (Hollerbach, 1981), and 
Plamondon and Lamarche (Plamondon and Lamarche, 1986) models. The Eden-
Hollerbach model (Hollerbach, 1981) considers muscles as harmonic oscillators and 
handwriting as generated by orthogonal oscillations horizontal and vertical in the plane of 
the writing surface. This model produces symmetric continuous profiles. Plamondon and 
Lamarche (Plamondon and Lamarche, 1986) model assumes that the whole nerve muscle 
system behaves as speed generators, which can be described with transfer functions that 
generate bell-shaped curvilinear speed profiles given a rectangular pulse as input and can 
work in parallel. This model yields to asymmetric discontinuous profiles. The 
biexponential model, which was proposed by Stein et al. (Stein et al., 1988) to describe 
wrist movements along with the symmetric Gaussian, minimum jerk, and Morasso 
model, was also included in the analysis.  
To the best of our knowledge, the mechanisms underlying wrist motor control and 
trajectory formation have not been investigated. However, similar to Plamondon et al. 
(Plamondon et al., 1993), these models were analyzed with the point of interest fixed on 
their performance in reproducing speed profiles of simple, fast target-directed wrist 
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movements. This focus is consistent with the goal of identifying suitable mathematical 
descriptions of wrist speed profiles to be used in the design of robotic tools for 
neurorehabilitation and of quantitative metrics of motor recovery after brain injury. Speed 
profiles of 1398 fast, target-directed wrist movements were recorded and analyzed, and 
for each movement and model, nonlinear, least squares optimization procedure was used 
to compute a set of parameters that minimized the error between the experimental data 
and the reconstructed speed profiles. Then the models’ performances were compared in 
terms of reconstruction errors. 
 
Methods 
Subjects 
Seven young, healthy, right-handed subjects (age range 18-35 years) participated 
in this study. Subjects had no history of neurological disorders. Experiments were 
approved by MIT’s Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects, and 
informed consent was obtained from all subjects. 
 
Apparatus  
This study used an InMotion3 wrist robot (Interactive Motion Technologies Inc., 
Watertown, MA) designed for clinical neurological applications. The robot had three 
actuated degrees-of-freedom (abduction/adduction, flexion-extension, and pronation-
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supination) (Krebs et al., 2007). The angular positions of encoders located at the joints of 
the robot were acquired digitally (sampling frequency Fs=1 kHz, 16-bit quantization). 
 
Experimental Procedure 
Subjects were seated in front of a computer monitor and held the handle of the 
robot in their dominant right hand. Their upper arm was restrained by a Velcro-strapped 
belt and their lower arm was supported in the horizontal plane and also restrained with a 
Velcro-strapped belt (Figure 4-1A). In addition, the robot pronation/supination degree of 
freedom was locked, restricting movement only to flexion/extension and 
abduction/adduction movements.  
Four outer targets on a circle at North, East, South, and West positions and a 
central target (neutral wrist position) were displayed (Figure 4-1B). Two experiments 
were performed: in the first one, central (neutral wrist position), East and West targets 
were used, and in the second one, central, North and South targets were used. Subjects 
were instructed to move the handle of the robot corresponding to a screen cursor between 
the central target and the outer targets, and then bring the cursor back to center. Outer 
targets were presented in a random order, but each was presented an equal number of 
times. 160 movements were performed per direction (80 movements from the central to 
the outer targets and 80 movements back). Subjects were given no explicit instruction 
regarding the trajectory of movement. Prior to starting any recording, subjects practiced 
the motor tasks as needed until they were fully comfortable performing them. 
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The motor task required flexion/extension and abduction/adduction of the wrist by 
30 and 15 degrees, respectively, which covered approximately 50% of ranges of motion 
of a normal wrist (flexion/extension 60/60 degrees, abduction/adduction 30/45 degrees, 
pronation/supination 70/70 degrees (Krebs et al., 2007)). In both experiments, the central 
target was presented following each of the outer targets. All targets had diameter of 2.5 
cm, and remained lit for 0.8 seconds. For the first 0.4 seconds of this period, the target 
was one color and then it turned into a different color. Subjects were instructed to reach 
the target about the time when its color changed. After the 0.8 seconds a new target lit up.  
 
A.  
B. 
Figure 4-1: (A) InMotion wrist robot, (B) Arrangement of targets on the computer screen 
during the experiment 
 
Speed Profiles Processing 
Speed profiles for all movements were computed as Equation 4-1 (Weisstein) 
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Equation 4-1: Speed in spherical coordinates 
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where θ and φ were the azimuth and zenith coordinates, as measured by the robot.  
The derivatives for θ and φ coordinates were computed numerically using Savitzky-
Golay filters with 4th order polynomial fit and window width of 17 samples. The filters’ 
values were computed using MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) function sgolay, and 
the values of the derivatives were computed as the dot products of the first derivative 
filter with the windowed recorded movement coordinates. The radial coordinate (r) was 
assumed to be constant and equal to 9 cm. This value is an approximate distance from the 
wrist to the robot handle; the precise value for every subject is not too important here, 
assuming it stays constant (so that the derivative is zero), and only serves as the scale 
factor, not affecting the shape of the speed profile. The selected value of 9cm makes the 
scaled speed profiles values comparable in magnitude to other studies.  
The speed profile segments were extracted based on the following process. The 
time point tmax was found, at which the maximum value of the speed profile occurred. By 
moving to the left and to the right from tmax by one time point increments, times tlb and tub 
closest to tmax were found such that tlb<tmax<tub, with v(tlb) <0.05*v(tmax) and v(tub) 
<0.05*v(tmax). The speed profile segments between tlb and tub were extracted. A drawing 
illustrating a sample speed profile extraction is shown in Figure 4-2.  
The plots of extracted speed profiles were visually inspected to verify that they 
contained only a single large peak. Data segments containing other large peaks – defined 
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as larger than 20% of the higher peak – due to corrective movements, were discarded. 
The purpose of such a selection was to ensure that modeled speed profiles corresponded 
to single movements in each direction. On average, 28 and 22 out of 40 speed profiles per 
movement direction were selected for center-out and back movements respectively. Total 
of 1398 speed profiles for movements in different directions were selected for modeling.  
 
Figure 4-2: Sample speed profile extraction for modeling 
 
Because the extracted speed profiles segments had different length (time 
duration), movement durations were normalized to a [0, 1] range using the procedure 
described in (Flash and Hogan, 1985). tlb was subtracted from all time points values for a 
given speed profile and then resultant time points were divided by tub-tlb value.  The data 
was not re-sampled, and each speed profile retained its original number of points. 
For every speed profile, duration of movement, peak and average speed, 
skewness, kurtosis and “symmetry ratio” were computed. Because skewness and kurtosis 
were defined only for probability distributions (Wackerly et al., 2002), the area under the 
speed profile curve was normalized to 1. This was done after the time points range was 
converted to be from 0 to 1 (although the time points range conversion does not affect 
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this calculation). Skewness and kurtosis were then evaluated by standard formulae 
(Equation 4-2 and Equation 4-3) using the normalized speed profile as a probability 
distribution function. Symmetry ratio was introduced to serve as an additional estimate of 
data’s asymmetry, in addition to skewness, and was defined as (tmax-tlb)/(tub-tmax). When 
the ratio was equal to 1, the peak was exactly in the middle of the data.  
Equation 4-2: Equation for skewness 
  33)( xxESkewness  ,  
where x are the normalized speed profile values, is a mean and σ is the standard 
deviation of the normalized speed profile, and E is mathematical expectation (for 
computational purposes evaluated as mean).  
Equation 4-3: Equation for kurtosis 
  44)( xxEKurtosis  , 
 where x are the normalized speed profile values, is a mean and σ is the standard 
deviation of the normalized speed profile, and E is mathematical expectation (for 
computational purposes evaluated as mean).  
The equations of the models used in this study are listed in Appendix 4-A. The 
interior-reflective Newton algorithm, which was implemented in MATLAB function 
lsqcurvefit (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA), was used to solve a nonlinear, least squares 
problem of optimal selection of parameters in models’ equations (Coleman and Li, 1996). 
Initialization values (also listed in Appendix 4-A) were selected by trial and error in order 
to achieve convergence for each model to the recorded speed profile. The optimization 
algorithm was allowed to run for at least 100,000 iterations or until the change in squared 
x
x
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sum of the residuals became less than 10-9. The MATLAB script for performing the 
optimization calculations is shown in the Appendix 4-B. 
To compare different models, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was used as a 
performance index, computed as shown in Equation 4-4 (Motulsky and Christopoulos, 
2004). Lower AIC indicated a better fit. 
Equation 4-4: Akaike information criterion (AIC) 
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where SSE is the sum of squared errors (residuals) returned by the optimization 
algorithm, N is equal to the number of points in the fit, and K is equal to the number of 
model parameters plus one.  
Two bar plots were constructed to visualize the results. To obtain the first bar 
plot, referred to as the “Top 5” plot, for each speed profile, a model was awarded one 
point if its AIC was among the 5 best performers for that profile (lower AIC). For the 
second bar plot, referred to as “Score 18” plot, for each speed profile, the models were 
ranked with best performer (lowest AIC) awarded 18 points, the second best performer 
(2nd lowed AIC) awarded 17 points, etc. The resulting summation of all profiles was 
normalized by dividing the cumulative sum for each model by the number of profiles that 
contributed to the sum. “Top 5” and “Score 18” plots were constructed for each subject 
and for each movement direction separately. Because the results for sets of speed profiles 
recorded from different subjects and different directions were consistent (i.e., the groups 
of best-fitting and worst-fitting models were essentially the same for all the sets, while 
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other models’ performance did not strongly fluctuate among the sets), all speed profiles 
were grouped together for statistical analysis. Fitting accuracy of models was also 
computed as the percent error between the area under the modeled speed profile and that 
under the recorded speed profile. 
 
Statistical Analysis 
A Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA followed by multiple comparisons test was 
performed on AIC values for all modeled speed profiles (Wackerly et al., 2002). 
Nonparametric statistics were used because series of AIC values for many models did not 
have a Gaussian distribution. Tests were performed at 5% significance level. 
 
Results 
Figure 4-3 shows a typical set of speed profiles for center-out and back 
movements. Figure 4-4 shows histograms, and mean and standard deviation values of the 
parameters extracted from the speed profiles. Most movements were about 0.2-0.4s long, 
with most peak speeds between 10 and 50 cm/s, and average speeds between 5 and 30 
cm/s. Skewness and symmetry ratio histograms show that a larger portion of the data had 
slightly negative skewness, i.e., longer tail to the left, or the peak speed value closer to 
the end rather than the beginning of movement. Kurtosis values mainly ranged between 2 
and 3.  
Figure 4-5A shows the cumulative “Top 5” plot. Four models stand out as the top 
5 best fits, i.e., their AIC values were most commonly among the five lowest. These are 
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lognormal with support bound (LGNB), Morasso Mussa-Ivaldi and Maarse asymmetric 
(MMMasym), asymmetric Gaussian and beta function models. Overall, symmetric 
models performed worse than asymmetric ones with the best of symmetric models, 
namely Morasso, Mussa-Ivaldi and Maarse symmetric model (MMMsym) scoring 7th. 
Figure 4-5B shows the cumulative “Score 18” plot. This scoring system favors 
consistently high level of performance. It allows a somewhat more balanced comparison 
between the models. The four best models are the same as in the “Top 5” plot. However, 
some models – in particular minimum snap, lognormal without support bound (LGN) and 
generalized Gutman&Gotlieb model (GGgen) – have improved their relative placement 
because they were consistently performing even though they were not that often among 
the 5 best fits for speed profiles. On the other hand, models like MMMsym and minimum 
jerk have been ranked higher on “Top 5” plot than “Score 18” plots because, although 
they performed very well for some profiles ranking on the “Top 5” plot, they did not have 
very consistent performance for a large number of profiles, and thus were ranked lower 
overall. The models that did not perform well underperformed in both “Top 5” and 
“Score 18” plots. These included Plamondon-Lamarche exponential, Eden and 
Hollerbach, minimum acceleration (Morasso), gamma function, and biexponential 
models. 
 Results of statistical analysis are shown in Figure 4-6. The models closer to the 
left side of the plot have lower median ranks and therefore performed better. On the 
whole, the results shown in Figure 4-6 are consistent with those shown in the “Score 18” 
plot: LGNB, MMMasym, asymmetric Gaussian, beta function, GGgen and sigmoidal 
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discontinuous models have the lowest median AICs. Eight models follow with 
approximately the same level of median ranks, while the remaining five models 
performed quite poorly.  
Analysis of the goodness of a particular model’s fit for each individual direction 
showed that results were essentially independent of the movement direction. Figure 4-7 
shows “Score 18” plots for different directions. Plots are generally very similar to the 
“Score 18” plot for all modeled profiles combined shown in Figure 4-5B, namely the 
top/worst performing models shown in Figure 4-5B were the top/worst performing 
models for the different directions. 
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Figure 4-3: Sample set of speed profiles for all directions of movement. Legend: 1: Center to 
East target, 2: Center to West target, 3: Center to North target, 4: Center to South target, 5: 
East target to Center, 6: West target to Center, 7: North target to Center, 8: South target to 
Center. All horizontal axis are normalized time and all vertical axis are speed in cm/s. 
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Figure 4-4: Histograms of parameters extracted from speed profiles, and their mean and 
standard deviation values. 
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Figure 4-5: A) Cumulative “top 5” plot based on 1398 speed profiles. Four models – LGNB, 
MMMasym, asymmetric Gaussian and beta function were most consistently among top 5 
best fits based on AIC for speed profiles. B) Cumulative “score 18” plot based on 1398 
speed profiles. The same four models as on the “top 5” plot were the top performers. 
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Figure 4-6: Results of Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA and multiple comparisons’ test on AIC for 
different models for 1398 speed profiles. The LGNB model’s median ranks are in blue as 
the top performer, other models’ median ranks are in red if statistically significantly 
different from it to 5% significance level and in gray if not. Overall, the results of this plot 
are consistent with the ranking of models in “score 18” plot. 
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Figure 4-7: “Score 18” plots computed based on movements in specific directions from center to targets. MMMasym, asymmetric 
Gaussian, beta function, and LGNB model are consistently among the top performers. Panels A, B, C, and D show performance of 
models for movements in East, North, West, and South direction, respectively. 
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 Table 4-1 shows the percent of errors of areas under the modeled and recorded 
speed profiles. For six models, including LGNB, MMMasym, asymmetric Gaussian, beta 
function, GGgen, and sigmoidal discontinuous, the error was below 4% for over 50% of 
speed profiles.  
Table 4-1: Percent errors between areas under modeled and recorded speed profiles for 
different models. 
Model Mean % error 
Standard 
Deviation 
of % error 
% of Speed 
Profiles with  
Error <=4% 
LGNB 3.26 2.99 77.25 
MMMasym 3.37 2.66 74.89 
Asymgauss 3.72 2.7 74.17 
Beta 4.25 3.38 66.95 
GGgen 4.97 4.3 57.87 
LGN 6.11 3.34 25.18 
Sigdiscont 6.16 8.92 58.01 
Symgauss 7.06 5.68 20.46 
Weibull 7.19 5.38 23.75 
GG 7.24 4.85 25.18 
Minsnap 7.34 5.97 34.55 
MMMsym 7.35 5.86 32.83 
Sigcont 7.59 7.07 13.73 
Minjerk 8.24 6.58 26.39 
Gamma 9.86 4.4 4.22 
Edhol 10.43 7.55 16.17 
Expo 11.07 2.83 0.07 
Biexpo 15.3 2.13 0 
Morasso 16.91 9.21 0.57 
 
Discussion 
Features of Wrist Movement Speed Profiles 
In this study, speed profiles of fast, visually-evoked, visually-targeted wrist 
pointing movements involving wrist flexion/extension and abduction/adduction were 
recorded and analyzed. Similar to previous psychophysical studies and robot-mediated 
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rehabilitation protocols (Hoffman and Strick, 1986a; Hoffman and Strick, 1986b, 1990, 
1993; Pfann et al., 1998; Kakei et al., 1999; Kakei et al., 2001, 2003; Charles, 2008), the 
pronation/supination movements were prevented in the present experiment. The wrist 
trajectories recorded with the robot were found indistinguishable from those recorded 
without the robot (i.e., with Flock of Birds, Ascension Technologies, VT) for movements 
of the wrist encompassing flexion/extension and abduction/adduction (Charles, 2008), 
but not for movements involving pronation/supination (Campolo et al., 2009).  
The wrist movement peak speeds obtained in this experiment (10-50 cm/s, or 60-
320 degrees/s) were comparable to the peak wrist movement speed values reported by 
Yayama et al. (Yayama et al., 2007), who measured wrist flexion/extension and 
abduction/adduction movements in 5 young healthy subjects. This comparison is 
meaningful because the flexion/extension and abduction/adduction cycles in the study of 
Yayama et al. were performed at a rate of one cycle per second, and extracted portions of 
speed profiles had movement duration of 0.1-0.6s (Figure 4-4), i.e., movement durations 
were similar. Peak values were overall greater than those reported by Rosen et al. (Rosen 
et al., 2005), who measured ranges of motion and speed of wrist movements during daily 
tasks. For example, Rosen et al. reported that during the task of eating with a spoon, 
maximum velocities were 34 degrees/s in the direction of flexion, 24.5 degrees/s in the 
direction of extension, 25.1 degrees/s for radial deviation, and 44.7 degrees/s for ulnar 
deviation. 
Skewness and symmetry ratios analyses yielded similar results (Figure 4-4). They 
showed that a large proportion of data was asymmetric. Asymmetric models of speed 
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profiles performed consistently better than symmetric ones. Kurtosis values overall were 
less than those expected for symmetric Gaussian curves (i.e. less than 3); thus, speed 
profiles mostly appeared to be platykurtic, with smaller tails and wider peaks.  
 
Comparison to Speed Profiles during Reaching Movements 
The results of this study showed that asymmetric models performed better than 
symmetric models, which  is consistent with the findings of the work of Plamondon et al. 
(Plamondon et al., 1993) that investigated drawing movements. Plamondon and 
colleagues also found that the LGNB model strongly outperformed the other models. 
Asymmetric Gaussian and discontinuous sigmoidal models were in the top 6 performing 
models both for Plamondon’s data as well as for the wrist data (Figure 4-5). Poorly 
performing models for the wrist data (Eden-Hollerbach, gamma function, Morasso, 
biexponential and Plamondon-Lamarche exponential models) were also among the 
poorly performing models in Plamondon et al. However, MMMasym and MMMsym 
models, which based on the data in this study were in top 2 best asymmetric and 
symmetric models respectively, did not perform well in Plamondon’s data. Such a 
discrepancy might be explained by differences in the nature of performed tasks. Morasso, 
Mussa-Ivaldi and Maarse models were originally proposed for modeling handwriting, 
which mainly consists of curved elements: they assumed that the segment between the 
points of minimum speed was an arc of a circle (Morasso and Mussa Ivaldi, 1982). The 
wrist movements recorded here, which required wrist flexion/extension and 
abduction/adduction, may have been closer to the arc of the circle shape (Charles, 2008) 
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than the pen-tip fast straight strokes of Plamondon et al. That wrist movement trajectories 
are not straight but are curved, with a curvature higher than that displayed by reaching 
trajectories, was shown by Charles and Hogan (Charles and Hogan, 2010). To verify the 
presence of non-zero curvature in the recorded wrist movement trajectories, the curvature 
was estimated as the area bounded by the path and a straight line connecting the start and 
end points of the path (Charles et al., 2006). 32 out of 56 groups of trajectories (7 
subjects, 4 directions from center to target and 4 directions back) analyzed for this study 
displayed median trajectory curvature significantly different statistically from 0 
(corresponding to the curvature of a straight line). The Wilcoxon signed-rank test at 5% 
significance level was used for hypothesis testing (Wackerly et al., 2002). 
 The observation that asymmetric models perform better than the symmetric ones 
is also consistent with prior work that showed that single-joint movements often have 
asymmetric speed profiles (Beggs and Howarth, 1972; Zelaznik et al., 1986; Nagasaki, 
1989; Wiegner and Wierzbicka, 1992). A plausible neurophysiological argument for 
explaining asymmetry was proposed by Jaric et al. (Jaric et al., 1998), who suggested that 
asymmetry may be caused by either muscle viscosity or patterns of muscle activation. 
Further work, including a characterization of asymmetry as a function of movement 
velocity, is required to identify possible sources of asymmetry in wrist movements’ speed 
profiles.  
The results of this study are also consistent with the work of Stein et al. (Stein et 
al., 1988), who investigated four models for speed profiles of wrist movements, i.e., 
minimum jerk, Morasso, biexponential and symmetric Gaussian models. They found that 
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symmetric, Gaussian fitted wrist movement speed profiles performed better than 
minimum jerk, which in turn performed better than two other models. This result is 
consistent with the results shown in the “Score 18” and Kruskal-Wallis plots (Figure 4-5).  
 Of notice, several models were able to fit most speed profiles with an error below 
4%. This error threshold is the same used in the seminal paper by Flash and Hogan (Flash 
and Hogan, 1985) to assess the performance of their model in fitting speed profiles of 
reaching movements. These models included LGNB, MMMasym, asymmetric Gaussian, 
beta function, GGgen and sigmoidal discontinuous models. Not surprisingly, these 
models were also the top performers when goodness of fit was assessed by means of the 
AIC criterion on “Top5” and “Score 18” histograms. Of course, one cannot accept or 
reject models purely on the ground of the mathematical goodness of their fits. Several 
important physical factors also should be considered. One such factor is continuity of the 
speed profiles. This is important because a discontinuous model of the speed profile 
results in infinite acceleration at the point of discontinuity, which is not achievable in 
wrist pointing. As mentioned earlier, discontinuous models were originally proposed for 
handwriting where angular component can be discontinuous (Plamondon, 1989). Three of 
the best performing models (namely discontinuous sigmoidal, asymmetric Gaussian, and 
MMMasym) are discontinuous at the peak of the speed profile. Figure 4-8 shows a 
sample of the behavior of these models at the speed profile peak. This means that, in spite 
of superior mathematical fits, the piecewise-defined discontinuous functions are not 
realistic models of speed profile for wrist pointing movements. Imposing the conditions 
to ensure continuity and differentiability of these models at the peak may make these 
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functions plausible models for speed profiles. However, these constraints are likely to 
significantly worsen goodness of fit in the least squares sense. 
 
Figure 4-8: Sample fits for discontinuous models. Most fits of MMMasym, asymmetric 
Gaussian and discontinuous sigmoidal models show a discontinuity at the peak, which is not 
physiologically plausible for wrist pointing tasks. 
 
 Among the investigated models, the LGNB function displayed the best fitting 
performance. This function was previously used successfully to model drawing 
movements of unimpaired subjects (Plamondon et al., 1993), and also reaching and 
drawing movements of subjects recovering from stroke (Rohrer et al., 2002; Dipietro et 
al., 2009). Besides continuity, there are two properties that make LGNB a good modeling 
function: its physiological grounding, and its flexibility. As suggested by Plamondon, 
such function can be produced by convergence of actions of sets of linear neuromuscular 
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subsystems operating in a cascade (Plamondon, 1992; Plamondon and Alimi, 1997; 
Plamondon et al., 2003). LGNB function’s asymmetry can be inverted by the change of a 
single parameter (Plamondon et al., 1993). This is a valuable property since the 
experimental speed profiles exhibited both positive and negative skewness (Figure 4-4). 
 The beta function also displayed a good fitting performance. It was 4th overall on 
cumulative “Score 18” plot in Figure 4-5B, and 2nd overall among continuous models. 
The good performance is consistent with the work of Krebs et al. (Krebs et al., 1999), in 
which the beta function was successfully used to model speed profiles of submovements 
in shoulder and elbow movements of recovering stroke patients. Its properties make it 
particularly appealing for modeling submovements: by adjusting two parameters, its 
shape can be modulated to fit both symmetric and asymmetric speed profiles, as well as 
unimodal and bimodal profiles2. It should be noted that the mean values of skewness and 
kurtosis for the beta function models reported by Krebs et al. were similar to those for the 
speed profiles data recorded for the present experiment: skewness = 0.07, kurtosis = 2.38 
vs skewness = -0.07, kurtosis = 2.49.   
Finally, these results provide a few insights on neural control of wrist pointing 
movements. Analysis of movement kinematic features has traditionally been used to infer 
control principles and variables used by the CNS to plan and generate movement. 
Specifically, the hypothesis that reaching movements is controlled in a hierarchical 
fashion with the kinematics on the top of this hierarchy has spurred from the analysis of 
movement “invariants” (Morasso and Mussa Ivaldi, 1982; Flash and Hogan, 1985) and, 
																																																								
2 With reference to Appendix 4-1, parameters P3 and P5 determine the shape of the beta model. 
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in particular, from the finding that trajectories are straight with bell-shaped profiles 
independent of the movement workspace. While the literature on wrist movement 
kinematics is still sparse, the results of this study taken together with the recent findings 
by Charles and Hogan (Charles and Hogan, 2010) afford some speculation on how the 
CNS may control wrist movements. Contrary to reaching, wrist trajectories are highly 
variable, consistent with the negligible role of interaction torques and the predominant 
role of stiffness in wrist dynamics (Charles, 2008). Present results on speed profiles of 
wrist pointing movements showed, however, that these can be modeled in a similar way 
to highly stereotyped arm reaching movements: i.e. the models previously proposed for 
speed profiles of reaching or handwriting movements, including LGNB and beta, were 
also able to adequately model speed profiles of wrist movements (error within 4%). This 
result suggests that speed profile may be a key invariant for both arm and wrist 
movements. While human control of speed is known to be rather poor (Doeringer and 
Hogan, 1998), it may be speculated that both arm and wrist movements may be instead 
generated under smoothness control, based on the findings that kurtosis of most of the 
normalized wrist speed profiles is >2 with peak values around 2.3-2.5 (Figure 4-4), i.e., 
kurtosis values are close to those associated with minimum-jerk speed profile (which is 
7/3 or 2.33). While it is unclear which variables should be targeted by robot-mediated 
therapy to maximize motor recovery (e.g., accuracy, speed, smoothness), this finding 
suggests that therapy should be designed to maximize movement smoothness. 
The summary of the chapter and the suggestions of the future studies will be made 
in Chapter 7 of the thesis. 
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CHAPTER 5 : BLINKING RATES ANALYSIS DURING CONTINUOUS 
PERFORMANCE TASKS 
 
Introduction:  
Electroencephalography (EEG) is a common technique in neuroscience. It 
involves placing electrodes on scalp surface and recording the electrical activity of the 
brain. EEG possesses high temporal resolution (on the scale of milliseconds) and 
moderate spatial resolution (on the scale of centimeters). In addition, EEG signal is 
affected by artifacts, i.e. electrical phenomena happening outside of the study 
participant’s body, for example, 60Hz power line noise, or within the body, but outside of 
the brain, for example, muscle activity (electromyogram, EMG), heart activity 
(electrocardiogram, EKG) and blink activity (electrooculogram, EOG). A typical 
example of a blink artifact is shown in Figure 5-1. An important consideration for EEG 
recording is the reduction or minimization of artifacts through experimental or signal 
processing techniques.  
Eye blink is a sequential closing and opening of the eye, which protects the 
cornea of the eye from pollutants and allergens, and helps keeping it moist (Ousler et al., 
2008). The main muscle closing the eye is the orbicularis oculi muscle, controlled by the 
facial nerve, and the main muscle opening the eye is the levator palpebrae superioris 
muscle, controlled by oculomotor nerve (Schmidtke and Buttner-Ennever, 1992; 
Aramideh and Ongerboer de Visser, 2002; Walsh et al., 2008). Blinking rates are 
controlled by the caudate nucleus and dopaminergic pathways, which is known from the 
studies in human patients with dopaminergic pathways-related disorders, such as 
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Parkinson’s Disease, schizophrenia, and supranuclear palsy (Hall, 1945; Karson, 1983; 
Bologna et al., 2009), and in MPTP-treated monkeys, a common Parkinsonism model in 
animals (Taylor et al., 1999).  
The effect of many cognitive states on blinking rate has been investigated. For 
example, fatigue, conversation, and highly emotional states increase blinking rates (Stern 
et al., 1994; Bentivoglio et al., 1997; Fukuda, 2001), high memory load, mental 
arithmetic, and reading decrease it (Holland and Tarlow, 1972; Bentivoglio et al., 1997). 
Some study participant’s characteristics also may affect blinking rates, for example, there 
is evidence that men blink less frequently than women (Bentivoglio et al., 1997; Sforza et 
al., 2008). 
Although the reports of the normal blinking rates at rest vary somewhat 
depending on the study method of assessment, environment and time of observation, M. 
Doughty reviewed multiple previous studies, and reported the 95% confidence interval 
for blinking rate at rest to be 8.0-21.0 blinks per minute (0.133-0.350Hz) for 
observational or video analysis assessment, and 9.0-24.6 blinks per minute (0.150-
0.410Hz) for electrophysiological methods (Doughty, 2001).   
Several signal processing approaches have been developed for handling of eye 
blink artifacts in EEG recording. These include omitting the epochs (EEG segments) 
which contain such artifacts from analysis or attempting to reduce them based on 
covariance (Croft and Barry, 2000), principal component analysis (Berg and Scherg, 
1994) or independent component analysis (Hyvarinen and Oja, 2000; Jung et al., 2000). 
Although these methods are usually adequate, all of them can cause some data distortion, 
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and cannot reduce all artifacts perfectly, resulting in data loss of 30-40% in some cases. 
Therefore, reduction of the amount of blink artifacts through the experimental setup 
modifications may be a useful consideration. 
While performing oddball sequences recordings for auditory, visual and 
proprioceptive stimuli modalities in healthy human subjects, it was observed that the 
blink rate in these sequences appeared to be larger than expected at rest. It is known from 
the literature that asking the subjects not to blink reduces the amplitudes and makes 
latencies of the P300 evoked potentials, eliciting which was the main objective of these 
recordings, longer (Ochoa and Polich, 2000). Therefore, the blink rates were analyzed to 
see the effect of different subject characteristics (e.g., age, gender, and handedness) and 
experimental setup conditions (e.g., amount of light in the room, sequence type, etc.) with 
a purpose of seeking implementable experimental design modifications that would allow 
reducing the amount of blink artifacts. 
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Figure 5-1: Example of a blinking artifact 
 
Methods: 
Subjects Demographics and Experimental Conditions 
Data collected from the 40 study participants for the proprioceptive evoked 
potentials experiments, described in Chapter 2, were used for the blinking rates analyses. 
Subjects’ characteristics, namely age, gender and handedness were collected from them. 
In this original sample, self-reported handedness information was used. Five subjects’ 
handedness data was not collected due to an omission on the enrolment form. In addition, 
because of a small number (5) of the left-handed participants in the original sample, 
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additional recording of 11 left-handed individuals was performed, for the total of 16 left-
handed subjects. In this additional left-handed sample, the handedness was assessed 
through the questionnaire attached in Appendix 5-A, and only strongly left-handed 
individuals were invited to an EEG recording session. A total of 51 subjects were 
recorded and 529 EEG recordings were made from them. Demographic information for 
all the recruited subjects, including numbers of subjects, and number of experimental 
EEG sequences recorded from them was shown in the Table 5-1. 
The experimental protocol was approved by BUMC IRB (IRB #: H-27247). 
Subjects were recruited using flyer announcements posted on BU medical and Charles 
River campuses. Screening survey about neurological problems was performed before 
subjects were enrolled in the study. Informed consent was obtained from all enrolled 
subjects. Modified neurologic exam, including visual and hearing acuity testing, pupils 
activity, colour vision, gait, sensory exam (touch, pain, vibration, fast and slow 
proprioception) and reflexes testing, was performed on each enrolled subject prior to 
recording to make sure that they were neurologically healthy. A small monetary award 
(USD $25 in cash or check) was provided to most subjects at the end of a 2-hour 
recording session3.  
																																																								
3 First 11 subjects were enrolled, while the clearance to compensate the subjects for participation 
was still being obtained from IRB, and thus, they were not paid for participation. 
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Table 5-1: Subjects demographics information 
Subject 
Characteristic 
Groups within Condition Number of 
Subjects 
Number of 
Recordings 
Age Young (<45 y. o.) / Older (>45 y. o.) 40 / 11 411 /118 
Gender Male / Female 25 / 26 259 / 270 
Handedness Right / Left / Not Reported 30 / 16 / 5 294 / 183 / 52 
 
The experimental design for the recording of P300 potentials was described in 
Chapter 2 in detail. The number of sequences for each kind of task are shown in Table 
5-2. Briefly, auditory, visual and proprioceptive oddball sequences each consisting of 100 
stimuli, with common-to-rare stimuli ratio of 85:15, were recorded. Auditory stimuli 
were pure tones of 500Hz (common) and 1000Hz (rare) played through the earphones, 
visual ones were circle (common) and square (rare) images shown on the computer 
monitor, and proprioceptive ones were flexions (downward movements) and extensions 
(upward movements) of the right index finger at metacarpophalangeal joint from the 
pronated wrist position delivered using a custom-built electromechanical device. In 
addition baseline sequences with no stimuli, and proprioceptive counting control 
sequences, in which the stimuli were used in ratio of 1:1, were recorded. Besides that, 
some proprioceptive oddball sequences were delivered during larger attention-demanding 
tasks such as performing mental arithmetic (addition or subtraction of three-digit 
numbers), or solving a wordsearch puzzle shown on the computer monitor.  The duration 
of all sequences was approximately 2.5-3 minutes (150-180 seconds), with similar stimuli 
durations and interstimuli intervals for all modalities. 
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Table 5-2: Number of sequences for each task type 
Type # of Sequences 
Auditory 51 
Visual No Noise / with Noise 51 / 49 
Finger Not Moving 51 
Proprioceptive, No Counting Task, Rare Down / Up 50 / 36 
Proprioceptive, Counting Task, Rare Down / Up 49/ 50 
Proprioceptive Counting Control  37 
Arithmetic Control / Rare Down / Rare Up 5 / 4 / 8 
Wordsearch Control / Rare Down / Rare Up 24 / 24 / 22 
 
The effects of the following experimental settings on the blinking rate were 
investigated: amount of light in the room, the number of extraocular electrodes, the mode 
of arm support, individual leads vs electrode cap, presence of auditory white noise, and 
presence of rare stimuli counting task. The number of subjects and EEG recordings made 
under these conditions were shown in Table 5-3. Three kinds of lighting conditions were 
used: no light on, dim lights (due to incandescent light bulb in a floor lamp), and bright 
lights (due to fluorescent ceiling lights). Three arrangements of EOG electrodes were 
used as shown in Figure 2-5, with one, two or four EOG electrodes. Two kinds of arm 
support were used for the proprioceptive sequences: a box and a ramp with 30 degrees 
incline, as shown in Figure 2-3. The difference between them is that when the box setup 
was used, the index finger was hyperextended during the extension stimuli, while when 
the ramp setup was used, such a hyperextension did not occur. For auditory and visual 
sequences no arm support was used. For the first six subjects, recordings were performed 
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using 10 individual electrodes, and for the other 45 subjects they were performed using a 
41 electrode EEG cap. Auditory white noise was used to mask the mechanical activity of 
the proprioceptive stimulation device, and in some of the visual oddball sequences. 
Counting rare stimuli task was given during all auditory, visual and some proprioceptive 
oddball sequences. 
Table 5-3: Experimental conditions 
Condition Groups within Condition Number of 
Subjects 
Number of 
Recordings 
Light in the 
Room 
Ceiling Fluorescent Lights (bright) /  
Incandescent Bulb Floor Lamp (dim) / 
Lights Off 
9 / 12 / 30 96 / 131 / 302 
# of EOG 
Electrodes 
1 / 2 / 4 18 / 6 / 27 204 / 54 / 271 
Arm Support Box / Ramp / None (audio and visual) 23 / 30 / 51 142 / 232 / 155 
Individual 
Electrodes vs 
Cap 
Individual Electrodes / Cap 6 / 45 54 / 475 
Auditory White 
Noise 
Present / Absent 51 422 / 107 
Counting Task Present / Absent 51 298 / 231 
 
In addition, in order to investigate the effect of the experimental fatigue, an 
additional parameter called ‘recording order’ was introduced. Sequences recorded first in 
an experimental session got assigned the recording order 1, those recorded second were 
given recording order 2, etc. Table 5-4 shows the number of sequences of each recording 
order. 
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Table 5-4: Number of recorded sequences for each recording order 
Recording Order # of Sequences
1 52 
2 52 
3 52 
4 52 
5 52 
6 50 
7 49 
8 43 
9 38 
10 29 
11 29 
12 24 
13 3 
14 2 
15 2 
 
EOG Recording and Signal Processing 
EOG data (as well as the EEG data analyzed in Chapters 2 and 3) were recorded 
with Ag – AgCl electrodes and the NuAmps amplifier by Compumedics (Charlotte, NC). 
Skin surface under the electrode was cleaned using NuPrep abrasive solution, and Ten20 
conductive electrode paste was applied between the electrode surface and skin, to achieve 
impedance values below 5kOhms. Data was recorded relative to average mastoid 
reference, sampled at 1000 Hz, and filtered from 0.5Hz to 70Hz during the data 
acquisition. Additional post-processing was performed using custom MATLAB 
(Mathworks, Natick, MA) scripts. The sample script is available in Appendix 5-B. The 
data from the EOG electrode located above the eye was low-pass filtered at 31.25Hz 
using biorthogonal wavelet-based filter to remove 60Hz noise (Quiroga and Garcia, 2003; 
Markazi et al., 2006). Then peak detection was performed using the peakfinder.m 
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function by Nathanael Yoder available at MATLAB file exchange (Yoder, 2011). This 
function allows specifying the amount above surrounding data for a peak to be identified 
and threshold value that peaks have to exceed. Because typical blink artifacts had 
amplitudes around 100uV, the threshold was set at 50uV, and the amount above 
surrounding data was also set to 50uV, in order to detect most of the peaks likely to be 
due to blinks. All the detected peaks were reviewed by a human observer, to exclude the 
peaks likely due to EMG or random electrode fluctuations, and the remaining blinks were 
counted. After that, the blinking rate in Hz (blinks per second) for every recorded 
sequence was calculated using Equation 5-1. The resultant blinking rates were tabulated 
in a Microsoft Excel table file.  
Equation 5-1: Blinking rate 
[s]recordingofduration
[unitless]blinksof#[Hz]RateBlinking 
 
 
Statistical Analyses 
For the statistical analyses, it was assumed that all recorded sequences (even those 
recorded from the same individual) were independent data entries. In principle, this is 
reasonable as long as one recorded sequence does not affect the next recorded sequence, 
i.e. that there is no experimental fatigue during the recording session. One-way ANOVA 
analyses for every parameter of interest were performed using blink rates from every 
sequence as data points, followed by multiple comparisons analysis using Dunn-Sidak 
critical values. To test for the effect of fatigue the linear regressions (slopes), and 
correlation coefficients (Pearson and Spearman) of blinking rate relative to recording 
order parameter during individual recording sessions were computed and tested for 
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statistical significance with the expectation that if blinking rate increased linearly with the 
recording order to statistically significant extent, then fatigue due to experimental session 
was present. In addition, the subject characteristics parameters (age, gender, and 
handedness) were analyzed by performing 1-way ANOVAs on averaged blinking rates 
per subject. To ensure that the results were not affected by potentially non-Gaussian data 
for some groupings, non-parametric 1-way ANOVAs (Kruskal-Wallis tests) were 
performed in addition to parametric tests (also followed by multiple comparisons). All 
tests were performed at 5% significance level. MATLAB script used for blinking data 
analysis is attached in the Appendix 5-C. 
 
Results 
Overall Observations 
The overall average blinking rate based on all individual recorded sequences was 
found to be 0.390 Hz, with STD of 0.227 Hz, and 95% confidence interval of 0.372-
0.409 Hz (22.3-24.5 blinks per minute). Based on the averaged blinking rate per subjects, 
the overall average blinking rate value was similar at 0.399Hz, STD of 0.193Hz, and 95% 
confidence interval of 0.346-0.452Hz (20.8-27.1 blinks per minute). Both estimates are in 
a reasonable agreement with each other. In addition, the overall average blinking rate 
(based on both estimates) is not significantly different from 95% confidence interval for 
the resting blinking rate for primary gaze reported by Doughty (Doughty, 2001), although 
they tend to be closer to the upper limit of the reported resting blink rate. If comparing 
the average blinking rate based on the current experiment to some other studies, for 
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example, 0.283Hz (17 blinks per minute, no STD or confidence intervals reported) 
(Bentivoglio et al., 1997) included in Doughty’s review, and 0.190-0.298Hz (11.38-17.90 
blinks per minute) (Sforza et al., 2008), not included in that review, then the average 
blink rate based on the current experiment will appear to be statistically significantly 
larger than the values reported  in these studies. 
Blinking rates observed in the study show high individual variability, as can be 
seen in Figure 5-2. On this figure, all lines correspond to blink rates by individual 
subjects (means ± 2 standard error intervals). The blink rates vary from less than 0.1Hz to 
1Hz. The subject highlighted in blue had his / her blinking rate close to the mean overall 
rate of 0.4 Hz. Seven subjects had significantly lower blink rate, and 8 subjects had a 
significantly higher blink rate than the highlighted subject. 
 
Figure 5-2: Blinking rate variation across subjects 
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Subject’s Characteristics and their Effects on Blinking Rates  
The effects of subjects’ characteristics on blinking rate were first analyzed under 
the assumption of the independence of blinking rates during individual sequences from 
each other. 
For the subjects’ sample of the given study, it was observed that male blinking 
rate is significantly smaller than female one (p-value = 0.034). The multiple comparisons 
plot is shown in Figure 5-3. This is in agreement with some literature (Yolton et al., 
1994; Sforza et al., 2008), although other studies show either the opposite trend i.e. men 
blinking more than women (Chen et al., 2003) , or  not statistically significantly different 
blinking rates for both genders (Bentivoglio et al., 1997; Doughty, 2002).  
 
Figure 5-3: Blinking rate variation with gender 
 
 No effect of age on blinking rate was found for the enrolled subjects (p-value = 
0.64). The multiple comparisons plot is shown in Figure 5-4. This is in agreement with 
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studies reporting no significant changes in blinking rate with age in adult subjects, e.g. 
(Doughty and Naase, 2006; Sforza et al., 2008). 
 
Figure 5-4: Blinking rate variation with age 
In the study subjects’ sample, statistically significant differences in blinking rate 
depending on subject’s handedness were observed, specifically, blinking rate was smaller 
in left-handed subjects compared to right-handed ones (p-value = 1.4e-7). The multiple 
comparisons plot for the entire population was shown in Figure 5-5A. Grouping the data 
by both gender and handedness showed that the difference due to handedness is 
significant both within male (p-value = 7.3e-7) and female (p-value = 9.7e-3) subgroups. 
Multiple comparisons plots for handedness within both gender subgroups was shown in 
Figure 5-5B and Figure 5-5C. P-value for male subgroup was several orders of magnitude 
smaller than that for female one, and thus the difference associated with handedness was 
more prominent in male subgroup. The grouping by age and handedness was not 
performed, as most of the older (45-65 years of age) subjects were right-handed males. 
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The dependence of the blinking rate on handedness has not been reported in literature 
previously. 
A.  
B.  
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C.  
Figure 5-5: Blinking rate variation with handedness A. for subjects of both genders, B. for 
male subjects, C. for female subjects 
 
The effects of subjects’ characteristics on blinking rates were also analyzed using 
average blinking rates per subject. For this analysis, no statistically significant differences 
were found for gender (p-value = 0.38), age (p-value = 0.49), and handedness (overall p-
value = 0.090, male p-value = 0.20, female p-value = 0.25). Corresponding multiple 
comparisons plots are shown in Appendix 5-D. 
The statistical significance of results was not affected when Kruskal-Wallis 
ANOVA were used on individual sequences blink rates instead of the parametric 1-way 
ANOVA for gender, age and handedness, confirming that the use of parametric tests was 
appropriate. The multiple comparisons plots based on Kruskal-Wallis analyses are shown 
in Appendix 5-D. The p-values from parametric and nonparametric ANOVAs are shown 
in Table 5-5 for comparison. 
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Experimental Conditions and their Effects on Blinking Rates 
Based on the experimental data, it could be seen that the amount of light in the 
room affects blinking rate. Blinking rate was found to be lower when the recording was 
performed in dimmer light, which in our experiment meant that either all lights in the 
room were off, or only an incandescent light bulb was on. Having bright fluorescent 
lights on significantly increased blinking rates (p-value = 4.0e-4). The multiple 
comparisons plot for the effect of lighting conditions is shown in Figure 5-6. Previous 
studies did not observe a difference in resting blinking rate due to lighting conditions 
(Ponder and Kennedy, 1927; De Jong and Merckelbach, 1990).  
 
Figure 5-6: Blinking rate variation with the lighting conditions 
 
The number of EOG electrodes used during the recording also seemed to affect 
the blinking rate. When 1 or 2 electrodes were used blinking rate was lower than when 4 
electrodes were used (p-value = 4.0e-17). The multiple comparisons plot for the effect of 
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EOG electrodes is shown in Figure 5-7. It has been noted in the literature that 
electrophysiological methods of measurement of blink rates are slightly more invasive 
compared to video recording analysis, and thus, result in slightly higher resting blinking 
rate values (Doughty, 2001), however, the effect of the number of EOG electrodes has 
not previously been reported. 
It was also found that, when the electrode cap was used for EEG recording, the 
blinking rate was significantly higher, as compared to individual leads (p-value = 1.3e-6). 
The multiple comparisons plot is shown in Figure 5-8. It is, however, important to note 
that in the current experiment this condition is not completely independent from the 
number of EOG electrodes, as the only subjects recorded with the individual leads instead 
of the cap were the same ones as those who were recorded with 2 EOG electrodes. Thus, 
although high statistical significance was found for the leads vs cap comparison, it does 
not bring in as much information as the EOG electrodes comparison. 
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Figure 5-7: Blinking rate variation with the number of EOG electrodes 
 
Figure 5-8: Blinking rate variation with cap vs. individual electrodes use for EEG recording 
 
As for the other considered parameters, there were no statistically significant 
effects found for task type (p-value = 6.3e-3), recording order (p-value = 0.21), arm 
support (p-value = 0.11), auditory white noise (p-value = 0.44), and counting task (p-
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value = 0.59). The multiple comparisons plots for these parameters are shown in Figure 
5-9 to Figure 5-13. 
Of particular interest is the finding of no significant differences in blinking rate 
with oddball sequence type. Although the p-value for the ANOVA was less than 0.05, the 
multiple comparisons plot in Figure 5-9A shows no differences for various tasks. On one 
hand this makes sense, because most tasks were oddball sequences, with no major 
differences in difficulty level. However, on the other hand, no difference could be seen 
between oddball sequences and wordsearches or mental math tasks. In order to attempt to 
see such differences, sequences were regrouped by type more crudely, this time grouping 
all the wordsearches, mental math, and proprioceptive oddballs together independently of 
the rare stimulus direction, and repeating the 1-way ANOVA. This resulted in the 
multiple comparisons plot shown in Figure 5-9B. This time, subjects exhibited lower 
blinking rates during wordsearch tasks compared to mental math tasks, but the rates 
during these tasks did not significantly differ from those during most of the oddball 
sequences (with the possibly accidental exception of the proprioceptive oddballs with 
rare stimuli counting task, which had blinking rates significantly larger than during 
wordsearch task). Although there was no literature on blinking rates during wordsearch 
tasks, from prior literature it could be predicted that blinking rates decrease with the 
mental task intensity (Holland and Tarlow, 1972). This was not observed in the data for 
the current experiment, since the blinking rates for the hardest mental math task were also 
the highest. 
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In addition to the subject’s characteristics parameters, Kruskal-Wallis 
nonparametric ANOVA analyses were performed on individual sequences blink rates in 
addition to the parametric 1-way ANOVAs for experimental conditions parameters. Most 
of the times parametric and nonparametric tests were in close agreement with each other 
(i.e. what was statistically significant with parametric ANOVAs remained significant 
with the nonparametric ones), confirming that the use of parametric tests was reasonable. 
The p-values from parametric and nonparametric ANOVAs are shown in Table 5-5 for 
comparison. The only case (highlighted in the table) when the Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA 
and parametric ANOVA produced different results was the type of arm support 
parameter. Specifically, contrary to parametric ANOVA, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA 
detected statistically larger blink rate for the box arm support (with which the right index 
finger is hyperextended for the extension stimuli) compared to the no arm support (i.e. 
visual and auditory sequences), although neither test detected significant difference 
between the blinking rates for two used arm support types. In addition, the Kruskal-
Wallis ANOVA for the lighting conditions detected significant differences in blinking 
rates only between the no lights and fluorescent lights conditions, just like the parametric 
test, however, there were no significant differences between incandescent light bulb and 
fluorescent lights (for parametric ANOVA this latter difference was also significant). The 
multiple comparisons plots based on Kruskal-Wallis analyses are shown in Appendix 5-
D. 
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A.  
B.  
Figure 5-9: Effect of sequence type on blinking rate. A. Fine grouping, B. Broad grouping 
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Figure 5-10: Effect of recording order of the sequence in an experimental session on 
blinking rate 
 
Figure 5-11: Effect of the mode of arm support on blinking rate 
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Figure 5-12: Effect of auditory white noise on blinking rate 
 
Figure 5-13: Effect of counting rare stimuli task on blinking rate 
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Table 5-5: Comparison of p-values obtained from parametric and nonparametric 1-way 
ANOVAs 
Factor Affecting Blinking Rate p-value for Parametric 
1-way ANOVA 
p-value for Kruskal-
Wallis Nonparametric 
1-way ANOVA 
Gender (based on individual sequences) 0.034 1.0e-3 
Age (based on individual sequences) 0.64 0.89 
Handedness (based on individual sequences) 1.4e-7 6.2e-7 
Handedness in Males(based on individual 
sequences) 
7.3e-7 2.9e-6 
Handedness in Females(based on individual 
sequences) 
9.7e-3 8.8e-3 
Gender (based on average rate per subject) 0.38 0.20 
Age (based on average rate per subject) 0.49 0.51 
Handedness (based on average rate per 
subject)  
0.090 0.11 
Handedness in Males(based on average rate 
per subject) 
0.20 0.19 
Handedness in Females(based on average 
rate per subject) 
0.25 0.32 
Lighting Conditions 4.0e-4 0.035 
EOG Electrodes 4.0e-17 8.9e-17 
Individual Electrodes vs Cap 1.3e-6 3.0e-7 
Sequence Type (fine grouping) 6.3e-3 0.014 
Sequence Type (broad grouping) 1.0e-4 5.0e-4 
Recording Order 0.21 0.36 
Type of Arm Support 0.11 0.033 
Auditory White Noise 0.44 0.41 
Rare Stimuli Counting Task 0.59 0.61 
 
Effect of Experimental Fatigue 
To verify whether the blinking rates recorded during the same experimental 
sessions were independent from one another, linear regression coefficients, as well as 
parametric (Pearson) and nonparametric (Spearman) correlation coefficients between 
blinking rates and recording order parameter for every recording session were computed 
and tested for statistical significance. The linear regression coefficients (slopes) were 
plotted in Figure 5-14A, and the correlation coefficients were plotted in Figure 5-14B, 
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with statistically significant findings shown as red stars in both parts of the figure. Both 
parts of Figure 5-14 are in good agreement with each other (except for the 35th recording 
session, when the slope and Pearson correlation coefficient do not show a significant 
value, while Spearman correlation coefficient does). It can be concluded that for 8 
subjects out of 51 the blinking rate increased significantly as the recording session went 
on, and for 2 subjects the blinking rate decreased significantly; thus, for about 20% of the 
data the assumption of independence of the individual sequences does not hold. 
Significantly increasing blinking rate during the recording session can be taken as 
evidence of fatigue due to experiment (Stern et al., 1994). Significantly decreasing 
blinking rate could also be related to the changes in attention paid during the sessions, 
perhaps relating to subjects finding earlier tasks of auditory and visual oddballs more 
interesting (and thus paying more attention), and the later proprioceptive and wordsearch 
or mental math tasks more difficult and / or less interesting. 
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A.  
B.  
Figure 5-14: Slopes (A) and correlation coefficients (B) between blinking rate and the 
recording order for each subject. Stars mark statistically significant slopes and correlation 
coefficients (at 5% significance).  
 
Discussion 
In this experiment the effects of subjects’ characteristics and experimental 
conditions during the oddball sequences EEG recordings on blinking rates were 
investigated. Subject-specific parameters included age, gender and handedness; while 
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investigated experimental conditions included primarily the amount of light in the room, 
number of EOG electrodes, effects of task type, and experimental fatigue.  
The first observation made was that the blinking rate during the oddball sequences 
appears to be near the upper bound of 95% confidence intervals for normal resting 
blinking rates, and based on some studies, may even appear to be significantly greater 
than the resting blinking rate (Bentivoglio et al., 1997; Doughty, 2001; Sforza et al., 
2008). Because no effect of oddball sequence type, auditory white noise, and counting 
rare stimuli task were observed, it might mean that the overall increase of the mean 
blinking rate was due to the nature of oddball task requiring attention for detection and / 
or categorization of novel stimuli. This is a plausible and well-supported explanation by 
literature. For example, several studies, in which oddball tasks and P300 or N200 evoked 
potentials were used as observables, showed that dopaminergic signaling affected 
prefrontal cortex slow wave (0.5-4.6Hz) activity and was necessary for novelty-related 
evoked potentials generation (Ratsma et al., 2001; Polich and Criado, 2006; Winterer et 
al., 2006a; Rangel-Gomez et al., 2013). Winterer et al. also showed in an fMRI study that 
the amount of BOLD response in the anterior cingulate cortex, and dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex  was related to the genotype status of catechol-O-methyltransferase gene that 
coded for an enzyme responsible for catabolism of dopamine in the brain (Winterer et al., 
2006b). Because of a known link between the dopaminergic activity and the blinking 
rate, it was plausible that the tasks involving the dopaminergic circuits would lead to the 
increase of blinking rate.  
The dependence of blinking rate on gender has not been reliably established in the 
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literature. While some articles were in agreement with our finding that men blinked less 
frequently than women (Yolton et al., 1994; Sforza et al., 2008); other articles were not 
(Doughty, 2002; Chen et al., 2003). In the present study, although the finding is 
statistically significant, the p-value is close to 0.05. Therefore, based on the available data 
it might be a less reliable finding, and may need investigation in a larger sample. Besides 
that, in other studies the recordings were not performed during the oddball sequence 
tasks, which could be a confounding factor if, for example, men and women paid 
different amount of attention. On the other hand the finding of no effect of age on 
blinking rate in adult individuals is in good agreement with literature, e.g. (Doughty and 
Naase, 2006; Sforza et al., 2008).   
The most interesting observation of this study, namely the dependence of blinking 
rate on handedness of participants, has not been previously reported in the literature. This 
finding has been incidental (not hypothesis driven), however, for the current dataset it 
appears to be strongly statistically significant (p-values are less than 1e-5 for men and 
less than 1e-2 for women). However, it would still be prudent to attempt to replicate this 
finding, possibly by reviewing the data from previous studies where handedness of 
subjects have been known but not reported. Alternatively, a new dataset can be collected 
with a larger sample size, with study participants’ blinking rates studied during both rest 
(no task) and oddball sequences using completely non-invasive measurement methods, 
e.g. video recording instead of electrophysiology technique, and same light conditions for 
all subjects, e.g. dark room. If the finding of lower blinking rates in left-handed 
individuals is confirmed, it can have important clinical implications. For example, it will 
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become a necessary consideration in the clinical trials design for medications affecting 
dopamine in the brain, such as anti-Parkinsonian medications and anti-psychotics, in 
which blinking rate is frequently used as an early observable of drug effect.  
A plausible explanation to the observed difference in blinking rates with 
handedness could be provided based on what was known about dopaminergic pathways 
in the brain. For example, it was known that in animals paw preference (analog of human 
handedness) is dependent on hemispheric dopamine asymmetries (Cabib et al., 1995). 
Also studies in humans showed that spontaneous turning, which is closely linked to 
dopamine asymmetries, is also strongly related to handedness (humans more frequently 
turn in the direction opposite of their handedness, e.g. right-handed people turn around by 
going to the left) (Mohr et al., 2003). Because blinking rate is closely linked to 
dopaminergic pathways, it may be that some differences in these pathways between right 
and left handed individuals that are related to their handedness also manifest themselves 
in blinking rates differences. 
The observation of the difference in blinking rate with handedness, and its likely 
link to dopaminergic pathways led to two questions related to epidemiology of 
Parkinson’s disease (PD). Firstly, if the lower blinking rates in left-handed individuals 
were evidence of lower dopaminergic tone, would that make left-handed individuals 
more at risk for PD? Secondly, would left-handed people, in case they develop PD, be 
more likely to have dominant PD symptoms on the left side of the body? To address these 
issues the PPMI database, containing various information on individuals with PD, was 
accessed ((MJFF), 2013), and the simplified epidemiologic analysis of  was performed. 
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The data summaries and the details of the analysis can be seen in Appendix 5-E. Based 
on the PPMI dataset, it was found that left-handed individuals were not at an increased 
risk for PD (percentage of left-handed people with PD was the same as their percentage 
in a general population), and that there was no association between handedness and side 
of PD symptoms dominance (odds ratio for left-handed individuals developing left-sided 
symptoms was 1.04 with 95% confidence interval 0.59-1.83, i.e. not statistically 
significant as the interval contains 1. However, a recent study by Barrett et al., using 
patients’ records from their tertiary care clinic, did report a significant association 
between the handedness and the side of symptoms onset, (typically the PD symptoms end 
up dominant on the side of the body, where they first appeared). The odds ratio based on 
their data was 1.78 with 95% confidence interval of 1.18-2.70, which was statistically 
significant (authors themselves reported the chi-squared statistic with 1 degree of 
freedom of 6.82, and p-value <1e-2) (Barrett et al., 2011). This clinical evidence of 
relationship between the handedness and dopaminergic pathways may also indirectly 
support the observation of differences in blinking rates (also related to dopaminergic 
pathways) with handedness. 
The finding of reduced blinking rate in darker light conditions may appear 
contradicting to literature, as no such differences were reported in two previous studies 
(Ponder and Kennedy, 1927; De Jong and Merckelbach, 1990). However, in both of these 
studies, the light levels details were not clearly stated. In addition, Ponder and Kennedy 
use the qualifier “a well, but not brilliantly lit room,” which may well refer to the 
illumination by one or two incandescent light bulbs. Then the previous studies data may 
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be in agreement with present findings of no difference in blinking rate between darkness 
and incandescent bulb lighting. However, the fluorescent lights, which were one of the 
illumination sources in the current study, were more likely to create a “brilliantly lit” 
room, which was not investigated in the previous studies, and this is primarily for the 
fluorescent light condition that the differences in the blinking rate were found in 
comparison to the no lights condition.  
The finding in the present study that use of fewer EOG electrodes for blinks 
recording results in smaller blink rates is likely in agreement with the literature because 
studies which used electrophysiology compared to less invasive methodologies (like 
video recording) generally reported higher blinking rates, although the differences were 
small (Doughty, 2001). It is possible that when in the current study 4 EOG electrodes 
were used, compared to 1 or 2 such electrodes, there were more disturbances to the 
subjects, which resulted in significantly larger blinking rates with 4 electrodes. 
Because of the observations of reduced blinking rate in darker lighting conditions, 
and when fewer EOG electrodes were used, these experimental settings can be 
recommended for EEG recordings of oddball sequence tasks for the purpose of reducing 
the amount of blinking artifacts. These recommendations are likely to be applicable for 
other EEG recording situations as well, unless experiment requires bright lights, and / or 
large number of EOG electrodes, e.g., for eye-tracking purposes. 
The finding of no difference in blinking rates during the oddball tasks with 
different types of stimuli likely shows that the oddball sequences have likely similar 
levels of difficulty independent of the stimuli modalities. The differences in blinking 
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rates observed between wordsearch and mental math tasks superimposed on the oddball 
sequences of proprioceptive stimuli are more interesting. Based on Holland and Tarlow, 
the blinking rate should be inversely proportional to the difficulty of the task (Holland 
and Tarlow, 1972), however, in the present experiment the blinking rates during the 
mental math task were the highest, while the task was likely the hardest as well. The 
explanation for this apparent contradiction could be an increase in blinking rate caused by 
emotions (Fukuda, 2001). Math phobia could override the reduction of blinking rate due 
to math task difficulty, and lead to the apparent increase of blinking rate. In the present 
study this factor has not been controlled for (it is, in principle, possible to assess how 
comfortable with math the study participants were before the experiment, but this was not 
done). In fact, Howard and Tarlow themselves did not control for the emotional influence 
on the blink rates that they report either, for example, higher blinking rates during the 
arithmetic trials of the same difficulty level, in which subjects got the wrong answers, 
compared to those when the answers were correct, could be related to the effects of 
emotions and anxiety. Similarly, blinking rates measured during the wordsearch puzzles 
using English words and letter grids, given to non-native English speakers could also be 
affected by emotions. 
One possible approach to sort out the effects of task difficulty and emotion (at 
least in regards to mental math tasks) would be to have several groups of subjects: those 
for whom the mental arithmetic task is easy, and exciting (for example, professors from 
Mathematics departments), those for whom the task is difficult and likely to produce 
negative emotions (for example, professors of English Literature), and those for whom 
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the task should not be difficult, but not likely to be exciting either (for example, 
professors from Life Sciences department, who need to use math for their work, and thus 
are comfortable with it, but may not necessarily enjoy doing it). Then if the emotional 
aspect of mental math task has larger impact on the blinking rate than the difficulty level 
of the task itself, then both mathematicians and literature professors will show increased 
blinking rates compared to the resting levels, while for life scientists the blink rate will be 
relatively unaffected. If on the contrary, it is the difficulty level of the task that influences 
blinking more, then for literature professors the reduction in blinking rates will be the 
largest than for two other groups, as the task would likely be the hardest for them. A 
similar approach could be used with the wordsearch puzzles, perhaps, inviting groups of 
non-native English speakers, native English speakers in non-language-related specialty 
field (for example, engineering), and native English speakers in a language-related 
specialty field (e.g. literature scholars), with all groups matched by age and educational 
levels. 
It is also important to discuss the limitations of the present study. Firstly, the 
experimental fatigue was present in 8 out of 51 subjects. As a result, the data which 
comes from the subjects that experienced fatigue should be treated with caution, as it 
might show increased blinking rates for the sequences recorded later in the session. This 
could be a potential confounder with the mental math tasks, as they and the wordsearches 
have been recorded near the end of the experimental sessions. Another issue is that 
finding the evidence of fatigue raises questions about the independence of blinking rate 
measurements during the individual sequences within the same session, and thus, their 
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treatment as independent values in the ANOVAs. For the present study, it appears that 
the impact of fatigue was not large because it was seen in relatively few subjects, and the 
blinking rates for the wordsearches tasks recorded at the end of the sessions remained low 
relative to the other sequence types, and no differences between different oddball 
sequences in terms of blinking rates were found. Because of this, treatment of individual 
sequences as independent might have been OK, although for improved accuracy of the 
analysis, the data from subjects that experienced fatigue could be excluded. In order to 
eliminate or at least greatly reduce the effects of experimental fatigue in the future 
studies, larger number of shorter experimental sessions could be used, or, alternatively, 
longer breaks may need to be introduced between the sequences to allow more rest time 
for the subjects between tasks. 
Secondly, the initial level of tiredness experienced by the subjects before the start 
of the experiment has not been considered. Experimental recordings started at different 
times during the day (for the convenience of study participants), however, the diurnal 
variation in blinking rate reported in the literature, e.g. (Barbato et al., 2000; De Padova 
et al., 2009) had not been taken into account. Besides that, the subjects were not 
interviewed about the intake of weak stimulants such as tea (theophylline), coffee 
(caffeine), cocoa (theobromine) or nicotine (tobacco smoking), or stronger stimulants 
(like cocaine or amphetamine drugs), and their potential impact on blinking rates was not 
assessed. To reduce the effect of these confounders, in the future studies, one can deliver 
questionnaires assessing the fatigue level before the start of recordings, such as Epworth 
Sleepiness scale (Johns, 1992), and the questionnaires about the stimulants use. Also the 
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recordings can start at the same time during the day, or can be further subdivided into 
morning, afternoon and evening ones for analysis, as an additional factor, although this 
change is likely to make the data collection period longer.. 
Thirdly, the measurements of the blinking rates at rest (with no task) were not 
performed. Having such data for the actual subjects, instead of using values from 
literature to substitute for them, would have provided a better baseline to compare the 
effects of oddball tasks, as well as wordsearch and mental math tasks against. Also it 
would have allowed verifying if the differences due to handedness occur at rest as well as 
during the oddball tasks. The drawback would have been a need for potentially longer 
experimental sessions, which could make the problem of experimental fatigue worse, or 
the need for more sessions, resulting in increased time for data collection and costs. 
Fourthly, numerous psychosocial factors, such as anxiety due to experiment, 
pressure to do well, math phobia, fear of medical professionals, medical procedures or 
needles (e.g. pins used to test pain sensitivity during the neurological exam before the 
recording, or blunt needle syringe used to add fluid to EEG electrodes), or anticipation of 
reward (in the sequences close to the session end), were not investigated. For some of 
these factors, anxiety assessment scales, such as Hamilton Anxiety scale (Hamilton, 
1959) or attitudes surveys, e.g. about mathematics, exist and can be implemented, 
perhaps, before and after the recording session. For other psychosocial factors, their 
impact may be difficult to either eliminate completely or quantify. 
In addition, it is important to note, that due to the experimental design, some 
factors were not independent. For example, in the subjects, for whom individual 
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electrodes were used instead of the EEG cap, recordings of blinking rate have always 
been done with 2 EOG electrodes; older subjects were mostly male and right-handed; 
auditory and visual oddball sequences were recorded before proprioceptive ones, some 
sequences were only recorded with auditory white noise or only with the rare stimuli 
counting task, etc. These issues related to lack of or only partial independence between 
some of the factors makes advanced analysis, such as grouping sequences by two or more 
parameters at a time, difficult, and such analysis has only been performed for handedness 
and gender in this study.  
The summary of the findings of this chapter, and of the future work suggestions 
will be made in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 6: IMPACT OF AUDITORY NOISE DURING THE BASELINE 
RECORDING ON CROSS-CORRELATION NETWORK CONNECTIVITY 
DENSITY 
Introduction:  
In Chapter 3 of the present thesis, an approach to network analysis using EEG 
data was presented, which used bootstrapping to decide on the significance of the edge. 
The baseline recording, during which there were no stimuli delivered to the subjects, 
should ideally be used for such an analysis to form the distribution of the bootstrapped 
values. However, because the proprioceptive P300 potentials were recorded with auditory 
white noise masking the activity of the stimulation device during the experiments, the 
baseline recording used for computing networks was also recorded with the white noise 
present. It is known that white noise can affect the evoked potentials parameters, e.g. 
latencies, when the target stimuli are in the auditory modality (Polich et al., 1985b), 
however, when the stimuli are in a different modality, e.g. visual, it has no effect, as was 
shown in Chapter 2. However, it is not clear whether the presence of auditory white noise 
during the baseline recordings affects the use of such a baseline to compute the networks 
based on the recording. One way to test this is to record two separate baselines with white 
noise, and without one, and compute the networks based on the same sets of evoked 
potentials epochs, and two sets of the baseline epochs. However, in Chapter 2, no 
baseline without white noise was recorded, and the described comparison study could not 
be performed. The current Chapter 6 is dedicated to investigation of this technical issue. 
An additional consideration, why the auditory noise during the baseline recording 
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may be important, is related to another neuroscience imaging modality, namely, 
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). This modality, in the simplest form 
detects the BOLD (blood oxygenation level dependent) signal, which is higher in the 
parts of the brain active in a particular task (Kwong et al., 1992; Ogawa et al., 1992). As 
the name of the technique suggests, it is performed in the MRI scanner, which makes 
very characteristic (non-white) noises. These noises are almost impossible to entirely 
suppress during the fMRI experiments. If a combined EEG-fMRI recordings are 
performed, based on which one was to use network analysis techniques, then one has to 
use the baseline recorded with the MRI auditory noise, as the noiseless background is 
unattainable in the scanner. This is therefore another important reason to verify whether 
the auditory noise during the baseline recording affects the computed network 
parameters. If it does, then the data recorded with such a noise might not be suitable for 
network analysis. 
 The simplest network measure on which the effect of the baseline auditory noise 
could be present is the connectivity density, i.e. the total number of edges in the network, 
normalized by the total possible edges. This parameter can be affected, if, for example, 
the epochs based on the particular baseline make it harder to establish the statistical 
significance of the edge during bootstrapping, compared to other baselines. The 
experiments described in this chapter will compare the connectivity density of the cross-
correlation networks based on the “noiseless” (ambient) baseline and baselines with 
auditory noises. Two auditory noises will be used: white noise and the noise of the MRI 
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scanner during the resting state scan, i.e. the scan used to study the activity of the brain at 
rest, without any particular task present, e.g. (Fox et al., 2005; Di and Biswal, 2013). 
 
Methods 
Subjects 
Sixteen subjects were recruited to participate in the experiment. This was separate 
subject recruitment from the one described in Chapter 2. Subjects’ age, gender and 
handedness were recorded and this information was summarized in Table 6-1. 
Handedness information self-reported by subjects was used; no questionnaires or tests of 
handedness were administered. 
Table 6-1: Subjects' demographics 
Condition Groups within Condition Number of 
Subjects
Age Young (<45 y. o.) / Old (>45 y. o.) 16 / 0 
Gender Male / Female 9 / 7 
Handedness Right / Left 16 / 0  
 
The experimental protocol was approved by BUMC IRB (IRB #: H-27247). 
Subjects were recruited using flyer announcements posted on BU medical and Charles 
River campuses. Screening survey about neurological problems was performed before 
subjects were enrolled in the study. Informed consent was obtained from all enrolled 
subjects. Modified neurologic exam, was performed on each enrolled subject prior to 
recording to make sure that they were neurologically healthy. A small monetary award 
(USD $25 in cash) was provided to all subjects at the end of a 2-hour recording session.  
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Experimental Session Structure 
For every subject three baseline recordings: with “noiseless” (ambient) 
background, white background noise, and MRI resting state sequence background noise 
were recorded. The white noise sample was generated using the STIM2 software 
(Compumedics, Charlotte, NC). The MRI resting state sequence noise sample was 
provided by Mr. Andy Ellison at the Center for Biomedical Imaging at the Department of 
Anatomy and Neurobiology at BUSM. Two-and-a-half minutes (150s) of each baseline 
recordings were obtained. 
The recordings of EEG during the auditory, visual and proprioceptive oddball 
sequences presentations to subjects were performed. The oddball sequences used were 
the same as those described in Chapter 2 (85 common, 15 rare stimuli, stimuli durations 
200-250ms, intertrial intervals 1500ms). Auditory oddball sequences could not be 
delivered with a background noise (as it would affect the P300 potentials). Proprioceptive 
sequences could not be delivered without some background noise (either white or MRI 
noise were adequately masking the mechanical noises made by the stimulation device). 
Visual oddball sequences could be recorded with all three kinds of background noises. 
STIM2 software (Compumedics, Charlotte, NC) was used to deliver the oddball 
sequences stimuli. The summary of the kinds of sequences recorded is shown in Table 
6-2.  
All sequences were recorded with dim incandescent light bulb on, using the ramp 
arm support for proprioceptive sequences, and using only a single extraocular electrode 
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placed on the forehead above the left eye. Based on the results of the blinking study 
presented in Chapter 5, these conditions allow to experimentally reduce the amount of the 
blinking artifacts. 
Table 6-2: Experimental structure 
Background 
Auditory 
Noise 
Auditory Visual Proprioceptive 
No Auditory 
Noise 
Oddball sequence + 
counting rare stimuli 
task 
Oddball sequence + 
counting rare 
stimuli task 
 
White Noise  Oddball sequence + 
counting rare 
stimuli task 
Oddball sequence + 
counting rare stimuli 
task 
MRI Resting 
State Noise 
 Oddball sequence + 
counting rare 
stimuli task 
Oddball sequence + 
counting rare stimuli 
task 
 
The recording order of the sequences was the following: “noiseless” baseline, 
then auditory and visual oddball sequences with no background noise. Then there 
followed white noise baseline, and visual and proprioceptive oddball sequences with 
white background noise (rare stimulus downwards and upwards, in random order). After 
that, the baseline, visual and proprioceptive oddball sequences with MRI resting state 
sequence background noise (rare stimulus downwards and upwards, in reverse order from 
white noise ones) were recorded. 
The same recording equipment and software described in Chapter 2 were used in 
the recordings: 41 silver - silver chloride electrode EEG cap, NuAmps acquisition board, 
and Scan 4.3 software (all by Compumedics, Charlotte, NC). 1kHz sampling rate was 
used for the recordings. 
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Analysis 
All the recorded evoked potentials were assessed for statistical significance, using 
t-tests with Bonferroni correction, and bootstrapping procedures, as described in Chapter 
2. Only the epochs sets containing statistically significant P300 potentials were used for 
the network computations. Cross-correlation networks were computed using 
bootstrapping technique described in Chapter 3 for all significant evoked potentials 
relative to every available baseline recording. As in Chapter 3, portions of the epochs 
from 251ms to 750ms post-stimulus were used for network computation. For every 
baseline, the epochs from the first 30 seconds of the recording were omitted, and were 
not used for the network computation. This was done to minimize the effect of the task 
transition and adapt to the auditory noise, and the time needed to do this was estimated to 
be around 30 seconds. Connectivity density of each individual network (common and 
rare stimuli separately) was calculated and normalized by the maximum possible number 
of edges (630). Connectivity densities for different modalities were compared using 
Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric ANOVAs at 5% significance level, followed by multiple 
comparisons tests. Nonparametric tests were chosen because the number of the 
connectivity density values being compared was relatively small (on average 8 values per 
stimulus modality). Connectivity densities were grouped for comparisons by stimulus 
modality and either the type of the auditory noise during the baseline recording or the 
type of noise during the recording of evoked potentials themselves. 
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Results 
The number of statistically significant evoked potentials for each sequence type is 
shown in Table 6-3. 
Table 6-3: The numbers of significant P300 potentials per sequence type 
Sequence Type # of Significant 
P300 Potentials 
Auditory 8 
Visual No Noise 13 
Visual White Noise 7 
Visual MRI Noise 6 
FM Count Down White 
Noise 7 
FM Count Down MRI 
Noise 5 
FM Count Up White Noise 10 
FM Count Up MRI Noise 8 
	
The number of baseline epochs used for the network computations is shown in the 
Table 6-4. The mean number of epochs used for calculations of the bootstrapping 
distributions did not differ for different types of auditory noise (p-value = 0.095, based on 
1-way ANOVA). 
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Table 6-4: The number of epochs in the baseline recordings from every subject used for 
network computations 
Subject 
ID 
Baseline 
No Noise 
Baseline 
White 
Noise 
Baseline 
MRI Noise 
0317 64 53 73 
0343 67 67 55 
0460 75 50 44 
0972 64 40 41 
1711 78 70 67 
2769 59 48 55 
3169 71 71 59 
3812 77 77 78 
3919 70 73 76 
4383 72 76 77 
6550 72 68 73 
6784 72 70 63 
7057 71 56 63 
7573 68 58 39 
9338 45 55 50 
9501 73 65 54 
	
Tables showing the results of statistical significance testing, as well as latencies 
and amplitudes of the significant P300 potentials are in the Appendix 6-B (from Table 
0-55 to Table 0-62). Tables showing the connectivity densities from networks for all 
stimuli modalities calculated for all statistically significant potentials are also in the 
Appendix 6-B (from Table 0-63 to Table 0-70). 
The cross-correlation networks calculated relative to the white noise baseline 
appeared consistent with those demonstrated in Chapter 3. Networks based on the same 
set of evoked potentials computed relative to different baselines are overall consistent 
with each other as well. Sample networks averaged across subjects for rare stimuli 
obtained from visual P300 evoked potentials recorded with white noise for three auditory 
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noise baselines are shown in the Figure 6-1. Sample networks obtained from the 
proprioceptive P300s for different baselines are included in the Appendix 6-A in Figure 
0-85.  
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A. Average rare stimuli network based on visual P300 potentials recorded with white noise 
relative to NO auditory noise baseline 
B. Average rare stimuli network based on visual P300 potentials recorded with white noise 
relative to white auditory noise baseline 
C. Average rare stimuli network based on visual P300 potentials recorded with white noise 
relative to MRI auditory noise baseline 
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Figure 6-1: Rare stimuli networks based on visual P300 recordings with white noise relative 
to three auditory baselines (averaged across subjects). A. No auditory noise baseline, B. 
White auditory noise baseline, C. MRI auditory noise baseline. Colours on the red side of 
the spectrum indicate higher likelihood of the edge between particular pair of electrodes. 
Comparing network connectivity densities grouped by stimulus modality and the 
type of auditory noise during the evoked potentials recording did not show statistically 
significant differences for baselines recorded with different auditory noises. There were 
also no differences in connectivity densities between common and rare stimuli networks. 
The p-values based on the Kruskal-Wallis ANOVAs are shown in the Table 6-5 and 
ranged from 0.072 to 0.88. The multiple comparison plots for all stimuli modalities are 
shown in the Appendix 6-A (from Figure 0-86 to Figure 0-94). Only the proprioceptive 
P300s recordings with rare stimulus in the downwards direction and recorded with white 
noise show a difference between connectivity density for common stimuli networks 
computed relative to white noise baseline, and rare stimuli networks computed relative to 
the MRI noise baseline (Figure 0-90). However, because this difference was not observed 
for any other P300 recordings, and the p-value of 0.072 did not show significance for the 
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overall ANOVA, the significance seen on multiple comparisons test was judged to be 
spurious. This means that the type of noise in the baseline recording, the epochs from 
which are used for bootstrapping the distribution of cross-correlation value does not 
affect the resultant networks’ connectivity density. 
Table 6-5: P-values from Kruskal-Wallis ANOVAs for comparisons of connectivity 
densities of networks for P300 potentials of different stimuli modalities computed relative to 
different auditory baselines 
Grouping by Stimulus Modality P-value from Kruskal-
Wallis ANOVAs 
Auditory P300s 0.38 
Visual P300s Recorded with No Noise 0.15 
Visual P300s Recorded with White Noise 0.88 
Visual P300s Recorded with MRI Noise 0.88 
Proprioceptive P300s with Rare Stimulus Downwards 
Recorded with White Noise 
0.072 
Proprioceptive P300s with Rare Stimulus Upwards 
Recorded with White Noise 
0.25 
Proprioceptive P300s with Rare Stimulus Downwards 
Recorded with MRI Noise 
0.15 
Proprioceptive P300s with Rare Stimulus Upwards 
Recorded with MRI Noise 
0.62 
All Modalities Combined 0.12 
 
Comparing network connectivity densities grouped by stimulus modality and the 
type of auditory noise during the baseline recordings did not show statistically significant 
differences for evoked potentials epochs sets recorded with different auditory noises 
either (this was performed only for visual and proprioceptive P300s recordings). There 
were also no differences in connectivity density between rare and common stimuli 
networks. The p-values are shown in Table 6-6. The multiple comparison plots for all 
stimuli modalities are shown in the Appendix 6-A (from Figure 0-95 to Figure 0-103). 
Based on the statistical testing it can be concluded that the type of noise in the evoked 
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potentials recording, as long as it does not interfere with the perception of stimuli (i.e. it 
is not an auditory oddball experiment), does not affect the resultant networks’ 
connectivity densities, when networks based on the same evoked potentials epochs are 
computed relative to different baselines. 
Table 6-6: P-values from Kruskal-Wallis ANOVAs for comparisons of connectivity 
densities of networks for P300 potentials of different stimuli modalities recorded with 
different auditory baselines 
Grouping by Stimulus Modality P-value from Kruskal-
Wallis ANOVAs 
Visual P300s Networks Computed Relative to No 
Noise Baseline 
0.85 
Visual P300s Networks Computed Relative to White 
Noise Baseline 
0.23 
Visual P300s Networks Computed Relative to MRI 
Noise Baseline 
0.47 
Proprioceptive P300s with Rare Stimulus Downwards 
Networks Computed Relative to No Noise Baseline 
0.10 
Proprioceptive P300s with Rare Stimulus Downwards 
Networks Computed Relative to White Noise Baseline 
0.075 
Proprioceptive P300s with Rare Stimulus Downwards 
Networks Computed Relative to MRI Noise Baseline 
0.25 
Proprioceptive P300s with Rare Stimulus Upwards 
Networks Computed Relative to No Noise Baseline 
0.054 
Proprioceptive P300s with Rare Stimulus Upwards 
Networks Computed Relative to White Noise Baseline 
0.40 
Proprioceptive P300s with Rare Stimulus Upwards 
Networks Computed Relative to MRI Noise Baseline 
0.53 
 
Discussion 
The experiment described in this chapter explored the effect of auditory noise 
during the evoked potentials and baseline recordings on the connectivity density of the 
networks computed based on these recordings using bootstrapping methods. 
Bootstrapping implies a formation of the distribution of the measure of association 
statistic values from the baseline recording to assess the significance of the edge based on 
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the same measure of association in the evoked potentials recordings. The results of the 
study show that neither the type of the auditory noise during the evoked potentials 
recording, nor the auditory noise during the baseline recording affect the connectivity 
density for a network computed using bootstrapping. This is of importance as this 
confirms that the choice of the baseline with auditory white noise in Chapter 3 network 
computations to draw the bootstrapped statistic distributions from, due to absence of the 
“noiseless” baseline would not be likely to affect the networks connectivity densities. 
It is also of interest that the data did not show the statistically significant 
differences in connectivity density between common and rare stimuli epochs. One 
possible explanation is that differences could not be detected because of the relatively 
small number of statistically significant evoked potentials, and thus relatively few 
network connectivity densities to be compared. However, another possibility is that the 
significant edges in the rare networks happen between consistent electrode pairs for 
different individuals, i.e. form a more consistent structure than the edges in the common 
network; thus, when averaged, the appearance of more highly connected network is 
created, although the connectivity densities between common and rare networks do not 
differ. Connectivity density is not sensitive to the underlying network structure, and is 
essentially only a measure of how difficult it is to detect the significance of an edge 
relative to the baseline. The present experiment shows that the auditory noise during the 
baseline does not affect the difficulty of the edge significance detection. 
The corollary of this study is the confirmation that, in principle, the 
proprioceptive P300 experiment is amenable to the transfer to fMRI study and / or 
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combined EEG-fMRI recordings and subsequent network analysis in both modalities, as 
long as a suitable magnet-compatible device, e.g. those based on vibration such as 
(Montant et al., 2009), can be obtained for the delivery of the stimuli, and a suitable MRI-
compatible EEG cap is available as well. The noise made by the MRI scanner does not 
affect the network connectivity density; therefore, both the evoked potentials experiments 
and baselines recorded in presence of such noise should remain suitable for networks 
analysis method based on bootstrapping. 
The summary of the findings of this chapter, and future work suggestions will be 
made in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 7 : SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
In this chapter, the findings and discussion points from the previous chapters will 
be summarized, and the future work directions based on these findings will be proposed. 
In Chapter 2 of this thesis an approach was described to produce proprioceptive 
P300 potentials using passive movements as stimuli. The presence of such potentials 
provided supporting evidence that processing of the passive change in the body part 
position is similar to the processing of novel auditory and visual stimuli. These P300 
potentials were found to have latencies larger than those of the auditory P300s and not 
significantly different from those of the visual ones, while the amplitudes of the P300s 
did not change with the stimuli modality. The difference of latencies from the auditory 
stimuli supports some stimulus specificity of proprioceptive P300 potentials. There were 
no significant differences in P300 potentials parameters found with subjects’ gender, or 
arm posture, and significant reductions of the amplitudes between younger and older 
subjects were found for some proprioceptive oddball sequences. 
The natural future extension of the proprioceptive P300 research is to use similar 
methodology to study other proprioceptive evoked potentials, for example, error-related 
negativity potentials (Dehaene et al., 1994). A stimulation device can be used to deliver a 
proprioceptive version of Posner task (Posner, 1980), in which the cue informs the 
subject of the upcoming movement in one direction, while the actual movement may or 
may not be in that direction. When the mismatch of the expected and actual movements 
happens, an error-related negativity potential should be observed at around 400ms 
(negative potential). In addition, after suitable modifications of the stimulation device, 
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e.g. replacing solenoids by the stepper motors, and making it possible to move the larger 
body parts than fingers (e.g. arms) one can use a similar approach to study not only the 
evoked potentials due to the change in passive movement direction, but also the change 
in the distance or speed of movements (in the same direction). This may be useful, for 
example, to gain understanding of why it is harder for people to track speeds than 
distances (Doeringer and Hogan, 1998), which could be because it is harder to detect the 
change in speed, which would result in longer latency and smaller amplitudes P300s 
when the speed oddball task would be used vs distance oddball task. Besides that, using 
movements of different speeds or durations will allow studying how much of a difference 
is sufficient to produce the P300 potentials reliably. Another potentially interesting 
experiment is to explore whether the passive displacement of the arm by the same 
distance in different planes (e.g. coronal plane, medial-to-lateral movements vs sagittal 
plane, anterior-to-posterior movements) produce the differences in the P300 parameters. 
The experiment in this chapter only explored the effect of different movement directions 
in the same plane (there were no significant effects). Because the stiffness of the arm is 
non-uniform in all directions, the postural field (forces used to passively respond to 
perturbation of the arm from the equilibrium position in different directions) is also not 
uniform (Shadmehr et al., 1993). Therefore, the same common and rare passive 
movement stimuli in different planes (with the same force) may be perceived differently, 
resulting in differences in P300 parameters. In addition, having a magnet-friendly device, 
e.g. replacing metal coil actuators by hydraulic ones, would allow investigating these 
potentials in the fMRI setting, allowing more accurate localization of the sources of the 
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underlying activity than is possible with EEG. Besides that, proprioceptive P300s can be 
investigated as a measure for the recovery of proprioception during or after the 
rehabilitation regimen, and also as a measure of cognitive decline, e.g. being able to pay 
attention to passive movements of one’s body parts. 
In Chapter 3, the network analysis of P300 potentials of auditory, visual and 
proprioceptive modalities was performed using coherency and cross-correlation as 
measures of association. The purpose was to seek further support of both common 
mechanisms in the generation of the auditory, visual and proprioceptive P300 potentials 
and stimulus-specific differences in these mechanisms. It was found that the cross-
correlation networks show both common features, e.g. interconnections between frontal 
and central / parietal areas for all modalities, and also the stimulus-specific features, e.g. 
significant changes of the mean nodal degree for temporal electrodes for visual and 
auditory, but not the proprioceptive P300 networks (between common and rare stimuli 
networks). The networks based on the magnitude of coherency were similar across 
modalities, in that they all showed high connectivity densities, and significant reduction 
in connectivity density between common and rare stimuli networks for the alpha band 
frequencies, which was consistent with the increased attention to the rare stimuli. 
However, the magnitude of coherency networks showed no specificity to the stimuli 
modalities. An attempt was also made to use the imaginary part of coherency to reduce 
the effects of volume conduction on determination of the significance of the functional 
connections. However, this analysis was not successful, because either the reduction of 
the short lag interactions removed the signal of interest, or because the number of the 
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epochs recorded in the study were not sufficient to obtain generate robust estimates of the 
imaginary part of coherency, thus, not allowing detection of significant connections using 
bootstrapping. 
The network analysis study described in this chapter suggested several follow-up 
studies. Firstly, one can explore other network measures for cross-correlation and 
magnitude of coherency networks, such as the efficiency, and clustering coefficients. 
These can provide information on how closely the functionally connected electrodes are 
grouped and how interconnected with each other they are. Secondly, one can attempt 
computing the networks for different re-referencings of the electrodes, to make sure that 
the observed network structures are robust to the change of references. This was 
attempted for the cross-correlation networks and common average re-referencing (data 
not shown), which resulted in the loss of the previously observed network structure, 
however, coherence networks, and different re-referencing, e.g. bipolar montage, could 
be investigated as well. Thirdly, one could investigate the effects of making the FDR 
procedure stricter or more relaxed (increasing or decreasing the false discovery rate) on 
the connectivity of the network. This will allow one judging on the relative strength of 
the particular connections, i.e. the edges that persist for the lowest FDR are the strongest, 
and determine, whether the resultant changes in connectivity are localized to a particular 
specific region of the brain or are diffuse. One can also attempt computing the magnitude 
of coherency networks based on bootstrapping, instead of applying a theoretical 
threshold, for example, using the coherency at the mid-point of each frequency band to 
form the bootstrapping distribution, and directly compare the connectivity densities of the 
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networks obtained by a theoretical procedure and bootstrapping. This can be useful to 
determine how more or less stringent the theoretical thresholding is relative to 
bootstrapping in terms of the determination of the edge significance. 
One can also apply causal measures of association, such as, for example, directed 
transfer function (Kaminski and Blinowska, 1991) to the evoked potentials data, to 
attempt investigating causal interactions between the brain areas, such as one area driving 
the activity in the other. This would result in directed network, while the measures used 
in the present chapter only quantified undirected connections. The advantage of such 
networks may be that one could potentially trace the processing of the task by the brain 
from the arrival of information to the cortex to the final processing areas. However, the 
computational demands to create such networks are larger, and more data might be 
needed to compute the measure of association more accurately. The overall 
bootstrapping-based approach investigated in the study is universal and should be 
applicable to decide on the significance of an edge independently of the specific measure 
of association. 
Network analysis methods can be also applied to other types of EEG recordings, 
including error-related negativity evoked potentials (which would be interesting to 
demonstrate for proprioception), and motor control studies with concurrent EEG 
recording to investigate functional connectivity during the different tasks. Increasing the 
electrode density would allow investigating at a finer scale the particular roles different 
brain areas play in the execution of the task of interest. Computing network parameters 
for various electrodes subgroupings should allow quantifying the presence of hemispheric 
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lateralization of the task, and interactions between brain regions of interest. 
In Chapter 4, the study aimed at identifying a model for speed profiles of fast, 
visually-evoked, and visually-guided wrist pointing movements. The performances of 19 
models previously proposed in the literature for movements at the shoulder and elbow 
joints were assessed in terms of their ability to reconstruct the experimental data. The 
best fitting performances were obtained with continuous LGNB and beta functions and 
asymmetric, discontinuous models. In particular, the MMMasym model scored very high, 
probably due to its ability to describe curved trajectories. However, such models led to 
reconstructed profiles that were physiologically implausible. The strong performances of 
LGNB (best fitting), which has been highly used to model reaching movements and was 
found to be the best-fitting model also in drawing movements, and beta function show 
that they may be suitable for wrist speed profiles modeling. While the recent studies 
suggested that there may be significant differences between wrist pointing and arm 
reaching movements in terms of kinematics and motor control, this study showed that, at 
least for their speed profiles, they can be analyzed and modeled using similar tools.  
Applications of this study include the use of lognormal or beta functions modeled 
speed profiles in the design of adaptive wrist robot controllers. In addition, similar 
methodology can be used to investigate speed profiles properties and movement control 
strategies when the movement is produced by other body parts, e.g. feet. This could allow 
investigating, for example, whether the speed profiles have same shapes (can be 
described by the same mathematical function) independently of the movement effector. If 
this is the case, then it will be likely that the brain uses the same model for all movement 
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control, and the differences in movement seen are due to peripheral mechanical 
constraints (joints, muscles) or variations in sensory feedback. 
In Chapter 5 the technical issue of the blinking rate, and thus the number of blink 
artifacts, during the oddball stimuli sequences recordings was investigated. In the 
experiment the dependence of blinking rates on subjects’ characteristics and experimental 
conditions was explored. The subjects’ characteristics included age, gender and 
handedness; while the experimental conditions included the amount of light in the room, 
number of EOG electrodes, effects of task type, and several other parameters. It was 
found that there was statistically significant dependence of blinking rate on the 
handedness of the study participants, with left-handed subjects having lower blinking 
rates. Also the blinking rate was found to be smaller when fewer EOG electrodes were 
used, and when the recordings were made in a less brightly-lit room. Some dependence of 
the blinking rate on the task type was found (lower rate during wordsearch puzzles than 
arithmetic), but no differences were found for different stimuli modalities in the oddball 
sequences.  
The dependence of blinking rate on handedness can likely be explained by some 
differences in the dopaminergic circuits between left-handed and right-handed 
individuals. The presence of such differences can be  supported by the studies of paw 
preference in animals (Cabib et al., 1995), and turning behaviours in humans (Mohr et al., 
2003), as well as a study of the dependence of the side of the body, in which people 
develop Parkinson’s disease on their handedness (Barrett et al., 2011). An attempt was 
made to replicate the findings of the study by Barrett et al. using the Michael J. Fox 
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Foundation PPMI database of Parkinson’s disease subjects, however, no statistically 
significant relationship between handedness and the side of symptom dominance was 
observed. The findings of the dependence of blinking rate on the experimental conditions 
may allow reducing the number of blink artifacts in the EEG recording by taking these 
conditions into account during the experimental design. 
For the future work, it may be useful to attempt replicating some of the findings, 
especially blinking rate variation with handedness, in a large sample of study participants. 
In addition, the analyses of sequences grouped by multiple factors at the same time can 
be expanded, and in the ideal situation, a set of factors most predictive of the blinking 
rate can be identified. Elimination or better quantification of potential confounding 
factors, such as initial and experimental fatigue, and experimental anxiety should be 
attempted, for example, using sleepiness and anxiety scales. The experimental conditions 
can be kept more uniform for the future, for example, following the observations of the 
present study, recordings can be made in the darker room using one or two EOG 
electrodes. 
Chapter 6 was dedicated to the technical issue of the effect of auditory noises 
present during the EEG recordings on the connectivity of the cross-correlation networks 
computed from these recordings using bootstrapping. Three conditions were investigated: 
“no noise”, white noise and MRI scanner noise. It was found that neither the noise 
present during the baseline recordings, nor the noise present during the evoked potentials 
recordings had statistically significant effects on networks connectivity densities. This 
validated the use of the baselines recordings in presence of the auditory white noise for 
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network computations in Chapter 3. This also validated the construction of the networks 
based on the EEG data recorded in the combined EEG-MRI experiments, as the presence 
of the auditory MRI scanner noise does not affect networks connectivity density. 
Although this study of a technical issue is relatively self-limited, there can be 
additional experiments performed. Firstly, one can explore the effect of auditory noise on 
other network measures, e.g. clustering coefficients (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010), which 
show how likely the neighbours of the node are themselves to be interconnected. 
Secondly, one can investigate the effect of noise intensity, as in the current experiment, 
intensity of the noise was kept sufficient to mask the clicks of the proprioceptive device 
but was not changed for different recordings. Thirdly, one can investigate the effect of the 
auditory noise on other EEG analysis methods, e.g. source localization, especially the 
noise during the evoked potentials recordings themselves. 
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Appendix for Chapter 2 
Appendix 2-A: Proprioceptive Stimulation Device Control Circuit 
	
Figure 0-1: Circuit used to control the solenoids in the proprioceptive stimulation device  
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Appendix 2-B: MATLAB Script for Generating Proprioceptive Oddball Sequences 
This version of a script makes the oddball sequence of stimuli with the rare 
stimuli in downwards direction. 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
 
% choose filename 
fileout='random_ontime250_randint.seq'; 
% numoftrials = total # of stimuli, numofrare = # of rare stimuli 
numoftrials=100; 
numofrare=15; 
% randomize rare stimuli positions 
lineofstimuli=[zeros(numoftrials-numofrare,1);ones(numofrare,1)]; 
numperm=randperm(numoftrials); 
line_rand=lineofstimuli(numperm); 
 
% number of lines in the file, 2 per stimulus plus 2 lines for auditory 
noise 
numevents=numoftrials*2+2; 
 
% open file for writing, create a header 
f1=fopen(fileout,'w'); 
fprintf(f1,'Version 4.0.08012003\n'); 
fprintf(f1,'%s %d\n','Numevents ', numevents); 
fprintf(f1,'label    mode     dur     win     iti      rdB      ldB 
resp type filename\n'); 
fprintf(f1,'----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------- -------- ---
- ---- --------\n'); 
% line that starts auditory white noise 
fprintf(f1,'0   NOISEON 1000.00 0   0   0   0   0   32  0   \n'); 
  
for i=1:numoftrials 
% randomize intertrial interval from 1200 to 1800 
    temp(i)=1250+randi([-300 300],1); 
    if line_rand(i)==1 
% if rare stimulus, activate lower solenoid by sending output 10 
to the port for 250ms, 10 has a zero in the last bit, and one in the 
second last one thus activating the lower solenoid connected to the 
second last bit line 
        fprintf(f1,'0   BYTE    250.00  0   0   0   0   0   10  0\n'); 
% if needed to create a no stimuli file, output 8 for rare and 
common stimuli 
        %fprintf(f1,'0  BYTE    250.00  0   0   0   0   0   8   0\n'); 
% after the stimulus, output 12 until the end of the needed 
intertrial interval to turn the solenoid off, both 8 and 12 have zero 
in the last two bits, so both solenoids stay off 
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        fprintf(f1,['0  BYTE    ',num2str(temp(i)),'    0   0   0   0   
0   12  0\n']); 
% if constant intertrial interval needed, comment temp(i) line 
above, and output 12 for 1250 ms after every stimulus, then intertrial 
interval will be 1500ms. 
        %fprintf(f1,'0  BYTE    1250.00 0   0   0   0   0   12  0\n'); 
    else 
% if common stimulus, activate upper solenoid by sending output 5 
to the port for 250ms, 5 has a one in the last bit, and zero in the 
second last one thus activating the upper solenoid connected to the 
last bit line 
 
        fprintf(f1,'0   BYTE    250.00  0   0   0   0   0   5   0\n'); 
        %fprintf(f1,'0  BYTE    250.00  0   0   0   0   0   8   0\n'); 
        fprintf(f1,['0  BYTE    ',num2str(temp(i)),'    0   0   0   0   
0   12  0\n']); 
        %fprintf(f1,'0  BYTE    1250.00 0   0   0   0   0   12  0\n');         
    end 
end 
% turn off white noise 
fprintf(f1,'0   NOISEOFF    0   0   0   0   0   0   32  0\n'); 
  
fclose (f1); 
	
In order to make the oddball sequence with rare stimuli in upwards direction, one can 
either make numofrare variable equal 85, or switch places the BYTE commands with 
outputs 10 and 5. 
For wordsearches or mental arithmetic sequences, a similar script is used, but two extra 
lines are used to output a distraction task image (arithmetic problems or wordsearch 
puzzle).  
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
  
fileout='random_ontime250_randint_mask_blank3.seq'; 
numoftrials=100; 
numofrare=15; 
  
lineofstimuli=[zeros(numoftrials-numofrare,1);ones(numofrare,1)]; 
numperm=randperm(numoftrials); 
line_rand=lineofstimuli(numperm); 
  
numevents=numoftrials*2+5; 
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f1=fopen(fileout,'w'); 
fprintf(f1,'Version 4.0.08012003\n'); 
fprintf(f1,'%s %d\n','Numevents ', numevents); 
fprintf(f1,'label    mode     dur     win     iti      rdB      ldB 
resp type filename\n'); 
fprintf(f1,'----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------- -------- ---
- ---- --------\n'); 
 
fprintf(f1,'0   NOISEON 1000.00 0   0   0   0   0   32  0   \n'); 
 
% Only difference from the generic code, MASK command keeps the image 
on the screen while other commands of the script run in the background 
fprintf(f1,'0   MASK    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0\n');   
fprintf(f1,'0   IMAGE   966.67  0.00    1000.00 0   0   0   4   
C:\\Documents and Settings\\user\\My Documents\\lev gentask 
practice\\finger moving\\old sequences\\arithmetic.bmp\n'); 
  
for i=1:numoftrials 
    temp(i)=1250+randi([-300 300],1); 
    if line_rand(i)==1 
        fprintf(f1,'0   BYTE    250.00  0   0   0   0   0   10  0\n'); 
        %fprintf(f1,'0  BYTE    250.00  0   0   0   0   0   8   0\n'); 
  
        fprintf(f1,['0  BYTE    ',num2str(temp(i)),'    0   0   0   0   
0   12  0\n']); 
        %fprintf(f1,'0  BYTE    1250.00 0   0   0   0   0   12  0\n'); 
    else 
        fprintf(f1,'0   BYTE    250.00  0   0   0   0   0   5   0\n'); 
        %fprintf(f1,'0  BYTE    250.00  0   0   0   0   0   8   0\n'); 
  
        fprintf(f1,['0  BYTE    ',num2str(temp(i)),'    0   0   0   0   
0   12  0\n']); 
        %fprintf(f1,'0  BYTE    1250.00 0   0   0   0   0   12  0\n');         
    end 
end 
fprintf(f1,'0   MASK    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0\n'); 
fprintf(f1,'0   NOISEOFF    0   0   0   0   0   0   32  0\n'); 
  
fclose (f1); 
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Appendix 2-C: Sample Mental Arithmetic and Wordsearch Tasks 
	
Figure 0-2: Sample mental arithmetic task 
	
Figure 0-3: Sample wordsearch puzzle from http://www.puzzles.ca/wordsearch.html 
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Appendix 2-D: Signal Processing and Statistical Analysis Scripts 
Signal Processing Script 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
  
%FOR EACH FILE, CHANGE THE FILENAME AND THE COMMON/RARES 
filename='3398 20120412 2.cnt'; 
lcnt=loadcnt(filename, 'dataformat', 'int32'); 
  
% extraction of channel names from the .cnt data structure 
channelnames={}; 
for i=1:size(lcnt.electloc,2) 
    channelnames=[channelnames;lcnt.electloc(i).lab]; 
end 
  
eegcnt=lcnt.data; % extraction of the eeg data from the data structure 
of the cnt file 
Fs=1000; 
  
% extraction of the event data from the structure of cnt file, 
eventlist - 
% triggers, eventoffset - times when they occur 
for i=1:size(lcnt.event,2) 
     eventlist(i)=lcnt.event(i).stimtype; 
     eventoffset(i)=lcnt.event(i).offset; 
end 
  
tm=find(eventlist==10|eventlist==5|eventlist==12|eventlist==8|eventlist
==20); 
if length(tm)>0 
eventlist=eventlist(tm); 
eventoffset=eventoffset(tm); 
end 
  
[tm,tm_ind,tm_ind2]=unique(eventoffset); 
eventlist=eventlist(tm_ind); 
eventoffset=eventoffset(tm_ind); 
  
 
% bad blocks removal 
% find all indices in every channel where voltage values were >300 or 
less than -300 uV 
tot_ind=[]; 
for j=1:size(eegcnt,1) 
tmp_ind=find(eegcnt(j,:)>300|eegcnt(j,:)<-300); 
tot_ind=[tot_ind tmp_ind]; 
end 
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% find non-repeating index values 
[tmp bad_ind bad_ind2]=unique(tot_ind); 
bad_block=zeros(1,size(eegcnt,2)); 
bad_block(tot_ind(bad_ind))=1; 
  
% find running sums of bad indices 
for j=1:size(eegcnt,2)-99 
    sum_bad_block(j)=sum(bad_block(j:j+99)); 
end 
  
% find all bad indices (running number of bad points >25 out of 100) 
tm=find(sum_bad_block>=25); 
  
% zero all bad indices and blocks 
eegcnt(:,tot_ind(bad_ind))=0; 
eegcnt(:,tm)=0; 
comb_list=unique([tot_ind(bad_ind),tm]); 
  
% remove all events occurring at or within an epoch from bad indices 
% epoch cutting -149:700 
affected_epochs=zeros(1,length(eventlist)); 
for i=1:length(eventlist) 
    tmp2=eventoffset(i)-149:eventoffset(i)+750; 
    for j=1:length(tmp2) 
        if find(comb_list==tmp2(j)) 
            affected_epochs(i)=1; 
            break; 
        end 
    end 
end 
if find(affected_epochs==1) 
eventlist=arrdelete(eventlist,find(affected_epochs==1)); 
eventoffset=arrdelete(eventoffset,find(affected_epochs==1)); 
end 
 
clear comb_list sum_bad_block bad_block tot_ind bad_ind bad_ind2 tmp 
tmp2 tm tmp_ind affected_epochs 
  
% filtering using wavelets 
%filttype='db4'; 
filttype='bior3.9'; 
levels=7; 
  
for j=1:size(eegcnt,1)   % for every row of the eeg data structure 
    tempsignal=eegcnt(j,:); % store the row into the temporary variable 
    [C,L]=wavedec(tempsignal,levels,filttype); % decompose the 
temporary variable into needed number of layers with the needed wavelet 
    Cnew=[C(1:(L(1)+L(2)+L(3)+L(4))),zeros(1,length(C)-L(1)-L(2)-L(3)-
L(4))]; % zero out all the coefficients other than those for residual 
and last level 
     %reconstructing the modified signal 
     temprec=waverec(Cnew,L,filttype); 
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     eegcnt_waverec(j,:)=temprec; 
end 
  
clear temprec tempsignal C Cnew 
  
% find peaks in EOG channels and attempt reduction 
peakslist = peakfinder(eegcnt_waverec(5,:),20,100,1); 
a=length(find(peakslist<400)); 
aa=length(find(peakslist+800>size(eegcnt_waverec,2))); 
if a>0 
    peakslist=arrdelete(peakslist,[1:a]); 
end 
if aa>0 
    peakslist=arrdelete(peakslist,[length(peakslist)-
aa+1:length(peakslist)]); 
end 
for i=1:length(peakslist) 
    eeg_art(i,:)=eegcnt_waverec(5,peakslist(i)-400:peakslist(i)+800); 
end 
mean_eeg_art=mean(eeg_art,1); 
  
eeg_art_corr=eegcnt_waverec; 
for j=1:size(eegcnt_waverec,1) 
for i=1:length(peakslist) 
    tmp_mat=cov(mean_eeg_art',eegcnt_waverec(j,peakslist(i)-
400:peakslist(i)+800)'); 
    b(i,j)=tmp_mat(2,1)/tmp_mat(1,1); 
    eeg_art_corr(j,peakslist(i)-
400:peakslist(i)+800)=eeg_art_corr(j,peakslist(i)-
400:peakslist(i)+800)-mean_eeg_art*b(i,j); 
end 
end 
  
% splitting into epochs 
count_epochs=0; 
for i=1:size(eventlist,2) 
        count_epochs=count_epochs+1;         
        epoch_eyeart(:,:,count_epochs)=eeg_art_corr(:,(eventoffset(i)-
149):(eventoffset(i)+750)); 
end 
  
% baseline correcting based on prestimulus 
for j=1:size(epoch_waverec,1) 
for i=1:count_epochs 
        epoch_eyeart_bc(j,:,i)=epoch_eyeart(j,:,i)-
mean(epoch_eyeart(j,1:150,i),2); 
end 
end 
  
clear lcnt eegcnt eegcnt_waverec eeg_art_corr epoch epoch_waverec 
epoch_eyeart 
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% artefact rejection 
reject_eyeart=[]; 
for i=1:size(epoch_eyeart_bc,3) 
    flag=0; 
     for j=1:size(epoch_eyeart_bc,1)  
         
            if find(epoch_eyeart_bc(j,:,i)>50,1) 
                flag=1; 
            end 
            if find(epoch_eyeart_bc(j,:,i)<-50,1) 
                flag=1; 
            end 
        %end 
    end 
    if flag==1 
        reject_eyeart=[reject_eyeart,i]; 
    end 
end 
if reject_eyeart 
    eventlist_eyeart_clean=arrdelete(eventlist,reject_eyeart); 
    list_eyeart_clean=arrdelete(1:length(eventlist),reject_eyeart); 
    epoch_eyeart_bc_clean=epoch_eyeart_bc(:,:,list_eyeart_clean); 
else 
    eventlist_eyeart_clean=eventlist; 
    list_eyeart_clean=1:length(eventlist); 
    epoch_eyeart_bc_clean=epoch_eyeart_bc(:,:,list_eyeart_clean); 
end 
  
clear epoch_eyeart_bc epoch_waverec_bc epoch_waverec epoch_eyeart 
epoch_bc 
  
% averaging  
commonlist_eyeart=find (eventlist_eyeart_clean==10); % whatever your 
common stimuli are 
rarelist_eyeart=find(eventlist_eyeart_clean==20);    % whatever your 
rare stimuli are 
mean_common_eyeart_bc=mean(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(:,:,commonlist_eyeart)
,3); 
mean_rare_eyeart_bc=mean(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(:,:,rarelist_eyeart),3); 
  
 
% compute statistical significance using t-tests with 
% bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons 
 
for i=1:size(epoch_waverec_bc_clean,1) 
    for j=401:600 
tm2=std(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(i,j,commonlist_eyeart),[1,3,2]))/
std(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(i,j,rarelist_eyeart),[1,3,2])); 
     
    if tm2>2 | tm2<0.5 
        [h_bonf_eyeart(i,j-400),p_bonf_eyeart(i,j-
400)]=ttest2(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(i,j,commonlist_eyeart),[1,3,
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2]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(i,j,rarelist_eyeart),[1,3,2]), 
0.05/200,'left','unequal'); 
    else 
        [h_bonf_eyeart(i,j-400),p_bonf_eyeart(i,j-
400)]=ttest2(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(i,j,commonlist_eyeart),[1,3,
2]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(i,j,rarelist_eyeart),[1,3,2]), 
0.05/200,'left','equal'); 
    end 
  
    end 
end 
  
% compute statistical significance using bootstrapping 
meandiff_eyeart_bc=mean_rare_eyeart_bc-mean_common_eyeart_bc; 
std_common_eyeart_bc=std(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(:,:,commonlist_eyeart),0
,3); 
std_rare_eyeart_bc=std(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(:,:,rarelist_eyeart),0,3); 
std_combined_eyeart_bc=sqrt(std_common_eyeart_bc.^2/length(commonlist_e
yeart)+std_rare_eyeart_bc.^2/length(rarelist_eyeart)); 
  
  
% bootstrapping 
num_common_eyeart=length(commonlist_eyeart); 
num_rare_eyeart=length(rarelist_eyeart); 
num_total_eyeart=num_common_eyeart+num_rare_eyeart; 
  
mean_bootstrap_common_eyeart=zeros(size(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean,1),size(e
poch_eyeart_bc_clean,2),1000); 
for i=1:1000 
    lst=randsample(num_common_eyeart, num_common_eyeart,1); 
    tmp=epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(:,:,commonlist_eyeart(lst)); 
    mean_bootstrap_common_eyeart(:,:,i)=mean(tmp,3); 
end 
sort_bootstrap_common_eyeart=sort(mean_bootstrap_common_eyeart,3); 
ciL_common_eyeart=sort_bootstrap_common_eyeart(:,:,25); 
ciU_common_eyeart=sort_bootstrap_common_eyeart(:,:,976); 
clear mean_bootstrap_common_eyeart sort_bootstrap_common_eyeart tmp 
  
mean_bootstrap_rare_eyeart=zeros(size(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean,1),size(epo
ch_eyeart_bc_clean,2),1000); 
for i=1:1000 
    lst=randsample(num_rare_eyeart, num_rare_eyeart,1); 
    tmp=epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(:,:,rarelist_eyeart(lst)); 
    mean_bootstrap_rare_eyeart(:,:,i)=mean(tmp,3); 
end 
sort_bootstrap_rare_eyeart=sort(mean_bootstrap_rare_eyeart,3); 
ciL_rare_eyeart=sort_bootstrap_rare_eyeart(:,:,25); 
ciU_rare_eyeart=sort_bootstrap_rare_eyeart(:,:,976); 
clear mean_bootstrap_rare_eyeart sort_bootstrap_rare_eyeart tmp 
  
  
% bootstrapped value of stat 
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% stat is maximum difference between common and rare ERPs in P300 range 
% 250-400ms 
%stat_eyeart=zeros(size(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean,1),1000); 
count=zeros(1,size(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean,1)); 
actualstat_eyeart=max(meandiff_eyeart_bc(:,401:600),[],2); 
for i=1:1000 
    lstcommon_eyeart=randsample(num_total_eyeart, num_common_eyeart,1); 
    tmp=epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(:,:,lstcommon_eyeart); 
    mean_bootstrap_common_combined_eyeart=mean(tmp,3); 
     
    lstrare_eyeart=randsample(num_total_eyeart, num_rare_eyeart,1); 
    tmp=epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(:,:,lstrare_eyeart); 
    mean_bootstrap_rare_combined_eyeart=mean(tmp,3); 
     
    mean_diff_bootstrap_eyeart=mean_bootstrap_rare_combined_eyeart-
mean_bootstrap_common_combined_eyeart; 
     
    % note, computing statistic using maximum positive difference value 
in the correct range 
    % when using absolute value, sometimes it finds when common voltage 
    % > rare voltage, which is not P300 
    %stat_eyeart(:,i)=max(mean_diff_bootstrap_eyeart(:,401:600),[],2); 
    stat_eyeart=max(mean_diff_bootstrap_eyeart(:,401:600),[],2); 
  
   for j=1: size(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean,1) 
        if actualstat_eyeart(j)<stat_eyeart(j) 
            count(j)=count(j)+1; 
        end 
   end 
     
end 
statsig_eyeart=zeros(1,size(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean,1)); 
statsig_eyeart(find(count<=50))=1; 
 
% plotting EPs significance based on t-tests 
 
% hash map for plotting 40 channels  
subplot_indices = 
[24,32,3,5,8,48,10,11,12,13,14,18,19,20,21,22,26,27,28,29,30,34,35,36,3
7,38,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,51,52,53,9,15,50,54,16,40]; 
channels = 
{'HEOL','HEOR','FP1','FP2','VEOU','VEOL','F7','F3','FZ','F4','F8','FT7'
,'FC3','FCZ','FC4','FT8','T3','C3','CZ','C4','T4','TP7','CP3','CPZ','CP
4','TP8','A1','T5','P3','PZ','P4','T6','A2','O1','OZ','O2','FT9','FT10'
,'PO1','PO2','LEOG','REOG'}; 
ChannelMap = containers.Map(channels,num2cell(subplot_indices)); 
  
% hash map for plotting 7 channels 
subplot_indices_small = [2,4,5,6,7,8,9]; 
channels_small = {'FZ','C3','CZ','C4','P3','PZ','P4'}; 
ChannelMap_small = 
containers.Map(channels_small,num2cell(subplot_indices_small)); 
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figure (3); 
for i=1:size(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean,1) 
      subplot(7,8,ChannelMap(channelnames{i,1})) 
plot(-149:750, mean_common_eyeart_bc(i,:),'b','LineWidth',3) 
hold on 
% plot(-149:700, mean_common_bc(i,:),'b')                
% plot(-149:700,mean_rare_bc(i,:),'r') 
plot(-149:750,mean_rare_eyeart_bc(i,:),'r','LineWidth',3) 
plot(-
149:750,mean_common_eyeart_bc(i,:)+1.96*std_common_eyeart_bc(i,:)/sqrt(
length(commonlist_eyeart)),'b','LineWidth',0.5) 
plot(-149:750,mean_common_eyeart_bc(i,:)-
1.96*std_common_eyeart_bc(i,:)/sqrt(length(commonlist_eyeart)),'b','Lin
eWidth',0.5) 
plot(-
149:750,mean_rare_eyeart_bc(i,:)+1.96*std_rare_eyeart_bc(i,:)/sqrt(leng
th(rarelist_eyeart)),'r','LineWidth',0.5) 
plot(-149:750,mean_rare_eyeart_bc(i,:)-
1.96*std_rare_eyeart_bc(i,:)/sqrt(length(rarelist_eyeart)),'r','LineWid
th',0.5) 
plot(251:450,h_bonf_eyeart(i,:)*5,'k','LineWidth',2) 
axis([-150 750 -20 20]) 
if find(h_bonf_eyeart(i,:)==1)>0 
    title(channelnames(i,:),'Color','b') 
else 
    title(channelnames(i,:),'Color','k') 
end 
% xlabel('time(ms)') 
% ylabel('voltage (\muV)') 
  
end 
  
txtar = annotation('textbox',[0.73 0.05 0.2 0.15],'String',[filename, 
', Blue = Common, Red = Rare, wavelet-filtered'],'FontSize',14); 
 
% plotting to be used for 7 electrode setup only 
figure (4) 
  
for i=1:size(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean,1) 
    if 
strcmp(channelnames(i),'P4')|strcmp(channelnames(i),'P3')|strcmp(channe
lnames(i),'PZ')|strcmp(channelnames(i),'C4')|strcmp(channelnames(i),'C3
')|strcmp(channelnames(i),'CZ')|strcmp(channelnames(i),'FZ') 
      subplot(3,3,ChannelMap_small(channelnames{i,1})) 
plot(-149:750, mean_common_eyeart_bc(i,:),'b','LineWidth',3) 
hold on 
% plot(-149:700, mean_common_bc(i,:))                
% plot(-149:700,mean_rare_bc(i,:),'r') 
plot(-149:750,mean_rare_eyeart_bc(i,:),'r','LineWidth',3) 
plot(-
149:750,mean_common_eyeart_bc(i,:)+1.96*std_common_eyeart_bc(i,:)/sqrt(
length(commonlist_eyeart)),'b','LineWidth',0.5) 
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plot(-149:750,mean_common_eyeart_bc(i,:)-
1.96*std_common_eyeart_bc(i,:)/sqrt(length(commonlist_eyeart)),'b','Lin
eWidth',0.5) 
plot(-
149:750,mean_rare_eyeart_bc(i,:)+1.96*std_rare_eyeart_bc(i,:)/sqrt(leng
th(rarelist_eyeart)),'r','LineWidth',0.5) 
plot(-149:750,mean_rare_eyeart_bc(i,:)-
1.96*std_rare_eyeart_bc(i,:)/sqrt(length(rarelist_eyeart)),'r','LineWid
th',0.5) 
  
plot(251:450,h_bonf_eyeart(i,:)*5,'k','LineWidth',2) 
axis([-150 750 -20 20]) 
if find(h_bonf_eyeart(i,:)==1)>0 
    title(channelnames(i,:),'Color','b') 
else 
    title(channelnames(i,:),'Color','k') 
end 
% xlabel('time(ms)') 
% ylabel('voltage (\muV)') 
    end 
end 
  
txtar = annotation('textbox',[0.68 0.73 0.2 0.15],'String',[filename, 
', Blue = Common, Red = Rare, wavelet-filtered'],'FontSize',14); 
 
% plotting EPs significance based on bootstrapping 
figure (12) 
for i=1:size(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean,1) 
      subplot(7,8,ChannelMap(channelnames{i,1})) 
hold on 
plot(-149:750, mean_common_eyeart_bc(i,:),'b','LineWidth',3) 
plot(-149:750,ciL_common_eyeart(i,:),'b'); 
plot(-149:750,ciU_common_eyeart(i,:),'b'); 
plot(-149:750, mean_rare_eyeart_bc(i,:),'r','LineWidth',3) 
plot(-149:750,ciL_rare_eyeart(i,:),'r'); 
plot(-149:750,ciU_rare_eyeart(i,:),'r'); 
  
%plot(251:450,h(i,:)*5,'k','LineWidth',2) 
plot(-149:750,zeros(900,1),'m') 
axis([-150 750 -20 20]) 
if statsig_eyeart(i)==1 
    title(channelnames(i,:),'Color','b') 
else 
    title(channelnames(i,:),'Color','k') 
end 
% xlabel('time(ms)') 
% ylabel('voltage (\muV)') 
end 
  
txtar = annotation('textbox',[0.73 0.05 0.2 0.15],'String',[filename, 
', Blue = Common, Red = Rare, wavelet-filtered, thick line = mean ERP, 
thin line = Confidence Interval'],'FontSize',14); 
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Statistical Analysis Script 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
  
load 'C:\Users\Lev Vaisman\Documents\lab needs\neuroscan related\finger 
moving official\anova_setup_1113.mat' 
  
% 1-way anova (parametric) 
[p_lat,tbl_lat,stats_lat] = anova1(anova_latencies_0213, groupnames); 
[c_lat,m_lat] = multcompare(stats_lat) 
[p_amp,tbl_amp,stats_amp] = anova1(anova_amplitudes_0213, groupnames); 
[c_amp,m_amp] = multcompare(stats_amp) 
  
% kruskalwallis anova (nonparametric) 
[p_lat_kw,tbl_lat_kw,stats_lat_kw] = 
kruskalwallis(anova_latencies_0213, groupnames); 
[c_lat_kw,m_lat_kw] = multcompare(stats_lat_kw) 
[p_amp_kw,tbl_amp_kw,stats_amp_kw] = 
kruskalwallis(anova_amplitudes_0213, groupnames); 
[c_amp_kw,m_amp_kw] = multcompare(stats_amp_kw) 
  
% 1-way anova young only (parametric) 
[p_lat_y,tbl_lat_y,stats_lat_y] = anova1(anova_latencies_young_0213, 
groupnames); 
[c_lat_y,m_lat_y] = multcompare(stats_lat_y) 
[p_amp_y,tbl_amp_y,stats_amp_y] = anova1(anova_amplitudes_young_0213, 
groupnames); 
[c_amp_y,m_amp_y] = multcompare(stats_amp_y) 
  
% kruskalwallis anova young only (nonparametric) 
[p_lat_kw_y,tbl_lat_kw_y,stats_lat_kw_y] = 
kruskalwallis(anova_latencies_young_0213, groupnames); 
[c_lat_kw_y,m_lat_kw_y] = multcompare(stats_lat_kw_y) 
[p_amp_kw_y,tbl_amp_kw_y,stats_amp_kw_y] = 
kruskalwallis(anova_amplitudes_young_0213, groupnames); 
[c_amp_kw_y,m_amp_kw_y] = multcompare(stats_amp_kw_y) 
  
%anova by gender within young 
list_oddball_count_rare=strcmp(twoway_anova_types_0213,'audio')|strcmp(
twoway_anova_types_0213,'visual_no_noise')|strcmp(twoway_anova_types_02
13,'visual_with_noise')|strcmp(twoway_anova_types_0213,'fm_count_down')
|strcmp(twoway_anova_types_0213,'fm_count_up'); 
twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_age_0213=twoway_anova_age_0213(list_odd
ball_count_rare); 
twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_gender_0213=twoway_anova_gender_0213(li
st_oddball_count_rare); 
twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_latencies_0213=twoway_anova_latencies_0
213(list_oddball_count_rare); 
twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_amplitudes_0213=twoway_anova_amplitudes
_0213(list_oddball_count_rare); 
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twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_types_0213=twoway_anova_types_0213(list
_oddball_count_rare); 
  
list_young=strcmp(twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_age_0213,'young'); 
twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_latencies_young_0213=twoway_anova_oddba
ll_count_rare_latencies_0213(list_young); 
twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_amplitudes_young_0213=twoway_anova_oddb
all_count_rare_amplitudes_0213(list_young); 
twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_types_young_0213 = 
twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_types_0213(list_young) 
twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_gender_young_0213= 
twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_gender_0213(list_young); 
  
[p_lat_nway_young,tbl_lat_nway_young,stats_lat_nway_young] = 
anova1(twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_latencies_young_0213, 
twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_gender_young_0213); 
[c_lat_nway_young,m_lat_nway_young] = multcompare(stats_lat_nway_young) 
  
[p_amp_nway_young,tbl_amp_nway_young,stats_amp_nway_young] = 
anova1(twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_amplitudes_young_0213, 
twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_gender_young_0213); 
[c_amp_nway_young,m_amp_nway_young] = multcompare(stats_amp_nway_young) 
  
% nonparamteric analogues 
[p_lat_nway_young_kw,tbl_lat_nway_young_kw,stats_lat_nway_young_kw] = 
kruskalwallis(twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_latencies_young_0213, 
twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_gender_young_0213); 
[c_lat_nway_young_kw,m_lat_nway_young_kw] = 
multcompare(stats_lat_nway_young_kw) 
  
[p_amp_nway_young_kw,tbl_amp_nway_young_kw,stats_amp_nway_young_kw] = 
kruskalwallis(twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_amplitudes_young_0213, 
twoway_anova_oddball_count_rare_gender_young_0213); 
[c_amp_nway_young_kw,m_amp_nway_young_kw] = 
multcompare(stats_amp_nway_young_kw) 
  
  
%anova by age within male 
list_oddball_reduced=strcmp(twoway_anova_types_0213,'visual_with_noise'
)|strcmp(twoway_anova_types_0213,'fm_count_down')|strcmp(twoway_anova_t
ypes_0213,'fm_count_up'); 
twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_age_0213=twoway_anova_age_0213(list_oddbal
l_reduced); 
twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_gender_0213=twoway_anova_gender_0213(list_
oddball_reduced); 
twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_latencies_0213=twoway_anova_latencies_0213
(list_oddball_reduced); 
twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_amplitudes_0213=twoway_anova_amplitudes_02
13(list_oddball_reduced); 
twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_types_0213=twoway_anova_types_0213(list_od
dball_reduced); 
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list_male=strcmp(twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_gender_0213,'male'); 
twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_latencies_male_0213=twoway_anova_oddball_r
educed_latencies_0213(list_male); 
twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_amplitudes_male_0213=twoway_anova_oddball_
reduced_amplitudes_0213(list_male); 
twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_types_male_0213 = 
twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_types_0213(list_male) 
twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_gender_male_0213= 
twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_gender_0213(list_male); 
  
[p_lat_nway_male,tbl_lat_nway_male,stats_lat_nway_male] = 
anova1(twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_latencies_male_0213, 
twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_gender_male_0213); 
[c_lat_nway_male,m_lat_nway_male] = multcompare(stats_lat_nway_male) 
  
[p_amp_nway_male,tbl_amp_nway_male,stats_amp_nway_male] = 
anova1(twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_amplitudes_male_0213, 
twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_gender_male_0213); 
[c_amp_nway_male,m_amp_nway_male] = multcompare(stats_amp_nway_male) 
  
% nonparamteric analogues for anova by age within male 
[p_lat_nway_male_kw,tbl_lat_nway_male_kw,stats_lat_nway_male_kw] = 
kruskalwallis(twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_latencies_male_0213, 
twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_gender_male_0213); 
[c_lat_nway_male_kw,m_lat_nway_male_kw] = 
multcompare(stats_lat_nway_male_kw) 
  
[p_amp_nway_male_kw,tbl_amp_nway_male_kw,stats_amp_nway_male_kw] = 
kruskalwallis(twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_amplitudes_male_0213, 
twoway_anova_oddball_reduced_gender_male_0213); 
[c_amp_nway_male_kw,m_amp_nway_male_kw] = 
multcompare(stats_amp_nway_male_kw) 
  
% arm support t-tests and rank sum tests 
% t-tests for oddballa with rare movements up  
[h,p]=ttest2(anova_amplitudes_arm_support_0213(:,2),anova_amplitudes_ar
m_support_0213(:,4)) 
[h,p]=ttest2(anova_latencies_arm_support_0213(:,2),anova_latencies_arm_
support_0213(:,4)) 
[h,p]=ttest2(anova_latencies_arm_support_young_0213(:,2),anova_latencie
s_arm_support_young_0213(:,4)) 
[h,p]=ttest2(anova_amplitudes_arm_support_young_0213(:,2),anova_amplitu
des_arm_support_young_0213(:,4)) 
  
% rank sum tests for oddball with rare movement down 
[p,h]=ranksum(anova_amplitudes_arm_support_0213(1:9,1),anova_amplitudes
_arm_support_0213(1:9,3)) 
[p,h]=ranksum(anova_latencies_arm_support_0213(1:9,1),anova_latencies_a
rm_support_0213(1:9,3)) 
[p,h]=ranksum(anova_amplitudes_arm_support_young_0213(1:5,1),anova_ampl
itudes_arm_support_young_0213(1:9,3)) 
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[p,h]=ranksum(anova_latencies_arm_support_young_0213(1:5,1),anova_laten
cies_arm_support_young_0213(1:9,3)) 
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Appendix 2-E: Supplementary Figures 
Ensemble Average Plots for All Recorded Sequence Types 
	
Figure 0-4: Auditory P300 potentials ensemble average plots, computed by averaging all 
subjects’ data. Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode is shown. Common stimuli signals are in 
blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
 
Figure 0-5: Auditory P300 potentials ensemble average plots, computed by averaging only 
the data from subjects with statistically significant P300 potentials. Zoomed-in view of Pz 
electrode is shown. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-6: Auditory P300 potentials ensemble average plots, computed by averaging all subjects’ data. All electrodes are shown, 
except for the extraocular ones. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-7: Auditory P300 potentials ensemble average plots, computed by averaging only the data from subjects with statistically 
significant P300 potentials. All electrodes are shown, except for the extraocular ones. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare 
stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-8: Visual P300 potentials recorded without auditory white noise ensemble average 
plots, computed by averaging all subjects’ data. Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode is shown. 
Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
	
Figure 0-9: Visual P300 potentials recorded without auditory white noise ensemble average 
plots, computed by averaging only the data from subjects with statistically significant P300 
potentials.. Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode is shown. Common stimuli signals are in blue, 
rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-10: Visual P300 potentials recorded without auditory white noise ensemble average plots, computed by averaging all 
subjects’ data. All electrodes are shown, except for the extraocular ones. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals 
are in red. 
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Figure 0-11: Visual P300 potentials recorded without auditory white noise ensemble average plots, computed by averaging only 
the data from subjects with statistically significant P300 potentials. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in 
red. 
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Figure 0-12: Visual P300 potentials recorded with auditory white noise ensemble average 
plots, computed by averaging all subjects’ data. Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode is shown. 
Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
 
Figure 0-13: Visual P300 potentials recorded with auditory white noise ensemble average 
plots, computed by averaging only the data from subjects with statistically significant P300 
potentials. Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode is shown. Common stimuli signals are in blue, 
rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-14: Visual P300 potentials recorded with auditory white noise ensemble average plots, computed by averaging all 
subjects’ data. All electrodes are shown, except for the extraocular ones. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals 
are in red. 
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Figure 0-15: Visual P300 potentials recorded with auditory white noise ensemble average plots, computed by averaging only the 
data from subjects with statistically significant P300 potentials. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-16: Proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare stimuli in downward direction and 
with rare stimuli counting task ensemble average plots, computed by averaging all subjects’ 
data. Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode is shown. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare 
stimuli signals are in red. 
 
Figure 0-17: Proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare stimuli in downward direction and 
with rare stimuli counting task ensemble average plots, computed by averaging only the 
data from subjects with statistically significant P300 potentials. Zoomed-in view of Pz 
electrode is shown. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-18: Proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare stimuli in downward direction and with rare stimuli counting task ensemble 
average plots, computed by averaging all subjects’ data. All electrodes are shown, except for the extraocular ones. Common 
stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-19: Proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare stimuli in downward direction and with rare stimuli counting task ensemble 
average plots, computed by averaging only the data from subjects with statistically significant P300 potentials. All electrodes are 
shown, except for the extraocular ones. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-20: Proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare stimuli in upward direction and with 
rare stimuli counting task ensemble average plots, computed by averaging all subjects’ 
data. Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode is shown. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare 
stimuli signals are in red. 
 
Figure 0-21: Proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare stimuli in upward direction and with 
rare stimuli counting task ensemble average plots, computed by averaging only the data 
from subjects with statistically significant P300 potentials. Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode 
is shown. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-22: Proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare stimuli in upward direction and with rare stimuli counting task ensemble 
average plots, computed by averaging all subjects’ data. All electrodes are shown, except for the extraocular ones. Common 
stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-23: Proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare stimuli in upward direction and with rare stimuli counting task ensemble 
average plots, computed by averaging only the data from subjects with statistically significant P300 potentials. All electrodes are 
shown, except for the extraocular ones. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-24: Proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare stimuli in downward direction and 
without rare stimuli counting task ensemble average plots, computed by averaging all 
subjects’ data. Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode is shown. Common stimuli signals are in 
blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
 
Figure 0-25: Proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare stimuli in downward direction and 
without rare stimuli counting task ensemble average plots, computed by averaging only the 
data from subjects with statistically significant P300 potentials. Zoomed-in view of Pz 
electrode is shown. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-26: Proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare stimuli in downward direction and without rare stimuli counting task 
ensemble average plots, computed by averaging all subjects’ data. All electrodes are shown, except for the extraocular ones. 
Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-27: Proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare stimuli in downward direction and without rare stimuli counting task 
ensemble average plots, computed by averaging only the data from subjects with statistically significant P300 potentials. All 
electrodes are shown, except for the extraocular ones. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-28: Proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare stimuli in upward direction and 
without rare stimuli counting task ensemble average plots, computed by averaging all 
subjects’ data. Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode is shown. Common stimuli signals are in 
blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
 
Figure 0-29: Proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare stimuli in upward direction and 
without rare stimuli counting task ensemble average plots, computed by averaging only the 
data from subjects with statistically significant P300 potentials. Zoomed-in view of Pz 
electrode is shown. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-30: Proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare stimuli in upward direction and without rare stimuli counting task ensemble 
average plots, computed by averaging all subjects’ data. All electrodes are shown, except for the extraocular ones. Common 
stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-31: Proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare stimuli in upward direction and without rare stimuli counting task ensemble 
average plots, computed by averaging only the data from subjects with statistically significant P300 potentials. All electrodes are 
shown, except for the extraocular ones. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-32: Proprioceptive counting control ensemble average plots, computed by 
averaging all subjects’ data. Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode is shown. Baseline signals (with 
no stimuli) are in blue, finger movement stimuli signals are in red. 
 
Figure 0-33: Proprioceptive counting control ensemble average plots, computed by 
averaging only the data from subjects with statistically significant potentials. Zoomed-in 
view of Pz electrode is shown. Baseline signals (with no stimuli) are in blue, finger 
movement stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-34: Proprioceptive counting control ensemble average plots, computed by averaging all subjects’ data. All electrodes are 
shown, except for the extraocular ones. Baseline signals (with no stimuli) are in blue, finger movement stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-35: Proprioceptive counting control ensemble average plots, computed by averaging only the data from subjects with 
statistically significant potentials. All electrodes are shown, except for the extraocular ones. Baseline signals (with no stimuli) are 
in blue, finger movement stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-36: Proprioceptive oddball sequence with rare stimuli in downward direction and 
the arithmetic distraction task ensemble average plots, computed by averaging all subjects’ 
data. Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode is shown. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare 
stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-37: Proprioceptive oddball sequence with rare stimuli in downward direction and the arithmetic distraction task 
ensemble average plots, computed by averaging all subjects’ data. All electrodes are shown, except for the extraocular ones. 
Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-38: Proprioceptive oddball sequence with rare stimuli in upward direction and the 
arithmetic distraction task ensemble average plots, computed by averaging all subjects’ 
data. Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode is shown. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare 
stimuli signals are in red. 
 
Figure 0-39: Proprioceptive oddball sequence with rare stimuli in upward direction and the 
arithmetic distraction task ensemble average plots, computed by averaging only the data 
from subjects with statistically significant potentials. Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode is 
shown. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-40: Proprioceptive oddball sequence with rare stimuli in upward direction and the arithmetic distraction task ensemble 
average plots, computed by averaging all subjects’ data. All electrodes are shown, except for the extraocular ones. Common 
stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-41: Proprioceptive oddball sequence with rare stimuli in upward direction and the arithmetic distraction task ensemble 
average plots, computed by averaging only the data from subjects with statistically significant potentials. All electrodes are shown, 
except for the extraocular ones. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-42: Proprioceptive oddball sequence with rare stimuli in downward direction and 
the wordsearch distraction task ensemble average plots, computed by averaging all 
subjects’ data. Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode is shown. Common stimuli signals are in 
blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
 
Figure 0-43: Proprioceptive oddball sequence with rare stimuli in downward direction and 
the wordsearch distraction task ensemble average plots, computed by averaging only the 
data from subjects with statistically significant potentials. Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode is 
shown. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-44: Proprioceptive oddball sequence with rare stimuli in downward direction and the wordsearch distraction task 
ensemble average plots, computed by averaging all subjects’ data. All electrodes are shown, except for the extraocular ones. 
Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-45: Proprioceptive oddball sequence with rare stimuli in downward direction and the wordsearch distraction task 
ensemble average plots, computed by averaging only the data from subjects with statistically significant potentials. All electrodes 
are shown, except for the extraocular ones. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-46: Proprioceptive oddball sequence with rare stimuli in upward direction and the 
wordsearch distraction task ensemble average plots, computed by averaging all subjects’ 
data. Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode is shown. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare 
stimuli signals are in red. 
 
Figure 0-47: Proprioceptive oddball sequence with rare stimuli in upward direction and the 
wordsearch distraction task ensemble average plots, computed by averaging only the data 
from subjects with statistically significant potentials. Zoomed-in view of Pz electrode is 
shown. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-48: Proprioceptive oddball sequence with rare stimuli in upward direction and the wordsearch distraction task ensemble 
average plots, computed by averaging all subjects’ data. All electrodes are shown, except for the extraocular ones. Common 
stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Figure 0-49: Proprioceptive oddball sequence with rare stimuli in upward direction and the wordsearch distraction task ensemble 
average plots, computed by averaging only the data from subjects with statistically significant potentials. All electrodes are shown, 
except for the extraocular ones. Common stimuli signals are in blue, rare stimuli signals are in red. 
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Additional ANOVA Plots 
 
Figure 0-50: Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA for latencies of P300 evoked potentials of different 
stimuli modalities. Note: FM (finger movement) stands for proprioceptive tasks. 
	
Figure 0-51: Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA for amplitudes of P300 evoked potentials of different 
stimuli modalities. Note: FM (finger movement) stands for proprioceptive tasks. 
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Figure 0-52: Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA for latencies of P300 evoked potentials of different 
stimuli modalities in younger individuals’ subgroup. Note: FM (finger movement) stands 
for proprioceptive tasks. 
	
Figure 0-53: Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA for amplitudes of P300 evoked potentials of different 
stimuli modalities in younger individuals’ subgroup. Note: FM (finger movement) stands 
for proprioceptive tasks. 
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Appendix 2-F: Supplementary Tables 
Table 0-1: Demographic information per subject  
ID Age  Gender Handedness 
 1=young (21-45) 1=male 1= right 
 2=older (45-65) 2=female 2= left 
   3= info missing 
Preliminary recordings with 7 scalp electrodes 
11 1 1 1 
22 1 1 1 
33 2 1 1 
44 1 1 2 
55 1 1 2 
5603 1 2 1 
Subjects recorded with box type of arm support 
0557 2 1 3 
0599 1 2 1 
0632 1 1 1 
0745 2 1 1 
1490 2 1 3 
2447 1 1 1 
3398 1 1 1 
5569 1 2 1 
5648 2 1 1 
6035 2 1 3 
6086 2 1 3 
6689 1 1 2 
6785 2 1 1 
7601 2 1 3 
8992 2 2 1 
9431 1 1 1 
9621 2 1 2 
Subjects recorded with the ramp arm support 
2222 1 2 2 
2330 1 2 1 
4139 1 1 1 
4957 1 1 1 
5663 1 2 1 
6000 1 2 1 
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6640 1 2 1 
7657 1 1 1 
7701 1 2 1 
7999 1 2 1 
8022 1 2 1 
8060 1 1 1 
8301 1 2 1 
8955 1 2 1 
9190 1 2 1 
9811 1 2 1 
9990 1 2 1 
	
Table 0-2: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for auditory 
oddball sequences. Bolded rows represent statistically significant evoked potentials 
Auditory P300 
ID 
# of 
significant 
channels t-
test 
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping 
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs 
box support             
7 electrodes             
11 0 4 345 10.48 26 6
22 5 7 325 14.71 71 10
33 7 7 345 10.84 65 14
44 5 7 340 22.51 57 8
55 7 7 364 16.8 81 15
5603 1 7 352 13.34 31 4
34 electrodes 
0557 1 4 338 5.29 81 15
0599 6 31 316 10.44 16 4
0632 14 27 323 11.4 65 13
0745 0 0     21 4
1490 0 0 379 4.45 38 10
2447 0 1 300 7.935 35 6
3398 18 24 321 7.69 64 13
5569 33 34 314 17.07 57 11
5648 19 24 307 13.03 22 5
6035 0 3 348 7.23 21 10
6086 0 3 388 6.61 50 5
6689 4 8 382 12.01 41 6
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6785 0 0     48 9
7601 0 0     71 9
8992 0 2 319 8.24 43 11
9431 0 9 350 4.11 63 8
9621 0 0 382 3.22 77 14
ramp support 
2222 2 19 336 6.7 77 13
2330 33 34 360 12.07 49 10
4139 13 27 333 10.15 25 6
4957 10 33 341 20.89 23 6
5663 0 2 337 4 72 12
6000 0 6 315 9.48 37 4
6640 0 3 343 6.12 46 10
7657 2 6 308 9.65 54 6
7701 22 24 322 8.47 27 5
7999 34 34 339 6.93 73 14
8022 30 34 287 26.95 32 5
8060 0 7 349 5.88 76 9
8301 8 19 340 6.09 50 8
8955 27 32 341 6.09 61 11
9190 0 23 327 6.23 71 14
9811 0 0 310 5.97 49 7
9990 15 31 337 15.21 51 8
	
Table 0-3: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for visual 
oddball sequences without auditory white noise. Bolded rows represent statistically 
significant evoked potentials 
Visual P300 No Auditory Noise 
ID 
# of significant 
channels t-test 
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping 
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs 
box support      
7 electrodes           
11 4 7 381 17.85 79 13
22 7 7 424 19.78 78 14
33 7 7 423 14.3 82 15
44 4 7 355 13.97 85 13
55 6 7 410 14.56 88 15
5603 0 0 445 7.41 48 9
34 electrodes           
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0557 0 0     81 15
0599 0 9 402 8.04 37 6
0632 6 11 447 5.4 78 14
0745 1 8 403 6.24 42 13
1490 0 11 469 2.04 68 11
2447 15 27 455 9.68 67 12
3398 7 20 395 7.99 48 12
5569 0 0 496 14.03 32 8
5648 0 6 356 8.71 51 7
6035 0 1 384 10.87 32 8
6086 0 4 484 7.02 67 13
6689 2 5 457 10.64 48 4
6785 0 2 433 5.59 47 7
7601 0 0 469 3.51 46 8
8992 0 3     38 6
9431 0 13 505 4.37 77 15
9621 0 0 480 5.39 83 15
ramp support 
2222 26 31 423 7.89 78 15
2330 3 34 380 11.79 61 12
4139 4 23 389 8.06 49 10
4957 0 0     13 2
5663 0 13 417 5.16 78 14
6000 0 0 377 4.08 44 8
6640 24 1 440 11.06 57 8
7657 0 3 402 4.49 58 8
7701 19 25 406 7.48 27 7
7999 34 34 370 9.5 78 15
8022 32 32 457 20.81 79 14
8060 0 10 452 5.6 68 9
8301 0 0     45 8
8955 0 2 357 4.62 68 12
9190 0 0     77 12
9811 2 5 399 5.32 50 10
9990 0 0 534 11.75 52 9
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Table 0-4: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for visual 
oddball sequences with auditory white noise. Bolded rows represent statistically significant 
evoked potentials 
Visual P300 With Auditory Noise 
ID 
# of 
significant 
channels t-test 
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping 
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs 
box support           
7 electrodes           
22 6 6 411 18.91 81 14
44 3 6 383 20.67 84 11
55 7 7 432 13.59 87 15
5603 0 1     47 11
34 electrodes 
0557 0 0     78 14
0599 25 31 360 17.73 18 5
0632 7 18 446 13.17 41 9
0745 6 12 439 5.51 54 12
1490 0 0     49 11
2447 22 32 394 12.38 45 10
3398 3 14 418 7.99 40 12
5569 0 0     47 12
5648 30 14 471 20.09 29 1
6035 13 19 411 11.22 31 8
6086 2 21 448 7.83 60 12
6689 0 2 439 11.21 41 8
6785 0 0 465 6.51 64 10
7601 7 27 369 5.85 78 15
8992 1 2 532 7.44 36 6
9431 3 24 470 4.08 78 11
9621 0 1 496 3.31 71 15
ramp support 
2222 30 33 444 14.03 82 15
2330 23 34 377 12.04 47 7
4139 0 0     33 8
4957 3 25 411 11.81 57 6
5663 14 29 429 9.32 67 14
6000 0 0     40 9
6640 0 2 428 9.83 70 14
7657 20 24 366 11.77 62 10
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7701 7 26 354 11.97 33 9
7999 26 33 388 10.35 72 14
8022 l0 1 458 13.05 19 5
8060 21 31 386 18.83 50 7
8301 0 6 438 4.72 60 12
8955 1 5 405 6.17 44 7
9190 0 22 440 5.7 77 14
9811 0 0 399 2.21 72 8
9990 0 0 475 3.38 40 8
	
Table 0-5: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for 
proprioceptive oddball sequences with rare movement downwards and rare stimuli 
counting task. Bolded rows represent statistically significant evoked potentials 
Proprioceptive P300 Rare Down, Counting Rare Stimuli 
ID 
# of 
significant 
channels t-test 
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping 
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs 
box support           
7 electrodes           
11 0 6 392 12.79 22 7
22 2 7 403 8.83 60 13
44 0 2 366 11.15 72 12
55 1 3 349 10.61 76 13
5603 0 0 458 6.55 34 8
34 electrodes 
0599 0 11 322 9.81 22 4
0632 24 27 395 25.48 73 12
0745 17 26 412 8.7 27 12
1490 16 23 337 4.62 51 11
2447 0 17 337 11.36 44 10
3398 5 23 425 7.99 50 10
5569 0 0 466 8.06 39 3
5648 1 14 477 10.11 27 4
6035 2 4 317 8.31 33 6
6086 5 29 383 7.66 71 13
6689 2 5 431 15.09 35 7
6785 0 0 468 10.24 42 8
7601 1 4 363 5.8 13 4
8992 0 0 428 6.93 11 3
9431 0 0 446 2.28 65 9
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9621 0 8 473 4.44 74 14
ramp support 
2222 34 34 419 20.76 78 14
2330 1 9 417 6.09 54 6
4139 0 0     6 2
4957         5 0
5663 7 16 369 7.01 44 10
6000 0 4 373 13.97 27 6
6640 2 30 423 8.78 58 10
7657 17 25 421 19.41 61 10
7701 22 24 396 8.44 48 11
7999 33 34 353 8.6 82 15
8022 0 1 330 14.44 49 6
8060 0 5 429 10.92 44 5
8301 0 4     36 6
8955 0 6 365 8.01 40 7
9190 2 28 380 7.08 74 13
9811 0 0 509 7.27 54 7
9990 3 8 417 15.89 26 2
	
Table 0-6: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for 
proprioceptive oddball sequences with rare movement upwards and rare stimuli counting 
task. Bolded rows represent statistically significant evoked potentials 
Proprioceptive P300 Rare Up, Counting Rare Stimuli 
ID 
# of 
significant 
channels t-test 
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping 
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs 
box support           
7 electrodes           
22 0 0     55 12
33 7 7 405 13.57 61 14
44 4 7 385 14.78 67 13
55 6 7 383 10.32 78 14
5603 4 0 394 10.94 36 4
34 electrodes 
0599 0 0 382 15.36 22 1
0632 0 3 411 12.12 74 14
0745 13 24 348 12.59 21 6
1490 0 0 398 4.6 80 7
2447 0 7 397 7.68 52 11
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3398 16 11 422 7.08 54 11
5569 27 32 465 12.88 67 9
5648 9 8 453 10.39 37 3
6035 1 0 514 13.29 47 7
6086 0 9 489 13.16 44 6
6689 21 32 410 18.48 55 11
6785 0 0 480 7.54 51 10
7601 16 28 458 8.42 59 13
8992         5 0
9431 9 22 467 4.86 83 14
9621 2 19 412 6.03 57 12
ramp support 
2222 20 28 436 13.51 66 11
2330 25 33 366 11.47 36 4
4139 0 1     2 1
4957 1 0     24 3
5663 25 31 393 6.88 56 9
6000 0 3 454 8.76 40 8
6640 12 33 369 8.96 65 11
7657 14 24 420 16.91 54 13
7701 4 23 452 8.08 38 9
7999 33 34 446 9.96 77 13
8022 0 0 446 12.51 47 8
8060 25 28 407 15.51 47 9
8301 1 18 390 7.2 43 9
8955 6 3 355 12.19 36 4
9190 5 10 382 6.47 67 13
9811 0 25 452 15.37 45 6
9990 21 16 423 9.25 29 6
	
Table 0-7: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for 
proprioceptive counting control sequences. Bolded rows represent statistically significant 
evoked potentials 
Proprioceptive Counting Control 
ID 
# of significant 
channels t-test 
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping 
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs 
box support 
34 electrodes           
0745 0 5 256 1.96 24 22
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1490 2 12 305 1.69 74 65
5648 13 22 272 7.1 34 45
6035 1 9 356 2.42 22 19
6086 12 24 259 4.82 59 49
6785 0 3 263 1.31 77 58
7601 1 1     81 9
9621 0 10 274 2.2 81 83
ramp support 
2222 28 31 373 4.31 96 87
2330 31 33 375 8.26 79 54
4139 0 2     29 10
4957 28 25 399 5.61 4 34
5663 3 9 299 3.61 84 57
6000 1 12 249 4.03 43 52
6640 26 34 282 3.4 71 57
7657 5 21 315 5.13 63 63
7701 26 31 251 5.12 83 58
7999 11 33 237 3.3 83 87
8022 20 34 251 4.7 72 78
8060 0 4 361 1.92 61 70
8301 12 28 388 5.96 37 26
8955 0 2     16 52
9190 30 34 271 4.42 77 78
9811 31 33 383 4.74 72 41
9990 0 11 266 6.06 24 11
	
Table 0-8: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for 
proprioceptive oddball sequences with rare movement downwards and NO rare stimuli 
counting task. Bolded rows represent statistically significant evoked potentials 
Proprioceptive P300 Rare Down, NO Counting of Rare Stimuli 
ID 
# of 
significant 
channels t-
test 
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping 
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs 
box support 
7 electrodes             
11 3 3 349 19.41 19 3
22 1 4 428 6.04 64 12
33 0 3 407 3.86 61 13
44 2 7 350 16.3 72 11
55 0 0     77 10
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5603 0 2     53 10
34 electrodes             
0557             
0599 0 16 361 6.11 38 10
0632 0 7 407 10.19 79 15
0745 2 10 349 3.89 54 8
1490 0 0     57 10
2447 0 2 316 7.14 41 9
3398 13 24 424 8.98 40 7
5569 0 0 311 5.86 34 7
5648 2 0 312 9.94 64 6
6035 2 0 317 3.03 24 6
6086 0 0     68 10
6689 0 5 427 9.51 22 5
6785 0 1 465 8.31 43 7
7601 0 13 389 4.73 59 10
8992         12 0
9431 0 14 496 2.16 69 13
9621 0 0 470 2.39 69 9
ramp support 
2222 0 2     79 14
2330 0 0     55 7
4139 0 0     5 2
4957         2 0
5663 1 11 316 5.91 68 12
6000 0 0     28 2
6640 0 0 433 1.64 73 14
7657 0 1 329 5.92 59 11
7701 0 0 405 1.53 70 11
7999 5 11 373 6.03 77 13
8022 0 1 374 8.05 74 12
8060 1 9 327 6.51 55 8
8301 1 0 432 4.56 35 8
8955 0 1 448 9.03 39 7
9190 0 0     77 13
9811 6 18 340 16.33 26 4
9990 0 0 403 5.61 26 3
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Table 0-9: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for 
proprioceptive oddball sequences with rare movement upwards and NO rare stimuli 
counting task. Bolded rows represent statistically significant evoked potentials 
Proprioceptive P300 Rare Up, NO Counting of Rare Stimuli 
ID 
# of significant 
channels t-test 
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping 
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs 
box support 
34 electrodes           
0745 0 0     30 7
1490 0 1     47 9
5648 8 14 437 9.58 37 4
6035 0 0     8 3
6086 0 12 406 8.88 67 11
6785 0 0 480 8.28 57 9
7601 0 0     33 6
8992         0 0
9621 0 5 369 3.37 52 9
ramp support 
2222 5 22 406 9.31 71 13
2330 0 0     49 7
4139 0 3 478 17.51 11 1
4957 0 0     48 12
5663 3 14 305 8.32 49 9
6000 0 0     24 3
6640 0 0     78 12
7657 0 2 448 9.31 62 12
7701 5 11 445 3.02 52 10
7999 0 0     79 14
8022 12 26 401 8.28 67 10
8060 0 3 369 5.84 42 6
8301 0 0 440 4.92 30 7
8955 2 2 382 4.02 35 4
9190 1 27 396 5.08 67 14
9811 0 0 362 3.48 33 7
9990 0 24 447 9.18 31 9
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Table 0-10: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for 
proprioceptive oddball sequences with rare movement downwards and mental arithmetic 
distraction task. Bolded rows represent statistically significant evoked potentials 
Mental Arithmetic Rare Down 
ID 
# of 
significant 
channels t-
test 
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping 
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs 
box support 
34 electrodes           
0632 3 5 384 5.79 78 15
0745 0 0 272 5.64 41 6
5648 0 4 463 16.16 40 1
6785 6 3 367 4.14 21 3
	
Table 0-11: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for 
proprioceptive oddball sequences with rare movement upwards and mental arithmetic 
distraction task. Bolded rows represent statistically significant evoked potentials 
Mental Arithmetic Rare Up 
ID 
# of 
significant 
channels t-test 
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping 
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs 
box support         
34 electrodes           
2447 0 1 279 8.23 42 6
3398 0 1     12 2
5569 23 27 415 9.53 29 6
5648 5 0 419 3.47 18 2
6086 0 2 477 5.58 44 7
6785 1 1 367 5.81 24 8
8992         0 0
ramp support 
8022 0 0 401 10.85 25 5
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Table 0-12: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for 
proprioceptive oddball sequences with rare movement downwards and wordsearch 
distraction task. Bolded rows represent statistically significant evoked potentials 
Wordsearch Rare Down 
ID 
# of 
significant 
channels t-
test 
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping 
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs 
box support 
34 electrodes           
1490 21 5 428 3.22 46 7
5648 0 1 420 3.63 63 11
6035 0 1 364 4.51 22 5
6785 0 1     34 6
7601 13 20 334 11.63 35 5
9621 0 0     19 3
ramp support 
2222 0 0     60 9
4957 1 10 413 8.92 46 10
6640 0 1 425 7.72 47 8
7657 0 0 391 4.63 42 10
7701 2 0 294 5.77 33 2
7999 0 0     63 13
8022 1 18 392 11.53 48 7
8060 0 0     32 7
8955 0 0 375 9.31 29 7
9190 0 1 355 7.75 20 5
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Table 0-13: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for 
proprioceptive oddball sequences with rare movement upwards and wordsearch distraction 
task. Bolded rows represent statistically significant evoked potentials 
Wordsearch Rare Up 
ID 
# of 
significant 
channels t-
test 
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping 
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs 
box support 
34 electrodes           
1490 0 0     33 8
5648 6 21 422 5.22 56 10
6035 2 1 363 5.87 26 4
6785 1 1 261 3.31 19 4
9621 7 1 333 5.88 19 2
ramp support 
2222 11 22 352 10.11 52 11
4957 0 0     56 13
6640 29 33 418 7.04 64 11
7657 0 1     33 8
7701 13 1 365 8.26 26 2
7999 0 7 465 12 70 9
8060 0 0     44 11
8955 0 0     26 4
9190 0 1 359 6.46 11 6
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Appendix for Chapter 3 
Appendix 3-A: Function for Computing Cross-Correlations MATLAB script 
function [mean_rxy,mean_sigcorr,mean_sumsigcorr]=sigcor_fft(x,y) 
  
%K is the number of epochs 
%N is the length of each epoch (assumed equal for x and y sets) 
K=size(x,1); N=size(x,2); 
  
% % subtract signals means and divide by standard deviation 
x_mean_sub=(x-repmat(mean(x,2),1,N))./repmat(std(x,[],2),1,N); 
y_mean_sub=(y-repmat(mean(y,2),1,N))./repmat(std(y,[],2),1,N); 
  
% cross-correlation arrays initialization 
% rxy = array of cross-correlations 
% sumlag = sum of product of auto-correlations for x and y for all lags 
% varlag = cross-correlation standard error estimator as in Ziburkus et 
al. 
% sigcorr = where the cross-correlation is statistically significant 
% sumsigcorr=sum of significant cross-correlations 
% means are same variables averaged across epochs 
  
rxy=zeros(K,2*N-1); 
rxx=zeros(K,2*N-1); 
ryy=zeros(K,2*N-1); 
  
sumlag=zeros(K,2*N-1); 
varlag=zeros(K,2*N-1); 
sigcorr=zeros(K,2*N-1); 
sumsigcorr=zeros(K,1); 
  
nfft = 2^nextpow2(2*N-1); 
  
%computing cross-correlations 
for i=1:K 
rxx_tmp = ifft( fft(x_mean_sub(i,:),nfft) .* 
conj(fft(x_mean_sub(i,:),nfft)) ); 
rxx(i,:) = [rxx_tmp(end-N+2:end) , rxx_tmp(1:N)]; 
cx=rxx(i,N); 
rxx(i,:)=rxx(i,:)./cx; 
  
ryy_tmp = ifft( fft(y_mean_sub(i,:),nfft) .* 
conj(fft(y_mean_sub(i,:),nfft)) ); 
ryy(i,:) = [ryy_tmp(end-N+2:end) , ryy_tmp(1:N)]; 
cy=ryy(i,N); 
ryy(i,:)=ryy(i,:)./cy; 
  
rxy_tmp = ifft( fft(x_mean_sub(i,:),nfft) .* 
conj(fft(y_mean_sub(i,:),nfft)) ); 
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rxy(i,:) = [rxy_tmp(end-N+2:end) , rxy_tmp(1:N)]; 
rxy(i,:)=rxy(i,:)./sqrt(cx.*cy); 
  
lag=-N+1:N-1; 
A=1:length(lag); 
sumlag(i,:)=sum(rxx(i,:).*ryy(i,:)); 
varlag(i,:)=abs(sumlag(i,:)./(2*N-1-(-N+1:N-1))); 
sigcorr(i,:)=heaviside (abs(rxy(i,:))-2*sqrt(varlag(i,:))); 
sumsigcorr(i,:)=sum(abs(rxy(i,A(lag==-
100):A(lag==100))).*sigcorr(i,A(lag==-100):A(lag==100))); 
end 
  
%computing averages across epochs 
mean_rxy=mean(rxy,1); 
mean_sigcorr=mean(sigcorr,1); 
mean_sumsigcorr=mean(sumsigcorr,1); 
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Appendix 3-B: Squared Magnitude of Coherency with Simple Threshold MATLAB Script 
Note 1: this script is applied after the evoked potentials analysis, the variables 
epoch_eyeart_bc_clean, commonlist_eyeart and rarelist_eyeart, containing valid epochs, 
and common and rare epochs numbers are available from that calculation 
Note 2: Coherencyc is a Chronux toolbox function for MATLAB, available at 
http://chronux.org/ 
Note 3: The indices 401-900 in the epoched signals correspond to time points from 250-
750ms, because the epochs contain the data from -149 to 750ms. 
 
% list of electrodes for which to compute 
% excluding the extraocular electrodes 
lst_elec=[3,4,7:40]'; 
  
% chronux parameters 
param_delta.tapers=[1 1]; 
param_delta.pad=1; 
param_delta.Fs=1000; 
param_delta.fpass=[1 4]; 
param_delta.trialave=1; 
  
param_theta.tapers=[1 1]; 
param_theta.pad=1; 
param_theta.Fs=1000; 
param_theta.fpass=[4 7]; 
param_theta.trialave=1; 
  
param_alpha.tapers=[1 1]; 
param_alpha.pad=1; 
param_alpha.Fs=1000; 
param_alpha.fpass=[8 12]; 
param_alpha.trialave=1; 
  
param_beta.tapers=[4.5 8]; 
param_beta.pad=1; 
param_beta.Fs=1000; 
param_beta.fpass=[12 30]; 
param_beta.trialave=1; 
  
param_overall.tapers=[7.25 13]; 
param_overall.pad=1; 
param_overall.Fs=1000; 
param_overall.fpass=[1 30]; 
param_overall.trialave=1; 
  
% number of fft trials = number of epochs * number of tapers 
K_common_eyeart_overall=length(commonlist_eyeart)*param_overall.tapers(
2); 
K_rare_eyeart_overall=length(rarelist_eyeart)*param_overall.tapers(2); 
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K_common_eyeart_delta=length(commonlist_eyeart)*param_delta.tapers(2); 
K_rare_eyeart_delta=length(rarelist_eyeart)*param_delta.tapers(2); 
  
K_common_eyeart_theta=length(commonlist_eyeart)*param_theta.tapers(2); 
K_rare_eyeart_theta=length(rarelist_eyeart)*param_theta.tapers(2); 
  
K_common_eyeart_alpha=length(commonlist_eyeart)*param_alpha.tapers(2); 
K_rare_eyeart_alpha=length(rarelist_eyeart)*param_alpha.tapers(2); 
  
K_common_eyeart_beta=length(commonlist_eyeart)*param_beta.tapers(2); 
K_rare_eyeart_beta=length(rarelist_eyeart)*param_beta.tapers(2); 
  
% define time and frequency axis 
Fs=1000; %sampling frequency 
N=1024; % after zero padding 
dt=1/Fs; % time step 
T=dt*N; t=dt:dt:T; 
df = 1/T; 
fNQ = Fs/2; 
faxis = (0:df:fNQ-df); 
  
%relevant piece of faxis  
lst_axis=find(faxis<=30 & faxis>=1); 
lst_delta=find(faxis<=4 & faxis>=1); 
lst_theta=find(faxis<=7 & faxis>=4); 
lst_alpha=find(faxis<=12 & faxis>=8); 
lst_beta=find(faxis<=30 & faxis>=12); 
  
% thresholds computation level of significance 
siglevel = 0.05; 
sigcoh_common_eyeart_overall=1-(siglevel)^(1/(K_common_eyeart_overall-
1)); 
sigcoh_rare_eyeart_overall=1-(siglevel)^(1/(K_rare_eyeart_overall-1)); 
  
sigcoh_common_eyeart_delta=1-(siglevel)^(1/(K_common_eyeart_delta-1)); 
sigcoh_rare_eyeart_delta=1-(siglevel)^(1/(K_rare_eyeart_delta-1)); 
  
sigcoh_common_eyeart_theta=1-(siglevel)^(1/(K_common_eyeart_theta-1)); 
sigcoh_rare_eyeart_theta=1-(siglevel)^(1/(K_rare_eyeart_theta-1)); 
  
sigcoh_common_eyeart_alpha=1-(siglevel)^(1/(K_common_eyeart_alpha-1)); 
sigcoh_rare_eyeart_alpha=1-(siglevel)^(1/(K_rare_eyeart_alpha-1)); 
  
sigcoh_common_eyeart_beta=1-(siglevel)^(1/(K_common_eyeart_beta-1)); 
sigcoh_rare_eyeart_beta=1-(siglevel)^(1/(K_rare_eyeart_beta-1)); 
  
% initialize variables to store magnitude of coherency data 
% variables with _thr ending hold 1 if the squared magnitude of 
coherency value is greater than the threshold, otherwise 0 
% variables without _thr ending hold coherency values proper, not 
squared 
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cohr_common_eyeart_overall=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1),leng
th(lst_axis)); 
cohr_rare_eyeart_overall=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1),length
(lst_axis)); 
  
cohr_common_eyeart_delta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1),1); 
cohr_rare_eyeart_delta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1),1); 
  
 
cohr_common_eyeart_theta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1),1); 
cohr_rare_eyeart_theta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1),1); 
  
cohr_common_eyeart_alpha=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1),1); 
cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1),1); 
  
cohr_common_eyeart_beta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1),1); 
cohr_rare_eyeart_beta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1),1); 
  
cohr_common_eyeart_overall_thr=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1))
; 
cohr_rare_eyeart_overall_thr=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
  
cohr_common_eyeart_delta_thr=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
cohr_rare_eyeart_delta_thr=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
  
cohr_common_eyeart_theta_thr=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
cohr_rare_eyeart_theta_thr=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
  
cohr_common_eyeart_alpha_thr=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha_thr=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
  
cohr_common_eyeart_beta_thr=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
cohr_rare_eyeart_beta_thr=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
  
% compute coherences 
for i=1:size(lst_elec,1) 
    for j=(i+1):size(lst_elec,1) 
        
tmp=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900,common
list_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),401:900
,commonlist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_overall); 
        cohr_common_eyeart_overall(i,j,:)=tmp; 
        
cohr_common_eyeart_overall(j,i,:)=cohr_common_eyeart_overall(i,j,:); 
        if 
cohr_common_eyeart_overall(i,j,15).^2>sigcoh_common_eyeart_overall 
            cohr_common_eyeart_overall_thr(i,j)=1; 
            cohr_common_eyeart_overall_thr(j,i)=1; 
        end 
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tmp=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900,common
list_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),401:900
,commonlist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_delta); 
        cohr_common_eyeart_delta(i,j,:)=tmp(2); 
        
cohr_common_eyeart_delta(j,i,:)=cohr_common_eyeart_delta(i,j,:); 
        if 
cohr_common_eyeart_delta(i,j,:).^2>sigcoh_common_eyeart_delta 
            cohr_common_eyeart_delta_thr(i,j)=1; 
            cohr_common_eyeart_delta_thr(j,i)=1; 
        end 
         
tmp=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900,common
list_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),401:900
,commonlist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_theta); 
        cohr_common_eyeart_theta(i,j,:)=tmp(2); 
        
cohr_common_eyeart_theta(j,i,:)=cohr_common_eyeart_theta(i,j,:); 
        if 
cohr_common_eyeart_theta(i,j,:).^2>sigcoh_common_eyeart_theta 
            cohr_common_eyeart_theta_thr(i,j)=1; 
            cohr_common_eyeart_theta_thr(j,i)=1; 
        end 
         
tmp=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900,common
list_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),401:900
,commonlist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_alpha); 
        cohr_common_eyeart_alpha(i,j,:)=tmp(2); 
        
cohr_common_eyeart_alpha(j,i,:)=cohr_common_eyeart_alpha(i,j,:); 
        if 
cohr_common_eyeart_alpha(i,j,:).^2>sigcoh_common_eyeart_alpha 
            cohr_common_eyeart_alpha_thr(i,j)=1; 
            cohr_common_eyeart_alpha_thr(j,i)=1; 
        end 
         
tmp=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900,common
list_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),401:900
,commonlist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_beta); 
        cohr_common_eyeart_beta(i,j,:)=tmp(10); 
        cohr_common_eyeart_beta(j,i,:)=cohr_common_eyeart_beta(i,j,:); 
        if cohr_common_eyeart_beta(i,j,:).^2>sigcoh_common_eyeart_beta 
            cohr_common_eyeart_beta_thr(i,j)=1; 
            cohr_common_eyeart_beta_thr(j,i)=1; 
        end 
         
tmp=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900,rareli
st_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),401:900,r
arelist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_overall); 
        cohr_rare_eyeart_overall(i,j,:)=tmp; 
        
cohr_rare_eyeart_overall(j,i,:)=cohr_rare_eyeart_overall(i,j,:); 
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        if 
cohr_rare_eyeart_overall(i,j,15).^2>sigcoh_rare_eyeart_overall 
            cohr_rare_eyeart_overall_thr(i,j)=1; 
            cohr_rare_eyeart_overall_thr(j,i)=1; 
        end 
         
        
tmp=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900,rareli
st_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),401:900,r
arelist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_delta); 
        cohr_rare_eyeart_delta(i,j,:)=tmp(2); 
        cohr_rare_eyeart_delta(j,i,:)=cohr_rare_eyeart_delta(i,j,:); 
        if cohr_rare_eyeart_delta(i,j,:).^2>sigcoh_rare_eyeart_delta 
            cohr_rare_eyeart_delta_thr(i,j)=1; 
            cohr_rare_eyeart_delta_thr(j,i)=1; 
        end 
  
tmp=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900,rareli
st_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),401:900,r
arelist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_theta); 
        cohr_rare_eyeart_theta(i,j,:)=tmp(2); 
        cohr_rare_eyeart_theta(j,i,:)=cohr_rare_eyeart_theta(i,j,:); 
        if cohr_rare_eyeart_theta(i,j,:).^2>sigcoh_rare_eyeart_theta 
            cohr_rare_eyeart_theta_thr(i,j)=1; 
            cohr_rare_eyeart_theta_thr(j,i)=1; 
        end 
         
tmp=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900,rareli
st_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),401:900,r
arelist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_alpha); 
        cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha(i,j,:)=tmp(2); 
        cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha(j,i,:)=cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha(i,j,:); 
        if cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha(i,j,:).^2>sigcoh_rare_eyeart_alpha 
            cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha_thr(i,j)=1; 
            cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha_thr(j,i)=1; 
        end 
         
[tmp,tmp2]=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900
,rarelist_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),40
1:900,rarelist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_beta); 
        cohr_rare_eyeart_beta(i,j,:)=tmp(10); 
        cohr_rare_eyeart_beta(j,i,:)=cohr_rare_eyeart_beta(i,j,:); 
        if cohr_rare_eyeart_beta(i,j,:).^2>sigcoh_rare_eyeart_beta 
            cohr_rare_eyeart_beta_thr(i,j)=1; 
            cohr_rare_eyeart_beta_thr(j,i)=1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
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Appendix 3-C: Cross-Correlations Network Analysis with Bootstrapping MATLAB Script 
clear all 
close all 
clc 
  
% sampling rate 
Fs=1000; 
  
% list of electrodes for which to compute 
lst_elec=[3,4,7:40]'; 
  
% define time axis 
N=500; 
lags=(-N+1):(N-1); 
%lst_elec=[3,4,7:40]'; 
  
% number of bootstrapping trials 
ntrials=1000; 
  
% load files in directory 
load networks_list.mat; 
NFILE=size(A.textdata,1); 
for z=1:NFILE 
    if A.data(z)==0 
        tmpflnm=A.textdata{z}; 
        f1=[tmpflnm(1:2),'.mat']; 
        f2=[tmpflnm(3:4),'.mat']; 
         
    load(f2,'channelnames', 'commonlist_eyeart', 
'epoch_eyeart_bc_clean'); 
    epoch_eyeart_bc_clean_blank=epoch_eyeart_bc_clean; 
    baseline_eyeart=commonlist_eyeart; 
    clear epoch_eyeart_bc_clean commonlist_eyeart; 
     
    load(f1,'channelnames', 'commonlist_eyeart', 'rarelist_eyeart', 
'epoch_eyeart_bc_clean'); 
     
    n_baseline_eyeart=length(baseline_eyeart); 
    n_common_eyeart=length(commonlist_eyeart); 
    n_rare_eyeart=length(rarelist_eyeart); 
     
% define variables to hold cross-correlations, indices of significant 
cross-correlations, and sums of significant cross-correlations 
rxy_common_eyeart=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1),length(lags))
; 
rxy_rare_eyeart=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1),length(lags)); 
sigcorr_common_eyeart=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1),length(la
gs)); 
sigcorr_rare_eyeart=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1),length(lags
)); 
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sum_sigcorr_common_eyeart=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
sum_sigcorr_rare_eyeart=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
sum_sigcorr_baseline_eyeart=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1),len
gth(baseline_eyeart)); 
sum_sigcorr_common_bootstrap_eyeart=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_ele
c,1),ntrials); 
sum_sigcorr_rare_bootstrap_eyeart=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,
1),ntrials); 
  
    % variables for p-values and network matrices 
    p_stat_common_eyeart=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
    p_stat_rare_eyeart=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
  
    h_common_eyeart=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
    h_rare_eyeart=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
     
    muhat_common_eyeart=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
    muhat_rare_eyeart=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
     
    sigmahat_common_eyeart=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
    sigmahat_rare_eyeart=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
     
% computing actual values of statistic 
for i=1:size(lst_elec,1) 
    for j=(i+1):size(lst_elec,1) 
        [rxy_common_eyeart(i,j,:),sigcorr_common_eyeart(i,j,:), 
sum_sigcorr_common_eyeart(i,j)]=sigcor_fft(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clea
n(lst_elec(i),401:900,commonlist_eyeart),[3,2,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_
bc_clean(lst_elec(j),401:900,commonlist_eyeart),[3,2,1])); 
        rxy_common_eyeart(j,i,:)=rxy_common_eyeart(i,j,:); 
        sigcorr_common_eyeart(j,i,:)=sigcorr_common_eyeart(i,j,:); 
        sum_sigcorr_common_eyeart(j,i)=sum_sigcorr_common_eyeart(i,j);         
         
        [rxy_rare_eyeart(i,j,:),sigcorr_rare_eyeart(i,j,:), 
sum_sigcorr_rare_eyeart(i,j)]=sigcor_fft(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(
lst_elec(i),401:900,rarelist_eyeart),[3,2,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_c
lean(lst_elec(j),401:900,rarelist_eyeart),[3,2,1])); 
        rxy_rare_eyeart(j,i,:)=rxy_rare_eyeart(i,j,:); 
        sigcorr_rare_eyeart(j,i,:)=sigcorr_rare_eyeart(i,j,:); 
        sum_sigcorr_rare_eyeart(j,i)=sum_sigcorr_rare_eyeart(i,j); 
    end 
end 
  
% compute all possible cross-correlations using baseline data 
  
for ep=1:length(baseline_eyeart) 
for i=1:size(lst_elec,1) 
    for j=(i+1):size(lst_elec,1) 
        disp(['trial #',num2str(ep), ': 
(i,j)=(',num2str(i),',',num2str(j),')']); 
        [tmp,tmp2, 
sum_sigcorr_baseline_eyeart(i,j,ep)]=sigcor_fft(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc
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_clean_blank(lst_elec(i),401:900,ep),[3,2,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_c
lean_blank(lst_elec(j),401:900,ep),[3,2,1])); 
sum_sigcorr_baseline_eyeart(j,i,ep)=sum_sigcorr_baseline_eyeart(i,j,ep)
;         
    end 
    end 
end 
  
mean_baseline_eyeart=mean(sum_sigcorr_baseline_eyeart,3); 
 
% make 1000 bootstrapping sets 
for k=1:ntrials 
    disp(['trial #',num2str(k)]); 
  
    rand_list_common_eyeart=randsample(n_baseline_eyeart, 
n_common_eyeart, 1); 
sum_sigcorr_common_bootstrap_eyeart(:,:,k)=mean(sum_sigcorr_baseline_ey
eart(:,:,rand_list_common_eyeart),3); 
 
    rand_list_rare_eyeart=randsample(n_baseline_eyeart, n_rare_eyeart, 
1); 
sum_sigcorr_rare_bootstrap_eyeart(:,:,k)=mean(sum_sigcorr_baseline_eyea
rt(:,:,rand_list_rare_eyeart),3); 
     
end 
  
% compute p-values either using normal distribution or otherwise 
%one-tailed p-value = normcdf(-abs(z),0,1); two-tailed = 2*one-tailed 
% p-value from the bootstrap distribution 
%pval = (1+length(find(s >= s0)))/(N+1); Davison and Hinkley (1997), 
Bootstrap Methods and their Application, p. 141 
for i=1:size(lst_elec,1) 
    for j=(i+1):size(lst_elec,1) 
  
nancheck=isnan(sum_sigcorr_common_bootstrap_eyeart(i,j,:)); 
if find(nancheck==1) 
        p_stat_common_eyeart(i,j)=1; 
        p_stat_common_eyeart(j,i)=p_stat_common_eyeart(i,j);         
     
else 
h_common_eyeart(i,j)=lillietest(permute(sum_sigcorr_common_bootstrap_ey
eart(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
        if h_common_eyeart(i,j)==0 
muhat_common_eyeart(i,j)=mean(permute(sum_sigcorr_common_bootstrap_eyea
rt(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
sigmahat_common_eyeart(i,j)=std(permute(sum_sigcorr_common_bootstrap_ey
eart(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
        p_stat_common_eyeart(i,j)=normcdf(-
abs((sum_sigcorr_common_eyeart(i,j)-
muhat_common_eyeart(i,j))./sigmahat_common_eyeart(i,j))); % use 1-
tailed p-value 
        p_stat_common_eyeart(j,i)=p_stat_common_eyeart(i,j);         
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        else 
tmp_p=numel(find(permute(sum_sigcorr_common_bootstrap_eyeart(i,j,:),[2,
3,1])>sum_sigcorr_common_eyeart(i,j))); 
        p_stat_common_eyeart(i,j)=(1+ntrials/2-abs(tmp_p-
ntrials/2))/(ntrials+1); % use 1-tailed p-value 
        p_stat_common_eyeart(j,i)=p_stat_common_eyeart(i,j);         
        end 
end 
  
nancheck=isnan(sum_sigcorr_rare_bootstrap_eyeart(i,j,:)); 
if find(nancheck==1) 
        p_stat_rare_eyeart(i,j)=1; 
        p_stat_rare_eyeart(j,i)=p_stat_rare_eyeart(i,j);         
else 
        
h_rare_eyeart(i,j)=lillietest(permute(sum_sigcorr_rare_bootstrap_eyeart
(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
        if h_rare_eyeart(i,j)==0 
muhat_rare_eyeart(i,j)=mean(permute(sum_sigcorr_rare_bootstrap_eyeart(i
,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
sigmahat_rare_eyeart(i,j)=std(permute(sum_sigcorr_rare_bootstrap_eyeart
(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
        p_stat_rare_eyeart(i,j)=normcdf(-
abs((sum_sigcorr_rare_eyeart(i,j)-
muhat_rare_eyeart(i,j))./sigmahat_rare_eyeart(i,j))); % use 1-tailed p-
value 
        p_stat_rare_eyeart(j,i)=p_stat_rare_eyeart(i,j);         
        else 
tmp_p=numel(find(permute(sum_sigcorr_rare_bootstrap_eyeart(i,j,:),[2,3,
1])>sum_sigcorr_rare_eyeart(i,j))); 
        p_stat_rare_eyeart(i,j)=(1+ntrials/2-abs(tmp_p-
ntrials/2))/(ntrials+1); % use 1-tailed p-value 
        p_stat_rare_eyeart(j,i)=p_stat_rare_eyeart(i,j);         
        end 
end 
  
    end 
end 
  
% Perform false discovery rate procedure and compute final networks 
 
p_stat_prefdr_common_eyeart=squareform(p_stat_common_eyeart); 
hsig_stat_common_eyeart=fdr_new(p_stat_prefdr_common_eyeart); 
network_stat_common_eyeart=squareform(hsig_stat_common_eyeart); 
  
p_stat_prefdr_rare_eyeart=squareform(p_stat_rare_eyeart); 
hsig_stat_rare_eyeart=fdr_new(p_stat_prefdr_rare_eyeart); 
network_stat_rare_eyeart=squareform(hsig_stat_rare_eyeart); 
  
% compute connectivity densities 
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conn_density_common_eyeart=sum(sum(network_stat_common_eyeart))./(size(
lst_elec,1)*(size(lst_elec,1)-1)); 
conn_density_rare_eyeart=sum(sum(network_stat_rare_eyeart))./(size(lst_
elec,1)*(size(lst_elec,1)-1)); 
 
    % save results 
    save 
([tmpflnm,'_crosscorr_networks.mat'],'conn_density*','p_stat*','network
_stat*','sum_sigcorr*','rxy*','sigcorr*','epoch*','common*','rare*','ba
seline*', 'channelnames') 
  
    A.data(z)=1; 
    save networks_list.mat A 
     
    end 
end 
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Appendix 3-D: Imaginary Part of Coherency with Bootstrapping MATLAB Script 
clear all 
close all 
clc 
  
% sampling rate 
Fs=1000; 
  
% list of electrodes for which to compute 
lst_elec=[3,4,7:40]'; 
  
% define time axis 
N=1024; 
dt=1/Fs; 
  
% tapers structures 
% chronux parameters 
param_delta.tapers=[1 1]; 
param_delta.pad=1; 
param_delta.Fs=1000; 
param_delta.fpass=[1 4]; 
param_delta.trialave=1; 
  
param_theta.tapers=[1 1]; 
param_theta.pad=1; 
param_theta.Fs=1000; 
param_theta.fpass=[4 7]; 
param_theta.trialave=1; 
  
param_alpha.tapers=[1 1]; 
param_alpha.pad=1; 
param_alpha.Fs=1000; 
param_alpha.fpass=[8 12]; 
param_alpha.trialave=1; 
  
param_beta.tapers=[4.5 8]; 
param_beta.pad=1; 
param_beta.Fs=1000; 
param_beta.fpass=[12 30]; 
param_beta.trialave=1; 
  
param_overall.tapers=[7.25 13]; 
param_overall.pad=1; 
param_overall.Fs=1000; 
param_overall.fpass=[1 30]; 
param_overall.trialave=1; 
  
% define frequency axis 
T=dt*N; t=dt:dt:T; 
df = 1/T; 
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fNQ = Fs/2; 
faxis = (0:df:fNQ-df); 
  
%relevant piece of faxis 
lst_axis=find(faxis<=30 & faxis>=1); 
lst_delta=find(faxis<=4 & faxis>=1); 
lst_theta=find(faxis<=7 & faxis>=4); 
lst_alpha=find(faxis<=12 & faxis>=8); 
lst_beta=find(faxis<=30 & faxis>=12); 
  
% number of bootstrapping trials 
ntrials=1000; 
  
% load files in directory 
load subj_list.mat 
NFILE=size(subj_list,1); 
for z=1:NFILE 
    if subj_list(z,2)==0 
        if subj_list(z,1)<1000 
            filename=['0',num2str(subj_list(z,1)),'_audio.mat']; 
        else 
            filename=[num2str(subj_list(z,1)),'_audio.mat']; 
        end 
        filename 
        load(filename,'channelnames', 'common*', 
'rare*','baseline*','epoch*'); 
         
        % numbers of epochs 
        n_baseline_eyeart=length(baseline_eyeart); 
        n_common_eyeart=length(commonlist_eyeart); 
        n_rare_eyeart=length(rarelist_eyeart); 
         
        %initialize variables to store coherence data 
cohr_common_eyeart_overall_imag_trans=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_e
lec,1),length(lst_axis)); 
cohr_rare_eyeart_overall_imag_trans=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_ele
c,1),length(lst_axis)); 
         
cohr_common_eyeart_delta_imag_trans=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_ele
c,1),length(lst_delta)); 
cohr_rare_eyeart_delta_imag_trans=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,
1),length(lst_delta)); 
         
cohr_common_eyeart_theta_imag_trans=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_ele
c,1),length(lst_theta)); 
cohr_rare_eyeart_theta_imag_trans=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,
1),length(lst_theta)); 
         
cohr_common_eyeart_alpha_imag_trans=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_ele
c,1),length(lst_alpha)); 
cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha_imag_trans=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,
1),length(lst_alpha)); 
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cohr_common_eyeart_beta_imag_trans=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec
,1),length(lst_beta)); 
cohr_rare_eyeart_beta_imag_trans=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1
),length(lst_beta)); 
         
        % common and rare mean coherences 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_overall_imag=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_el
ec,1),1); 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_delta_imag=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec
,1),1); 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_theta_imag=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec
,1),1); 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_alpha_imag=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec
,1),1); 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_beta_imag=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,
1),1); 
         
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_overall_imag=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec
,1),1); 
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_delta_imag=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1
),1); 
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_theta_imag=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1
),1); 
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha_imag=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1
),1); 
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_beta_imag=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)
,1); 
         
        % means and standard deviations of bootstrapped distributions 
muhat_common_eyeart_overall=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
muhat_common_eyeart_delta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
muhat_common_eyeart_theta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
muhat_common_eyeart_alpha=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
muhat_common_eyeart_beta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
         
sigmahat_common_eyeart_overall=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1))
; 
sigmahat_common_eyeart_delta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
sigmahat_common_eyeart_theta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
sigmahat_common_eyeart_alpha=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
sigmahat_common_eyeart_beta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
         
        % p-values of the bootstrapped distributions 
p_stat_common_eyeart_overall=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
p_stat_common_eyeart_delta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
p_stat_common_eyeart_theta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
p_stat_common_eyeart_alpha=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
p_stat_common_eyeart_beta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
         
        % normality test variables 
h_common_eyeart_overall=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
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        h_common_eyeart_delta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
        h_common_eyeart_theta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
        h_common_eyeart_alpha=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
        h_common_eyeart_beta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
         
        % means and standard deviations of bootstrapped distributions 
muhat_rare_eyeart_overall=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
muhat_rare_eyeart_delta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
muhat_rare_eyeart_theta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
muhat_rare_eyeart_alpha=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
muhat_rare_eyeart_beta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
         
sigmahat_rare_eyeart_overall=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
sigmahat_rare_eyeart_delta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
sigmahat_rare_eyeart_theta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
sigmahat_rare_eyeart_alpha=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
sigmahat_rare_eyeart_beta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
         
        % p-values of the bootstrapped distributions 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_overall=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_delta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_theta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_alpha=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_beta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
         
        % normality test variables 
        h_rare_eyeart_overall=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
        h_rare_eyeart_delta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
        h_rare_eyeart_theta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
        h_rare_eyeart_alpha=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
        h_rare_eyeart_beta=zeros(size(lst_elec,1),size(lst_elec,1)); 
         
        % compute actual imaginary part of coherency statistic 
        for i=1:size(lst_elec,1) 
            for j=(i+1):size(lst_elec,1) 
                 
                % common eye artifact reduction 
[mag,phas]=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900
,commonlist_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),
401:900,commonlist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_overall); 
                cohr_common_eyeart_overall_imag=mag.*sin(phas); 
                cohr_common_eyeart_overall_magn=mag; 
                cohr_common_eyeart_overall_imag_trans(i,j,:) 
=cohr_common_eyeart_overall_imag.*atanh(cohr_common_eyeart_overall_magn
)./cohr_common_eyeart_overall_magn; 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_overall_imag(i,j,:)=cohr_common_eyeart_overall_
imag_trans(i,j,15); 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_overall_imag(j,i,:)=mean_cohr_common_eyeart_ove
rall_imag(i,j,:); 
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[mag,phas]=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900
,commonlist_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),
401:900,commonlist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_delta); 
                cohr_common_eyeart_delta_imag=mag.*sin(phas); 
                cohr_common_eyeart_delta_magn=mag; 
                cohr_common_eyeart_delta_imag_trans(i,j,:) 
=cohr_common_eyeart_delta_imag.*atanh(cohr_common_eyeart_delta_magn)./c
ohr_common_eyeart_delta_magn; 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_delta_imag(i,j,:)=cohr_common_eyeart_delta_imag
_trans(i,j,2); 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_delta_imag(j,i,:)=mean_cohr_common_eyeart_delta
_imag(i,j,:); 
                 
[mag,phas]=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900
,commonlist_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),
401:900,commonlist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_theta); 
                cohr_common_eyeart_theta_imag=mag.*sin(phas); 
                cohr_common_eyeart_theta_magn=mag; 
                cohr_common_eyeart_theta_imag_trans(i,j,:) 
=cohr_common_eyeart_theta_imag.*atanh(cohr_common_eyeart_theta_magn)./c
ohr_common_eyeart_theta_magn; 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_theta_imag(i,j,:)=cohr_common_eyeart_theta_imag
_trans(i,j,2); 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_theta_imag(j,i,:)=mean_cohr_common_eyeart_theta
_imag(i,j,:); 
                 
 
[mag,phas]=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900
,commonlist_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),
401:900,commonlist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_alpha); 
                cohr_common_eyeart_alpha_imag=mag.*sin(phas); 
                cohr_common_eyeart_alpha_magn=mag; 
                cohr_common_eyeart_alpha_imag_trans(i,j,:) 
=cohr_common_eyeart_alpha_imag.*atanh(cohr_common_eyeart_alpha_magn)./c
ohr_common_eyeart_alpha_magn; 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_alpha_imag(i,j,:)=cohr_common_eyeart_alpha_imag
_trans(i,j,2); 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_alpha_imag(j,i,:)=mean_cohr_common_eyeart_alpha
_imag(i,j,:); 
                 
[mag,phas]=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900
,commonlist_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),
401:900,commonlist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_beta); 
                cohr_common_eyeart_beta_imag=mag.*sin(phas); 
                cohr_common_eyeart_beta_magn=mag; 
                cohr_common_eyeart_beta_imag_trans(i,j,:) 
=cohr_common_eyeart_beta_imag.*atanh(cohr_common_eyeart_beta_magn)./coh
r_common_eyeart_beta_magn; 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_beta_imag(i,j,:)=cohr_common_eyeart_beta_imag_t
rans(i,j,10); 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_beta_imag(j,i,:)=mean_cohr_common_eyeart_beta_i
mag(i,j,:); 
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                % rare eye artifact reduction 
[mag,phas]=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900
,rarelist_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),40
1:900,rarelist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_overall); 
                cohr_rare_eyeart_overall_imag=mag.*sin(phas); 
                cohr_rare_eyeart_overall_magn=mag; 
                cohr_rare_eyeart_overall_imag_trans(i,j,:) 
=cohr_rare_eyeart_overall_imag.*atanh(cohr_rare_eyeart_overall_magn)./c
ohr_rare_eyeart_overall_magn; 
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_overall_imag(i,j,:)=cohr_rare_eyeart_overall_imag
_trans(i,j,15); 
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_overall_imag(j,i,:)=mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_overall
_imag(i,j,:); 
                 
[mag,phas]=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900
,rarelist_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),40
1:900,rarelist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_delta); 
                cohr_rare_eyeart_delta_imag=mag.*sin(phas); 
                cohr_rare_eyeart_delta_magn=mag; 
                cohr_rare_eyeart_delta_imag_trans(i,j,:) 
=cohr_rare_eyeart_delta_imag.*atanh(cohr_rare_eyeart_delta_magn)./cohr_
rare_eyeart_delta_magn; 
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_delta_imag(i,j,:)=cohr_rare_eyeart_delta_imag_tra
ns(i,j,2); 
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_delta_imag(j,i,:)=mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_delta_ima
g(i,j,:); 
                 
[mag,phas]=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900
,rarelist_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),40
1:900,rarelist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_theta); 
                cohr_rare_eyeart_theta_imag=mag.*sin(phas); 
                cohr_rare_eyeart_theta_magn=mag; 
                cohr_rare_eyeart_theta_imag_trans(i,j,:) 
=cohr_rare_eyeart_theta_imag.*atanh(cohr_rare_eyeart_theta_magn)./cohr_
rare_eyeart_theta_magn; 
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_theta_imag(i,j,:)=cohr_rare_eyeart_theta_imag_tra
ns(i,j,2); 
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_theta_imag(j,i,:)=mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_theta_ima
g(i,j,:); 
                 
[mag,phas]=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900
,rarelist_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),40
1:900,rarelist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_alpha); 
                cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha_imag=mag.*sin(phas); 
                cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha_magn=mag; 
                cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha_imag_trans(i,j,:) 
=cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha_imag.*atanh(cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha_magn)./cohr_
rare_eyeart_alpha_magn; 
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha_imag(i,j,:)=cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha_imag_tra
ns(i,j,2); 
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha_imag(j,i,:)=mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha_ima
g(i,j,:); 
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[mag,phas]=coherencyc(permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(i),401:900
,rarelist_eyeart),[2,3,1]),permute(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean(lst_elec(j),40
1:900,rarelist_eyeart),[2,3,1]), param_beta); 
                cohr_rare_eyeart_beta_imag=mag.*sin(phas); 
                cohr_rare_eyeart_beta_magn=mag; 
                cohr_rare_eyeart_beta_imag_trans(i,j,:) 
=cohr_rare_eyeart_beta_imag.*atanh(cohr_rare_eyeart_beta_magn)./cohr_ra
re_eyeart_beta_magn; 
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_beta_imag(i,j,:)=cohr_rare_eyeart_beta_imag_trans
(i,j,10); 
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_beta_imag(j,i,:)=mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_beta_imag(
i,j,:); 
            end 
        end 
         
        % generate bootstrapped distributions 
        for k=1:ntrials 
            rand_list_common_eyeart(k,:)=randsample(n_baseline_eyeart, 
n_common_eyeart, 1); 
            rand_list_rare_eyeart(k,:)=randsample(n_baseline_eyeart, 
n_rare_eyeart, 1); 
        end 
         
        % compute imaginary part of coherency in bootstrapped 
distributions for common stimuli 
[mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootstrap_overall_imag,mean_cohr_common_eyeart
_bootstrap_delta_imag,mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootstrap_theta_imag,mean
_cohr_common_eyeart_bootstrap_alpha_imag,mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootst
rap_beta_imag]=coherency_bootstrap_tapers_mod(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean_bla
nk(lst_elec,401:900,baseline_eyeart),rand_list_common_eyeart,Fs); 
        % compute p-values 
        for i=1:size(lst_elec,1) 
            for j=(i+1):size(lst_elec,1) 
nancheck=isnan(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootstrap_overall_imag(i,j,:)); 
                if find(nancheck==1) 
                    p_stat_common_eyeart_overall(i,j)=1; 
p_stat_common_eyeart_overall(j,i)=p_stat_common_eyeart_overall(i,j); 
                else 
h_common_eyeart_overall(i,j)=lillietest(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart
_bootstrap_overall_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                    if h_common_eyeart_overall(i,j)==0 
muhat_common_eyeart_overall(i,j)=mean(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_b
ootstrap_overall_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
sigmahat_common_eyeart_overall(i,j)=std(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart
_bootstrap_overall_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                        p_stat_common_eyeart_overall(i,j)=normcdf(-
abs((mean_cohr_common_eyeart_overall_imag(i,j)-
muhat_common_eyeart_overall(i,j))./sigmahat_common_eyeart_overall(i,j))
); % use 1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_common_eyeart_overall(j,i)=p_stat_common_eyeart_overall(i,j); 
                    else 
tmp_p=numel(find(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootstrap_overall_imag
(i,j,:),[2,3,1])>mean_cohr_common_eyeart_overall_imag(i,j))); 
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                        p_stat_common_eyeart_overall(i,j)=(1+ntrials/2-
abs(tmp_p-ntrials/2))/(ntrials+1); % use 1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_common_eyeart_overall(j,i)=p_stat_common_eyeart_overall(i,j); 
                    end 
                end 
                 
nancheck=isnan(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootstrap_delta_imag(i,j,:)); 
                if find(nancheck==1) 
                    p_stat_common_eyeart_delta(i,j)=1; 
p_stat_common_eyeart_delta(j,i)=p_stat_common_eyeart_delta(i,j); 
                else 
h_common_eyeart_delta(i,j)=lillietest(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_b
ootstrap_delta_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                    if h_common_eyeart_delta(i,j)==0 
muhat_common_eyeart_delta(i,j)=mean(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_boo
tstrap_delta_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
sigmahat_common_eyeart_delta(i,j)=std(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_b
ootstrap_delta_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                        p_stat_common_eyeart_delta(i,j)=normcdf(-
abs((mean_cohr_common_eyeart_delta_imag(i,j)-
muhat_common_eyeart_delta(i,j))./sigmahat_common_eyeart_delta(i,j))); % 
use 1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_common_eyeart_delta(j,i)=p_stat_common_eyeart_delta(i,j); 
                    else 
tmp_p=numel(find(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootstrap_delta_imag(i
,j,:),[2,3,1])>mean_cohr_common_eyeart_delta_imag(i,j))); 
                        p_stat_common_eyeart_delta(i,j)=(1+ntrials/2-
abs(tmp_p-ntrials/2))/(ntrials+1); % use 1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_common_eyeart_delta(j,i)=p_stat_common_eyeart_delta(i,j); 
                    end 
                end 
                 
nancheck=isnan(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootstrap_theta_imag(i,j,:)); 
                if find(nancheck==1) 
                    p_stat_common_eyeart_theta(i,j)=1; 
p_stat_common_eyeart_theta(j,i)=p_stat_common_eyeart_theta(i,j); 
                else 
h_common_eyeart_theta(i,j)=lillietest(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_b
ootstrap_theta_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                    if h_common_eyeart_theta(i,j)==0 
muhat_common_eyeart_theta(i,j)=mean(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_boo
tstrap_theta_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
sigmahat_common_eyeart_theta(i,j)=std(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_b
ootstrap_theta_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                        p_stat_common_eyeart_theta(i,j)=normcdf(-
abs((mean_cohr_common_eyeart_theta_imag(i,j)-
muhat_common_eyeart_theta(i,j))./sigmahat_common_eyeart_theta(i,j))); % 
use 1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_common_eyeart_theta(j,i)=p_stat_common_eyeart_theta(i,j); 
                    else 
tmp_p=numel(find(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootstrap_theta_imag(i
,j,:),[2,3,1])>mean_cohr_common_eyeart_theta_imag(i,j))); 
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                        p_stat_common_eyeart_theta(i,j)=(1+ntrials/2-
abs(tmp_p-ntrials/2))/(ntrials+1); % use 1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_common_eyeart_theta(j,i)=p_stat_common_eyeart_theta(i,j); 
                    end 
                end 
                 
nancheck=isnan(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootstrap_alpha_imag(i,j,:)); 
                if find(nancheck==1) 
                    p_stat_common_eyeart_alpha(i,j)=1; 
p_stat_common_eyeart_alpha(j,i)=p_stat_common_eyeart_alpha(i,j); 
                else 
h_common_eyeart_alpha(i,j)=lillietest(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_b
ootstrap_alpha_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                    if h_common_eyeart_alpha(i,j)==0 
muhat_common_eyeart_alpha(i,j)=mean(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_boo
tstrap_alpha_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
sigmahat_common_eyeart_alpha(i,j)=std(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_b
ootstrap_alpha_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                        p_stat_common_eyeart_alpha(i,j)=normcdf(-
abs((mean_cohr_common_eyeart_alpha_imag(i,j)-
muhat_common_eyeart_alpha(i,j))./sigmahat_common_eyeart_alpha(i,j))); % 
use 1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_common_eyeart_alpha(j,i)=p_stat_common_eyeart_alpha(i,j); 
                    else 
tmp_p=numel(find(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootstrap_alpha_imag(i
,j,:),[2,3,1])>mean_cohr_common_eyeart_alpha_imag(i,j))); 
                        p_stat_common_eyeart_alpha(i,j)=(1+ntrials/2-
abs(tmp_p-ntrials/2))/(ntrials+1); % use 1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_common_eyeart_alpha(j,i)=p_stat_common_eyeart_alpha(i,j); 
                    end 
                end 
                 
nancheck=isnan(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootstrap_beta_imag(i,j,:)); 
                if find(nancheck==1) 
                    p_stat_common_eyeart_beta(i,j)=1; 
p_stat_common_eyeart_beta(j,i)=p_stat_common_eyeart_beta(i,j); 
                else 
h_common_eyeart_beta(i,j)=lillietest(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bo
otstrap_beta_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                    if h_common_eyeart_beta(i,j)==0 
muhat_common_eyeart_beta(i,j)=mean(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_boot
strap_beta_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
sigmahat_common_eyeart_beta(i,j)=std(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bo
otstrap_beta_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                        p_stat_common_eyeart_beta(i,j)=normcdf(-
abs((mean_cohr_common_eyeart_beta_imag(i,j)-
muhat_common_eyeart_beta(i,j))./sigmahat_common_eyeart_beta(i,j))); % 
use 1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_common_eyeart_beta(j,i)=p_stat_common_eyeart_beta(i,j); 
                    else 
tmp_p=numel(find(permute(mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootstrap_beta_imag(i,
j,:),[2,3,1])>mean_cohr_common_eyeart_beta_imag(i,j))); 
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                        p_stat_common_eyeart_beta(i,j)=(1+ntrials/2-
abs(tmp_p-ntrials/2))/(ntrials+1); % use 1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_common_eyeart_beta(j,i)=p_stat_common_eyeart_beta(i,j); 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
        end 
         
        save 
(strcat(filename,'_cohr_bootstrap.mat'),'mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootst
rap*'); 
         
        clear mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootstrap_overall_imag 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootstrap_delta_imag 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootstrap_theta_imag 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootstrap_alpha_imag 
mean_cohr_common_eyeart_bootstrap_beta_imag 
         
        % compute imaginary part of coherency in bootstrapped 
distributions for rare stimuli 
[mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstrap_overall_imag,mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_boo
tstrap_delta_imag,mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstrap_theta_imag,mean_cohr_
rare_eyeart_bootstrap_alpha_imag,mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstrap_beta_i
mag]=coherency_bootstrap_tapers_mod(epoch_eyeart_bc_clean_blank(lst_ele
c,401:900,baseline_eyeart),rand_list_rare_eyeart,Fs); 
         
        for i=1:size(lst_elec,1) 
            for j=(i+1):size(lst_elec,1) 
nancheck=isnan(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstrap_overall_imag(i,j,:)); 
                if find(nancheck==1) 
                    p_stat_rare_eyeart_overall(i,j)=1; 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_overall(j,i)=p_stat_rare_eyeart_overall(i,j); 
                else 
h_rare_eyeart_overall(i,j)=lillietest(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_boo
tstrap_overall_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                    if h_rare_eyeart_overall(i,j)==0 
muhat_rare_eyeart_overall(i,j)=mean(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_boots
trap_overall_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
sigmahat_rare_eyeart_overall(i,j)=std(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_boo
tstrap_overall_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                        p_stat_rare_eyeart_overall(i,j)=normcdf(-
abs((mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_overall_imag(i,j)-
muhat_rare_eyeart_overall(i,j))./sigmahat_rare_eyeart_overall(i,j))); % 
use 1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_overall(j,i)=p_stat_rare_eyeart_overall(i,j); 
                    else 
tmp_p=numel(find(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstrap_overall_imag(i
,j,:),[2,3,1])>mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_overall_imag(i,j))); 
                        p_stat_rare_eyeart_overall(i,j)=(1+ntrials/2-
abs(tmp_p-ntrials/2))/(ntrials+1); % use 1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_overall(j,i)=p_stat_rare_eyeart_overall(i,j); 
                    end 
                end 
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nancheck=isnan(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstrap_delta_imag(i,j,:)); 
                if find(nancheck==1) 
                    p_stat_rare_eyeart_delta(i,j)=1; 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_delta(j,i)=p_stat_rare_eyeart_delta(i,j); 
                     
                else 
h_rare_eyeart_delta(i,j)=lillietest(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_boots
trap_delta_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                    if h_rare_eyeart_delta(i,j)==0 
muhat_rare_eyeart_delta(i,j)=mean(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstr
ap_delta_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
sigmahat_rare_eyeart_delta(i,j)=std(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_boots
trap_delta_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                        p_stat_rare_eyeart_delta(i,j)=normcdf(-
abs((mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_delta_imag(i,j)-
muhat_rare_eyeart_delta(i,j))./sigmahat_rare_eyeart_delta(i,j))); % use 
1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_delta(j,i)=p_stat_rare_eyeart_delta(i,j); 
                    else 
tmp_p=numel(find(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstrap_delta_imag(i,j
,:),[2,3,1])>mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_delta_imag(i,j))); 
                        p_stat_rare_eyeart_delta(i,j)=(1+ntrials/2-
abs(tmp_p-ntrials/2))/(ntrials+1); % use 1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_delta(j,i)=p_stat_rare_eyeart_delta(i,j); 
                    end 
                end 
                 
nancheck=isnan(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstrap_theta_imag(i,j,:)); 
                if find(nancheck==1) 
                    p_stat_rare_eyeart_theta(i,j)=1; 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_theta(j,i)=p_stat_rare_eyeart_theta(i,j); 
                else 
h_rare_eyeart_theta(i,j)=lillietest(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_boots
trap_theta_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                    if h_rare_eyeart_theta(i,j)==0 
muhat_rare_eyeart_theta(i,j)=mean(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstr
ap_theta_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
sigmahat_rare_eyeart_theta(i,j)=std(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_boots
trap_theta_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                        p_stat_rare_eyeart_theta(i,j)=normcdf(-
abs((mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_theta_imag(i,j)-
muhat_rare_eyeart_theta(i,j))./sigmahat_rare_eyeart_theta(i,j))); % use 
1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_theta(j,i)=p_stat_rare_eyeart_theta(i,j); 
                    else 
tmp_p=numel(find(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstrap_theta_imag(i,j
,:),[2,3,1])>mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_theta_imag(i,j))); 
                        p_stat_rare_eyeart_theta(i,j)=(1+ntrials/2-
abs(tmp_p-ntrials/2))/(ntrials+1); % use 1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_theta(j,i)=p_stat_rare_eyeart_theta(i,j); 
                    end 
                end 
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nancheck=isnan(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstrap_alpha_imag(i,j,:)); 
                if find(nancheck==1) 
                    p_stat_rare_eyeart_alpha(i,j)=1; 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_alpha(j,i)=p_stat_rare_eyeart_alpha(i,j); 
                else 
h_rare_eyeart_alpha(i,j)=lillietest(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_boots
trap_alpha_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                    if h_rare_eyeart_alpha(i,j)==0 
muhat_rare_eyeart_alpha(i,j)=mean(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstr
ap_alpha_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
sigmahat_rare_eyeart_alpha(i,j)=std(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_boots
trap_alpha_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                        p_stat_rare_eyeart_alpha(i,j)=normcdf(-
abs((mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha_imag(i,j)-
muhat_rare_eyeart_alpha(i,j))./sigmahat_rare_eyeart_alpha(i,j))); % use 
1-tailed p-value 
                        
p_stat_rare_eyeart_alpha(j,i)=p_stat_rare_eyeart_alpha(i,j); 
                    else 
tmp_p=numel(find(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstrap_alpha_imag(i,j
,:),[2,3,1])>mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_alpha_imag(i,j))); 
                        p_stat_rare_eyeart_alpha(i,j)=(1+ntrials/2-
abs(tmp_p-ntrials/2))/(ntrials+1); % use 1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_alpha(j,i)=p_stat_rare_eyeart_alpha(i,j); 
                    end 
                end 
                 
nancheck=isnan(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstrap_beta_imag(i,j,:)); 
                if find(nancheck==1) 
                    p_stat_rare_eyeart_beta(i,j)=1; 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_beta(j,i)=p_stat_rare_eyeart_beta(i,j); 
                else 
h_rare_eyeart_beta(i,j)=lillietest(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootst
rap_beta_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                    if h_rare_eyeart_beta(i,j)==0 
muhat_rare_eyeart_beta(i,j)=mean(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstra
p_beta_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
sigmahat_rare_eyeart_beta(i,j)=std(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootst
rap_beta_imag(i,j,:),[2,3,1])); 
                        p_stat_rare_eyeart_beta(i,j)=normcdf(-
abs((mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_beta_imag(i,j)-
muhat_rare_eyeart_beta(i,j))./sigmahat_rare_eyeart_beta(i,j))); % use 
1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_beta(j,i)=p_stat_rare_eyeart_beta(i,j); 
                    else 
tmp_p=numel(find(permute(mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstrap_beta_imag(i,j,
:),[2,3,1])>mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_beta_imag(i,j))); 
                        p_stat_rare_eyeart_beta(i,j)=(1+ntrials/2-
abs(tmp_p-ntrials/2))/(ntrials+1); % use 1-tailed p-value 
p_stat_rare_eyeart_beta(j,i)=p_stat_rare_eyeart_beta(i,j); 
                    end 
                end 
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            end 
        end 
         
        save 
(strcat(filename,'_cohr_bootstrap.mat'),'mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstra
p*','-append'); 
         
        clear mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstrap_overall_imag 
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstrap_delta_imag 
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstrap_theta_imag 
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstrap_alpha_imag 
mean_cohr_rare_eyeart_bootstrap_beta_imag 
        %  
        clear rand_list* 
         
        % compute networks 
p_stat_prefdr_common_eyeart_overall=squareform(p_stat_common_eyeart_ove
rall); 
hsig_stat_common_eyeart_overall=fdr_new(p_stat_prefdr_common_eyeart_ove
ralll3); 
network_stat_common_eyeart_overall=squareform(hsig_stat_common_eyeart_o
verall); 
         
p_stat_prefdr_common_eyeart_delta=squareform(p_stat_common_eyeart_delta
); 
hsig_stat_common_eyeart_delta=fdr_new(p_stat_prefdr_common_eyeart_delta
); 
network_stat_common_eyeart_delta=squareform(hsig_stat_common_eyeart_del
ta); 
         
p_stat_prefdr_common_eyeart_theta=squareform(p_stat_common_eyeart_theta
); 
hsig_stat_common_eyeart_theta=fdr_new(p_stat_prefdr_common_eyeart_theta
); 
network_stat_common_eyeart_theta=squareform(hsig_stat_common_eyeart_the
ta); 
         
p_stat_prefdr_common_eyeart_alpha=squareform(p_stat_common_eyeart_alpha
); 
hsig_stat_common_eyeart_alpha=fdr_new(p_stat_prefdr_common_eyeart_alpha
); 
network_stat_common_eyeart_alpha=squareform(hsig_stat_common_eyeart_alp
ha); 
         
p_stat_prefdr_common_eyeart_beta=squareform(p_stat_common_eyeart_beta); 
hsig_stat_common_eyeart_beta=fdr_new(p_stat_prefdr_common_eyeart_beta); 
network_stat_common_eyeart_beta=squareform(hsig_stat_common_eyeart_beta
); 
         
p_stat_prefdr_rare_eyeart_overall=squareform(p_stat_rare_eyeart_overall
); 
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hsig_stat_rare_eyeart_overall=fdr_new(p_stat_prefdr_rare_eyeart_overall
); 
network_stat_rare_eyeart_overall=squareform(hsig_stat_rare_eyeart_overa
ll); 
         
p_stat_prefdr_rare_eyeart_delta=squareform(p_stat_rare_eyeart_delta); 
hsig_stat_rare_eyeart_delta=fdr_new(p_stat_prefdr_rare_eyeart_delta); 
network_stat_rare_eyeart_delta=squareform(hsig_stat_rare_eyeart_delta); 
         
p_stat_prefdr_rare_eyeart_theta=squareform(p_stat_rare_eyeart_theta); 
hsig_stat_rare_eyeart_theta=fdr_new(p_stat_prefdr_rare_eyeart_theta); 
network_stat_rare_eyeart_theta=squareform(hsig_stat_rare_eyeart_theta); 
         
p_stat_prefdr_rare_eyeart_alpha=squareform(p_stat_rare_eyeart_alpha); 
hsig_stat_rare_eyeart_alpha=fdr_new(p_stat_prefdr_rare_eyeart_alpha); 
network_stat_rare_eyeart_alpha=squareform(hsig_stat_rare_eyeart_alpha); 
         
p_stat_prefdr_rare_eyeart_beta=squareform(p_stat_rare_eyeart_beta); 
hsig_stat_rare_eyeart_beta=fdr_new(p_stat_prefdr_rare_eyeart_beta); 
network_stat_rare_eyeart_beta=squareform(hsig_stat_rare_eyeart_beta); 
         
        % save results 
        save 
([filename,'_cohr_networks.mat'],'p_stat*','network_stat*','mean_cohr*'
,'cohr*','channelnames') 
         
        subj_list(z,2)=1; 
        save subj_list.mat subj_list 
         
    end 
end 
 
	
% function for computing all possible cross-correlations for a given 
set of epochs 
function [mc_overall_bootstrap_imag, mc_delta_bootstrap_imag, 
mc_theta_bootstrap_imag mc_alpha_bootstrap_imag mc_beta_bootstrap_imag] 
= coherence_bootstrap_tapers_mod(x,bootstrap_lst,Fs) 
  
% basic variables describing the array 
K=size(x,3); % # of epochs 
N=size(x,2); % time / frequency points 
NFFT=2^(nextpow2(N)+1); % length of the spectra after zero padding 
num_elec=size(x,1); % number of electrodes 
dt=1/Fs; % time step 
  
% tapers structures 
% chronux parameters 
param_delta.tapers=[1 1]; 
param_delta.pad=1; 
param_delta.Fs=1000; 
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param_delta.fpass=[1 4]; 
param_delta.trialave=1; 
  
param_theta.tapers=[1 1]; 
param_theta.pad=1; 
param_theta.Fs=1000; 
param_theta.fpass=[4 7]; 
param_theta.trialave=1; 
  
param_alpha.tapers=[1 1]; 
param_alpha.pad=1; 
param_alpha.Fs=1000; 
param_alpha.fpass=[8 12]; 
param_alpha.trialave=1; 
  
param_beta.tapers=[4.5 8]; 
param_beta.pad=1; 
param_beta.Fs=1000; 
param_beta.fpass=[12 30]; 
param_beta.trialave=1; 
  
param_overall.tapers=[7.25 13]; 
param_overall.pad=1; 
param_overall.Fs=1000; 
param_overall.fpass=[1 30]; 
param_overall.trialave=1; 
  
%array with bootstrapping sets selections  
sets_list=bootstrap_lst; 
  
% # of bootstrapping trials 
ntrials=size(bootstrap_lst,1); 
  
% define frequency axis 
T=dt*NFFT; t=dt:dt:T; 
df = 1/T; 
fNQ = Fs/2; 
faxis = (0:df:fNQ); 
  
%relevant piece of frequency axis 
lst_axis=find(faxis<30 & faxis>=1); 
lst_delta=find(faxis<=4 & faxis>=1); 
lst_theta=find(faxis<=7 & faxis>=4); 
lst_alpha=find(faxis<=12 & faxis>=8); 
lst_beta=find(faxis<=30 & faxis>=12); 
  
% declare variables to hold coherences 
mc_overall_bootstrap_imag=zeros(num_elec,num_elec, ntrials); 
mc_delta_bootstrap_imag=zeros(num_elec,num_elec, ntrials); 
mc_theta_bootstrap_imag=zeros(num_elec,num_elec, ntrials); 
mc_alpha_bootstrap_imag=zeros(num_elec,num_elec, ntrials); 
mc_beta_bootstrap_imag=zeros(num_elec,num_elec, ntrials); 
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% declare variables to hold spectra and raw coherences 
X_overall=zeros(NFFT,param_overall.tapers(2),K,num_elec); 
Sxx_overall=zeros(NFFT,K,num_elec); 
Sxy_overall=zeros(NFFT,K,num_elec*(num_elec-1)./2); 
  
  
X_delta=zeros(NFFT,param_delta.tapers(2),K,num_elec); 
Sxx_delta=zeros(NFFT,K,num_elec); 
Sxy_delta=zeros(NFFT,K,num_elec*(num_elec-1)./2); 
  
X_theta=zeros(NFFT,param_theta.tapers(2),K,num_elec); 
Sxx_theta=zeros(NFFT,K,num_elec); 
Sxy_theta=zeros(NFFT,K,num_elec*(num_elec-1)./2); 
  
X_alpha=zeros(NFFT,param_alpha.tapers(2),K,num_elec); 
Sxx_alpha=zeros(NFFT,K,num_elec); 
Sxy_alpha=zeros(NFFT,K,num_elec*(num_elec-1)./2); 
  
X_beta=zeros(NFFT,param_beta.tapers(2),K,num_elec); 
Sxx_beta=zeros(NFFT,K,num_elec); 
Sxy_beta=zeros(NFFT,K,num_elec*(num_elec-1)./2); 
  
avSxx_overall=zeros(1,NFFT); 
avSyy_overall=zeros(1,NFFT); 
avSxy_overall=zeros(1,NFFT); 
cohr_overall=zeros(1,NFFT); 
mc_overall_imag=zeros(1,length(lst_axis)); 
mc_overall_magn=zeros(1,length(lst_axis)); 
mc_overall_imag_trans=zeros(1,length(lst_axis)); 
  
avSxx_delta=zeros(1,NFFT); 
avSyy_delta=zeros(1,NFFT); 
avSxy_delta=zeros(1,NFFT); 
cohr_delta=zeros(1,NFFT); 
mc_delta_imag=zeros(1,length(lst_delta)); 
mc_delta_magn=zeros(1,length(lst_delta)); 
mc_delta_imag_trans=zeros(1,length(lst_delta)); 
  
avSxx_theta=zeros(1,NFFT); 
avSyy_theta=zeros(1,NFFT); 
avSxy_theta=zeros(1,NFFT); 
cohr_theta=zeros(1,NFFT); 
mc_theta_imag=zeros(1,length(lst_theta)); 
mc_theta_magn=zeros(1,length(lst_theta)); 
mc_theta_imag_trans=zeros(1,length(lst_theta)); 
  
avSxx_alpha=zeros(1,NFFT); 
avSyy_alpha=zeros(1,NFFT); 
avSxy_alpha=zeros(1,NFFT); 
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cohr_alpha=zeros(1,NFFT); 
mc_alpha_imag=zeros(1,length(lst_alpha)); 
mc_alpha_magn=zeros(1,length(lst_alpha)); 
mc_alpha_imag_trans=zeros(1,length(lst_alpha)); 
  
avSxx_beta=zeros(1,NFFT); 
avSyy_beta=zeros(1,NFFT); 
avSxy_beta=zeros(1,NFFT); 
cohr_beta=zeros(1,NFFT); 
mc_beta_imag=zeros(1,length(lst_beta)); 
mc_beta_magn=zeros(1,length(lst_beta)); 
mc_beta_imag_trans=zeros(1,length(lst_beta)); 
  
comb=combnk(1:num_elec,2); 
  
%pre-compute autospectra 
for i=1:num_elec 
    disp(['auto-spectra: electrode #',num2str(i)]) 
tapers_comp_overall=dpsschk(param_overall.tapers,N,param_overall.Fs); % 
check tapers 
X_overall(:,:,:,i)=mtfftc(permute(x(i,:,:),[2,3,1]),tapers_comp_overall
,NFFT,param_overall.Fs); 
Sxx_overall(:,:,i)=squeeze(mean(2*Fs/NFFT*X_overall(:,:,:,i).*conj(X_ov
erall(:,:,:,i)),2)); 
end 
  
% pre-compute cross-spectra 
  
count=0; 
for i=1:num_elec 
    for j=(i+1):num_elec 
        disp(['cross-spectra: (',num2str(i),',',num2str(j),')']) 
        count=count+1; 
Sxy_overall(:,:,count)=squeeze(mean(2*Fs/NFFT*X_overall(:,:,:,i).*conj(
X_overall(:,:,:,j)),2)); 
    end 
end 
clear X_overall 
  
for i=1:num_elec 
    disp(['auto-spectra: electrode #',num2str(i)]) 
    tapers_comp_delta=dpsschk(param_delta.tapers,N,param_delta.Fs); % 
check tapers 
X_delta(:,:,:,i)=mtfftc(permute(x(i,:,:),[2,3,1]),tapers_comp_delta,NFF
T,param_delta.Fs); 
Sxx_delta(:,:,i)=squeeze(mean(2*Fs/NFFT*X_delta(:,:,:,i).*conj(X_delta(
:,:,:,i)),2)); 
end 
  
count=0; 
for i=1:num_elec 
    for j=(i+1):num_elec 
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        disp(['cross-spectra: (',num2str(i),',',num2str(j),')']) 
        count=count+1; 
Sxy_delta(:,:,count)=squeeze(mean(2*Fs/NFFT*X_delta(:,:,:,i).*conj(X_de
lta(:,:,:,j)),2)); 
    end 
end 
clear X_delta 
  
  
for i=1:num_elec 
    disp(['auto-spectra: electrode #',num2str(i)]) 
    tapers_comp_theta=dpsschk(param_theta.tapers,N,param_theta.Fs); % 
check tapers 
X_theta(:,:,:,i)=mtfftc(permute(x(i,:,:),[2,3,1]),tapers_comp_theta,NFF
T,param_theta.Fs); 
Sxx_theta(:,:,i)=squeeze(mean(2*Fs/NFFT*X_theta(:,:,:,i).*conj(X_theta(
:,:,:,i)),2)); 
end 
  
count=0; 
for i=1:num_elec 
    for j=(i+1):num_elec 
        disp(['cross-spectra: (',num2str(i),',',num2str(j),')']) 
        count=count+1; 
Sxy_theta(:,:,count)=squeeze(mean(2*Fs/NFFT*X_theta(:,:,:,i).*conj(X_th
eta(:,:,:,j)),2)); 
    end 
end 
clear X_theta 
  
for i=1:num_elec 
    disp(['auto-spectra: electrode #',num2str(i)]) 
    tapers_comp_alpha=dpsschk(param_alpha.tapers,N,param_alpha.Fs); % 
check tapers 
X_alpha(:,:,:,i)=mtfftc(permute(x(i,:,:),[2,3,1]),tapers_comp_alpha,NFF
T,param_alpha.Fs); 
Sxx_alpha(:,:,i)=squeeze(mean(2*Fs/NFFT*X_alpha(:,:,:,i).*conj(X_alpha(
:,:,:,i)),2)); 
end 
  
count=0; 
for i=1:num_elec 
    for j=(i+1):num_elec 
        disp(['cross-spectra: (',num2str(i),',',num2str(j),')']) 
        count=count+1; 
Sxy_alpha(:,:,count)=squeeze(mean(2*Fs/NFFT*X_alpha(:,:,:,i).*conj(X_al
pha(:,:,:,j)),2)); 
    end 
end 
clear X_alpha 
  
for i=1:num_elec 
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    disp(['auto-spectra: electrode #',num2str(i)]) 
    tapers_comp_beta=dpsschk(param_beta.tapers,N,param_beta.Fs); % 
check tapers 
X_beta(:,:,:,i)=mtfftc(permute(x(i,:,:),[2,3,1]),tapers_comp_beta,NFFT,
param_beta.Fs); 
Sxx_beta(:,:,i)=squeeze(mean(2*Fs/NFFT*X_beta(:,:,:,i).*conj(X_beta(:,:
,:,i)),2)); 
end 
  
count=0; 
for i=1:num_elec 
    for j=(i+1):num_elec 
        disp(['cross-spectra: (',num2str(i),',',num2str(j),')']) 
        count=count+1; 
Sxy_beta(:,:,count)=squeeze(mean(2*Fs/NFFT*X_beta(:,:,:,i).*conj(X_beta
(:,:,:,j)),2)); 
    end 
end 
clear X_beta 
  
for k=1:ntrials 
    disp(['trial #',num2str(k)]) 
     
    for i=1:num_elec 
        for j=(i+1):num_elec 
             
            % overall 
            avSxx_overall=mean(Sxx_overall(:,sets_list(k,:),i),2); 
            avSyy_overall=mean(Sxx_overall(:,sets_list(k,:),j),2); 
avSxy_overall=mean(Sxy_overall(:,sets_list(k,:),find(comb(:,1)==i&comb(
:,2)==j),:),2); 
             
            % note calculate coherency here, not squared coherence 
cohr_overall=avSxy_overall./sqrt(avSxx_overall.*avSyy_overall); 
            mc_overall_imag=imag(cohr_overall(lst_axis)); 
            mc_overall_magn=abs(cohr_overall(lst_axis)); 
             
            % transform imaginary part of coherency 
mc_overall_imag_trans=mc_overall_imag.*atanh(mc_overall_magn)./mc_overa
ll_magn; 
            mc_overall_bootstrap_imag(i,j,k)=mc_overall_imag_trans(15); 
             
            % delta;  
            avSxx_delta=mean(Sxx_delta(:,sets_list(k,:),i),2); 
            avSyy_delta=mean(Sxx_delta(:,sets_list(k,:),j),2); 
avSxy_delta=mean(Sxy_delta(:,sets_list(k,:),find(comb(:,1)==i&comb(:,2)
==j),:),2); 
             
            % note calculate coherency here, not squared coherence 
            cohr_delta=avSxy_delta./sqrt(avSxx_delta.*avSyy_delta); 
            mc_delta_imag=imag(cohr_delta(lst_delta)); 
            mc_delta_magn=abs(cohr_delta(lst_delta)); 
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            % transform imaginary part of coherency 
mc_delta_imag_trans=mc_delta_imag.*atanh(mc_delta_magn)./mc_delta_magn; 
            mc_delta_bootstrap_imag(i,j,k)=mc_delta_imag_trans(2); 
             
            % theta;  
            avSxx_theta=mean(Sxx_theta(:,sets_list(k,:),i),2); 
            avSyy_theta=mean(Sxx_theta(:,sets_list(k,:),j),2); 
avSxy_theta=mean(Sxy_theta(:,sets_list(k,:),find(comb(:,1)==i&comb(:,2)
==j),:),2); 
             
            % note calculate coherency here, not squared coherence 
            cohr_theta=avSxy_theta./sqrt(avSxx_theta.*avSyy_theta); 
            mc_theta_imag=imag(cohr_theta(lst_theta)); 
            mc_theta_magn=abs(cohr_theta(lst_theta)); 
             
            % transform imaginary part of coherency 
mc_theta_imag_trans=mc_theta_imag.*atanh(mc_theta_magn)./mc_theta_magn; 
            mc_theta_bootstrap_imag(i,j,k)=mc_theta_imag_trans(2); 
             
             % alpha;  
            avSxx_alpha=mean(Sxx_alpha(:,sets_list(k,:),i),2); 
            avSyy_alpha=mean(Sxx_alpha(:,sets_list(k,:),j),2); 
avSxy_alpha=mean(Sxy_alpha(:,sets_list(k,:),find(comb(:,1)==i&comb(:,2)
==j),:),2); 
             
            % note calculate coherency here, not squared coherence 
            cohr_alpha=avSxy_alpha./sqrt(avSxx_alpha.*avSyy_alpha); 
            mc_alpha_imag=imag(cohr_alpha(lst_alpha)); 
            mc_alpha_magn=abs(cohr_alpha(lst_alpha)); 
             
            % transform imaginary part of coherency 
mc_alpha_imag_trans=mc_alpha_imag.*atanh(mc_alpha_magn)./mc_alpha_magn; 
            mc_alpha_bootstrap_imag(i,j,k)=mc_alpha_imag_trans(2); 
             
            % beta 
            avSxx_beta=mean(Sxx_beta(:,sets_list(k,:),i),2); 
            avSyy_beta=mean(Sxx_beta(:,sets_list(k,:),j),2); 
avSxy_beta=mean(Sxy_beta(:,sets_list(k,:),find(comb(:,1)==i&comb(:,2)==
j),:),2); 
             
            % note calculate coherency here, not squared coherence 
            cohr_beta=avSxy_beta./sqrt(avSxx_beta.*avSyy_beta); 
            mc_beta_imag=imag(cohr_beta(lst_beta)); 
            mc_beta_magn=abs(cohr_beta(lst_beta)); 
             
            % transform imaginary part of coherency 
mc_beta_imag_trans=mc_beta_imag.*atanh(mc_beta_magn)./mc_beta_magn; 
            mc_beta_bootstrap_imag(i,j,k)=mc_beta_imag_trans(10); 
             
        end 
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    end 
     
end 
  
clear Sxx_overall Sxx_delta Sxx_beta Sxy_overall Sxy_delta Sxy_beta 
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Appendix 3-E: Supplementary Figures 
Predicted Models of the P300 Networks Overlaid on Brain Surface 
A.  
B.  
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C.  
Figure 0-54: Predicted network connectivity overlaid on the brain surface plots. Left side 
views of the brain are shown. A. Proprioceptive, B. Auditory, C. Visual predicted networks.  
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Beta Band 
Overall (1-30Hz) Band 
 
B. Rare Stimuli Networks 
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Overall (1-30Hz) Band 
Figure 0-55: Auditory P300 networks based on thresholded magnitude of coherency 
averaged across subjects. A. Common Stimuli Networks, B. Rare Stimuli Networks. 
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Overall (1-30Hz) Band 
 
B. Rare Stimuli Networks 
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Figure 0-56: Visual P300 (with auditory white noise) networks based on thresholded 
magnitude of coherency averaged across subjects. A. Common stimuli networks, B. Rare 
stimuli networks. 
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Connectivity Density / Mean Nodal Degree Changes (from common to rare stimuli) 
Distribution Plots for Magnitude of Coherency Networks 
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Delta (1-4Hz) Band 
 
Theta (4-7Hz) Band 
 
Alpha (8-12Hz) Band 
 
Beta (12-30Hz) Band 
 
Overall (1-30Hz) Band 
 
Figure 0-57: Distribution of the decrease of connectivity density from common to rare 
stimuli magnitude of coherency networks for auditory P300s. Left column: anterior-to-
posterior electrode groupings, right column: brain lobe electrode groupings. 
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Delta (1-4Hz) Band 
 
Theta (4-7Hz) Band 
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Beta (12-30Hz) Band 
 
Overall (1-30Hz) Band 
 
Figure 0-58: Distribution of the decrease of connectivity density from common to rare 
stimuli magnitude of coherency networks for visual P300s (recorded with white noise). Left 
column: anterior-to-posterior electrode groupings, right column: brain lobe electrode 
groupings. 
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Connectivity Density / Mean Nodal Degree Changes (from common to rare stimuli) 
Distribution Plots for Cross-correlation Networks 
A.  B.  
Figure 0-59: Distribution of the increase of connectivity density from common to rare 
stimuli cross-correlation networks for auditory P300s. A. Anterior-to-posterior electrode 
groupings, B. Brain lobe electrode groupings. 
A.  B.  
Figure 0-60: Distribution of the increase of connectivity density from common to rare 
stimuli cross-correlation networks for visual P300s (recorded with white noise). A. 
Anterior-to-posterior electrode groupings, B. Brain lobe electrode groupings. 
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Appendix 3-F: Supplementary Tables 
Tables for Comparing Connectivity Densities between Common and Rare Stimuli 
Networks for Auditory and Visual P300 potentials. Networks Are Based on Magnitude of 
Coherency as a Measure of Association 
Table 0-14: Connectivity density for different frequency bands common and rare stimuli 
networks based on the magnitude of coherency for auditory P300 recordings. Connectivity 
density is normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency  Mean (STD) of 
Connectivity Density 
Common Stimuli 
Networks 
Mean (STD) 
Connectivity Density 
Rare Stimuli Networks 
P-values 
Parametric 
(Nonparametric) 
for the t-test 
(Wilcoxon Rank 
Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.910 (0.057) 0.823 (0.180) 0.076 (0.11) 
Theta Band 0.891 (0.058) 0.761 (0.214) 0.026 (0.036) * 
Alpha Band 0.908 (0.092) 0.696 (0.234) 2.1e-3 (1.9e-3) * 
Beta Band 0.972 (0.026) 0.925 (0.061) 7.7e-3 (0.020) * 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.980 (0.019) 0.941 (0.055) 0.011 (0.028) * 
* denotes statistically significant differences in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
	
Table 0-15: Connectivity density for different frequency bands common and rare stimuli 
networks based on the magnitude of coherency for visual P300 recordings (with auditory 
white noise). Connectivity density is normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency  Mean (STD) of 
Connectivity Density 
Common Stimuli 
Networks 
Mean (STD) 
Connectivity Density 
Rare Stimuli Networks 
P-values 
Parametric 
(Nonparametric) 
for the t-test 
(Wilcoxon Rank 
Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.902 (0.068) 0.810 (0.125) 0.015 (0.038)* 
Theta Band 0.874 (0.066) 0.776 (0.130) 0.012 (0.012)* 
Alpha Band 0.874 (0.090) 0.716 (0.179) 3.7e-3 (3.1e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.981 (0.016) 0.936 (0.047) 1.2e-3 (3.5e-3)* 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.973 (0.019) 0.946 (0.041) 0.021 (0.057) 
* denotes statistically significant differences in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
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Comparison of Average Nodal Degrees between Common and Rare Stimuli Networks for 
different subgroupings of the electrodes based on their positions for auditory, visual, and 
proprioceptive P300 potentials. Networks are based on magnitude of coherency. 
A. Auditory P300 Potentials 
Table 0-16: Mean nodal degree of the mid-sagittal electrodes for different frequency bands 
common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for auditory P300 
recordings. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean Nodal Degree 
(STD for Mean Nodal 
Degree) 
Mid-Sagittal Electrodes 
Common Networks 
Mean Nodal 
Degree 
Mid-Sagittal 
Electrodes Rare 
Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.945 (0.040) 0.891 (0.148) 0.17 (0.29) 
Theta Band 0.934 (0.031) 0.841 (0.178) 0.048 (0.37) 
Alpha Band 0.937 (0.070) 0.777 (0.225) 0.011 (6.4e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.990 (0.0220 0.958 (0.051) 0.030 (0.013)* 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.987 (0.021) 0.956 (0.046) 0.022 (0.030)* 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
 
Table 0-17: Mean nodal degree of the left middle row electrodes for different frequency 
bands common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for 
auditory P300 recordings. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the maximum possible 
number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree  
Left Middle Row 
Electrodes Common 
Networks 
Mean (STD) 
Nodal Degree 
Left Middle Row 
Electrodes Rare 
Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.945 (0.034) 0.879 (0.163) 0.13 (0.18) 
Theta Band 0.938 (0.035) 0.826 (0.183) 0.023 (0.094) 
Alpha Band 0.930 (0.087) 0.733 (0.242) 4.8e-3 (3.6e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.984 (0.020) 0.951 (0.056) 0.035 (0.056) 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.989 (0.011) 0.961 (0.051) 0.039 (0.067) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
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Table 0-18: Mean nodal degree of the right middle row electrodes for different frequency 
bands common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for 
auditory P300 recordings. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the maximum possible 
number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Right Middle Row 
Electrodes Common 
Networks 
Mean (STD) 
Nodal Degree 
Right Middle 
Row Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.950 (0.038) 0.876 (0.168) 0.10 (0.070) 
Theta Band 0.931 (0.049) 0.823 (0.203) 0.047 (0.16) 
Alpha Band 0.936 (0.076) 0.717 (0.238) 1.5e-3 (1.8e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.981 (0.024) 0.953 (0.044) 0.032 (0.024)* 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.984 (0.014) 0.960 (0.042) 0.036 (0.059) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
 
Table 0-19: Mean nodal degree of the left lateral row electrodes for different frequency 
bands common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for 
auditory P300 recordings. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the maximum possible 
number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Left Lateral Row 
Electrodes Common 
Networks 
Mean (STD) 
Nodal Degree 
Left Lateral Row 
Electrodes Rare 
Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.895 (0.129) 0.785 (0.234) 0.11 (0.19) 
Theta Band 0.888 (0.116) 0.701 (0.303) 0.028 (0.094) 
Alpha Band 0.908 (0.137) 0.710 (0.265) 0.012 (0.014)* 
Beta Band 0.974 (0.038) 0.928 (0.083) 0.053 (0.11) 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.988 (0.024) 0.949 (0.072) 0.046 (0.18) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
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Table 0-20: Mean nodal degree of the right lateral row electrodes for different frequency 
bands common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for 
auditory P300 recordings. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the maximum possible 
number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Right Lateral Row 
Electrodes Common 
Networks 
Mean (STD) 
Nodal Degree 
Right Lateral Row 
Electrodes Rare 
Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.942 (0.065) 0.808 (0.227) 0.031 (0.093) 
Theta Band 0.899 (0.108) 0.748 (0.296) 0.064 (0.12) 
Alpha Band 0.920 (0.103) 0.660 (0.287) 1.9e-3 (1.6e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.967 (0.033) 0.930 (0.076) 0.080 (0.20) 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.982 (0.030) 0.953 (0.071) 0.15 (0.21) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
 
Table 0-21: Mean nodal degree of the frontal electrodes for different frequency bands 
common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for auditory P300 
recordings. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Frontal Electrodes 
Common Networks 
Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Frontal  Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.951 (0.032) 0.877 (0.197) 0.15 (0.28) 
Theta Band 0.946 (0.028) 0.850 (0.160) 0.024 (0.066) 
Alpha Band 0.943 (0.070) 0.766 (0.236) 7.1e-3 (4.3e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.984 (0.025) 0.957 (0.048) 0.056 (0.050) 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.985 (0.018) 0.963 (0.042) 0.071 (0.11) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
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Table 0-22: Mean nodal degree of the central electrodes for different frequency bands 
common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for auditory P300 
recordings. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Central Electrodes 
Common Networks 
Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Central  Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.953 (0.036) 0.889 (0.141) 0.087 (0.10) 
Theta Band 0.944 (0.031) 0.849 (0.161) 0.028 (0.11) 
Alpha Band 0.948 (0.059) 0.763 (0.195) 1.1e-3 (8.5e-4)* 
Beta Band 0.994 (0.011) 0.963 (0.037) 4.1e-3 (6.0e-3)* 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.987 (0.015) 0.969 (0.030) 0.035 (0.046)* 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
 
Table 0-23: Mean nodal degree of the parietal electrodes for different frequency bands 
common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for auditory P300 
recordings. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Parietal Electrodes 
Common Networks 
Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Parietal  Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.940 (0.039) 0.876 (0.148) 0.11 (0.13) 
Theta Band 0.931 (0.042) 0.808 (0.212) 0.031 (0.11) 
Alpha Band 0.913 (0.107) 0.710 (0.277) 0.010 (9.7e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.981 (0.017) 0.951 (0.041) 9.8e-3 (0.014)* 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.982 (0.021) 0.961 (0.031) 0.029 (0.054) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
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Table 0-24: Mean nodal degree of the occipital electrodes for different frequency bands 
common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for auditory P300 
recordings. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Occipital Electrodes 
Common Networks 
Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Occipital Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.938 (0.056) 0.873 (0.181) 0.19 (0.14) 
Theta Band 0.919 (0.075) 0.801 (0.253) 0.086 (0.16) 
Alpha Band 0.928 (0.087) 0.736 (0.249) 6.9e-3 (9.6e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.973 (0.050) 0.930 (0.127) 0.22 (0.10) 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.989 (0.022) 0.939 (0.110) 0.084 (9.8e-3) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
 
Table 0-25: Mean nodal degree of the temporal electrodes for different frequency bands 
common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for auditory P300 
recordings. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Temporal Electrodes 
Common Networks 
Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Temporal  Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.930 (0.074) 0.834 (0.206) 0.090 (0.17) 
Theta Band 0.913 (0.076) 0.739 (0.283) 0.024 (0.049)* 
Alpha Band 0.911 (0.118) 0.688 (0.275) 5.7e-3 (5.1e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.968 (0.035) 0.923 (0.084) 0.059 (0.20) 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.986 (0.027) 0.956 (0.068) 0.11 (0.14) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
	
B. Visual P300 Potentials Recorded with Auditory White Noise 
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Table 0-26: Mean nodal degree of the mid-sagittal electrodes for different frequency bands 
common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for visual P300 
recordings with auditory white noise. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the maximum 
possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean Nodal Degree 
(STD for Mean Nodal 
Degree) 
Mid-Sagittal Electrodes 
Common Networks 
Mean Nodal 
Degree 
Mid-Sagittal 
Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.943 (0.050) 0.891 (0.077) 0.029 (0.037)* 
Theta Band 0.925 (0.043) 0.855 (0.103) 0.018 (0.030)* 
Alpha Band 0.924 (0.073) 0.820 (0.155) 0.022 (0.024)* 
Beta Band 0.993 (0.016) 0.969 (0.025) 3.0e-3 (6.5e-3)* 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.983 (0.021) 0.966 (0.029) 0.067 (0.043) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
 
Table 0-27: Mean nodal degree of the left middle row electrodes for different frequency 
bands common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for visual 
P300 recordings with auditory white noise. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the 
maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree  
Left Middle Row 
Electrodes Common 
Networks 
Mean (STD) 
Nodal Degree 
Left Middle Row 
Electrodes Rare 
Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.945 (0.048) 0.869 (0.101) 0.011 (0.021)* 
Theta Band 0.921 (0.044) 0.858 (0.107) 0.038 (0.042)* 
Alpha Band 0.917 (0.078) 0.784 (0.175) 9.5e-3 (2.1e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.991 (0.010) 0.963 (0.029) 1.1e-3 (8.6e-3)* 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.984 (0.014) 0.970 (0.023) 0.048 (0.096) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
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Table 0-28: Mean nodal degree of the right middle row electrodes for different frequency 
bands common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for visual 
P300 recordings with auditory white noise. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the 
maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Right Middle Row 
Electrodes Common 
Networks 
Mean (STD) 
Nodal Degree 
Right Middle 
Row Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.938 (0.041) 0.858 (0.106) 8.8e-3 (0.030)* 
Theta Band 0.913 (0.063) 0.835 (0.128) 0.037 (0.039)* 
Alpha Band 0.907 (0.112) 0.781 (0.185) 0.027 (3.9e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.986 (0.021) 0.959 (0.052) 0.062 (0.035) 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.978 (0.029) 0.963 (0.048) 0.30 (0.31) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
 
Table 0-29: Mean nodal degree of the left lateral row electrodes for different frequency 
bands common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for visual 
P300 recordings with auditory white noise. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the 
maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Left Lateral Row 
Electrodes Common 
Networks 
Mean (STD) 
Nodal Degree 
Left Lateral Row 
Electrodes Rare 
Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.902 (0.106) 0.774 (0.190) 0.025 (0.067) 
Theta Band 0.866 (0.131) 0.749 (0.201) 0.059 (0.086) 
Alpha Band 0.846 (0.137) 0.600 (0.269) 2.8e-3 (9.3e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.984 (0.018) 0.945 (0.054) 0.010 (0.012)* 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.982 (0.021) 0.955 (0.041) 0.020 (0.026)* 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
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Table 0-30: Mean nodal degree of the right lateral row electrodes for different frequency 
bands common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for visual 
P300 recordings with auditory white noise. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the 
maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Right Lateral Row 
Electrodes Common 
Networks 
Mean (STD) 
Nodal Degree 
Right Lateral Row 
Electrodes Rare 
Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.887 (0.118) 0.774 (0.165) 0.034 (0.052) 
Theta Band 0.875 (0.111) 0.721 (0.200) 0.012 (0.017)* 
Alpha Band 0.873 (0.117) 0.704 (0.242) 0.017 (0.025)* 
Beta Band 0.982 (0.024) 0.939 (0.089) 0.073 (0.022) 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.978 (0.032) 0.941 (0.066) 0.052 (0.056) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
 
Table 0-31: Mean nodal degree of the frontal electrodes for different frequency bands 
common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for visual P300 
recordings with auditory white noise. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the maximum 
possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Frontal Electrodes 
Common Networks 
Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Frontal  Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.952 (0.034) 0.898 (0.080) 0.019 (0.020)* 
Theta Band 0.940 (0.037) 0.870 (0.099) 0.013 (7.5e-3)* 
Alpha Band 0.927 (0.077) 0.816 (0.161) 0.019 (3.1e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.990 (0.018) 0.972 (0.026) 0.033 (0.034)* 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.982 (0.017) 0.971 (0.031) 0.23 (0.46) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
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Table 0-32: Mean nodal degree of the central electrodes for different frequency bands 
common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for visual P300 
recordings with auditory white noise. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the maximum 
possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Central Electrodes 
Common Networks 
Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Central  Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.949 (0.034) 0.897 (0.063) 6.7e-3 (0.012)* 
Theta Band 0.929 (0.034) 0.874 (0.083) 0.020 (0.016)* 
Alpha Band 0.936 (0.046) 0.804 (0.148) 1.9e-3 (3.2e-4)* 
Beta Band 0.990 (0.011) 0.964 (0.031) 3.7e-3 (0.010)* 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.983 (0.017) 0.973 (0.027) 0.21 (0.32) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
 
Table 0-33: Mean nodal degree of the parietal electrodes for different frequency bands 
common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for visual P300 
recordings with auditory white noise. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the maximum 
possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Parietal Electrodes 
Common Networks 
Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Parietal  Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.932 (0.054) 0.880 (0.093) 0.061 (0.11) 
Theta Band 0.906 (0.056) 0.836 (0.126) 0.051 (0.079) 
Alpha Band 0.898 (0.101) 0.771 (0.187) 0.023 (0.010)* 
Beta Band 0.992 (0.009) 0.963 (0.033) 1.7e-3 (0.012)* 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.982 (0.013) 0.969 (0.022) 0.048 (0.11) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between 
common and rare stimuli networks 
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Table 0-34: Mean nodal degree of the occipital electrodes for different frequency bands 
common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for visual P300 
recordings with auditory white noise. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the maximum 
possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Occipital Electrodes 
Common Networks 
Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Occipital Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.924 (0.087) 0.852 (0.160) 0.12 (0.074) 
Theta Band 0.882 (0.113) 0.787 (0.198) 0.11 (0.12) 
Alpha Band 0.886 (0.143) 0.775 (0.221) 0.10 (0.059) 
Beta Band 0.983 (0.040) 0.939 (0.090) 0.088 (0.031) 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.969 (0.063) 0.939 (0.092) 0.28 (0.085) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
 
Table 0-35: Mean nodal degree of the temporal electrodes for different frequency bands 
common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for visual P300 
recordings with auditory white noise. Mean nodal degree is normalized by the maximum 
possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Temporal Electrodes 
Common Networks 
Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Temporal  Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.906 (0.134) 0.841 (0.160) 0.22 (0.10) 
Theta Band 0.878 (0.135) 0.768 (0.193) 0.073 (0.062) 
Alpha Band 0.854 (0.121) 0.655 (0.259) 9.1e-3 (0.024)* 
Beta Band 0.980 (0.027) 0.939 (0.086) 0.083 (0.012) 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.982 (0.032) 0.953 (0.064) 0.12 (0.043) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
	
C. Proprioceptive P300 Potentials with Rare Stimuli Downwards 
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Table 0-36: Mean nodal degree of the mid-sagittal electrodes for different frequency bands 
common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for proprioceptive 
P300 recordings with rare stimuli in downwards direction. Mean nodal degree is 
normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean Nodal Degree 
(STD for Mean Nodal 
Degree) 
Mid-Sagittal Electrodes 
Common Networks 
Mean Nodal 
Degree 
Mid-Sagittal 
Electrodes Rare 
Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.932 (0.040) 0.908 (0.051) 0.16 (0.25) 
Theta Band 0.920 (0.039) 0.862 (0.090) 0.030 (0.054) 
Alpha Band 0.944 (0.035) 0.821 (0.137) 2.1e-3 (5.9e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.983 (0.023) 0.965 (0.029) 0.068 (0.049) 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.988 (0.018) 0.965 (0.033) 0.027 (0.073) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
 
Table 0-37: Mean nodal degree of the left middle row electrodes for different frequency 
bands common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for 
proprioceptive P300 recordings with rare stimuli in downwards direction. Mean nodal 
degree is normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree  
Left Middle Row 
Electrodes Common 
Networks 
Mean (STD) 
Nodal Degree 
Left Middle Row 
Electrodes Rare 
Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.941 (0.035) 0.899 (0.059) 0.025 (0.022)* 
Theta Band 0.914 (0.054) 0.838 (0.105) 0.019 (0.019)* 
Alpha Band 0.943 (0.045) 0.781 (0.170) 1.2e-3 (1.7e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.988 (0.017) 0.970 (0.028) 0.036 (0.063) 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.985 (0.018) 0.957 (0.027) 2.5e-3 (4.7e-3)* 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
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Table 0-38: Mean nodal degree of the right middle row electrodes for different frequency 
bands common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for 
proprioceptive P300 recordings with rare stimuli in downwards direction. Mean nodal 
degree is normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Right Middle Row 
Electrodes Common 
Networks 
Mean (STD) 
Nodal Degree 
Right Middle 
Row Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.939 (0.036) 0.890 (0.068) 0.020 (0.036)* 
Theta Band 0.921 (0.044) 0.836 (0.116) 0.013 (0.018)* 
Alpha Band 0.944 (0.040) 0.806 (0.137) 7.9e-4 (6.5e-4)* 
Beta Band 0.981 (0.018) 0.956 (0.039) 0.033 (0.017)* 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.987 (0.014) 0.975 (0.024) 0.11 (0.18) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
 
Table 0-39: Mean nodal degree of the left lateral row electrodes for different frequency 
bands common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for 
proprioceptive P300 recordings with rare stimuli in downwards direction. Mean nodal 
degree is normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Left Lateral Row 
Electrodes Common 
Networks 
Mean (STD) 
Nodal Degree 
Left Lateral Row 
Electrodes Rare 
Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.897 (0.088) 0.811 (0.134) 0.049 (0.062) 
Theta Band 0.846 (0.139) 0.688 (0.244) 0.038 (0.046)* 
Alpha Band 0.912 (0.085) 0.619 (0.264) 3.3e-4 (1.5e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.977 (0.030) 0.939 (0.062) 0.041 (0.023)* 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.981 (0.027) 0.945 (0.051) 0.025 (0.014)* 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
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Table 0-40: Mean nodal degree of the right lateral row electrodes for different frequency 
bands common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for 
proprioceptive P300 recordings with rare stimuli in downwards direction. Mean nodal 
degree is normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Right Lateral Row 
Electrodes Common 
Networks 
Mean (STD) 
Nodal Degree 
Right Lateral Row 
Electrodes Rare 
Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.905 (0.090) 0.799 (0.149) 0.025 (0.028)* 
Theta Band 0.897 (0.089) 0.746 (0.159) 3.4e-3 (3.2e-3)* 
Alpha Band 0.903 (0.086) 0.722 (0.192) 2.4e-3 (4.5e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.990 (0.015) 0.950 (0.053) 8.3e-3 (2.1e-3)* 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.984 (0.016) 0.963 (0.034) 0.043 (0.11) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
 
Table 0-41: Mean nodal degree of the frontal electrodes for different frequency bands 
common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for proprioceptive 
P300 recordings with rare stimuli in downwards direction. Mean nodal degree is 
normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Frontal Electrodes 
Common Networks 
Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Frontal  Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.951 (0.027) 0.919 (0.037) 0.010 (9.3e-3)* 
Theta Band 0.942 (0.031) 0.0872 (0.087) 6.4e-3 (5.6e-3)* 
Alpha Band 0.961 (0.031) 0.818 (0.153) 1.4e-3 (8.6e-5)* 
Beta Band 0.984 (0.018) 0.963 (0.028) 0.017 (0.028)* 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.988 (0.014) 0.975 (0.027) 0.096 (0.23) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
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Table 0-42: Mean nodal degree of the central electrodes for different frequency bands 
common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for proprioceptive 
P300 recordings with rare stimuli in downwards direction. Mean nodal degree is 
normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Central Electrodes 
Common Networks 
Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Central  Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.949 (0.029) 0.912 (0.046) 0.012 (0.017)* 
Theta Band 0.938 (0.034) 0.878 (0.067) 4.3e-3 (4.0e-3)* 
Alpha Band 0.962 (0.025) 0.846 (0.113) 5.5e-4 (4.9e-5)* 
Beta Band 0.988 (0.014) 0.969 (0.025) 0.015 (0.034)* 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.990 (0.013) 0.969 (0.023) 4.4e-3 (3.8e-3)* 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
 
Table 0-43: Mean nodal degree of the parietal electrodes for different frequency bands 
common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for proprioceptive 
P300 recordings with rare stimuli in downwards direction. Mean nodal degree is 
normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Parietal Electrodes 
Common Networks 
Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Parietal Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.930 (0.044) 0.897 (0.068) 0.13 (0.17) 
Theta Band 0.901 (0.059) 0.825 (0.139) 0.060 (0.075) 
Alpha Band 0.931 (0.044) 0.768 (0.172) 1.3e-3 (4.1e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.981 (0.022) 0.963 (0.038) 0.13 (0.12) 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.985 (0.014) 0.956 (0.029) 1.7e-3 (3.4e-3)* 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
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Table 0-44: Mean nodal degree of the occipital electrodes for different frequency bands 
common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for proprioceptive 
P300 recordings with rare stimuli in downwards direction. Mean nodal degree is 
normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Occipital Electrodes 
Common Networks 
Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Occipital Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.914 (0.061) 0.881 (0.077) 0.20 (0.24) 
Theta Band 0.881 (0.080) 0.795 (0.163) 0.078 (0.11) 
Alpha Band 0.923 (0.065) 0.769 (0.190) 6.2e-3 (0.013)* 
Beta Band 0.980 (0.026) 0.957 (0.037) 0.052 (0.048) 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.977 (0.030) 0.951 (0.039) 0.050 (0.062) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
 
Table 0-45: Mean nodal degree of the temporal electrodes for different frequency bands 
common and rare stimuli networks based on the magnitude of coherency for proprioceptive 
P300 recordings with rare stimuli in downwards direction. Mean nodal degree is 
normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Frequency Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Temporal Electrodes 
Common Networks 
Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Temporal  Electrodes 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Delta Band 0.926 (0.066) 0.872 (0.077) 0.049 (0.048)* 
Theta Band 0.886 (0.095) 0.739 (0.198) 0.015 (0.026)* 
Alpha Band 0.912 (0.068) 0.701 (0.211) 9.7e-4 (2.1e-3)* 
Beta Band 0.980 (0.024) 0.938 (0.055) 0.010 (6.5e-3)* 
Overall Band (1-30Hz) 0.982 (0.019) 0.966 (0.027) 0.058 (0.038) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
 
Comparison of Average Nodal Degrees between Common and Rare Stimuli Networks for 
Different Subgroupings of the Electrodes Based on Their Positions for Auditory, Visual, 
and Proprioceptive P300 Potentials. Networks are based on sum of significant cross-
correlations. 
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Table 0-46: Connectivity density / mean nodal degree for common and rare stimuli cross-
correlation networks for auditory P300 recordings. Connectivity density and mean nodal 
degree are normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Electrode Subset Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Common Networks 
Mean (STD) 
Nodal Degree 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Overall Connectivity Density 0.553 (0.336) 0.793 (0.215) 0.023 (0.033)* 
Mid-Sagittal 0.592 (0.358) 0.857 (0.198) 0.016 (0.026)* 
Left-Middle 0.5710 (0.350) 0.816 (0.232) 0.026 (0.033)* 
Right Middle 0.574 (0.359) 0.841 (0.204) 0.015 (0.033)* 
Left-Lateral 0.553 (0.351) 0.760 (0.265) 0.069 (0.048) 
Right-Lateral 0.529 (0.334) 0.788 (0.236) 0.017 (0.015)* 
Frontal 0.581 (0.366) 0.847(0.225) 0.019 (0.027)* 
Central 0.591 (0.356) 0.855 (0.219) 0.017 (0.018)* 
Parietal 0.566 (0.352) 0.837 (0.200) 0.012 (0.016)* 
Occipital 0.589 (0.371) 0.843 (0.212) 0.022 (0.047)* 
Temporal 0.545 (0.356) 0.839 (0.220) 8.6e-3 (0.013)* 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
 
Table 0-47: Connectivity density / mean nodal degree for common and rare stimuli cross-
correlation networks for visual P300 recordings with auditory white noise. Connectivity 
density and mean nodal degree are normalized by the maximum possible number of edges. 
Electrode Subset Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Common Networks 
Mean (STD) 
Nodal Degree 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Overall Connectivity Density 0.283 (0.303) 0.567 (0.302) 0.013 (0.012)* 
Mid-Sagittal 0.283 (0.334) 0.642 (0.324) 4.4e-3 (7.0e-3)* 
Left-Middle 0.293 (0.311) 0.599 (0.313) 9.4e-3 (0.013)* 
Right Middle 0.273 (0.330) 0.627 (0.313) 4.1e-3 (0.011)* 
Left-Lateral 0.289 (0.267) 0.506 (0.309) 0.040 (0.032)* 
Right-Lateral 0.293 (0.328) 0.549 (0.327) 0.034 (0.026)* 
Frontal 0.267 (0.328) 0.575 (0.367) 0.018 (0.027)* 
Central 0.287 (0.323) 0.644 (0.315) 3.5e-3 (9.8e-3)* 
Parietal 0.305 (0.308) 0.685 (0.307) 1.5e-3 (4.2e-3)* 
Occipital 0.298 (0.356) 0.649 (0.340) 7.8e-3 (0.018)* 
Temporal 0.300 (0.309) 0.584 (0.330) 0.017 (9.8e-3)* 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
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Table 0-48: Connectivity density / mean nodal degree for common and rare stimuli cross-
correlation networks for proprioceptive P300 recordings with rare stimuli in downwards 
direction. Connectivity density and mean nodal degree are normalized by the maximum 
possible number of edges. 
Electrode Subset Mean (STD) Nodal 
Degree 
Common Networks 
Mean (STD) 
Nodal Degree 
Rare Networks 
P-values Parametric 
(Nonparametric) for 
the t-test (Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test) 
Overall Connectivity Density 0.331 (0.238) 0.568 (0.356) 0.042 (0.081) 
Mid-Sagittal 0.331 (0.275) 0.643 (0.366) 0.013 (0.020)* 
Left-Middle 0.335 (0.259) 0.610 (0.368) 0.025 (0.056) 
Right Middle 0.312 (0.255) 0.611 (0.369) 0.015 (0.031)* 
Left-Lateral 0.382 (0.265) 0.488 (0.378) 0.38 (0.56) 
Right-Lateral 0.338 (0.260) 0.547 (0.389) 0.094 (0.15) 
Frontal 0.344 (0.294) 0.611 (0.379) 0.040 (0.059) 
Central 0.326 (0.270) 0.648 (0.359) 9.6e-3 (0.028)* 
Parietal 0.307 (0.272) 0.650 (0.360) 6.6e-3 (0.016)* 
Occipital 0.349 (0.300) 0.603 (0.380) 0.051 (0.062) 
Temporal 0.334 (0.236) 0.563 (0.364) 0.050 (0.071) 
* denotes statistically significant differences at 5% level in connectivity density between common 
and rare stimuli networks 
	
Table 0-49: Comparison of the predicted model network based on magnitude of coherency 
for auditory P300s to the experimental data. 
Frequency Band Jaccard Coefficient 
(STD) for Common 
Stimuli Networks 
Jaccard Coefficient 
(STD) for Rare 
Stimuli Networks 
p-value for t-test 
(Wilcoxon rank sum test) 
Delta Band 0.204 (8e-3) 0.201 (0.032) 0.73 (0.87) 
Theta Band 0.202 (0.013) 0.193 (0.027) 0.16 (0.85) 
Alpha Band 0.193 (0.014) 0.189 (0.036) 0.51 (0.77) 
Beta Band 0.193 (4e-3) 0.198 (0.010) 0.032 (0.17) 
Overall (1-30Hz) Band 0.193 (3e-3) 0.199 (7e-3) 3.4e-3 (0.027)* 
* denotes statistically significant differences in Jaccard coefficients for similarity with the 
predicted model networks for common and rare stimuli computed networks 
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Table 0-50: Comparison of the predicted model network based on magnitude of coherency 
for visual P300s (recorded with auditory white noise) to the experimental data. 
Frequency Band Jaccard Coefficient 
(STD) for Common 
Stimuli Networks 
Jaccard Coefficient 
(STD) for Rare 
Stimuli Networks 
p-value for t-test 
(Wilcoxon rank sum test) 
Delta Band 0.296 (0.014) 0.325 (0.036) 1.8e-3(0.010)* 
Theta Band 0.296 (0.014) 0.308 (0.027) 0.096 (0.030) 
Alpha Band 0.286 (0.020) 0.289 (0.038) 0.78 (0.22) 
Beta Band 0.274 (6e-3) 0.285 (0.011) 1.2e-4 (0.015)* 
Overall (1-30Hz) Band 0.277 (5e-3) 0.284 (9e-3) 2.2e-3 (0.032)* 
* denotes statistically significant differences in Jaccard coefficients for similarity with the 
predicted model networks for common and rare stimuli computed networks 
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Appendix for Chapter 4 
Appendix 4-A: Mathematical Functions Used for Speed Profile Modeling, and Initial 
Parameters Selection 
For all models P1…Pn are parameters, t0 is the time movement started, t1 is the 
time movement ended and tm is the time when maximum velocity occurred. 
Abbreviations used in the plots and initial conditions are also shown. 
Eden and Hollerbach Model (edhol) (Hollerbach, 1981; Plamondon et al., 1993) (P1=9, 
P2=1, P3=0.5, P4=1, P5=4, P6=3, P7=0) 
   
elsewhere
tttPtPPPPtPPV 10
2
765
2
4321
0
)](sin[)](sin[ 


 
 
Minimum Jerk Model (minjerk) (Flash and Hogan, 1985; Plamondon et al., 1993) 
(P1=90, P2=0, P3=1) 

 
elsewhere
tttPtPtP
V
0
)()( 10
2
3
2
21
 
Minimum Snap Model (minsnap) (Edelman and Flash, 1987; Plamondon et al., 1993) 
(P1= -9, P2=0, P3=1) 

 
elsewhere
tttPtPtP
V
0
)()( 10
3
3
3
21
 
Morasso and Mussa-Ivaldi Minimum Acceleration Model (morasso) (Morasso and Mussa 
Ivaldi, 1982; Plamondon et al., 1993) (P1=-90, P2=0, P3=1) 
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elsewhere
tttPtPtP
V
0
))(( 10321 
  
Plamondon and Lamarche Model (expo) (Plamondon and Lamarche, 1986; Plamondon et 
al., 1993) (P1=180, P2=0.5, P3=0, P4=9, P5=5, P6=1) 



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 
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Biexponential Model (biexpo) (Stein et al., 1988) (P1=4.5, P2=0.5, P3=0.5) 

 

elsewhere
tttePV
PPt
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10
/||
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Plamondon Lognormal Model (lgn) (Plamondon et al., 1993) (P1=9, P2=-1, P3=10, P4=1) 


 

elsewhere
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Plamondon Lognormal Model with Support Bound (lgnb) (Plamondon, 1992; Plamondon 
et al., 1993) (P1=45, P2=-1.5, P3=1.5, P4=2, P5=0.5) 


 

elsewhere
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Beta Function Model (beta) (Plamondon et al., 1993) (P1=18, P2=-1, P3=8, P4=2, P5=7) 

 
elsewhere
ttttPPtPV
PP
0
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Gamma Function Model (gamma) (Plamondon et al., 1993) (P1=3.6, P2=-0.05, P3=5, 
P4=8) 
V  P1[P4 (t  P2)]
P3 eP4 (tP2 ) t0  t  t1
0 elsewhere
  
Weibull Model (weibull) (Plamondon et al., 1993) (P1=108, P2=-0.25, P3=5) 

 

elsewhere
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Sigmoidal Continuous Model (sigcont) (Plamondon et al., 1993) (P1=90, P2=0, P3=2, 
P4=4) 


 

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elsewhere
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Sigmoidal Discontinuous Model (sigdiscont) (Plamondon et al., 1993) (P1=18, P2=0, 
P3=1, P4=7, P5=54, P6=-0.2, P7=1, P8=8) 


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Gutman and Gotlieb Original Model (gg) (Plamondon et al., 1993) (P1=180, P2=0, 
P3=0.5) 
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
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Gutman and Gotlieb Generalized Model (gggen) (Plamondon et al., 1993) (P1=180, P2=-
0.5, P3=3, P4=1) 

 

elsewhere
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Symmetric Plamondon Gaussian Model (Stein et al., 1988; Plamondon et al., 1993) 
(symgauss) (P1=27, P2=0.5, P3=0.5) 

 

elsewhere
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Asymmetric Plamondon Gaussian Model (asymgauss) (Plamondon et al., 1993) (P1=27, 
P2=0.5, P3=0.5, P4=27, P5=0.5, P6=0.5) 

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Symmetric Morasso, Mussa-Ivaldi and Maarse Model (mmmsym) (Maarse, 1987; 
Plamondon et al., 1993) (P1=18, P2=-5, P3=-1) 

 
elsewhere
tttPtPP
V
0
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Asymmetric Morasso, Mussa-Ivaldi and Maarse Model (mmmasym) (Plamondon et al., 
1993) (P1=9, P2=-4, P3=0, P4=18, P5=-7, P6=-1) 
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Appendix 4-B: MATLAB Script for Wrist Movement Speed Profiles Analyses 
clear all 
clc 
close all; 
  
list=dir('C:\Users\Lev\Documents\MIT\for averaging\*.asc'); 
 
% classifying files in the directory 
% sample name wr_2ew_124139_Et18 
for i=1:length(list) 
    filename=list(i).name; 
    ind=strfind(filename,'_'); 
    if length(ind)==3 
        if strfind(filename(ind(1)+1:ind(2)-1),'ns')~=0 
            type_file(i,1)=1; 
        elseif strfind(filename(ind(1)+1:ind(2)-1),'ew')~=0 
            type_file(i,1)=1; 
        elseif strfind(filename(ind(1)+1:ind(2)-1),'4t')~=0 
            type_file(i,1)=2; 
        elseif strfind(filename(ind(1)+1:ind(2)-1),'4x')~=0 
            type_file(i,1)=2; 
        end 
        if strfind(filename((ind(3)+1):length(filename)),'NE')~=0 
            type_file(i,3)=2; 
        elseif strfind(filename(ind(3)+1:length(filename)),'NW')~=0 
            type_file(i,3)=8; 
        elseif strfind(filename(ind(3)+1:length(filename)),'SE')~=0 
            type_file(i,3)=4; 
        elseif strfind(filename(ind(3)+1:length(filename)),'SW')~=0 
            type_file(i,3)=6; 
        elseif strfind(filename(ind(3)+1:length(filename)),'N')~=0 
            type_file(i,3)=1; 
        elseif strfind(filename(ind(3)+1:length(filename)),'E')~=0 
            type_file(i,3)=3; 
        elseif strfind(filename(ind(3)+1:length(filename)),'S')~=0 
            type_file(i,3)=5; 
        elseif strfind(filename(ind(3)+1:length(filename)),'W')~=0 
            type_file(i,3)=7; 
        end 
        if strfind (filename((ind(3)+1):length(filename)),'b')~=0 
            type_file(i,2)=1; 
        elseif strfind (filename((ind(3)+1):length(filename)),'t')~=0 
            type_file(i,2)=2; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
% savitsky-golay filter computing 
N = 4;                 % Order of polynomial fit 
F = 17;                % Window length 
[b,g] = sgolay(N,F);   % Calculate S-G coefficients 
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HalfWin  = ((F+1)/2) -1; 
  
count=0; 
for i=1:length(list) 
    filename=list(i).name; 
    ind=strfind(filename,'_'); 
    if length(ind)==3 
        if type_file(i,1)==1 
            if  type_file(i,3)==3 & type_file(i,2)==2 
                data=load (filename); 
                count=count+1; 
                dx=data(:,2); 
                dy=data(:,3); 
                %initialize 
                smoothed_dx=zeros(length(dx)-F,1); 
                smoothed_dy=zeros(length(dx)-F,1); 
                smoothed_vx=zeros(length(dx)-F,1); 
                smoothed_vy=zeros(length(dx)-F,1); 
                smoothed_ax=zeros(length(dx)-F,1); 
                smoothed_ay=zeros(length(dx)-F,1); 
                %compute time differential dt (equal to 1/sampling 
frequency) 
                deltat = (data(2,1)-data(1,1))*0.001; 
                % smooth and differentiate 
                for n = (F+1)/2:length(dx)-(F+1)/2, 
                    % Zero-th derivative (smoothing only) 
                    smoothed_dx(n-(F-1)/2) =   dot(g(:,1), dx(n - 
HalfWin: n + HalfWin)); 
  
                    % 1st differential 
                    smoothed_vx(n-(F-1)/2) =   dot(g(:,2), dx(n - 
HalfWin: n + HalfWin)); 
  
                    % 2nd differential 
                    smoothed_ax(n-(F-1)/2) = 2*dot(g(:,3)', dx(n - 
HalfWin: n + HalfWin))'; 
  
                    % Zero-th derivative (smoothing only) 
                    smoothed_dy(n-(F-1)/2) =   dot(g(:,1), dy(n - 
HalfWin: n + HalfWin)); 
  
                    % 1st differential 
                    smoothed_vy(n-(F-1)/2) =   dot(g(:,2), dy(n - 
HalfWin: n + HalfWin)); 
  
                    % 2nd differential 
                    smoothed_ay(n-(F-1)/2) = 2*dot(g(:,3)', dy(n - 
HalfWin: n + HalfWin))'; 
                end 
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                smoothed_vx = smoothed_vx/deltat;         % Turn 
differential into derivative 
                smoothed_vy = smoothed_vy/deltat;         % Turn 
differential into derivative 
                smoothed_speed=sqrt(smoothed_vx.^2+smoothed_vy.^2); 
  
                % spherical coordinates 
                r=9; 
                if type_file(i,3)==1 | type_file(i,3)==5 
                    theta=smoothed_dx; 
                    phi=smoothed_dy; 
                    thetadot=smoothed_vx; 
                    phidot=smoothed_vy; 
                    
speed_sphere=sqrt(r^2*sin(phi).^2.*thetadot.^2+r^2*phidot.^2); 
  
                    dx_sphere=r*cos(theta).*sin(phi); 
                    dy_sphere=r*sin(theta).*sin(phi); 
                    dz_sphere=r*cos(phi); 
                else 
                    theta=smoothed_dy; 
                    phi=smoothed_dx; 
                    thetadot=smoothed_vy; 
                    phidot=smoothed_vx; 
                    
speed_sphere=sqrt(r^2*sin(phi).^2.*thetadot.^2+r^2*phidot.^2); 
  
                    dx_sphere=r*cos(theta).*sin(phi); 
                    dy_sphere=r*sin(theta).*sin(phi); 
                    dz_sphere=r*cos(phi); 
                end 
  
                [speedmax(count),indmax]=max(speed_sphere); 
                %travel forwards and backwards from peak until low 
value is found 
                for j=indmax:length(speed_sphere) 
                    if speed_sphere(j)<0.05*speedmax(count) 
                        ub=j; 
                        break; 
                    end 
                end 
                if j==length(speed_sphere) 
                    ub=length(speed_sphere); 
                end 
                for k=indmax-1:-1:1 
                    if speed_sphere(k)<0.05*speedmax(count) 
                        lb=k; 
                        break; 
                    end 
                end 
                if k==1 
                    lb=1; 
                end 
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                % converting time points to be from 0 to 1 
                times_new=((lb:ub)-lb)./(ub-lb); 
                % N = number of points in speed profile 
                N(count)=length(lb:ub); 
                % duration of movement (length of speed profile in 
seconds) 
                moveduration(count)=N(count)*0.001; 
                 
                %computing mean speed 
                suM.D.ist=0; 
                for k=lb+1:ub 
                    suM.D.ist=suM.D.ist+sqrt((dx_sphere(k)-dx_sphere(k-
1)).^2+(dy_sphere(k)-dy_sphere(k-1)).^2); 
                end 
                av_speed(count)=suM.D.ist/moveduration(count); 
                 
                % symmetry ratio 
                symratio(count)=(indmax-lb)/(ub-indmax); 
                % The following lines are only used to compute skewness 
and kurtosis 
                %lowering speed profile to set its lowest value to zero 
                speed_norm=speed_sphere(lb:ub)-
min(speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
                % computing the area under speed profile 
                AUC=trapz(times_new,speed_norm); 
                % normalizing speed profile (making area under curve =1 
                speed_norm=speed_norm/AUC; 
                %mean speed E[x] 
                mean_speed=trapz(times_new,speed_norm'.*times_new); 
                % variance E[x^2]-(E[x])^2 
                variance=trapz(times_new,speed_norm'.*times_new.^2)-
mean_speed^2; 
                % kurtosis 
                kurt(count)=trapz(times_new,speed_norm'.*(times_new-
mean_speed).^4)/variance^2; 
                skew(count)=trapz(times_new,speed_norm'.*(times_new-
mean_speed).^3)/variance^(3/2); 
                 
                % optimization options 
                options = optimset('lsqcurvefit'); 
                options=optimset('Display', 
'on','MaxIter',100000,'MaxFunEvals',1000000,'TolX',1e-9,'TolFun',1e-9); 
                 
 
                % fitting minimum jerk 
                param0_minjerk=[10*r,0,1]; 
                K_minjerk=4; 
                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_minjerk(count,:),resnorm_minjerk(count),residual_minjerk,exitfla
g_minjerk(count),output_minjerk(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@minimumjerk,param0
_minjerk,times_new',speed_sphere(lb:ub),[],[],options); 
                execution_time_minjerk=etime(clock, t0); 
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areaerr_minjerk(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_minjerk)))/tra
pz(times_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
akaike_minjerk(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_minjerk(count)/N(count))+2*K
_minjerk+2*K_minjerk*(K_minjerk+1)/(N(count)-K_minjerk-1); 
%  
                % fitting minimum snap 
                param0_minsnap=[-1*r,0,1]; 
                K_minsnap=4; 
                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_minsnap(count,:),resnorm_minsnap(count),residual_minsnap,exitfla
g_minsnap(count),output_minsnap(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@minimumsnap,param0
_minsnap,times_new',speed_sphere(lb:ub),[],[],options); 
                execution_time_minsnap=etime(clock, t0); 
areaerr_minsnap(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_minsnap)))/tra
pz(times_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
akaike_minsnap(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_minsnap(count)/N(count))+2*K
_minsnap+2*K_minsnap*(K_minsnap+1)/(N(count)-K_minsnap-1); 
%  
  
                % fitting minimum acceleration energy (aka Morasso 
model) 
                param0_morasso=[-10*r,0,1]; 
                K_morasso=4; 
                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_morasso(count,:),resnorm_morasso(count),residual_morasso,exitfla
g_morasso(count),output_morasso(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@morasso,param0_mor
asso,times_new',speed_sphere(lb:ub),[],[],options); 
                execution_time_morasso=etime(clock, t0); 
areaerr_morasso(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_morasso)))/tra
pz(times_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
akaike_morasso(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_morasso(count)/N(count))+2*K
_morasso+2*K_morasso*(K_morasso+1)/(N(count)-K_morasso-1); 
%  
                % fitting Morasso Mussa-Ivaldi and Maarse cosine model 
both symmetric and 
                % asymmetric 
                param0_mmmsym=[r*2,-5,-1]; 
                K_mmmsym=4; 
                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_mmmsym(count,:),resnorm_mmmsym(count),residual_mmmsym,exitflag_m
mmsym(count),output_mmmsym(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@morassosymmetric,param0
_mmmsym,times_new',speed_sphere(lb:ub),[],[],options); 
                execution_time_mmmsym=etime(clock, t0); 
areaerr_mmmsym(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_mmmsym)))/trapz
(times_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
akaike_mmmsym(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_mmmsym(count)/N(count))+2*K_m
mmsym+2*K_mmmsym*(K_mmmsym+1)/(N(count)-K_mmmsym-1); 
%  
                param0_mmmasym=[r*1,-4,0,r*2,-7,-1,0.5]; 
                K_mmmasym=8; 
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                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_mmmasym(count,:),resnorm_mmmasym(count),residual_mmmasym,exitfla
g_mmmasym(count),output_mmmasym(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@morassoasymmetric,
param0_mmmasym,[times_new' 
speed_sphere(lb:ub)],speed_sphere(lb:ub)',[],[],options); 
                execution_time_mmmasym=etime(clock, t0); 
areaerr_mmmasym(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_mmmasym)))/tra
pz(times_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
akaike_mmmasym(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_mmmasym(count)/N(count))+2*K
_mmmasym+2*K_mmmasym*(K_mmmasym+1)/(N(count)-K_mmmasym-1); 
  
                % fitting symmetric and asymmetric gaussian 
                param0_symgauss=[r*3,0.5,0.5]; 
                K_symgauss=4; 
                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_symgauss(count,:),resnorm_symgauss(count),residual_symgauss,exit
flag_symgauss(count),output_symgauss(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@plamondonsymm
etricgaussian,param0_symgauss,times_new',speed_sphere(lb:ub),[],[],opti
ons); 
                execution_time_symgauss=etime(clock, t0); 
areaerr_symgauss(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_symgauss)))/t
rapz(times_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
akaike_symgauss(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_symgauss(count)/N(count))+2
*K_symgauss+2*K_symgauss*(K_symgauss+1)/(N(count)-K_symgauss-1); 
  
                param0_asymgauss=[r*3,0.5,0.5,r*3,0.5,0.5,0.5]; 
                K_asymgauss=8; 
                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_asymgauss(count,:),resnorm_asymgauss(count),residual_asymgauss,e
xitflag_asymgauss(count),output_asymgauss(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@plamondo
nasymmetricgaussian,param0_asymgauss,[times_new' 
speed_sphere(lb:ub)],speed_sphere(lb:ub)',[],[],options); 
                execution_time_asymgauss=etime(clock, t0); 
areaerr_asymgauss(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_asymgauss)))
/trapz(times_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
akaike_asymgauss(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_asymgauss(count)/N(count))
+2*K_asymgauss+2*K_asymgauss*(K_asymgauss+1)/(N(count)-K_asymgauss-1); 
  
                % fitting exponentials - plamondon-lamarche 
                % model and biexponential model 
                param0_expo=[r*20,0.5,0,r*1,5,1,0.5]; 
                K_expo=8; 
                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_expo(count,:),resnorm_expo(count),residual_expo,exitflag_expo(co
unt),output_expo(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@plamondonlamarche2,param0_expo,ti
mes_new',speed_sphere(lb:ub)',[],[],options); 
                execution_time_expo=etime(clock, t0); 
areaerr_expo(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_expo)))/trapz(tim
es_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
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akaike_expo(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_expo(count)/N(count))+2*K_expo+
2*K_expo*(K_expo+1)/(N(count)-K_expo-1); 
%  
                param0_biexpo=[r*0.5,0.5,0.5]; 
                K_biexpo=4; 
                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_biexpo(count,:),resnorm_biexpo(count),residual_biexpo,exitflag_b
iexpo(count),output_biexpo(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@biexponential,param0_bi
expo,times_new',speed_sphere(lb:ub),[],[],options); 
                execution_time_biexpo=etime(clock, t0); 
areaerr_biexpo(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_biexpo)))/trapz
(times_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
akaike_biexpo(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_biexpo(count)/N(count))+2*K_b
iexpo+2*K_biexpo*(K_biexpo+1)/(N(count)-K_biexpo-1); 
  
                % fitting plamondon lognormal with and without support 
                % bound 
                param0_lgnb=[r*5,-1.5,1.5,2,0.5]; 
                K_lgnb=6; 
                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_lgnb(count,:),resnorm_lgnb(count),residual_lgnb,exitflag_lgnb(co
unt),output_lgnb(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@plamondonlognormalsupportbound,pa
ram0_lgnb,times_new',speed_sphere(lb:ub),[],[],options); 
                execution_time_lgnb=etime(clock, t0); 
areaerr_lgnb(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_lgnb)))/trapz(tim
es_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
akaike_lgnb(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_lgnb(count)/N(count))+2*K_lgnb+
2*K_lgnb*(K_lgnb+1)/(N(count)-K_lgnb-1); 
%  
                param0_lgn=[r*1,-1,10,1]; 
                K_lgn=5; 
                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_lgn(count,:),resnorm_lgn(count),residual_lgn,exitflag_lgn(count)
,output_lgn(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@plamondonlognormal,param0_lgn,times_ne
w',speed_sphere(lb:ub),[],[],options); 
                execution_time_lgn=etime(clock, t0); 
areaerr_lgn(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_lgn)))/trapz(times
_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
akaike_lgn(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_lgn(count)/N(count))+2*K_lgn+2*K
_lgn*(K_lgn+1)/(N(count)-K_lgn-1); 
%  
                % fitting probability distributions: gamma, beta, 
weibull 
                param0_gamma=[r*0.4,-0.05,5,8]; 
                K_gamma=5; 
                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_gamma(count,:),resnorm_gamma(count),residual_gamma,exitflag_gamm
a(count),output_gamma(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@gammafunction,param0_gamma,t
imes_new',speed_sphere(lb:ub),[],[],options); 
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                execution_time_gamma=etime(clock, t0); 
areaerr_gamma(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_gamma)))/trapz(t
imes_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
akaike_gamma(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_gamma(count)/N(count))+2*K_gam
ma+2*K_gamma*(K_gamma+1)/(N(count)-K_gamma-1); 
%  
                param0_beta=[r*2,-1,8,2,7]; 
                K_beta=6; 
                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_beta(count,:),resnorm_beta(count),residual_beta,exitflag_beta(co
unt),output_beta(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@betafunction,param0_beta,times_ne
w',speed_sphere(lb:ub),[],[],options); 
                execution_time_beta=etime(clock, t0); 
areaerr_beta(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_beta)))/trapz(tim
es_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
akaike_beta(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_beta(count)/N(count))+2*K_beta+
2*K_beta*(K_beta+1)/(N(count)-K_beta-1); 
%  
                param0_weibull=[r*12,-0.25,5]; 
                K_weibull=4; 
                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_weibull(count,:),resnorm_weibull(count),residual_weibull,exitfla
g_weibull(count),output_weibull(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@weibull,param0_wei
bull,times_new',speed_sphere(lb:ub),[],[],options); 
                execution_time_weibull=etime(clock, t0); 
areaerr_weibull(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_weibull)))/tra
pz(times_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
akaike_weibull(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_weibull(count)/N(count))+2*K
_weibull+2*K_weibull*(K_weibull+1)/(N(count)-K_weibull-1); 
%  
                % fitting guttman and gottlieb models (original and 
generalized) 
                param0_gg=[r*20,0,0.5]; 
                K_gg=4; 
                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_gg(count,:),resnorm_gg(count),residual_gg,exitflag_gg(count),out
put_gg(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@gutmangotlieb,param0_gg,times_new',speed_sp
here(lb:ub),[],[],options); 
                execution_time_gg=etime(clock, t0); 
areaerr_gg(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_gg)))/trapz(times_n
ew,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
akaike_gg(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_gg(count)/N(count))+2*K_gg+2*K_gg
*(K_gg+1)/(N(count)-K_gg-1); 
%  
                param0_gggen=[r*20,-0.5,3,1]; 
                K_gggen=5; 
                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_gggen(count,:),resnorm_gggen(count),residual_gggen,exitflag_ggge
n(count),output_gggen(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@gutmangotliebgeneral,param0_
gggen,times_new',speed_sphere(lb:ub),[],[],options); 
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                execution_time_gggen=etime(clock, t0); 
areaerr_gggen(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_gggen)))/trapz(t
imes_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
akaike_gggen(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_gggen(count)/N(count))+2*K_ggg
en+2*K_gggen*(K_gggen+1)/(N(count)-K_gggen-1); 
%  
                % % fitting sigmoidal model both continuous and 
discontinuous 
                param0_sigcont=[r*10,0,2,4]; 
                K_sigcont=5; 
                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_sigcont(count,:),resnorm_sigcont(count),residual_sigcont,exitfla
g_sigcont(count),output_sigcont(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@sigmoidcont,param0
_sigcont,times_new',speed_sphere(lb:ub),[],[],options); 
                execution_time_sigcont=etime(clock, t0); 
                
areaerr_sigcont(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_sigcont)))/tra
pz(times_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
akaike_sigcont(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_sigcont(count)/N(count))+2*K
_sigcont+2*K_sigcont*(K_sigcont+1)/(N(count)-K_sigcont-1); 
%  
                param0_sigdiscont=[r*2,0,1,7,r*6,-0.2,1,8,0.5]; 
                K_sigdiscont=10; 
                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_sigdiscont(count,:),resnorm_sigdiscont(count),residual_sigdiscon
t,exitflag_sigdiscont(count),output_sigdiscont(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@sig
moiddiscont,param0_sigdiscont,[times_new' 
speed_sphere(lb:ub)],speed_sphere(lb:ub)',[],[],options); 
                execution_time_sigdiscont=etime(clock, t0); 
areaerr_sigdiscont(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_sigdiscont)
))/trapz(times_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
akaike_sigdiscont(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_sigdiscont(count)/N(count
))+2*K_sigdiscont+2*K_sigdiscont*(K_sigdiscont+1)/(N(count)-
K_sigdiscont-1); 
  
                % fitting Eden-Hollerbach model 
                param0_edhol=[r*1,1,0.5,1,r*4,3,0]; 
                K_edhol=8; 
                t0 = clock; 
                
[param_edhol(count,:),resnorm_edhol(count),residual_edhol,exitflag_edho
l(count),output_edhol(count)]=lsqcurvefit(@edenhollerbach,param0_edhol,
times_new',speed_sphere(lb:ub),[],[],options); 
                execution_time_edhol=etime(clock, t0); 
areaerr_edhol(count)=trapz(times_new,abs(real(residual_edhol)))/trapz(t
imes_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub)); 
akaike_edhol(count)=N(count)*log(resnorm_edhol(count)/N(count))+2*K_edh
ol+2*K_edhol*(K_edhol+1)/(N(count)-K_edhol-1); 
%  
                 figure (2) 
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plot(times_new,speed_sphere(lb:ub),'b','LineWidth',3) 
  
                 hold on 
                 
plot(times_new,real(morassoasymmetric2(param_mmmasym(count,:),times_new
')),'r+') 
                 
plot(times_new,real(minimumjerk(param_minjerk(count,:),times_new)),'g') 
                  
plot(times_new,real(morasso(param_morasso(count,:),times_new)),'ro') 
                  
plot(times_new,real(minimumsnap(param_minsnap(count,:),times_new)),'rx'
) 
                  
plot(times_new,real(morassosymmetric(param_mmmsym(count,:),times_new)),
'k+') 
                  
plot(times_new,real(plamondonsymmetricgaussian(param_symgauss(count,:),
times_new)),'rs') 
                   
plot(times_new,real(plamondonasymmetricgaussian2(param_asymgauss(count,
:),times_new')),'ks') 
                  
plot(times_new,real(plamondonlamarche2(param_expo(count,:),times_new'))
,'rd') 
                  
plot(times_new,real(biexponential(param_biexpo(count,:),times_new')),'k
d') 
                  
plot(times_new,real(gutmangotlieb(param_gg(count,:),times_new)),'rv') 
                  
plot(times_new,real(gutmangotliebgeneral(param_gggen(count,:),times_new
)),'kv') 
                   plot(times_new,real(plamondonlognormalsupportbound 
(param_lgnb(count,:),times_new)),'r<') 
                  
plot(times_new,real(plamondonlognormal(param_lgn(count,:),times_new)),'
k<') 
                  
plot(times_new,real(gammafunction(param_gamma(count,:),times_new)),'r--
') 
                  
plot(times_new,real(betafunction(param_beta(count,:),times_new)),'r*') 
                 
plot(times_new,real(weibull(param_weibull(count,:),times_new)),'r:') 
                 
plot(times_new,real(sigmoidcont(param_sigcont(count,:),times_new)),'r-
.') 
                  
plot(times_new,real(sigmoiddiscont2(param_sigdiscont(count,:),times_new
')),'g--.') 
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plot(times_new,real(edenhollerbach(param_edhol(count,:),times_new)),'m'
) 
                hold off 
xlabel('normalized time') 
ylabel('speed (cm/s)') 
title('Sample Speed Profile') 
            pause 
            filename 
            fprintf('count equals %d\n', count); 
           end 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
% doing simple statistics 
fprintf('mean movement duration is %.3fs, std is 
%.3fs\n',mean(moveduration),std(moveduration)); 
fprintf('mean peak speed is %.3fcm/s, std is 
%.3fcm/s\n',mean(speedmax),std(speedmax)); 
fprintf('mean average speed is %.3fcm/s, std is 
%.3fcm/s\n',mean(av_speed),std(av_speed)); 
fprintf('mean symmetry ratio %.3f, std is 
%.3f\n',mean(symratio),std(symratio)); 
fprintf('mean skewness %.3f, std is %.3f\n',mean(skew),std(skew)); 
fprintf('mean kurtosis %.3f, std is %.3f\n',mean(kurt),std(kurt)); 
  
akaikeforanova=[akaike_asymgauss', akaike_beta', akaike_biexpo', 
akaike_edhol', akaike_expo', akaike_gamma', akaike_gg', akaike_gggen', 
akaike_lgn', akaike_lgnb', akaike_minjerk', akaike_minsnap', 
akaike_mmmsym', akaike_mmmasym', akaike_morasso', akaike_sigcont', 
akaike_sigdiscont', akaike_symgauss', akaike_weibull']; 
 
groupnames={'asymgauss', 'beta', 'biexpo', 'edhol', 'expo', 'gamma', 
'gg', 'gggen', 'lgn', 'lgnb', 'minjerk', 'minsnap', 'mmmsym', 
'mmmasym', 'morasso', 'sigcont', 'sigdiscont', 'symgauss', 'weibull'}; 
 
% comparing rmse and aic by kruskal-wallis anova and multiple 
comparisons 
% test 
[p_akaike,table_akaike,stats_akaike]=kruskalwallis(akaikeforanova,group
names); 
[c_akaike,m_akaike,h_akaike,gnames_akaike]=multcompare(stats_akaike,'es
timate','kruskalwallis','ctype','dunn-sidak'); 
  
% constructing bar charts  
% computing top5 scores (in temp), and weighted score out of 18 (in 
temp2) 
temp=zeros(1,19); 
temp2=zeros(1,19); 
for j=1:count 
    [sort_aic,sort_ind]=sort (akaikeforanova(j,:),'ascend'); 
    for l=1:5 
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        temp(sort_ind(l))=temp(sort_ind(l))+1; 
    end 
    groupnames(sort_ind(1:5)) 
    for m=1:19 
        temp2(sort_ind(m))=temp2(sort_ind(m))+19-m; 
    end 
end 
%temp=temp/count; 
temp2=temp2/count; 
  
n=19; 
 
% multicolored, centered plots 
figure(10) 
[sorta,inda]=sort(temp',1,'descend'); 
newsorta(10)=sorta(1); 
newsorta(9)=sorta(2); 
newsorta(11)=sorta(3); 
newsorta(8)=sorta(4); 
newsorta(12)=sorta(5); 
newsorta(7)=sorta(6); 
newsorta(13)=sorta(7); 
newsorta(6)=sorta(8); 
newsorta(14)=sorta(9); 
newsorta(5)=sorta(10); 
newsorta(15)=sorta(11); 
newsorta(4)=sorta(12); 
newsorta(16)=sorta(13); 
newsorta(3)=sorta(14); 
newsorta(17)=sorta(15); 
newsorta(2)=sorta(16); 
newsorta(18)=sorta(17); 
newsorta(1)=sorta(18); 
newsorta(19)=sorta(19); 
[sortb,indb]=sort(inda); 
  
h=barh(newsorta); 
set(gca,'YTick',1:n); 
set(gca,'YTickLabel',groupnames(inda([18,16,14,12,10,8,6,4,2,1,3,5,7,9,
11,13,15,17,19]))); 
colormap(jet(n)); 
ch = get(h,'Children'); 
fvd = get(ch,'Faces'); 
fvcd = get(ch,'FaceVertexCData'); 
  
ordbars=1:19; 
izs=ordbars(inda([18,16,14,12,10,8,6,4,2,1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19])); 
for i = 1:n 
    row = i; 
    fvcd(fvd(row,:))=izs(i); 
end 
set(ch,'FaceVertexCData',fvcd) 
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title (['# of speed profiles out of ', num2str(count), ' for which a 
model''s fit was among 5 best fits']) 
  
figure(11) 
[sorta,inda]=sort(temp2',1,'descend'); 
newsorta(10)=sorta(1); 
newsorta(9)=sorta(2); 
newsorta(11)=sorta(3); 
newsorta(8)=sorta(4); 
newsorta(12)=sorta(5); 
newsorta(7)=sorta(6); 
newsorta(13)=sorta(7); 
newsorta(6)=sorta(8); 
newsorta(14)=sorta(9); 
newsorta(5)=sorta(10); 
newsorta(15)=sorta(11); 
newsorta(4)=sorta(12); 
newsorta(16)=sorta(13); 
newsorta(3)=sorta(14); 
newsorta(17)=sorta(15); 
newsorta(2)=sorta(16); 
newsorta(18)=sorta(17); 
newsorta(1)=sorta(18); 
newsorta(19)=sorta(19); 
[sortb,indb]=sort(inda); 
groupnames(inda); 
  
h=barh(newsorta) 
set(gca,'YTick',1:n) 
set(gca,'YTickLabel',groupnames(inda([18,16,14,12,10,8,6,4,2,1,3,5,7,9,
11,13,15,17,19]))) 
n=19; 
colormap(jet(n)); 
ch = get(h,'Children'); 
fvd = get(ch,'Faces'); 
fvcd = get(ch,'FaceVertexCData'); 
  
ordbars=1:19; 
izs=ordbars(inda([18,16,14,12,10,8,6,4,2,1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19])); 
for i = 1:n 
    row = i; 
    fvcd(fvd(row,:))=izs(i); 
end 
set(ch,'FaceVertexCData',fvcd); 
xlabel ('Higher Scores (out of 18) correspond to better fits'); 
title (['Scores are based on ',num2str(count),' speed profiles']); 
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Appendix for Chapter 5 
Appendix 5-A: Handedness Questionnaire 
Available at http://lefthanded.cdf‐design.com/test/html_test.php, last accessed 
November 4, 2013 
Handedness Questionnaire 
1. Which hand holds the pencil when you write your signature?     Right  Left 
2. Which hand do you throw a baseball with?        Right  Left 
3. Which hand holds the bread when you spread butter on it?     Right  Left 
 4. Which hand is lowest when you are digging a hole with a shovel?    Right Left 
5. Which hand holds the brush when your brush your hair?  Right  Left 
6. Which hand do you throw the bowling ball down the lane with? Right  Left 
7. Which hand holds the Tupperware container when you open it? Right  Left 
8. Which hand moves when you tie thread to a needle?  Right  Left 
9. Which hand holds the tennis racquet when you play tennis? Right  Left 
10. Which hand holds the deck of cards when you deal in poker? Right  Left 
11. Which hand would you use to strike a match?   Right  Left 
12. Which hand holds the nail when you are hammering in a nail? Right  Left 
13. Which hand holds the handle of a pot when you are stirring soup?    Right Left 
14. Which hand do you use to turn pages in a book?   Right  Left
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Appendix 5-B: EOG Signal Processing, Eye Blink Detection and Plotting Script 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
  
%FOR EACH FILE, SPECIFY THE .CNT FILENAME 
filename='0599 20120212 8.cnt'; 
lcnt=loadcnt(filename, 'dataformat', 'int32'); % load the file 
eegcnt=lcnt.data; % extraction of the eeg data from the data structure 
of the cnt file 
  
% filtering using wavelets 
filttype='bior3.9'; 
levels=7; 
  
for j=1:size(eegcnt,1)   % for every row of the eeg data structure 
    tempsignal=eegcnt(j,:); % store the row into the temporary variable 
    [C,L]=wavedec(tempsignal,levels,filttype); % decompose the 
temporary variable into needed number of layers with the needed wavelet 
    Cnew=[C(1:(L(1)+L(2)+L(3)+L(4))),zeros(1,length(C)-L(1)-L(2)-L(3)-
L(4))]; % zero out all the coefficients other than residual and last 4 
levels 
     %reconstructing the modified signal 
     temprec=waverec(Cnew,L,filttype); 
     eegcnt_waverec(j,:)=temprec; 
end 
 clear temprec tempsignal 
  
 % find peaks in EOG channels 
peakslist = peakfinder(eegcnt_waverec(5,:),50,50,1); % needed EOG data 
is in channel 5 
a=length(find(peakslist<400)); % skip blinks in the first 400ms of the 
file 
aa=length(find(peakslist+800>size(eegcnt_waverec,2))); % skip blinks in 
the last 800ms of the file 
if a>0 
    peakslist=arrdelete(peakslist,[1:a]); 
end 
if aa>0 
    peakslist=arrdelete(peakslist,[length(peakslist)-
aa+1:length(peakslist)]); 
end 
for i=1:length(peakslist) 
    eeg_art(i,:)=eegcnt_waverec(5,peakslist(i)-400:peakslist(i)+800); 
% extract potential blinks 
end 
mean_eeg_art=mean(eeg_art,1); % calculate average blink artifact 
  
figure (50) 
plot(mean_eeg_art) % plot average blink artifact 
figure(51) 
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for i=1:size(eeg_art,1) 
plot(eeg_art(i,:)) % plot individual blinks one by one for review 
pause 
end 
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Appendix 5-C: Statistical Analysis MATLAB Script 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
  
load blinking_data_1013.mat 
blinking_rate=blinking_data(:,4); % numerical blink rate - independent 
variable 
subj_id=grp2idx(blinking_data(:,1)); % numerical array subject id  
recording_order=grp2idx(blinking_data(:,6)); % integer array recording 
order 
 
for i=1:size(blinking_data,1) % string array for handedness 
    if blinking_data(i,9)==2 
        handedness{i,:}='left'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,9)==1 
        handedness{i,:}='right'; 
    else  
        handedness{i,:}='not reported'; 
    end 
end 
  
handedness_known_ind=find(strcmp(handedness,'right')|strcmp(handedness,
'left')); 
handedness_known=handedness(handedness_known_ind); 
blinking_rate_for_handed=blinking_rate(handedness_known_ind); 
  
for i=1:size(blinking_data,1) % string array for age 
    if blinking_data(i,7)==1 
        age{i,:}='young'; 
    else  
        age{i,:}='old'; 
    end 
end 
  
for i=1:size(blinking_data,1) % string array for gender 
    if blinking_data(i,8)==1 
        gender{i,:}='male'; 
    else  
        gender{i,:}='female'; 
    end 
end 
  
for i=1:size(blinking_data,1) % string array for fluorescent ceiling 
lights 
    if blinking_data(i,10)==1 
        ceiling_lights{i,:}='off'; 
    else  
        ceiling_lights{i,:}='on'; 
    end 
end 
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for i=1:size(blinking_data,1) % numerical array for # of eog electrodes 
    if blinking_data(i,11)==1 
        eog_electrodes(i,:)=1; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,11)==2 
        eog_electrodes(i,:)=2; 
    else 
        eog_electrodes(i,:)=4; 
    end 
end 
eog_electrodes_num=grp2idx(eog_electrodes); 
  
for i=1:size(blinking_data,1) % string array for white floor lights 
    if blinking_data(i,12)==1 
        floor_lights{i,:}='off'; 
    else  
        floor_lights{i,:}='on'; 
    end 
end 
  
for i=1:size(blinking_data,1) % string array for lighting condition (3-
way) 
    if blinking_data(i,12)==2 
        light_condition{i,:}='floor on'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,10)==2 
        light_condition{i,:}='ceiling_on'; 
    else 
        light_condition{i,:}='no_light_on'; 
    end 
end 
% 'no light on' means that 2 computer monitors are the only light 
sources. 
  
for i=1:size(blinking_data,1) % string array for arm support 
    if blinking_data(i,13)==1 
        arm_support{i,:}='ramp'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,13)==2 
        arm_support{i,:}='box'; 
    else 
        arm_support{i,:}='none'; 
    end 
end 
  
for i=1:size(blinking_data,1) % string array for cap use 
    if blinking_data(i,14)==1 
        cap_use{i,:}='ind_elec'; 
    else  
        cap_use{i,:}='cap'; 
    end 
end 
  
for i=1:size(blinking_data,1) % string array for white noise 
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    if blinking_data(i,15)==1 
        white_noise{i,:}='off'; 
    else  
        white_noise{i,:}='on'; 
    end 
end 
  
for i=1:size(blinking_data,1) % string array for counting rare task 
    if blinking_data(i,16)==1 
        count_rare{i,:}='no_count'; 
    else  
        count_rare{i,:}='count'; 
    end 
end 
  
for i=1:size(blinking_data,1) % string array for type of sequence 
    if blinking_data(i,5)==1 
        sequence_type{i,:}='audio'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==2 
        sequence_type{i,:}='visual'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==3 
        sequence_type{i,:}='visual_with_noise'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==4 
        sequence_type{i,:}='prop_nomove'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==5 
        sequence_type{i,:}='prop_nocount_rare_down'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==6 
        sequence_type{i,:}='prop_nocount_rare_up'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==7 
        sequence_type{i,:}='prop_count_rare_down'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==8 
        sequence_type{i,:}='prop_count_rare_up'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==9 
        sequence_type{i,:}='prop_math_control'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==11 
        sequence_type{i,:}='prop_math_rare_down'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==10 
        sequence_type{i,:}='prop_math_rare_up'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==12 
        sequence_type{i,:}='prop_word_control'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==14 
        sequence_type{i,:}='prop_word_rare_down'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==13 
        sequence_type{i,:}='prop_word_rare_up'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==15 
        sequence_type{i,:}='prop_count_control'; 
    end 
end 
  
for i=1:size(blinking_data,1) % string array for type of sequence 
    if blinking_data(i,5)==1 
        sequence_type_broad{i,:}='audio_oddball_count'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==2|blinking_data(i,5)==3 
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        sequence_type_broad{i,:}='visual_oddball_count'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==4 
        sequence_type_broad{i,:}='prop_nomove'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==5|blinking_data(i,5)==6 
        sequence_type_broad{i,:}='prop_oddball_no_count'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==7|blinking_data(i,5)==8 
        sequence_type_broad{i,:}='prop_oddball_count'; 
    elseif blinking_data(i,5)==15 
        sequence_type_broad{i,:}='prop_count_control'; 
    elseif 
blinking_data(i,5)==9|blinking_data(i,5)==10|blinking_data(i,5)==11 
        sequence_type_broad{i,:}='prop_math'; 
    elseif 
blinking_data(i,5)==12|blinking_data(i,5)==13|blinking_data(i,5)==14 
        sequence_type_broad{i,:}='prop_wordsearch'; 
    end 
end 
  
% means, stds, conf.intervals 
%mean by averaging across sequences 
mean_blinking_rate=mean(blinking_rate) 
std_blinking_rate=std(blinking_rate) 
low_95_bound_blinking_rate=mean_blinking_rate-
norminv(0.975)*std_blinking_rate/sqrt(length(blinking_rate)) 
high_95_bound_blinking_rate=mean_blinking_rate+norminv(0.975)*std_blink
ing_rate/sqrt(length(blinking_rate)) 
  
% 1-way parametric ANOVAs 
% variability per subject 
[p_subj_id,table_subj_id,stats_subj_id]=anova1(blinking_rate,subj_id) 
[c_subj_id,m_subj_id,h_subj_id,gnames_subj_id] = 
multcompare(stats_subj_id,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn-sidak') 
axis ([-0.2 1.2 0 52]) 
  
%means, stds conf.intervals by averaging across subjects 
mean_subj_blinking_rate=mean(stats_subj_id.means) 
std_subj_blinking_rate=std(stats_subj_id.means) 
low_95_bound_subj_blinking_rate=mean_subj_blinking_rate-
norminv(0.975)*std_subj_blinking_rate/sqrt(length(stats_subj_id.means)) 
high_95_bound_subj_blinking_rate=mean_subj_blinking_rate+norminv(0.975)
*std_subj_blinking_rate/sqrt(length(stats_subj_id.means)) 
  
% sorting subject characteristics for calculations based on average 
blinking rate per subject, and performing corresponding 1-way ANOVAs 
 
[table,chi2,p,factorvals]=crosstab(subj_id, age) 
  
for i=1:size(stats_subj_id.means,2) % array for subjects ids 
    if table(i,1)>0 
        age_per_subj{i,:}='young'; 
    else  
        age_per_subj{i,:}='old'; 
    end 
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end 
  
[p_age_subj,table_age_subj,stats_age_subj]=anova1(stats_subj_id.means,a
ge_per_subj) 
[c_age_subj,m_age_subj,h_age_subj,gnames_age_subj] = 
multcompare(stats_age_subj,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn-sidak') 
   
  
[table,chi2,p,factorvals]=crosstab(subj_id, gender) 
  
for i=1:size(stats_subj_id.means,2) % array for subjects ids 
    if table(i,1)>0 
        gender_per_subj{i,:}='male'; 
    else  
        gender_per_subj{i,:}='female'; 
    end 
end 
  
[p_gender_subj,table_gender_subj,stats_gender_subj]=anova1(stats_subj_i
d.means,gender_per_subj) 
[c_gender_subj,m_gender_subj,h_gender_subj,gnames_gender_subj] = 
multcompare(stats_gender_subj,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn-sidak') 
   
  
[table,chi2,p,factorvals]=crosstab(subj_id, handedness) 
  
for i=1:size(stats_subj_id.means,2) % array for subjects ids 
    if table(i,1)>0 
        handedness_per_subj{i,:}='right'; 
    elseif table(i,2)>0 
        handedness_per_subj{i,:}='left'; 
    else 
        handedness_per_subj{i,:}='not_reported'; 
    end 
end 
 
handedness_known_ind_per_subj=find(strcmp(handedness_per_subj,'right')|
strcmp(handedness_per_subj,'left')); 
handedness_known_per_subj=handedness_per_subj(handedness_known_ind_per_
subj); 
blinking_rate_for_handed_per_subj=stats_subj_id.means(handedness_known_
ind_per_subj); 
  
[p_handedness_subj,table_handedness_subj,stats_handedness_subj]=anova1(
stats_subj_id.means,handedness_per_subj) 
[c_handedness_subj,m_handedness_subj,h_handedness_subj,gnames_handednes
s_subj] = 
multcompare(stats_handedness_subj,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn-
sidak') 
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[p_handedness_known_subj,table_handedness_known_subj,stats_handedness_k
nown_subj]=anova1(blinking_rate_for_handed_per_subj,handedness_known_pe
r_subj) 
[c_handedness_known_subj,m_handedness_known_subj,h_handedness_known_sub
j,gnames_handedness_known_subj] = 
multcompare(stats_handedness_known_subj,'estimate','anova1','ctype','du
nn-sidak') 
 
% 1-way ANOVAs based on individual sequences  
 [p_cap_use,table_cap_use,stats_cap_use]=anova1(blinking_rate,cap_use) 
[c_cap_use,m_cap_use,h_cap_use,gnames_cap_use] = 
multcompare(stats_cap_use,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn-sidak') 
  
[p_handedness,table_handedness,stats_handedness]=anova1(blinking_rate,h
andedness) 
[c_handedness,m_handedness,h_handedness,gnames_handedness] = 
multcompare(stats_handedness,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn-sidak') 
  
[p_handedness_known,table_handedness_known,stats_handedness_known]=anov
a1(blinking_rate_for_handed,handedness_known) 
[c_handedness_known,m_handedness_known,h_handedness_known,gnames_handed
ness_known] = 
multcompare(stats_handedness_known,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn-
sidak') 
  
[p_light_condition,table_light_condition,stats_light_condition]=anova1(
blinking_rate,light_condition) 
[c_light_condition,m_light_condition,h_light_condition,gnames_light_con
dition] = 
multcompare(stats_light_condition,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn-
sidak') 
  
[p_eog_electrodes,table_eog_electrodes,stats_eog_electrodes]=anova1(bli
nking_rate,eog_electrodes) 
[c_eog_electrodes,m_eog_electrodes,h_eog_electrodes,gnames_eog_electrod
es] = 
multcompare(stats_eog_electrodes,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn-
sidak') 
  
[p_count_rare,table_count_rare,stats_count_rare]=anova1(blinking_rate,c
ount_rare) 
[c_count_rare,m_count_rare,h_count_rare,gnames_count_rare] = 
multcompare(stats_count_rare,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn-sidak') 
  
[p_sequence_type,table_sequence_type,stats_sequence_type]=anova1(blinki
ng_rate,sequence_type) 
[c_sequence_type,m_sequence_type,h_sequence_type,gnames_sequence_type] 
= multcompare(stats_sequence_type,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn-
sidak') 
  
[p_sequence_type_broad,table_sequence_type_broad,stats_sequence_type_br
oad]=anova1(blinking_rate,sequence_type_broad) 
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[c_sequence_type_broad,m_sequence_type_broad,h_sequence_type_broad,gnam
es_sequence_type_broad] = 
multcompare(stats_sequence_type_broad,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn
-sidak') 
  
[p_recording_order,table_recording_order,stats_recording_order]=anova1(
blinking_rate,recording_order) 
[c_recording_order,m_recording_order,h_recording_order,gnames_recording
_order] = 
multcompare(stats_recording_order,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn-
sidak') 
  
[p_age,table_age,stats_age]=anova1(blinking_rate,age) 
[c_age,m_age,h_age,gnames_age] = 
multcompare(stats_age,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn-sidak') 
   
[p_gender,table_gender,stats_gender]=anova1(blinking_rate,gender) 
[c_gender,m_gender,h_gender,gnames_gender] = 
multcompare(stats_gender,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn-sidak') 
  
[p_arm_support,table_arm_support,stats_arm_support]=anova1(blinking_rat
e,arm_support) 
[c_arm_support,m_arm_support,h_arm_support,gnames_arm_support] = 
multcompare(stats_arm_support,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn-sidak') 
  
[p_white_noise,table_white_noise,stats_white_noise]=anova1(blinking_rat
e,white_noise) 
[c_white_noise,m_white_noise,h_white_noise,gnames_white_noise] = 
multcompare(stats_white_noise,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn-sidak') 
  
 % regression testing for recording time dependence of blinking rates 
n=length(unique(subj_id)); 
list_subj_id=unique(subj_id); 
  
figure 
for i=1:n 
    ind=find (subj_id==list_subj_id(i)); 
    
[b(:,i),bint,r,rint,stats_regress(:,i)]=regress(blinking_rate(ind),[one
s(length(ind),1) recording_order(ind)],0.05); 
    [rhoS(i),p_corrS(i)]=corr 
(blinking_rate(ind),recording_order(ind),'type','Spearman'); 
    [rhoP(i),p_corrP(i)]=corr 
(blinking_rate(ind),recording_order(ind),'type','Pearson'); 
     
    plot(recording_order(ind),blinking_rate(ind),'bo') 
    hold on 
    plot(recording_order(ind),recording_order(ind)*b(2,i)+b(1,i),'r-') 
    title(['subject ', num2str(i), ': blinking rate = ', 
num2str(b(1,i)), ' + recording order * ', num2str(b(2,i))]) 
    xlabel('recording order') 
    ylabel('blinking rate') 
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    hold off 
    pause 
end 
  
figure 
sig_slope=find(stats_regress(3,:)<=0.05); 
  
plot(b(2,:),'bo','LineWidth',2,'MarkerSize',10) 
hold on 
plot(zeros(n,1),'k') 
plot(sig_slope,b(2,sig_slope),'r*','LineWidth',2,'MarkerSize',20) 
title('Slopes of Fits for All Subjects') 
xlabel('subject') 
ylabel('fit slopes') 
  
figure 
plot(stats_regress(3,:)) 
hold on 
plot(ones(n,1)*0.05,'r') 
plot(ones(n,1)*0.1,'r--') 
title('P-values for Fits for All Subjects') 
xlabel('subject') 
ylabel('fit p-value') 
  
sigS=find(p_corrS<=0.05); 
sigP=find(p_corrP<=0.05); 
  
figure 
plot(rhoS,'bo','LineWidth',2,'MarkerSize',10) 
hold on 
  
plot(rhoP,'ks','LineWidth',2,'MarkerSize',10) 
plot(zeros(n,1),'m') 
plot(sigS,rhoS(sigS),'r*','LineWidth',2,'MarkerSize',20) 
plot(sigP,rhoP(sigP),'rx','LineWidth',2,'MarkerSize',20) 
title('Correlation Coefficients for All Subjects') 
xlabel('subject') 
ylabel('Correlation Coefficients') 
legend('Spearman', 'Pearson') 
  
figure 
plot(p_corrS,'b','Linewidth',2) 
hold on 
plot(p_corrP,'k','Linewidth',2) 
plot(ones(n,1)*0.05,'r') 
plot(ones(n,1)*0.1,'r--') 
title('P-values for Correlation Coefficients for All Subjects') 
xlabel('subject') 
ylabel('P-value for Correlation Coefficients') 
legend('Spearman', 'Pearson') 
 
% sorting handedness data by gender 
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male_entries=strcmp('male',gender); 
male_blinking_rate=blinking_rate(find(male_entries==1)); 
male_handedness=handedness(find(male_entries==1)); 
[p_male_handedness,table_male_handedness,stats_male_handedness]=anova1(
male_blinking_rate,male_handedness) 
[c_male_handedness,m_male_handedness,h_male_handedness,gnames_male_hand
edness] = 
multcompare(stats_male_handedness,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn-
sidak') 
  
male_entries_subj=strcmp('male',gender_per_subj); 
male_subj_blinking_rate=stats_subj_id.means(find(male_entries_subj==1))
; 
male_subj_handedness=handedness_per_subj(find(male_entries_subj==1)); 
[p_male_subj_handedness,table_male_subj_handedness,stats_male_subj_hand
edness]=anova1(male_subj_blinking_rate,male_subj_handedness) 
[c_male_subj_handedness,m_male_subj_handedness,h_male_subj_handedness,g
names_male_subj_handedness] = 
multcompare(stats_male_subj_handedness,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dun
n-sidak') 
  
gender_known_per_subj=gender_per_subj(handedness_known_ind_per_subj) 
  
male_entries_known_subj=strcmp('male',gender_known_per_subj); 
male_known_subj_blinking_rate=blinking_rate_for_handed_per_subj(find(ma
le_entries_known_subj==1)); 
male_known_subj_handedness=handedness_known_per_subj(find(male_entries_
known_subj==1)); 
[p_male_known_subj_handedness,table_male_known_subj_handedness,stats_ma
le_known_subj_handedness]=anova1(male_known_subj_blinking_rate,male_kno
wn_subj_handedness) 
[c_male_known_subj_handedness,m_male_known_subj_handedness,h_male_known
_subj_handedness,gnames_male_known_subj_handedness] = 
multcompare(stats_male_known_subj_handedness,'estimate','anova1','ctype
','dunn-sidak') 
  
female_entries=strcmp('female',gender); 
female_blinking_rate=blinking_rate(find(female_entries==1)); 
female_handedness=handedness(find(female_entries==1)); 
[p_female_handedness,table_female_handedness,stats_female_handedness]=a
nova1(female_blinking_rate,female_handedness) 
[c_female_handedness,m_female_handedness,h_female_handedness,gnames_fem
ale_handedness] = 
multcompare(stats_female_handedness,'estimate','anova1','ctype','dunn-
sidak') 
  
female_entries_subj=strcmp('female',gender_per_subj); 
female_subj_blinking_rate=stats_subj_id.means(find(female_entries_subj=
=1)); 
female_subj_handedness=handedness_per_subj(find(female_entries_subj==1)
); 
[p_female_subj_handedness,table_female_subj_handedness,stats_female_sub
j_handedness]=anova1(female_subj_blinking_rate,female_subj_handedness) 
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[c_female_subj_handedness,m_female_subj_handedness,h_female_subj_handed
ness,gnames_female_subj_handedness] = 
multcompare(stats_female_subj_handedness,'estimate','anova1','ctype','d
unn-sidak') 
  
female_entries_known_subj=strcmp('female',gender_known_per_subj); 
female_known_subj_blinking_rate=blinking_rate_for_handed_per_subj(find(
female_entries_known_subj==1)); 
female_known_subj_handedness=handedness_known_per_subj(find(female_entr
ies_known_subj==1)); 
[p_female_known_subj_handedness,table_female_known_subj_handedness,stat
s_female_known_subj_handedness]=anova1(female_known_subj_blinking_rate,
female_known_subj_handedness) 
[c_female_known_subj_handedness,m_female_known_subj_handedness,h_female
_known_subj_handedness,gnames_female_known_subj_handedness] = 
multcompare(stats_female_known_subj_handedness,'estimate','anova1','cty
pe','dunn-sidak') 
  
gender_known=gender(handedness_known_ind); 
  
male_entries_known=strcmp('male',gender_known); 
male_blinking_rate_known=blinking_rate_for_handed(find(male_entries_kno
wn==1)); 
male_handedness_known=handedness_known(find(male_entries_known==1)); 
[p_male_handedness_known,table_male_handedness_known,stats_male_handedn
ess_known]=anova1(male_blinking_rate_known,male_handedness_known) 
[c_male_handedness_known,m_male_handedness_known,h_male_handedness_know
n,gnames_male_handedness_known] = 
multcompare(stats_male_handedness_known,'estimate','anova1','ctype','du
nn-sidak') 
  
female_entries_known=strcmp('female',gender_known); 
female_blinking_rate_known=blinking_rate_for_handed(find(female_entries
_known==1)); 
female_handedness_known=handedness_known(find(female_entries_known==1))
; 
[p_female_handedness_known,table_female_handedness_known,stats_female_h
andedness_known]=anova1(female_blinking_rate_known,female_handedness_kn
own) 
[c_female_handedness_known,m_female_handedness_known,h_female_handednes
s_known,gnames_female_handedness_known] = 
multcompare(stats_female_handedness_known,'estimate','anova1','ctype','
dunn-sidak') 
  
% %kruskalwallis anovas 
% groupings based on individual sequences 
  
[p_subj_id_kw,table_subj_id_kw,stats_subj_id_kw]=kruskalwallis(blinking
_rate,subj_id) 
[c_subj_id_kw,m_subj_id_kw,h_subj_id_kw,gnames_subj_id_kw] = 
multcompare(stats_subj_id_kw,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype','dunn-
sidak') 
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[p_cap_use,table_cap_use,stats_cap_use]=kruskalwallis(blinking_rate,cap
_use) 
[c_cap_use,m_cap_use,h_cap_use,gnames_cap_use] = 
multcompare(stats_cap_use,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype','dunn-
sidak') 
  
[p_handedness,table_handedness,stats_handedness]=kruskalwallis(blinking
_rate,handedness) 
[c_handedness,m_handedness,h_handedness,gnames_handedness] = 
multcompare(stats_handedness,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype','dunn-
sidak') 
  
[p_handedness_known,table_handedness_known,stats_handedness_known]=krus
kalwallis(blinking_rate_for_handed,handedness_known) 
[c_handedness_known,m_handedness_known,h_handedness_known,gnames_handed
ness_known] = 
multcompare(stats_handedness_known,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype','
dunn-sidak') 
  
[p_male_handedness,table_male_handedness,stats_male_handedness]=kruskal
wallis(male_blinking_rate,male_handedness) 
[c_male_handedness,m_male_handedness,h_male_handedness,gnames_male_hand
edness] = 
multcompare(stats_male_handedness,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype','d
unn-sidak') 
  
[p_female_handedness,table_female_handedness,stats_female_handedness]=k
ruskalwallis(female_blinking_rate,female_handedness) 
[c_female_handedness,m_female_handedness,h_female_handedness,gnames_fem
ale_handedness] = 
multcompare(stats_female_handedness,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype',
'dunn-sidak') 
  
[p_male_handedness_known,table_male_handedness_known,stats_male_handedn
ess_known]=kruskalwallis(male_blinking_rate_known,male_handedness_known
) 
[c_male_handedness_known,m_male_handedness_known,h_male_handedness_know
n,gnames_male_handedness_known] = 
multcompare(stats_male_handedness_known,'estimate','kruskalwallis','cty
pe','dunn-sidak') 
  
[p_female_handedness_known,table_female_handedness_known,stats_female_h
andedness_known]=kruskalwallis(female_blinking_rate_known,female_handed
ness_known) 
[c_female_handedness_known,m_female_handedness_known,h_female_handednes
s_known,gnames_female_handedness_known] = 
multcompare(stats_female_handedness_known,'estimate','kruskalwallis','c
type','dunn-sidak') 
  
[p_light_condition,table_light_condition,stats_light_condition]=kruskal
wallis(blinking_rate,light_condition) 
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[c_light_condition,m_light_condition,h_light_condition,gnames_light_con
dition] = 
multcompare(stats_light_condition,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype','d
unn-sidak') 
  
[p_eog_electrodes,table_eog_electrodes,stats_eog_electrodes]=kruskalwal
lis(blinking_rate,eog_electrodes) 
[c_eog_electrodes,m_eog_electrodes,h_eog_electrodes,gnames_eog_electrod
es] = 
multcompare(stats_eog_electrodes,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype','du
nn-sidak') 
  
[p_count_rare,table_count_rare,stats_count_rare]=kruskalwallis(blinking
_rate,count_rare) 
[c_count_rare,m_count_rare,h_count_rare,gnames_count_rare] = 
multcompare(stats_count_rare,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype','dunn-
sidak') 
  
[p_sequence_type,table_sequence_type,stats_sequence_type]=kruskalwallis
(blinking_rate,sequence_type) 
[c_sequence_type,m_sequence_type,h_sequence_type,gnames_sequence_type] 
= 
multcompare(stats_sequence_type,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype','dun
n-sidak') 
  
[p_sequence_type_broad,table_sequence_type_broad,stats_sequence_type_br
oad]=kruskalwallis(blinking_rate,sequence_type_broad) 
[c_sequence_type_broad,m_sequence_type_broad,h_sequence_type_broad,gnam
es_sequence_type_broad] = 
multcompare(stats_sequence_type_broad,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype
','dunn-sidak') 
  
[p_recording_order,table_recording_order,stats_recording_order]=kruskal
wallis(blinking_rate,recording_order) 
[c_recording_order,m_recording_order,h_recording_order,gnames_recording
_order] = 
multcompare(stats_recording_order,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype','d
unn-sidak') 
  
[p_age,table_age,stats_age]=kruskalwallis(blinking_rate,age) 
[c_age,m_age,h_age,gnames_age] = 
multcompare(stats_age,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype','dunn-sidak') 
   
[p_gender,table_gender,stats_gender]=kruskalwallis(blinking_rate,gender
) 
[c_gender,m_gender,h_gender,gnames_gender] = 
multcompare(stats_gender,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype','dunn-
sidak') 
  
[p_arm_support,table_arm_support,stats_arm_support]=kruskalwallis(blink
ing_rate,arm_support) 
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[c_arm_support,m_arm_support,h_arm_support,gnames_arm_support] = 
multcompare(stats_arm_support,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype','dunn-
sidak') 
  
[p_white_noise,table_white_noise,stats_white_noise]=kruskalwallis(blink
ing_rate,white_noise) 
[c_white_noise,m_white_noise,h_white_noise,gnames_white_noise] = 
multcompare(stats_white_noise,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype','dunn-
sidak') 
  
%per subject groupings 
[p_age_subj,table_age_subj,stats_age_subj]=kruskalwallis(stats_subj_id.
means,age_per_subj) 
[c_age_subj,m_age_subj,h_age_subj,gnames_age_subj] = 
multcompare(stats_age_subj,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype','dunn-
sidak') 
   
[p_gender_subj,table_gender_subj,stats_gender_subj]=kruskalwallis(stats
_subj_id.means,gender_per_subj) 
[c_gender_subj,m_gender_subj,h_gender_subj,gnames_gender_subj] = 
multcompare(stats_gender_subj,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype','dunn-
sidak') 
   
[p_handedness_subj,table_handedness_subj,stats_handedness_subj]=kruskal
wallis(stats_subj_id.means,handedness_per_subj) 
[c_handedness_subj,m_handedness_subj,h_handedness_subj,gnames_handednes
s_subj] = 
multcompare(stats_handedness_subj,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctype','d
unn-sidak') 
  
[p_male_subj_handedness,table_male_subj_handedness,stats_male_subj_hand
edness]=kruskalwallis(male_subj_blinking_rate,male_subj_handedness) 
[c_male_subj_handedness,m_male_subj_handedness,h_male_subj_handedness,g
names_male_subj_handedness] = 
multcompare(stats_male_subj_handedness,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ctyp
e','dunn-sidak') 
  
[p_female_subj_handedness,table_female_subj_handedness,stats_female_sub
j_handedness]=kruskalwallis(female_subj_blinking_rate,female_subj_hande
dness) 
[c_female_subj_handedness,m_female_subj_handedness,h_female_subj_handed
ness,gnames_female_subj_handedness] = 
multcompare(stats_female_subj_handedness,'estimate','kruskalwallis','ct
ype','dunn-sidak') 
  
[p_handedness_known_subj,table_handedness_known_subj,stats_handedness_k
nown_subj]=kruskalwallis(blinking_rate_for_handed_per_subj,handedness_k
nown_per_subj) 
[c_handedness_known_subj,m_handedness_known_subj,h_handedness_known_sub
j,gnames_handedness_known_subj] = 
multcompare(stats_handedness_known_subj,'estimate','kruskalwallis','cty
pe','dunn-sidak') 
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[p_male_known_subj_handedness,table_male_known_subj_handedness,stats_ma
le_known_subj_handedness]=kruskalwallis(male_known_subj_blinking_rate,m
ale_known_subj_handedness) 
[c_male_known_subj_handedness,m_male_known_subj_handedness,h_male_known
_subj_handedness,gnames_male_known_subj_handedness] = 
multcompare(stats_male_known_subj_handedness,'estimate','kruskalwallis'
,'ctype','dunn-sidak') 
  
[p_female_known_subj_handedness,table_female_known_subj_handedness,stat
s_female_known_subj_handedness]=kruskalwallis(female_known_subj_blinkin
g_rate,female_known_subj_handedness) 
[c_female_known_subj_handedness,m_female_known_subj_handedness,h_female
_known_subj_handedness,gnames_female_known_subj_handedness] = 
multcompare(stats_female_known_subj_handedness,'estimate','kruskalwalli
s','ctype','dunn-sidak') 
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Appendix 5-D: Supplementary Figures 
Multiple Comparison Plots based on 1-way Parametric ANOVAs Using Average 
Blinking Rates per Subject for Gender, Age and Handedness Parameters 
 
Figure 0-61: Variation of blinking rates with gender based on average rates per subject 
 
Figure 0-62: Variation of blinking rates with age based on average rates per subject 
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Figure 0-63: Variation of blinking rates with handedness in both genders based on average 
rates per subject 
 
Figure 0-64: Variation of blinking rates with handedness in males based on average rates 
per subject 
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Figure 0-65: Variation of blinking rates with handedness in females based on average rates 
per subject 
 
Multiple Comparisons Plots Based on Kruskal-Wallis Non-parametric ANOVAs  
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Figure 0-66: Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with gender based on individual 
sequences (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) 
 
Figure 0-67: Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with age based on individual 
sequences (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) 
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Figure 0-68: Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with handedness in both genders 
based on individual sequences (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) 
 
Figure 0-69: Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with handedness in males based on 
individual sequences (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) 
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Figure 0-70:  Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with handedness in females based 
on individual sequences (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) 
 
Figure 0-71: Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with gender based on average rates 
per subject (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) 
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Figure 0-72: Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with age based on average rates per 
subject (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) 
 
Figure 0-73: Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with handedness in both genders 
based on average rates per subject (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) 
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Figure 0-74: Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with handedness in males based on 
average rates per subject (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) 
 
Figure 0-75: Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with handedness in females based 
on average rates per subject (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) 
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Figure 0-76: Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with the lighting conditions 
(Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) 
 
Figure 0-77: Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with the number of EOG electrodes 
(Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) 
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Figure 0-78: Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with cap vs. individual electrodes 
use for EEG recording (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) 
 
Figure 0-79: Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with sequence type (fine grouping) 
(Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) 
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Figure 0-80: Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with sequence type (broad 
grouping) (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) 
 
Figure 0-81: Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with recording order of the 
sequence in an experimental session (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) 
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Figure 0-82: Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with the type of arm support 
(Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) 
 
Figure 0-83: Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with auditory white noise (Kruskal-
Wallis ANOVA) 
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Figure 0-84: Variation of median ranks of blinking rate with counting rare stimuli task 
(Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) 
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Appendix 5-E: Parkinson’s Disease and Handedness Epidemiology Study 
Because eye blinking rate is related to dopaminergic pathway activity, it became 
of interest whether the observation of the decreased eye blink rate in left-handed 
individuals may have clinical relevance. Therefore, two epidemiologic questions arose 
related to handedness and a well-known condition affecting the dopaminergic pathways, 
namely Parkinson’s Disease (PD). Two questions were: 
1) Is the percentage of left-handed people who develop PD larger than the 
percentage of left-handed people in general population (known to be around 
10% (Hardyck and Petrinovich, 1977))? 
 This is based on the concern that if according to the present study the 
blinking rate is lower in left-handed individuals, maybe they have sub-
clinically lower dopaminergic tone, which could make their risk of PD 
higher 
2) Is there a relationship between person’s handedness and the side of the body, 
on which they develop dominant PD symptoms? 
Methodology: After registering on the PPMI database website ((MJFF), 2013), 
de-identified datasets were obtained, and patients’ genders, handedness, and side of PD 
symptoms dominance information were extracted from records that were in the database 
on April 10th, 2013. Records were verified to include this information, and those that had 
at least one of these parameters missing or not reported were excluded from analysis. 
Also the ambidextrous individuals (i.e. those without clearly-defined handedness), and 
those with symmetric PD symptoms on both sides of the body were excluded from the 
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analysis (both were small subgroups). Based on the remaining records the following 
tables and histograms were obtained  
Table 0-51: Handedness vs. side of PD symptoms dominance data for both genders from 
PPMI database  
Both Genders 
Disease 
Dominance 
Left Right Total
Handedness 
Left-
Handed 
23 33 56 
Right-
Handed 
176 263 439 
Total 199 296 495 
	
Table 0-52: Handedness vs. side of PD symptoms dominance data for males from PPMI 
database 
Males Only 
Disease 
Dominance 
 
Left Right Total
Handedness 
Left-
Handed 15 23 38 
Right-
Handed 103 171 274 
Total 118 194 312 
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Table 0-53: Handedness vs. side of PD symptoms dominance data for females from PPMI 
database 
Females Only 
Disease 
Dominance 
 
Left Right Total
Handedness 
Left-
Handed 8 10 18 
Right-
Handed 73 92 165 
Total 81 102 183 
	
Based on these tables, percentages of left-handed people with 95% confidence intervals 
were computed. Also the odds ratios of being left-handed to developing left-dominant PD 
symptoms were computed with corresponding 95% confidence intervals. Also chi-
squared tests for the proportion of left-handed individuals among people with left-
dominant PD symptoms were performed. 
The equation for 95% confidence interval for proportions is: nppp /)1(**96.1  , 
where p is the proportion for which the confidence interval is being computed, and n is 
the sample size.  (Dawson and Trapp, 2004) 
The equations for odds ratio and its 95% confidence interval based on (Szumilas, 2010) 
are: 
For A = left-handed with left-dominant disease, B = right-handed with left-dominant 
disease, C = left-handed with right-dominant disease, D= right-handed with right-
dominant disease 
Odds ratio = OR = [A/B ] / [C/D];  
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OR 95% confidence interval = 


 
DCBA
OR 1111*96.1)ln(exp  
The following table summarizing the calculations based on epidemiologic data from 
PPMI was obtained: 
Table 0-54: Summary of calculations based on epidemiology data from PPMI 
Group % of left-handed PD 
patients (95% 
Confidence Interval) 
Odds ratio of left-
handed individual 
having left-dominant 
PD symptoms (95% 
Confidence Interval) 
p-value for chi-
squared test for 
proportion 
Both Genders 11.3 (8.5-14.1) 1.04 (0.59-1.83) 0.89 
Male 12.2 (8.6-15.8) 1.08 (0.54-2.17) 0.82 
Female 9.8 (5.5-14.2) 1.01 (0.38-2.68) 0.99 
One can therefore conclude that: 
1) The percentage of left-handed people who develop PD is no different from the 
percentage of left-handed people in the general population, i.e. handedness is not 
a risk factor risk for PD! 
2) There is no relationship between handedness and side of the body on which PD 
symptoms are dominant! 
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Appendix for Chapter 6 
Appendix 6-A- Supplementary Figures 
Sample Networks for Three Baselines with Different Auditory Noises 
A. Average rare stimuli network based on proprioceptive P300 potentials (with rare stimuli 
downwards) recorded with white noise relative to NO auditory noise baseline 
B. Average rare stimuli network based on proprioceptive P300 potentials (with rare 
stimuli downwards) recorded with white noise relative to white auditory noise baseline 
C. Average rare stimuli network based on proprioceptive P300 potentials (with rare 
stimuli downwards) recorded with white noise relative to MRI auditory noise baseline 
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Figure 0-85: Rare stimuli networks based on proprioceptive P300 potentials (with rare 
stimuli in downwards direction) recorded with white noise relative to three auditory 
baselines (averaged across subjects). A. No auditory noise baseline, B. White auditory noise 
baseline, C. MRI auditory noise baseline. Colours on the red side of the spectrum indicate 
higher likelihood of the edge between particular pair of electrodes. 
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Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA Plots for the Comparisons of Connectivity Densities Grouped 
by Stimulus Modality and the Type of Auditory Noise during the EP Recording 
 
Figure 0-86: Connectivity densities of cross-correlation networks for auditory P300 
potentials for baselines recorded with different auditory noises. 
 
Figure 0-87: Connectivity densities of cross-correlation networks for visual P300 potentials 
recorded with no auditory noise for baselines recorded with different auditory noises. 
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Figure 0-88: Connectivity densities of cross-correlation networks for visual P300 potentials 
recorded with white auditory noise for baselines recorded with different auditory noises. 
 
	
Figure 0-89: Connectivity densities of cross-correlation networks for visual P300 potentials 
recorded with MRI auditory noise for baselines recorded with different auditory noises. 
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Figure 0-90: Connectivity densities of cross-correlation networks for proprioceptive P300 
potentials with rare stimuli in downwards direction recorded with white auditory noise for 
baselines recorded with different auditory noises.  
	
		
Figure 0-91: Connectivity densities of cross-correlation networks for proprioceptive P300 
potentials with rare stimuli in upwards direction recorded with white auditory noise for 
baselines recorded with different auditory noises. 
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Figure 0-92: Connectivity densities of cross-correlation networks for proprioceptive P300 
potentials with rare stimuli in downwards direction recorded with MRI auditory noise for 
baselines recorded with different auditory noises. 
	
 
Figure 0-93: Connectivity densities of cross-correlation networks for proprioceptive P300 
potentials with rare stimuli in upwards direction recorded with MRI auditory noise for 
baselines recorded with different auditory noises. 
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Figure 0-94: Connectivity densities of cross-correlation networks of all stimuli modalities 
combined for baselines recorded with different auditory noises. 
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Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA Plots for the Comparisons of Connectivity Densities Grouped 
by Stimulus Modality and the Type of Auditory Noise during the Baseline Recording 
 
Figure 0-95: Connectivity densities of cross-correlation networks for visual P300 potentials 
recorded with different auditory noises computed relative to NO noise baselines. 
 
Figure 0-96: Connectivity densities of cross-correlation networks for visual P300 potentials 
recorded with different auditory noises computed relative towhite noise baselines. 
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Figure 0-97: Connectivity densities of cross-correlation networks for visual P300 potentials 
recorded with different auditory noises computed relative to MRI noise baselines. 
 
Figure 0-98: Connectivity densities of cross-correlation networks for proprioceptive P300 
potentials with rare stimuli in downwards direction recorded with different auditory noises 
and computed relative to NO noise baselines. 
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Figure 0-99: Connectivity densities of cross-correlation networks for proprioceptive P300 
potentials with rare stimuli in downwards direction recorded with different auditory noises 
and computed relative to white noise baselines. 
 
Figure 0-100: Connectivity densities of cross-correlation networks for proprioceptive P300 
potentials with rare stimuli in downwards direction recorded with different auditory noises 
and computed relative to MRI noise baselines. 
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Figure 0-101: Connectivity densities of cross-correlation networks for proprioceptive P300 
potentials with rare stimuli in upwards direction recorded with different auditory noises 
and computed relative to NO noise baselines. 
 
Figure 0-102: Connectivity densities of cross-correlation networks for proprioceptive P300 
potentials with rare stimuli in upwards direction recorded with different auditory noises 
and computed relative to white noise baselines. 
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Figure 0-103: Connectivity densities of cross-correlation networks for proprioceptive P300 
potentials with rare stimuli in upwards direction recorded with different auditory noises 
and computed relative to MRI noise baselines. 
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Appendix 6-B – Supplementary Tables 
Table 0-55: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for auditory 
oddball sequences. Bolded rows represent statistically significant evoked potentials 
Auditory P300 
ID 
# of 
significant 
channels t-
test  
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping  
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs 
0317 0 17 335 10.66 53 8
0343 0 7 315 9.77 53 7
0460 0 5 416 1.65 72 11
0972 1 29 298 4.97 39 10
1711 1 3     67 14
2769 10 19 343 5.36 73 15
3169 0 0     36 6
3812 1 4 345 3.1 82 15
3919 0 9 287 6.79 59 14
4383 0 0     37 8
6550 6 23 312 7.87 81 15
6784 0 3     76 13
7057 0 0     70 13
7573 0 13 322 4.62 57 8
9338 3 12 377 6.5 48 11
9501 31 10 283 16.45 23 2
	
Table 0-56: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for visual 
oddball sequences recorded without auditory noise. Bolded rows represent statistically 
significant evoked potentials 
Visual P300 No Auditory Noise 
ID 
# of 
significant 
channels t-test  
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping  
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs 
0317 0 16 415 11.8 80 14
0343 0 20 395 10.42 59 13
0460 0 6 389 2.22 76 13
0972 0 0     34 8
1711 0 14 311 4.45 76 12
2769 6 28 363 4.4 70 14
3169 0 1     41 9
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3812 10 31 446 5.56 82 15
3919 20 32 418 11.27 76 14
4383 0 18 425 3.91 56 14
6550 11 29 395 7.15 78 15
6784 29 33 391 5.02 82 14
7057 0 15 407 6.33 56 12
7573 16 25 390 6.75 84 14
9338 1 12 460 8.1 66 13
9501 0 8 390 10.18 29 5
	
Table 0-57: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for visual 
oddball sequences recorded with white auditory noise. Bolded rows represent statistically 
significant evoked potentials 
Visual P300 with White Auditory Noise 
ID 
# of 
significant 
channels t-test 
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping  
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs
0317 0 12 437 12.23 66 11
0343 1 15 391 10.48 37 8
0460 0 0     29 8
0972 0 17 395 3.54 39 5
1711 14 30 397 5.69 72 13
2769 0 4 410 3.9 58 10
3169 0 3 362 3.25 65 11
3812 0 8 453 3.28 82 15
3919 22 33 416 11.13 72 15
4383 0 0     48 7
6550 3 19 438 3.75 78 13
6784 25 32 388 6.91 81 14
7057 0 2     17 6
7573 0 4     77 13
9338 0 1     66 9
9501 0 1     28 8
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Table 0-58: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for visual 
oddball sequences recorded with MRI auditory noise. Bolded rows represent statistically 
significant evoked potentials 
Visual P300 with MRI Auditory Noise 
ID 
# of significant 
channels t-test  
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping  
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs 
0317 0 2     72 12
0343 6 3 414 10.97 38 6
0460 0 0     35 4
0972 0 5     37 8
1711 0 0     63 12
2769 1 21 416 3.36 66 13
3169 0 0     42 10
3812 6 22 385 6.37 84 13
3919 27 l33 426 11.85 73 14
4383 4 9 476 5.76 56 8
6550 0 11 434 6.72 69 14
6784 7 31 422 4.9 76 14
7057 0 0     38 5
7573 0 0     77 11
9338 1 6 433 5.18 62 11
9501 28 28 429 29.09 16 2
	
Table 0-59: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for 
proprioceptive oddball sequences with rare stimuli in downwards direction recorded with 
white auditory noise. Bolded rows represent statistically significant evoked potentials 
Proprioceptive P300 Rare Stimuli Downwards with White Auditory Noise 
ID 
# of significant 
channels t-test  
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping  
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs 
0317 0 0     62 10
0343 1 0     39 4
0460 30 10 436 13.17 45 2
0972 0 0     19 6
1711 0 7 359 8.97 64 14
2769 0 4 428 5.77 60 12
3169 4 0     28 4
3812 3 9 435 5.28 80 14
3919 29 30 377 18.12 73 12
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4383 5 5 382 6.86 50 7
6550 2 16 379 6.37 73 14
6784 3 22 415 5.06 83 15
7057 0 2     38 9
7573 6 19 414 7.34 72 12
9338 6 17 455 12.21 30 6
9501 0 0     51 12
	
Table 0-60: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for 
proprioceptive oddball sequences with rare stimuli in upwards direction recorded with 
white auditory noise. Bolded rows represent statistically significant evoked potentials 
Proprioceptive P300 Rare Stimuli Upwards with White Auditory Noise 
ID 
# of significant 
channels t-test  
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping  
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs
0317 27 2 400 12.96 55 5
0343 6 8 369 11.34 34 4
0460 0 0     22 6
0972 1 0     23 2
1711 0 2     51 13
2769 17 22 379 10.65 64 13
3169 28 10     23 2
3812 1 26 453 3.62 81 15
3919 10 16 396 7.36 72 11
4383 1 4 415 6.69 51 11
6550 0 6 366 2.95 63 12
6784 6 26 414 6.58 81 15
7057 9 21 374 9.87 44 10
7573 18 24 457 6.38 75 14
9338 1 11 409 10.25 53 8
9501 10 28 452 9.81 56 12
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Table 0-61: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for 
proprioceptive oddball sequences with rare stimuli in downwards direction recorded with 
MRI auditory noise. Bolded rows represent statistically significant evoked potentials 
Proprioceptive P300 Rare Stimuli Downwards with MRI Auditory Noise 
ID 
# of significant 
channels t-test  
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping  
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs
0317 0 8 430 10.47 55 13
0343 2 6 413 11.03 28 4
0460 0 0     24 3
0972         19 1
1711 0 2     44 7
2769 4 19 375 9.32 71 13
3169 0 0     36 6
3812 0 22 405 4.66 77 13
3919 0 5 375 10.45 71 10
4383 0 3     47 9
6550 0 0     80 14
6784 0 13 395 3.83 80 15
7057 1 1     37 4
7573 0 0     58 6
9338 1 5 369 4.35 20 3
9501 4 18 416 15.53 30 6
	
Table 0-62: Statistical significance testing and latencies and amplitudes data for 
proprioceptive oddball sequences with rare stimuli in upwards direction recorded with 
MRI auditory noise. Bolded rows represent statistically significant evoked potentials 
Proprioceptive P300 Rare Stimuli Upwards with MRI Auditory Noise 
ID 
# of significant 
channels t-test  
# of significant 
channels 
Bootstrapping  
Latency 
Pz (ms) 
Peak 
Amplitude 
Pz (uV) 
#common 
epochs 
#rare 
epochs
0317 14 30 340 13.56 60 10
0343 18 22 408 15.89 43 6
0460 0 6 427 7.04 27 6
0972 8 2     29 3
1711 0 0     46 8
2769 23 25 424 13.89 49 11
3169 1 3     33 7
3812 2 14 412 4.37 82 15
3919 14 21 400 4.38 72 12
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4383 0 7 389 5.5 57 9
6550 0 4     80 14
6784 24 28 342 7.63 79 15
7057 1 4 372 7.69 42 4
7573 0 15 450 5.72 64 11
9338         24 1
9501 3 15 382 11.99 25 6
	
Table 0-63: Connectivity density values based on auditory P300 potentials for different 
baselines 
Auditory to Baseline 
with No Noise 
Auditory to 
Baseline with 
White Noise 
Auditory to 
Baseline with MRI 
Noise 
ID Common Rare Common Rare Common Rare 
0317 0.0175 0.5603 0.2714 0.7794 0.2952 0.8175 
0343 0.127 0.0048 0.1714 0 0.2794 0.0079 
0972 0.8317 0.7794 0.9651 0.8524 0.9698 0.9095 
2769 0.8032 0.2778 0.1937 0.4476 0.8429 0.7714 
3919 0.673 0.3683 0.4651 0.2016 0.8349 0.6698 
6550 0.4111 0.0079 0.0032 0.1937 0.3635 0.5397 
7573 0.6952 0.6651 0.7508 0.6825 0.6476 0.6079 
9338 0.5265 0.4841 0.2635 0.2889 0.5714 0.5889 
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Table 0-64: Connectivity density values based on visual P300 potentials recorded with no 
auditory noise for different baselines 
Visual No Noise to 
Baseline with No 
Noise 
Visual No Noise to 
Baseline with 
White Noise 
Visual No Noise to 
Baseline with MRI 
Noise 
ID Common Rare Common Rare Common Rare 
0317 0.1095 0.8857 0.3968 0.8444 0.4556 0.8825 
0343 0 0.7143 0.0492 0.7016 0.0492 0.6937 
1711 0.7587 0 0.1444 0.2429 0.1476 0 
2769 0.4 0.0397 0.2794 0.1603 0.9762 0.7222 
3812 0.8143 0.7524 0.8556 0.8889 0.8381 0.7508 
3919 0.8175 0.7127 0.7698 0.6222 0.8413 0.773 
4383 0.3222 0.0302 0.2937 0.3635 0.1206 0.046 
6550 0.3238 0.346 0.6984 0.5476 0.8762 0.7159 
6784 0.0603 0.6063 0.1492 0.6667 0.6095 0.8571 
7057 0.2444 0.4937 0.6016 0.654 0.8587 0.8095 
7573 0.2 0.4984 0.2254 0.4905 0.5206 0.4937 
9338 0.6159 0.581 0.4524 0.5349 0.6714 0.6778 
9501 0.246 0.6825 0.0095 0.7111 0.1524 0.773 
	
Table 0-65: Connectivity density values based on visual P300 potentials recorded with white 
auditory noise for different baselines 
Visual with White 
Noise to Baseline 
with No Noise 
Visual with White 
Noise to Baseline 
with White Noise 
Visual with White 
Noise to Baseline 
with MRI Noise 
ID Common Rare Common Rare Common Rare 
0317 0.4349 0.027 0.3841 0.2206 0.073 0 
0343 0.2921 0 0.1127 0 0.3508 0 
0972 0.8222 0.2286 0.8175 0.5159 0.8444 0.2603 
1711 0.6873 0.1492 0.0619 0.319 0.1016 0.1492 
3919 0.0794 0.8302 0.0698 0.7381 0.6365 0.8667 
6550 0.1794 0.3222 0.4825 0.419 0.7476 0.5698 
6784 0.0825 0.7429 0.0222 0.8254 0.3429 0.9206 
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Table 0-66: Connectivity density values based on visual P300 potentials recorded with MRI 
auditory noise for different baselines 
Visual with MRI 
Noise to Baseline 
with No Noise 
Visual with MRI 
Noise to Baseline 
with White Noise 
Visual with MRI 
Noise to Baseline 
with MRI Noise 
ID Common Rare Common Rare Common Rare 
2769 0.773 0.3571 0.5746 0.0238 0.5016 0.3381 
3812 0.3286 0.9048 0.8222 0.8905 0 0.9016 
3919 0.4016 0.7429 0.1016 0.6492 0.7349 0.8333 
4383 0.346 0 0.3635 0.219 0.0143 0 
6550 0.2429 0.1937 0.1714 0.2032 0.6254 0.3937 
6784 0.3651 0.0048 0.1286 0.3317 0.1413 0.6349 
	
Table 0-67: Connectivity density values based on proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare 
stimuli in downwards direction recorded with white auditory noise for different baselines 
Proprioceptive Rare 
Down with White 
Noise to Baseline 
with No Noise 
Proprioceptive Rare 
Down with White 
Noise to Baseline 
with White Noise 
Proprioceptive Rare 
Down with White 
Noise to Baseline 
with MRI Noise 
ID Common Rare Common Rare Common Rare 
0460 0.2 0.8873 0.0111 0.8825 0.6016 0.8238 
1711 0.3397 0.1413 0 0.3048 0 0.1429 
3919 0.4333 0.4571 0.1317 0.3254 0.8878 0.6603 
6550 0.2619 0.0111 0.1698 0.2111 0.4968 0.5 
6784 0.4238 0.6413 0.2556 0.6762 0.1444 0.8302 
7573 0.473 0.4238 0.3667 0.4 0.4841 0.4159 
9338 0.081 0.2206 0.0127 0.0714 0.4063 0.4048 
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Table 0-68: Connectivity density values based on proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare 
stimuli in upwards direction recorded with white auditory noise for different baselines 
Proprioceptive Rare 
Up with White 
Noise to Baseline 
with No Noise 
Proprioceptive Rare 
Up with White 
Noise to Baseline 
with White Noise 
Proprioceptive Rare 
Up with White 
Noise to Baseline 
with MRI Noise 
ID Common Rare Common Rare Common Rare 
0317 0.627 0.3905 0.619 0.4905 0.5048 0.3619 
2769 0.827 0.2667 0.6714 0.2937 0.3937 0.7159 
3812 0.4873 0.2841 0.8762 0.8952 0.019 0.8143 
6784 0.4429 0.5698 0.2984 0.6794 0.0873 0.8127 
9501 0.5127 0.0397 0.1841 0 0.0032 0.0111 
	
Table 0-69: Connectivity density values based on proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare 
stimuli in downwards direction recorded with MRI auditory noise for different baselines 
Proprioceptive Rare 
Down with MRI 
Noise to Baseline 
with No Noise 
Proprioceptive Rare 
Down with MRI 
Noise to Baseline 
with White Noise 
Proprioceptive Rare 
Down with MRI 
Noise to Baseline 
with MRI Noise 
ID Common Rare Common Rare Common Rare 
0317 0.5683 0 0.6571 0 0.7079 0 
0343 0.1651 0.0492 0.1365 0 0.2206 0 
2769 0.8968 0.2587 0.7016 0.0222 0.1048 0.354 
3812 0.473 0.0603 0.9111 0.8048 0.7603 0 
3919 0.4079 0.6889 0.1873 0.6111 0.7063 0.8016 
6784 0.4254 0.3683 0.2937 0.5 0.0683 0.6968 
7057 0.227 0.0889 0.254 0.0508 0.6714 0.119 
7573 0.454 0.5667 0.4111 0.5746 0.4825 0.5825 
9338 0.2111 0.0048 0.2175 0 0.327 0.0619 
9501 0.627 0 0.1746 0 0.1222 0.3016 
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Table 0-70: Connectivity density values based on proprioceptive P300 potentials with rare 
stimuli in upwards direction recorded with MRI auditory noise for different baselines 
Proprioceptive Rare 
Up with MRI Noise 
to Baseline with No 
Noise 
Proprioceptive Rare 
Up with MRI Noise 
to Baseline with 
White Noise 
Proprioceptive Rare 
Up with MRI Noise 
to Baseline with 
MRI Noise 
ID Common Rare Common Rare Common Rare 
0317 0.5524 0 0.5365 0.0873 0.2698 0 
0343 0.1016 0.5825 0.0683 0.5857 0 0.6143 
2769 0.7492 0.3556 0.4079 0.3111 0.5778 0.5333 
3812 0.4159 0.0032 0.9127 0.8794 0.4143 0.5476 
3919 0.1937 0 0.3889 0 0.1333 0.0683 
6784 0.1952 0.519 0.0857 0.6397 0.2619 0.7921 
7573 0.2587 0.1635 0.1413 0 0.319 0.046 
9501 0.6905 0.0048 0.5238 0 0.0095 0 
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